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ABSTRACT
In the wake of the Mexican Revolution, the new State sought to reinvigorate and
civilize Mexico City through a series of urban reforms and public works. This
dissertation focuses on the intersection of revolutionary reform and the formation of
urban space by asking how revolutionary leaders –concerned about acceptable roles for
women—envisioned a new city, and how women of different social classes contested
these ideas. Through a study of performance and visual culture, I analyze the depiction
and concern over “public women,” to understand larger debates about gender and
urbanization in Mexico City during the 1920s and 1930s.
After World War I, a global ideal of the New Woman emerged through which
women claimed both political and social mobility. This ideology was articulated through
a radically different aesthetic of femininity that postulated a new way of discerning
physical beauty. The Deco body, as I call this phenomenon, marked a shift from the ideal
of full-figured female bodies to the sleek, elongated lines that dominated nascent fashion
and beauty industries, populated the pages of the city’s popular magazines, and structured
the imagined metropolis, a city where modernity literally was seen and debated in terms
of acceptable forms of femininity. By looking at what and who constituted spectacle, I
examine how the visibility and invisibility of women in public space influenced urban
reform.
The Revolution created some new spaces in which women could exercise agency,
yet by the mid 1930s, this window of opportunity gradually closed. Despite large crossclass alliances, mobilization, and activism, women did not achieve either gender parity or
the right to vote. Modern ideas of femininity ran up against the “cult of masculinity” that
glorified war heroes as the quintessential Revolutionary Family. Gender issues occupied
an ambiguous place in context of the reformist agenda of the new leadership that sought
to return women to traditional roles of wife and mother. In contrast, the Deco bodies of
the stage served to symbolize Mexico City’s claim to modernity, bridged the gap between
Indigenismo and Mestizaje, and paved the way for a mestizo modernity.
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INTRODUCTION: THE CITY OF SPECTACLES
How to describe a city? Even for its inhabitants it is an impossible task; one can only offer a simplified
scheme, choosing a house here, a park there as mere symbols of a whole.
Graham Greene, Notes of Mexico City
Since eternity I have seen the Federal District not as a city, in the sense of an organism to which one can
belong and for which one can feel pride, but as a Catalogue, Shop Window, Showcase and Exhibit of
Bookstores, Cinemas and Taco-stands.
Carlos Monsivais, Firmes y adelante, huestes de la fe

In his masterful novel Invisible Cities, Italo Calvino showed that cities are not only the
planned receptacles for a diverse amalgamation of human experience, but that they arise
from human imagination. One city contains many cities, not only in distinct spaces and
times, but equally in the vast and often contradictory memories, dreams, and hopes of its
many inhabitants.1 In the aftermath of the armed phase of the Revolution, Mexico City
revealed an urban landscape composed of many such contradictory hopes and desires of a
city in flux. During 1920s and 1930s, the ever-greater tide of new arrivals from the
countryside, the ongoing transformation of the historic district to serve both the memory of
patrimony and the future of commerce, and the sheer proliferation of images signaled to
capitalinos (residents of the capital city) not only what the city was becoming, but also
how it could be imagined. This city of the future had gendered overtones that figured
prominently within debates over larger social reform that addressed both the promises of
the Revolution and preoccupations with modernization.
My dissertation focuses on the intersection of revolutionary reform and processes
of urbanization in Mexico City in the 1920s and 1930s, especially how the concern of male
1

Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, [1st ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974).
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revolutionary leaders over acceptable roles for women shaped the creation of public
spaces, and, in turn, how women of different class and ethnic backgrounds navigated this
changing cityscape and staked their claims to public space. I hope that this study will
contribute to the field of Mexican history in the following ways. First, I show how
changing ideas of normative gender roles and sexuality influenced the process of
urbanization in Mexico City, and informed the problem of modernity in Mexico in the
aftermath of the armed phase of the Revolution. I argue that one can’t understand the
articulation of a “mestizo modernity”2 in the wake of the Revolution without understanding
how and why gender norms changed. Secondly, above and beyond adding a study about
women to the vast growing body of women’s history in the revolutionary and postrevolutionary period, I hope to add an understanding of how that history is gendered. I
believe that I encountered sufficient evidence to assert that, in the face of reconstruction
efforts in the aftermath of the armed face of the Revolution, Mexican society experienced a
redefinition of gender norms that entailed new understandings of femininity and of
masculinity. The reason for my focus on the period from 1915-1939 reflects this change.
When studying gender, the Revolution requires a different periodization. In particular, I
will explain why I argue against the premise underlying “Golden Age” scholarship that
posits modernity in Mexico started in the 1940s, while the 1920s and 1930s merely
represented a transitional phase to that modernity.

Mexican Historiography
2

I borrow this term and concept from Tace Hedrick, Mestizo Modernism: Race, Nation and Identity in Latin
American Culture, 1900-1940 (Newark, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004).
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In the last twenty years, historians have increasingly turned to the study of culture
to understand historical trajectories, including political and economic ones. While these
studies have been able to shed light on social processes, they have also demonstrated that
cultural processes can not be divorced from politics and economics, and thus that a
separation between them is necessarily a superficial one.
Once the Constitutionalists established power by 1916, they sought to remake
society in the 1920s not only economically and politically, but also culturally. Perhaps, as
revolutionary reform entailed a large cultural component, cultural historians have focused
heavily on this period. While some have interpreted this national project as part of attempt
to affect a cultural hegemony to benefit the consolidation of power by revolutionary
leaders, mostly the Sonorans in the 1920s who paid the greatest attention to this project,
others have looked at this time as a period of social change.3
Revolutionary reforms centered on the elevation of the campesino as the authentic
hallmark of Lo Mexicano, and championed Indigenismo as best representing Mestizo
national identity, at least in painting, that captured the imagination of Mexicans and
foreigners alike.4 Yet, Indigenismo increasingly idealized the indigenous past (a continuity
from the Porfiriato) and never addressed the plight of contemporary indigenous groups.
Moreover, a tension between Indigenismo and Mestizaje as a search for a whitening of the

G. M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent, Everyday Forms of State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of
Rule in Modern Mexico (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994); Alan Knight, The Mexican Revolution, 2
vols. (Cambridge [Cambridgeshire]; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
4
Helen Delpar, The Enormous Vogue of Things Mexican: Cultural Relations between the United States and
Mexico, 1920-1935 (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1992); Desmond Rochfort, Mexican
Muralists: Orozco, Rivera, Siqueiros (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993).
3
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population, structured the cultural project of the government.5
While the motif of traditional Mexico as national identity might have tied the
peasantry and working class to the National Revolutionary Party (Partido Nacional
Revolucionario or PNR), it seemed to counter the revolutionary stress on modernity.
President Plutarco Elías Calles’s stress on secularization especially ran up against
enormous opposition, leading to rural violence during Cristero War from 1926-29 and in
1932, in which campesinos took up arms to defend traditional beliefs and the central
position of the Church in their communities.6
Historians have only begun to examine gender issues related to cultural processes.
The tension between modernity, still predicated on European values, and tradition found
some its greatest expressions in concern over changing gender norms. Studies demonstrate
that revolutionaries envisioned a traditional role for the revolutionary woman, relegating
her back to the private sphere as mother and wife.7 Yet, this did not deter the appearance
of the chica moderna, who –inspired by changing gender roles in Europe and the United
States—challenged both revolutionary reform movements and traditional expectations.8
Downtrodden pelados, later immortalized by Cantinflas who emerged from the carpas and

Stacie G. Widdifield, The Embodiment of the National in Late Nineteenth-Century Mexican Painting
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996); Debra Poole, “An Image of ‘Our Indian’: Type Photographs
and Racial Sentiments in Oaxaca, 1920-1940,” Hispanic American Historical Review 84:1 (2004): 37-82.
6
Jean A. Meyer, The Cristero Rebellion: The Mexican People between Church and State, 1926-1929
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1976).
7
Shirlene Ann Soto, The Mexican Woman: A Study of Her Participation in the Revolution, 1910-1940 (Palo
Alto, Calif.: R & E Research Associates, 1979); Anna Macías, Against All Odds: The Feminist Movement in
Mexico to 1940 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1982). Elizabeth Salas, Soldaderas in the Mexican
Military: Myth and History (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990); Ann Blum, "Breaking and Making
Families: Adoption and Public Welfare, 1917-1940" (Paper presented at “Las Olvidadas: Gender and
Women’s History in Postrevolutionary Mexico,” Yale University, May 2001).
8
Anne Rubenstein, Bad Language, Naked Ladies, and Other Threats to the Nation: A Political History of
Comic Books in Mexico (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998).
5
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rose to national fame, signaled that revolutionary reform would have to contend with lower
class cultural resistance.9 Thus, while the revolutionaries promoted a national identity
based on Indigenismo, tensions with a desired modernity abounded in the 1920s and 1930s,
especially as this time coincided with the rise of mass media such as radio, film,
advertising, and comic books.
The public works built in the early 1930s to address the needs of the city’s lower
classes, mostly rural migrants, comments on political issues of the time, especially the
consolidation of national authority during the late 1920s and early 1930s. When assessing
the power of the national regime in the 1920s and 1930s, Alan Knight rightfully warned
against revisionist historians' tendency towards “statolatry” by ascribing more strength to
the regime than it actually had during this time. He equally worried about the trend of
viewing the Revolution as a “teleological straight-jacket,” that is, tracing all progress in
these years back to revolutionary institutions. He found that in order to assess
revolutionary change versus Porfirian continuity after 1920, historians should not
underestimate of the role of popular participation.10 The task at hand in assessing the
strength of revolutionary authority is to determine exactly how and why the regime
consolidated power and who was involved in the project by subjecting it to a historical
examination. My research on the creation of the city markets as part of the leaderships’
plans to alter Mexico City indicates that presidents such as Abelardo Rodríguez were able
to initiate legislation to consolidate federal power over the Federal District, which favored

Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Cantinflas and the Chaos of Mexican Modernity (Wilmington, Del.: SR Books, 2001).
Alan Knight, "The Mexican Revolution: Bourgeois? Nationalist? Or just a 'Great Rebellion'?" Bulletin of
Latin American Research 4 (1985): 13, 10.
9
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business interests, upper middle-class property owners and industrialists, and allowed the
president to push through social reforms at a more rapid rate than had been possible before
the elimination of the city's municipal councils.
While most histories of this period have concentrated on Calles as Jefe Maximo,
ruling through a series of so-called puppet presidents, my research contributes to recent
scholarship that argues that the interim-presidents of the period referred to as the Maximato
(1928-1934), Abelardo Rodríguez in particular, acted independently both in administration
and ideology. Barbara Kuzio argues that Rodríguez’s leadership was of a transitional
nature that paved the way for a peaceful shift from the Maximato to Cardinismo. My
findings on the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez (MAR) support Kuzio's insights that politics
were less personalist than previously assumed, and that power struggles between Calles’s
and Rodríguez’s followers resulted largely from rifts in the PNR. Whereas the Calles
faction favored capitalist, non-interventionist, anti-clerical, socially conservative policies, a
new generation of leaders advocated radical socio-economic change, including state
intervention.11 Rodríguez, entrusted with maintaining unity in the party, promoted policies
that favored greater social reform, yet without departing from capitalist development. As
we will see, the MAR proved a perfect example of this type of reform.

Mexico City and Urbanization
Due to the effects of the second industrial revolution European and United States,
cities experienced enormous growth in the late nineteenth century. The rise of the
11

Barbara Allen Kuzio, “President Abelardo Rodríguez (1932-1934): From Maximato to Cardenismo” (M.A.
Thesis, Portland State University, 1997).
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metropolis included an urban culture characterized by mobility, consumption, and leisure.
Latin American cities, while less the result of burgeoning industry, similarly saw rapid
urbanization during this time. As in the large urban areas of the United States, most Latin
American primary cities grew due to changing and accelerating national and international
migration patterns, which entailed accommodating an increasingly heterogeneous
population. The conventional thesis on the emerging urban culture of the metropolis
centers on modernization as the explanatory model. Structural forces fueled both urban
growth as well as an accompanying urban culture. Yet, the desire for modernity that
facilitated urban cultures is not so easily tied to structural processes. Modernity is a
complicated concept that communicates different things to different people, depending on
time and place. It is safe to say that the desire for modernity expressed itself in the built
environment, not only through architecture, but also in public works projects and urban
reform in general.
In Europe, the United States, and Latin America, the quest for the modern city was
bound up with gender norms. A growing number of historians, especially ones studying
urban history in the United States and Europe have started to conceptualize how views of
gender, especially desirable femininities and masculinities, intersect with urban reform.
Most of this scholarship has examined how different groups have gained –or have been
barred from–access to public space as a reflection of the political and economic nature of
contests over urban space.
In this study, I contribute to debates on how gender norms influence urbanization.
Even though the issue of how urban environments shape male and female experiences has
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enjoyed considerable attention in Europe and the United States, primarily from feminist
historians, art historians, and geographers, not many such studies have been conducted for
Mexico. Groundbreaking studies of the interaction of gender and urbanization have
demonstrated that bourgeois concerns over female sexuality and mobility influenced the
rapidly changing cities in Europe and the United States. The work of Judith Walkowitz and
Anne McClintock on nineteenth-century London, to name two applications of some of
these theories, has done much to underscore the class and race dimensions of work and
sexuality by subjecting both to a cultural and geographic analysis. Walkowitz, analyzing
female sexuality and male violence as exemplary of a new urban culture, and Anne
McClintock, demonstrating the workings of empire at home in the capital city, provide
fascinating insights into the workings of gender in the construction of cities and vice versa.
Walkowitz’s examination of Victorian flaneurs reveals how the discursive construction of
an urban underworld occasioned a process of self-definition and self-discovery for well-todo voyeurs whereby the slums and its inhabitants were often reduced to a picturesque
backdrop. The fear of sexual violence resulted in the idea that “good women” should not
be in public.12
Despite the rhetoric of the sanctity of the private sphere for women, the
modernizing city afforded increased opportunities for women to move around. Unlike the
idealized city of the bourgeois imagination where women stayed indoors and classes kept
to their own parts of town, the modern city became a place where men and women of
different socio-economic backgrounds actively mingled. Like their male counterparts,
Judith R. Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late Victorian London
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
12
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upper class and bourgeois women took to slumming, albeit under the guise of charity work
and other volunteer activities, and equally viewed lower-class neighborhoods as a stage to
enact their own personal drama. Middle class women left the sanctity of their homes by
going outdoors and displacing their repressed desires onto the newfound pleasures of
shopping. Working class men, increasingly ambivalent about their sense of masculinity
compromised by economic pressures and strong wives, frequented music halls. New
Women sought alternatives to marriage and the patriarchal family, publicly debated sexual
issues, and engaged in meaningful work outside the home. In short, the modern metropolis
became an area of contested space, where new social actors increasingly blurred the lines
between private and public, rich and poor, male and female. Anne McClintock argues that
forays into urban space centered on boundary crossings; inversions of the traditional
gender order as expressed in dress, work, and sex. Entry into these spaces was not merely
an act of curiosity, she concludes, but constituted ambiguous zones where women and men
worked out the tensions between social norms, fantasy, and desires. Due the fear of sexual
danger, McClintock argues, these zones needed to be “secured” and transformed into
spectacles through the exchange of money. 13
The modern metropolis offered greater opportunities for female mobility,
sociability and independence through the rise of leisure, consumption and entertainment.
Historians Kathy Peiss and Nan Enstad have shown that during the early decades of the
twentieth century, entertainment and leisure became important strategies in the United
Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New York:
Routledge, 1995); For an excellent volume of essays on women in 1920s Berlin, see Katharina von Ankum,
ed. Women in the Metropolis: Gender and Modernity in Weimar Culture (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1997).
13
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States for working women whose ideas of self, autonomy, and access to the public sphere
depended on financial independence. Working women used their money to engage in
fashionable entertainments. A new, capitalist-propelled ideology of consumerism
legitimized women’s presence in public and women’s active participation in the
construction of their own desires. Single women went together to theme parks, cinemas,
and dancehalls, defying old norms, and forging a new gender and class-consciousness in
the process. By demanding opportunities for entertainment, working women thus
influenced not only urban culture, but equally what the city (in this case New York) would
physically look like.14
In the theories of consumption and leisure, the department store forms the example
par excellence of how gender norms shaped the city. As sites of mass-produced goods,
showcase, and spectacle, department stores were at center of rise of middle-class
consumerism that characterized the new urban culture. Stores created an illusionary world
that informed modern urbanity and middle-class values of embracing excess. Through the
mirror of the store window, the middle-class learned who they were supposed to be. As a
female leasure activity, shopping directly affected the built environment through the
creation of the department store as public urban theater.15
It must be noted that consumerism did not necessarily translated in a break with
traditional gender relations, or conferred autonomy without problems. Shopping promised

Kathy Lee Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986); Nan Enstad Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure: Working
Women, Popular Culture, and Labor Politics at the Turn of the Twentieth Century (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1999).
15
Elaine S. Abelson, When Ladies Go A-Thieving: Middle-Class Shoplifters in the Victorian Department
Store (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989).
14
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women freedom from patriarchal constraints, yet capitalist consumption proved a
problematic vehicle for women’s liberation. The department store, the shining star of
many consumer-oriented theories of women’s independence, produced deviance as it
promoted desires of acquisition. Shoplifting became a significant social problem of rapid
culture change. Seen as a new disease from which largely middle-class women seemed to
suffer, petty theft underscored that the dangers of metropolitan life, and even modernity
itself, were construed as female problems.16
Public appearance, or merely being in public, did not necessarily mean that
working-class women enjoyed greater independence. Anne McClintock argues, that as
“boundary markers and mediators,” female service workers occupied the position of the
abject in modernizing society.17 The abject, classified by McClintock as that which is
rejected but ultimately needed, represented an uneasy compromise between “condemnation
and yearning” that haunted bourgeois understandings of self.18 She argues that industrial
imperialism rejected but could not do without abject peoples, such as prostitutes, servants,
street vendors who lived on the “edges of modernity" –the slum, the brothel, the street—
and inhabited “the cusp between domesticity and market.”19
Scholars question the validity of conceptualizing spaces as segregated into highly
gendered and binary model of spheres of private and public. Directly, such as Mary Ryan,
or indirectly, many examinations of cities and gender have used but revised the work of
Jürgen Habermas, who argued that the rise of liberal, democratic public sphere was central
16

Ibid.
McClintock, 48.
18
Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982).
9.
19
McClintock, 71-2.
17
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to modernization in the late eighteenth century and came to characterize bourgeois society
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.20 Commercialization, bureaucratization, and the
mass media increasingly limited the autonomy of the greater public, he found. The
problem with his model is that it fails to explain the experiences based on gender
difference, especially those of women. The idea of separation between private and public
sphere is largely an illusion of gender politics. As Sally Deutsch has shown for Boston
conception of gendered public versus private spheres structured the shape that urban
reform followed. The ideological and physical gendered geography positioned the home as
the opposite, not a microcosm, of the outside world. According to Deutsch, public debates
pitted the home as a female, bourgeois, and de-sexualized space against urban workingclass places. She points out that the “de-sexualized” home was just as artificial a
construction as the supposed sexualized public spaces of the working-class.21
In order to understand how issues of urbanity informed larger political and
economic realities, historians can uncouple the concepts of space from sphere. Here, Latin
American urban history makes a significant contribution: as Anton Rosenthal has pointed
out, historians need to look at the public and private as two poles of “a spectrum of
behavior.”22 Even if Latin American historians have thus far relied almost exclusively on
the separation of spheres to explain gender dynamics, it appears that access to urban spaces
has more to do with the visibility of class identities. During the late nineteenth century,
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urban modernization in Latin America entailed the segregation of spheres that separated
cities in areas where elites could be visible and the lower classes would be “invisible.”
Whether in Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, or Mexico City, beautification projects modeled
after European ideas of urban reform, sought to remove lower-class women from the
streets, and built upper-class neighborhoods cordoned off from lower-class activity, where
the well-to-do could enact a domestic utopia. As in London, suspicion of public women
originated in anxiety over prostitution that symbolized larger race and class concerns.23
Prostitutes represented the fear of cultural contamination and an increase in lower-class
mobility of women who were vocal and visible in strikes, riots, and working-class and
community organizations by the 1910s.24 Cristina Rivera-Garza argues that poor women,
who allegedly lacked morals and had a distaste for domesticity, were seen as abnormal and
even insane. Examining psychiatric practices in Porfirian Mexico, she argues that the
preoccupation with the proper place of poor women in society played a fundamental role in
the definition of normal and abnormal behaviors in general, and thus affected how women
could appear in public.
The concern over women in public places figured prominently in Porfirian and
revolutionary campaigns of urban reform, where the sanctity of the home as the private
sphere and the dangers of the street –the public—were often juxtaposed. Yet, this
separation was a largely artificial. John Lears’ work has shown that these spheres did not
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function as opposites but in fact formed part of a continuum. Maurico Tenorio Trillo also
demonstrated that nineteenth-century elite and middle-class preoccupations over modernity
resulted from a quest for a Eurocentric, idealized, and imagined city which sought to
privatize public spaces by imposing elite standards of behavior on lower-class public life.25
The nineteenth-century street was an ambiguous place with its own rules. Mexican
or Brazilian legislators passed no laws against prostitution, but residents of large cities
often took offense when they saw streetwalkers in public. The construction of the public
woman proved so pervasive that servants who traversed the streets to take care of chores
were frequently mistaken for prostitutes. A solitary woman in public was presumed to have
lost her virginity, and therefore without need for protection.26 Due to the conception that
equated women with their bodies as well as women’s bodies with private property, women
who transgressed the class lines were considered dangerous. The female body in public
functioned as a marker to measure property, family integrity and class status.27
Latin American historians have made some significant contributions to gender and
urban history, but few studies have focused exclusively on the historical relationship of
gender construction and urbanization. Recent scholarship of urban history has started to
examine the multiple and diverse layers of city life by making the city more than a mere
backdrop. A few historians have started to give more attention to the interaction of public
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space and politics, culture, and gender in the formation of subjectivities.28 Markets, plazas,
and streets, still understudied facets of urban history, frequently contributed to community
identity in most cities. Public places such a markets, theaters, cafés, and department stores
allowed classes to intermingle. Moreover, public places not only functioned as spaces of
sociability, but also modeled desired mentalities and behaviors. The built environment, in
the form of architecture and public art, had the ability to modify the cityscape, influence
human activities and symbolize desired behavior.29Cultural critic Marsha Meskimmon
commented that we derive our understanding of self through our placement in physical
environments: “Where you are placed, literally and figuratively, tells you who you are.”30
Despite the potential for inquiry into the normative effects of the built environment,
even fewer scholars have conceptualized these processes “in reverse,” i.e. how gender
assumptions have shaped the city. Historiographical debate of women and gender issues
during the national period has thus far focused on political and social issues, such as
women's relationship with governments, and only recently has started to include cultural
analyses of gender, especially how revolution, culture, and gender intersect.31 Moreover, a
study linking urban and women's history in Mexico has not been attempted since Silvia
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Aarom published her social history of nineteenth-century women in Mexico City.32
This thought-provoking work notwithstanding, historical inquiries linking gender
and city formation do not exist for Mexico. The staggering growth of Mexico City in the
twentieth century and its resulting problems, including a persistent informal economy,
poverty, pollution, and poor health, represents a contemporary issue that has intrigued
geographers, anthropologists and historians, yet has not been subjected to a gender
analysis. I propose that the rapid growth of Mexico City, so often believed to have been the
result of industrialization programs starting in the 1940s, actually began during the
Revolution and accelerated in the 1920s and 1930s.33
The government initially dealt with urbanization in a reactive and haphazard
manner, especially in attempting to accommodate the enormous influx of migrants that
came from the war-torn countryside. In the late 1920s, the nation government gained the
exclusive rights to determine the future of the city. In 1929, it founded the Department of
the Federal District (hereafter DDF) and eliminated the municipal councils that made up
the democratic structure of the city. By bringing the Federal District under federal control,
the national government literally paved the way for the city’s expansion as urban
boundaries now reflected those of the much larger federal district. Moreover, the planning
commission consulted male leaders of industry, business, and government, but excluded
members of the lower classes, including small merchants and vendors who were often
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women.34 These men planned what became a “post-apocalyptic” city that by the late
twentieth century was the largest and most polluted metropolis in the western hemisphere.

Gender and Revolution
The Revolution affected women and men differently and this shaped how leaders
planned the reform phase of the Revolution and urban development. Studying women’s
experiences in the Revolution and in the modernizing city demonstrate how the Mexican
case fits within a larger framework of gender construction during and after periods of
major political and social upheaval. As in Europe and the United States after the First
World War, women in revolutionary Mexico occupied more visible roles in society in the
aftermath of warfare. Perceptions of gender norms shifted and women had more room to
explore alternate female identities. Both war and revolution have led to ambiguous results
for women in general, regardless of race, class, or nationality. Due to the loss of civilian
lives and economic destruction, war obviously has a negative impact on all men and
women involved. Yet, because of these drastic social and economic shifts, wars also
appear to have provided women with greater economic opportunities as men fought wars
and women stayed behind. The needs of the workforce during these times seems to have
facilitated an opening not only for economic and political opportunities, but also changing
gender norms for women.
Studies of the interaction of armed struggle and the formulation of gender models
have found that war is largely masculine affair. Women, on the other hand, not only
34
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experienced increased insecurity, but also enjoyed greater mobility. It was not during the
time of war, but in the period after armed struggle had concluded, that women activists
faced increasing opposition to effect change and secure civil and political rights. Linda
Kerber and Jeanne Boydston have demonstrated that in the United States, the ideal of
republican motherhood that emerged during the War of Independence afforded women a
position of power as mothers, but also functioned as a justification to ban women from the
political stage.35 Joan Landes, examining gender politics in the French Revolution, argues
that middle-class political modernity depended on female subordination and the invention
of separate spheres where female domesticity served to support the public careers of men.
In the face of continuing social unrest, female exclusion from the public sphere was not
accidental, Landes finds, but integral to the existence of the bourgeois idea of a modern
public sphere.36 Latin American wars for Independence had similar effects. The liberal
project in the new nations generally eroded existing positions of social power and legal
protection that women had enjoyed under colonial rule. Elizabeth Dore and others reveal
that Independence brought women greater dependence. After the turbulent years of the
revolutionary wars in which they had played a significant role, women were relegated to
the home to fulfill their patriotic duty as mothers.37
The social revolutions of the twentieth century, which frequently incorporated a
large social reform agenda that made special provisions for gender issues, form an
35
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especially important example when gauging what, if anything at all, women gained from
their participation in wars. Wendy Goldman explains that in the aftermath of the Russian
Revolution, the progressive ideas of Soviet leaders regarding women’s rights, liberation
and equality gradually gave way to highly repressive measures against women.38 Despite
the growing emphasis on gender equality as part of twentieth century revolutions, women’s
participation in these struggles earned them but few political rewards.
Within the process of nation building, women had to negotiate what shape the new
gender order would take under the auspices of a new state. Whether the French Revolution,
the United States’ War for Independence, the Middle East after the First World War, or the
social revolutions in Latin America, the window of opportunity to address women’s issues
in the political, economic and social realm afforded by the chaos of war, drew quickly to a
close as most leaders articulated women’s position to remain helpers of new governments
and citizens who best served their purpose as wives and mothers. Thus, a temporary
relaxation of traditional norms, followed by a renewed effort to reestablish and modernize
patriarchy, forms the pattern for the vast majority of cases separated by space and time.
Similarly, the Mexican Revolution initially opened spaces for women to
reformulate gender roles and provided a platform to demand political rights and economic
opportunities, but women did not greatly benefit from revolutionary reforms. Early
scholarship of the Revolution argued that women who had actively participated or whose
lives had been strongly affected by the war did not receive the advantages that
revolutionary programs promised all citizens. Elizabeth Salas argued that the turbulent
38
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political situation actually hampered the fight for women’s rights, and that despite early
gains, the women’s movement suffered from the effects of warfare. While the Yucatán
saw promising advances in feminist organizing and progressive legislation early on in the
Revolution, the political turmoil following the revolution caused women’s demands to be
relegated to a secondary position.39
Recent studies show that not political instability and structural forces, but the
revolutionary cultural project that redirected women to the private sphere as mothers and
governmental incorporation of women’s groups in a top-down manner, greatly hindered
the feminist cause. In many ways, reform agendas created new spaces in which women
could exercise agency. By the mid-1930s, however, this window of opportunity gradually
closed. Despite large cross-class alliances, mobilization, and activism, women did not
achieve either gender parity or the right to vote, and were unable to significantly challenge
modernized patriarchy. 40
Despite these setbacks that would not manifest themselves until the mid to late
1930s, the early revolutionary period appeared to hold many promises for female
advancement. In addition, a global ideal of the New Woman emerged in the post World
War I era through which women claimed both political and social mobility. This ideology
was articulated through a radically different idea of femininity that postulated a new way
of discerning physical beauty. The Deco body, as I call this phenomenon, marked a shift
39
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from the nineteenth-century aesthetic embodied by the theater diva to the new beauty ideal
characterized by movie stars. The hourglass figure of the charismatic diva gave way to the
long, sleek lines of well-toned female bodies still celebrated today as the reigning beauty
ideal. These corporeal and behavioral aspects of the New Woman, however, ran counter to
revolutionary reform. The desirability of the Deco body –white, thin, and tall—
complicated the aesthetics inherent in Indigenismo which revolutionary leaders embraced
as the answer to forging a uniquely Mexican national culture.41 Also, modern ideas of
femininity clashed with the cult of masculinity that glorified revolutionary heroes. In spite
of its less than patriotic qualities, the Deco body reminded both Indian and Mestizo
Mexicans that race was no longer as much about color as it was about form. The rise of a
modern consumer culture enhanced these changing beauty and gender ideals. The Deco
body provided women with ways to meet a global beauty standard, as quickly developing
cosmetics markets tied to burgeoning mass media taught women how to be seen.
Inspired by London and New York, Mexico City formed the nexus of urban
modernity, consumer markets, and rapid changes in the gender order. Its markets,
department stores, theaters, cinemas, dancehalls and notorious zona libres (areas set aside
for legalized prostitution), were places where women could go out in public, even if they
were still contained. Concern over women in public places resonated strongly throughout
the revolutionary period as leaders linked nation building with family reform. State
anxieties over “free women” and the impending disintegration of society mounted during
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the 1920s and 1930s with the arrival of New Women such as the flapper and proliferation
of women’s activism. Politicians reacted by regulating women’s bodies and sexuality.
Leaders feared that the spectacle of “public women” –prostitutes, but also actresses and
working-class women who occupied visible positions in social movements—would
undermine their efforts to strengthen nuclear families where ideal female revolutionaries
would fulfill their patriotic duty as mothers and wives.42 Acceptable women were
considered “out of place” on the street, an idea that rendered all women in public as objects
of inspection and public spectacle.

Urban Reform
Given the multiplicity of challenges urban planners faced in the 1920s and 1930s
and the large budgets the federal government endowed to public works projects, the
creation of new public spaces would not appear to have been a priority. In the city’s
colonial center, many residents of the “proletarian” barrios made up of viviendas
(tenements) and vecindades (slums) lived in abject poverty without basic facilities such as
potable water, electricity, and adequate food, and had no access to schools, hospitals, and
public transportation. As city government took measures to solve some of these problems
with urban renewal programs, the federal government passed legislation to create an
“historic district” and committed significant resources to the construction of markets and
theaters, in particular the completion of the Palacio de Bellas Artes, the Palace of Fine
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Arts.43
As part of their project to forge a national culture, state leaders hoped to save
colonial buildings of the city center as monuments by creating a public space dedicated to
history. As epicenter of political and religious power since the time of the Aztecs, Mexico
City provided new leaders with enormous symbolic potential to legitimize their rule,
implement the Cultural Revolution, and showcase the fruits of revolutionary reform.
Government-commissioned art, monuments, and buildings soon altered the physical
landscape of the capital city. José Vasconcelos, as the first Secretary of Education of the
revolutionary regime in the early 1920s, commissioned the first public murals in Mexico
with the goal to educate viewers in revolutionary history, practice, and values. A series of
revolutionary monuments, spearheaded by the illustrious Monument to the Revolution
completed during the tenure of president Abelardo Rodríguez, were designed to shape
popular memory in similar ways. This public art recast the Revolution as an unified effort
towards a common goal by its valiant, male leaders -the Revolutionary Family- and fixed it
in stone, as did large public works projects in the city built in honor of the Revolution.
Among visual art forms, architecture was an important a tool in achieving the
consolidation of the Revolution.44 Particular sites within Mexico City were modified to
exemplify the existence of the Revolution in a city that had seen little armed conflict.
The creation of the historic district, a living museum to Mexico's colonial character,
also involved plans to empty the district, the Zócalo in particular, of features believed to
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clutter the cityscape. Government officials banned open-air markets, vendors, carpas (tent
theaters) and performers that lined the streets of the historic district. The fact that the
majority of the street vendors and a significant number of performers were women made
the creation of indoor theaters and markets in the center all the more necessary, or so the
city leadership believed. Hence, an uneasy mix of desire for modernity and progress,
monuments and nationalism, and anxiety over public women, street commerce, and
entertainment underpinned the agenda of revolutionary urban reform in Mexico City.
In this study, I focus on markets and theaters to gauge how gender politics affected
urban reform. As spaces of spectacle, consumption, and sociability, these places facilitated
women’s performance as actors and spectators on numerous levels. Moreover, the DDF
favored sites of spectacle in urban reform. The department invested heavily in construction
of indoor markets and theaters and stimulated private enterprise in building stores and
cinemas that facilitated the commercialization of the historic center. Furthermore, DDF
officials noted that the creation of these places reflected the aim to relocate women from,
what they considered, the danger and immorality of the street. In plotting the gradual
transition of open-air markets to market buildings and (street) theaters to cinemas, I show
how the tension between women’s mobility and containment informed the construction of
the city. While carpas, theaters, and cinemas as well as markets and department stores
coexisted for much of this period, their nature as open, readily accessible public spaces
decreased as their interaction with the street diminished. Political pressure to contain
lower-class activities, in combination with modernization and commercialization, seemed
to have transformed markets and theaters from public places to ambiguous spaces between
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public and private.
Markets were, beyond the direct function of supplying the city with sustenance, a
longstanding cultural tradition that fed into ideas of national identity. They presented
modern urbanites with links to an idealized countryside as site of Mexico’s perceived
authentic identity. Moreover, markets equally fascinated foreign travelers as spectacles of
lo mexicano (Mexican nature), and helped create attractions for a budding tourism
industry. Theater, and later cinema, mirrored this authenticating discourse, which recreated
the countryside for the stage and the silver screen. Markets were imagined as what I refer
to as camposcape, sites of rural female spectacle emblematic of idealized landscapes
placed in the past. The visibility of this female picturesque performed by actresses and
regional types, seen as both desirable and transgressive, made markets and theaters easy
targets for urban reform. The increased rate of containment expressed in space did not
merely restrict women, however. Indoor markets, popular theater, and cinemas functioned
equally as sites of female sociability and community integration.
The performative qualities of market places –imbued with carnivalesque
excitement, sexual license, and invitations of transgression—linked to an undefined, living
past, tied the countryside to the city. Because commerce couldn’t be separated from leisure
and entertainment in markets, economic activity appeared a part of the spectrum of
ritualized spectacle. According to Peter Stallybras and Allon White, the metropolitan
marketplace functioned as a hybrid space, a place where a vast array of opposing forces,
materials and people came together that were usually kept separate. Due to their very long
history as intersections where multiple paths crossed, markets entered the popular
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imagination as sites outside of the official hierarchy. In policing markets, authorities
sought to enforce class and gender hierarchies, sexual repression, and the separation of
commerce from entertainment.45

Performance
With high levels of urbanization, the performance of sex, class and gender proved
difficult to contain, however. The early twentieth-century city, characterized by an influx
of heterogeneous population and leisure activities, became the theater of female mobility.
From 1880s until 1920s, the US and European metropolis saw the rise of “female
spectacle,” where women’s roles and representations in theater contributed to changing
gender norms and influenced development of modern sexuality. Susan Glenn argues that
female performers became agents in changing gender relations by acting out the New
Woman. As the rise of entertainment was situated in a new urban environment –
metropolitan life—female spectacle and urbanization went hand in hand. Thus, female
performers had an unique but central place in public and helped a multi-class and -ethnic
female public envision larger public roles through their behavior on the stage, but even
more so off-stage as urbanites charting their own course through the metropolis.46
In two seminal works, Gender Trouble and Bodies That Matter, Judith Butler
demonstrated how normative gender roles come into being through discourses of
performativity. While I examine theater as gender performance as a barometer of change in
45
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attitudes towards masculine and feminine behavior, Butler’s concept of performitivity
exceeds the stage. Instead, it entails the formation of subjectivities in accordance with a
limited set of choices within heterosexual boundaries set by normative discourse.47 Butler
uses performance as a metaphor to understand that “nature” does not exist, and thus
biologically equivalent bodies may “perform” different genders and forms of embodiment.
All identities are simply performances, even if they might not be understood as such. Only
certain performances are discernable within the larger constructs of normality, and these
are then the only ones that “matter.”48
Butler’s concept of performance adds to the understanding of the relationship
between space and gender. As Elizabeth Grosz recognizes, space does not exist without the
positioning of objects within it, nor can subjects acquire a meaningful sense of self without
it. 49 Space represents a set of relations in which we participate, something that both forms
us as we form it. 50 Women generally have been rendered as spectacle in spaces where they
were, literally, “out of place.” Here I draw on Butler’s concepts of performativity and relate
them to the construction of spectacle, not by merely studying markets as theater, but also
theater as market and performance as a daily activity that structures public life.

The dissertation follows the methodology of cultural history and consists of a two-
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pronged approach. As do other histories, it relies on archival research of traditional
sources: government documents, newspapers, and magazines. For the creation of markets,
theaters, and cinemas, as well as residents’ reactions to these innovations, I worked
extensively in the city’s municipal archive, the Archivo Histórico del Distrito Federal, the
archives of the Fideicomiso Plutarco Elias Calles y Fernando Torreblanca and the archives
of the Secretaría de Educación Pública. I also consulted the presidential and department of
interior holdings of the Archivo General de la Nación (National Archive) and the
Biblioteca y Archivo Aarón Sáenz, the head of the DDF in the early 1930s. Finally, I
researched an array of newspapers and women’s magazines and weekly entertainment
publications in the Hemeroteca Nacional (National Library), Biblioteca Lerdo de Tejada,
and Instituto Mora that provided me with insights in how market women, female vendors,
street performers, actresses and the city itself were portrayed and perceived.
Secondly, I use art-historical strategies in critically examining photography as a
visual discourse within urban development. This requires a small incursion into the
treatment that photography has received in traditional histories. Even though cultural
historians do not appear to be averse to using visual sources in historical studies, many
cultural histories that draw on photographs do not critically examine them. Many historians
–including cultural historians—still use photographs largely as illustration, rather than
interpret them as documents in their own right. This might not come as a great surprise,
however, considering that most historians are neither trained nor urged to read visual
materials.51
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The appearance of photographs as mere illustrative material in histories of the
Mexican Revolution conceals its crucial role in the construction of revolutionary
discourses. Despite its assigned peripheral position by historians, the omnipresence of
photography, primarily images fashioned and gathered by the Casasola press agency,
within and alongside authoritative textual histories form the core of much of the period’s
historical and artistic production. The many invocations of a few select photographs,
soldaderas getting in and out of trains, the Zapatistas in Sanborns, and Villista troops on
horseback, have come to constitute an iconography of the Revolution that is deeply
embedded in popular memory. The Casasola images thus facilitated the development of an
official history that shaped the ideological basis for the institutionalization of the
Revolution.52 Moreover, many artists who fashioned the signature didactic and popular art
of the period, including muralists Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and engraver José
Guadelupe Posada, turned to Casasola images as the basis for their work. The idealized
peasants and Indians in Rivera's murals, combining mythology and history, created in turn
the aesthetic basis for much of twentieth century art photography in Mexico.53 Art
photographers such as Tina Modotti and Manuel and Lola Álvarez Bravo worked for the
muralists in documenting their work, rounding the circle of mimetic capital of
revolutionary imagery.
I analyze the photographs of the Casasola agency as the work of visual cronistas,
who documented every day city life as well as momentous events. The middle-class
52
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cronista, a journalistic incarnation of the nineteenth-century flaneur, was able to move
freely through the city, in and out of its areas of containment while women of his own
class were relegated to domestic spaces. Amy Chakel argues that as cronistas, journalists
in Rio de Janeiro remade the city into a mythical underworld where undesirable female
sexuality should be contained to pleasure zones for men that were necessarily off-limits for
“proper women” and families. Chakel finds that Rio’s cronicas anthropomorphized the
city as a singular being at a time when Rio became more fragmented into districts and
zones.54 Cronistas in Mexico City, such as Salvador Novo, similarly rendered the city as a
person with multiple personae, and journalists equally constructed an Underworld made up
of dangerous places associated with female sexuality: prostitution zones, low-brow
theaters, cabarets and market places. Casasola photographs further ingrained the idea that
the body of the city was that of a woman.
Due to the importance of photography to the perception of the Revolution itself, it
merits a critical examination as a discourse within the construction of the city. This proved
more difficult than anticipated. While I consulted the extensive holdings of the Fototeca of
the Instituto de Antropología e Historia in Pachuca, Hidalgo, that houses most of the
Casasola collection, I mostly turned to news photography published in Mexico City’s daily
newspapers and weekly magazines, as well as a small sample of art photography, and
photographs generated as part of governmental documents. Apart from the monumental,
and slightly unrealistic task of sorting through overwhelming number of images at the
Fototeca, the advantages of using published photos consisted of being able to read the
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photographs within context of accompanying news stories, page layout, page number, and
intended audience. Unlike the blueprints of architects and planners, news photos
envisioned the city from the street level, where the camera –like other pedestrians—
registered scenes at eye-level. These images sold as “reality-bites” that serialized the city
as fragmented spaces and experiences in need of captions for clarification. Photography,
and news photography in particular, had a large influence on what shape the city took and
even more on how the city could be imagined.

Seeing and Being Seen
Studying visual representations provides one with valuable clues of perceptions of
gender norms, relations, and construction of appropriate femininity and masculinity, as
well as how dominant notions are normalized and naturalized. In order to read
photographs, or any visual materials, for gendered messages, one comes upon the problem
of “the male gaze,” a thesis that has structured most feminist theories of representation.
The concept of the male gaze entails the idea that the male artist controls the act of seeing,
often resulting in the –often times sexual—objectification of the female subject. The
artistic treatment of female subjects, nudes in particular, forms the classic example of this
dynamic. Some feminist theorists have argued, however, that women imagined in art also
have gazes, which, if empowered, might confront the “controlling” spectator. Other critics
conclude that the line of inquiry informed by the gaze theory leaves no room for the female
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viewer or female desire.55 I would add to these legitimate concerns with the gaze theory
that it is the product of a purely heterosexual worldview.
Despite these valid criticisms, I would like to acknowledge that most imagery of
the late nineteenth century and twentieth century was created by men, and that perhaps not
a purely male, if then a masculine subjectivity informed the technology of seeing at this
time. Most art historians argue that as an artistic movement, modernism relied on male
interpretations of the world and heightened the sense of new, youthful masculinities. In
modern art, places of recreation and leisure such as bars, restaurants, and theaters where
classes were able to mingle, symbolized the advent of modernity and created a “mythic
territory” of male sociability.56
As the highly visible markers occupying the margins of modernity, market women
and female vendors left their imprints on Mexico City's urban landscape. By exploring
photography as an emerging culture industry that grappled with the promise and problem
of modernity, I argue that the recurrent visual trope of female vendors as rural
anachronisms in the modern city suited the agendas of revolutionary leaders and urban
reformers who sought to remove market activity from the city streets, create productive
citizens, and safeguard national patrimony as masculine space by creating a historic
district. By representing markets as idealized and feminized anachronistic countryside,
camposcape, I argue that photography was instrumental in strengthening popular
perceptions among the ruling and emerging middle-classes that street vending and outdoor
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markets posed a threat to civilized society as well as an obstacle to the development of the
city as an attractive, healthy, affluent capital. Perceived by many to constitute the ideal tool
of modern technology to reveal the truth, photography conveyed problems surrounding
markets in terms of gender trouble, i.e. the dangers of women in public.
Through the rise of the mass media, Mexico became increasingly connected with
the outside world. Despite the nationalist –and masculine—nature of the institutionalized
Revolution, modern ideas of how men and particularly women should, or rather could,
behave, pervaded films, the lyrics of songs heard on the radio, and advertising in
magazines. In the 1920s and 1930s, these culture industries were for the most part in their
infancy and the Mexican government passed legislation to ensure that mass media would
abide by safeguarding lo mexicano. Nonetheless, many urban women admired or made
attempts to transform themselves into chicas modernas (flappers) who cut their breads,
danced to new music, and seemed to defy the stereotypical abnegating wife and mother
championed by the tenets of marianismo.
Modernity and tradition, which Anne Rubenstein views as coexistent discourses
used by different groups for different purposes, coalesced primarily around the
representation of women. Thus, she argues, “the discourse of tradition did not require a
return to the imagined past,” but instead offered a moral counterweight to modernity.57
Similarly, Indigenismo –while glorifying Mexico’s indigenous past and placing indigenous
people in the past—helped to articulate a mestizo modernity. Here, indigenous “traditions”
served both to place Mexico as unique among modern nations as well as a living museum
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that formed an identity which, in order to achieve modernity, should be overcome. The
camposcape of indigenas in this sense represented a nostalgia against which the chica
moderna could differentiate herself.

Modernity
The articulation of revolutionary modernity not only required Indigenismo, it also
necessitated particular contributions from women. My research demonstrates the
importance of cultural factors, i.e. change in gender norms, in facilitating or hampering
structural forces such as the development of urban space. Politics and economics did not
only function as the motor of modernity in Mexico City. Rather, the formulation of
desirable femininities and masculinities, propagated through new beauty industries and the
mass media, equally structured the physical shape the city would take. This trend would
have long-term consequences for the burgeoning population of Mexico City as a whole,
but specifically for the social and physical mobility of working-class and indigenous
women. The quest for desirable modernity in 1920s and 1930s Mexico City was articulated
through notions of gender, especially changing ideas of femininity.
Ironically, modernity complicated the revolutionary agenda. For the
revolutionaries, modernity increasingly became a problematic concept, especially in
nationalizing modernity to fit Mexican realities in an effort to differentiate revolutionary
modernity from its Porfirian predecessor. Anxieties over a change in gender roles was one,
but persistent, problem of modernity as ideas of female honor structured both the sanctity
of the middle-class home as well as that of the nation. Mexican revolutionaries stressed
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reform that made the mother the principal role that revolutionary women could aspire to.
With a focus on scientific motherhood and the image of the New Woman as a productive
mother and wife, revolutionary reform perpetuated traditional gender roles and devalued
women’s bid for public power as agents in control of their own destinies.
More importantly, the revolutionary state did little to create a New Man to
complement the New Woman in her struggle against the dominant machista patriarchy, in
part because the New Man was never defined in relation to the New Woman. The
complete lack of effort to devise a male identity which would include feminist values, led
to a deficiency that, despite all the visible efforts to the contrary, resulted at reinforcing
traditional spaces for women. Market reforms symbolized the domestication of all women,
and entailed large-scale efforts on the part of the state to civilize the popular classes
through gender specific programs. The attempts to contain prostitutes, reform market
women, modernize young indigena migrants, and censor adult theater state officials
privileged women over men as stand-ins for their class and race. Women were cast as both
civilizers and uncivilized. As middle-class matrons and mothers, women were the state’s
preferred vehicle of revolutionary socialization, while racially Other, lower-class, or even
single women stood in need of reformation.
Chapter One, “Setting the Stage (1900-1919)” provides an overview of changing
gender norms, modernity, and urban life in the capital city from 1900 until 1919. I sketch
the shifting social and cultural geography of Mexico City from the late Porfiriato until the
end of the armed phase of the Revolution. Framed by the debut of two great divas,
Esperanza Iris and María Conesa, and the opening of the Iris theater, I explore how public
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performance influenced men’s and women’s perceptions of changes in femininity and
masculinity, and how they articulated these ideas through discourses of the city, especially
the understanding of public and private spheres and the segregation of the city from the
countryside.
In Chapter Two, “From Diva to Deco Body (1919-1929),” I use the exploration of
theater as a social space and theater genres as normative discourses from Chapter One as
the background from which to analyze the transition of changing ideals of femininity
during the period of 1919 to 1929. By mapping the change from Porfirian divas to “Deco
bodies” that exemplified a new global aesthetic of the modern woman, I show how gender
ideals influenced the creation of a distinct urban modernity in Mexico City. Using the
phenomenon of Bataclanismo as a barometer of this change, I argue that Deco bodies
bridged the gap between Indigenismo and Mestizaje, and paved the way for a new mestizo
modernity. Not only did Bataclanismo drastically alter the daily performance of gender
and race, but it also changed the way the city was imagined. As the phenomenon
historically intersected with the rise of mass media and advertising (radio, photo
journalism, fashion and mass marketing of beauty products), its grasp on society relied
heavily on visual means. In the barrage of visual materials propagating this new beauty
ideal for women, Deco bodies and the city were often intertwined, which demonstrated that
modern women embodied the urban environment.
Chapter Three, “A Flurry of Urban Reform 1929-1934,” explains how the ideal of
the deco body, especially its tension with more conservative gender norms propagated by
the revolutionary leadership, influenced the shape Mexico City took in the 1930s. The
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period of 1929-1934 saw the first great push in urban reform since the Porfiriato and
concentrated on large public works projects such as the construction of drainage systems,
roads, schools, and market buildings. The planning and building of the upscale, middleclass colonia Condesa –a neighborhood typified by Art Deco architecture—occurred at the
same time. I use these very different types of urban reform to show how revolutionary
leaders envisioned a segregated city based on their concerns over women in public. The
imagined city described in Chapter Two was invoked by the DDF head, Aaron Sáenz, city
planners and architects to build a new city, which afforded increased mobility to middleclass groups, while seeking to contain the activities of the popular classes. This class
segregation, however, was conceived in terms of gender.
Two case studies form the basis for my insights of how public officials envisioned
urban reforms and the results these reforms produced in terms altering the urban landscape,
female access to public space, and popular protest. Chapter Four “The Theater of the
Market 1934-1939,” and Chapter Five “The Market of the Theater 1934-1939,” detail the
implication of urban reform discussed in Chapter Three. Chapter Four looks at market
reform through a case study of the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez (MAR) in the historic
district. I posit that the MAR, a multifaceted facility that incorporated a child care center,
a civic center, public art, and a theater into the market structure, functioned as a microcosm
of revolutionary reform. Using this market –and the controversies over vendor
displacement, vagrancy, and government corruption that surrounded its construction—as a
lens to explore larger urban reform issues discussed in Chapter Three, I explain why city
officials such as Saenz favored market improvement over other, perhaps more needed,
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reform such as public housing. I argue that beyond their practical functions in facilitating
urban growth, markets were treated as theaters because of their performative quality as
markers of national identity, mostly due to their link to an idealized countryside. This
period also saw a surge in women’s activism, particularly as workers. Market women,
among the most vocal of these activists, reacted strongly against the domesticating efforts
inherent in market reform. Alongside an interpretation of government reports, newspaper
articles, and memoirs of planners, I analyze the production of imagery surrounding
markets across visual media and contrast this with the petitions and strike activity of
various groups of market women.
Chapter Five, a case study of Bellas Artes, functions as a mirror to Chapter Four. I
explore how theater increasingly became a market, culminating in the inauguration and
operation of Bellas Artes. The first official national theater to open its doors since the
1880s, Bellas Artes road to completion in 1934 had been an arduous one. Designed and
partially built during the late Porfiriato, the building suffered from severe structural
weaknesses that had to be remedied before construction could commence, requiring
enormous financial commitments on the part of the DDF. Here I explain why city leaders
never wavered in fulfilling that commitment. In contrast to the highly popular carpas, the
productions of Bellas Artes celebrated a Mexicanidad that politicos accepted and
propagated. Like markets, theater productions hinged on the understanding of the campo as
site of national identity. Like its Porfirian shell that hid a blatant Art Deco interior, Bellas
Artes’s theater championed Deco bodies in its representation of Indigenismo, where form
took the place of color in embodying the nation. Due to the rise of sound cinema and the
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persistent popularity of the carpas, Bellas Artes’s brand of theater became an elite affair,
inscribing the western part of the historic district with neo-Porfirian qualities. Situating
Bellas Artes in a larger exploration of Mexican performance, I explain how the new
national theater set the stage for the entry of a new masculinity predicated on glorification
of the revolutionary war hero, which reached its apex in the Golden Age of film.
These case studies function as prisms through which to explore the development of
gendered public spaces throughout the city center. In this view, the MAR and Bellas Artes
operate as nexi of time and space, through which I track the developments of mobility and
containment looking back to the 1920s and forward to the rest of the 1930s. As spatially
and stylistically diverse constructions, one a market with a theater, the other, a theater with
a market, the MAR and Bellas Artes show how sites of spectacles and centers of
sociability received top priority in revolutionary urban reforms. In a time that saw a drastic
shift from theater to film, from pedestrian traffic to a comprehensive public transportation
system, and from markets to department stores, the MAR and Bellas Artes championed a
growing nostalgia for rural life amidst the modernizing city.
After the armed phase of the Mexican Revolution, which displaced thousands of
people and functioned as catalyst for rural to urban migration, Mexico City swelled with
people from the countryside. As the vast number of migrants were women, urbanization –
and by extension urban reform—implicitly had gendered implications. The form that the
city would take reflected concerns over women. I show that with control over the body
(that of the city and its female residents), authorities sought to create physical spaces of
containment within public places. Indoor markets, theaters, the historic center, and
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prostitution zones set all indicated places where women could be both in public as well as
contained. Previous places of popular-class work and diversion, such as the carpas, the
outdoor markets, and the streets increasingly gave way to more permanent and
commercialized structures. Yet, modern women, whether influenced by their experiences
during revolutionary struggle or the metropolitan modernity of Hollywood, New York or
Paris, sought mobility both in the social and physical realm. Gendered issues of mobility
and containment thus played a large role in what shape the city would eventually take.
Markets and theaters signaled liminal spaces that harbored tensions between a
longing for authenticity and a fear of a drastic alteration of gender norms when translated
to the modern city. By exploring the creation of markets and theaters, I show how
revolutionary reform shaped the formation of Mexico City and its female residents, and
vice versa, how the city and its female residents shaped Revolution in the city. I argue that
while the urban planners, reformers, and architects of the DDF commissions envisioned
public space as successful public works ventures, urban reform contained a gender-specific
agenda of forming exemplary revolutionary citizens. The concern over poor women, public
space, and private issues in the capital city was at the core of gendering the Revolution,
and determined what direction that revolution would take. Market women, vendors, street
performers, and prostitutes occupied an ever more important but ambiguous space, on the
cusp of public and private spheres, formal and informal economies, race and class
identities, modernity and tradition. It is this space of the “invisible city” that I have
attempted to explore.
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CHAPTER ONE: SETTING THE STAGE –
INSIDE THE PORFIRIAN CITY (1900-1918)

Mexico. From the twelfth century, the oldest city of America, with its temples, its
palaces, its ball games, while New York was but a rock, and Buenos Aires a desert.
Paul Morand, Chapultepec

“Teatro Esperanza Iris, Donceles Street 36, Col. Centro, 1918”
The grand dame of the festivities and the theater’s namesake, diva Esperanza Iris,
felt nervous as stagehands made the last preparations while she looked out over her
audience. On the night of its inauguration, the elegant theater was filled to the brim with
the beau monde of Mexico City. The finest of capitalinos: celebrities, bon vivants, foreign
dignitaries, reporters and top cadres of revolutionary leadership sat in the midst of refined
grandeur. Velvet seats in the boxes, gold and marble ornamentation on the walls, sweeping
staircases, and a sumptuous sculpted and warmly lit ceiling all added to a real coloseo
befitting a the capital city. Premier Don Venustiano Carranza occupied the best box in the
house, surrounded by resplendent entourage. The excitement of the public was palpable in
the throng of voices. Every last seat was filled; the full house was everything but
guaranteed due to consistent publicity that engulfed the theater since construction began.
Before Esperanza climbed the sacred five steps to the stage, the public was
engrossed in its own performance and spectacle. The theater was alive with socialites
gossiping, families showing off debutantes, the new military elite displaying their stately
finery, and young couples exchanging heated glances. The Revolution was over, and it was
time for Esperanza, who had but recently returned to Mexico, to conquer the hearts of the
capitalinos once again.
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The inauguration of the Teatro Esperanza Iris was a festive occasion covered
extensively by the press. The commander of the revolutionary forces, Carranza, attended
along with high-ranking military officers, members of the diplomatic corps, and other
well-known políticos. They listened to the national anthem and several acts of La Duquesa
del Bal-Tabarín, the operetta that defined the career of La Iris and earned her the title of
the Emperatrice of Operetta. The ceremony ended with a concert sponsored by teatro
cronistas of the city’s most important newspapers.58
Even if the inauguration of the Iris theater coincided with the victory of the
Revolution, it marked the end on an era, rather than a new beginning. From 1900 until
1918, the social climate of capital city experienced drastic changes. This chapter will
provide an overview of changing gender norms tied to perceptions of modernity and urban
life. As such, it represents a sketch of the alteration in the social and cultural geography of
Mexico City from the late Porfiriato until the end of the armed phase of the Revolution.
Framed by the debut of the great diva, Esperanza Iris, in 1899 and the opening of the Iris
theater in 1918, I explore how public performance influenced ideas of femininity and
masculinity, and their articulation through discourses of the city. By examining Porfirian
beautification programs in cleaning up city streets, market reforms, and policing street
performers as well as the effects of visual culture such as photography and revista theater,
I show how new conceptualizations of class, race and specifically gender influenced the
creation of the East - West division that still marks the city center today.
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Acting Out the City
El Iris, built during the height of revolutionary turmoil, showed no sign of the
progressive and nationalist fervor that soon would dominate the visual arts. Its adherence
to neo-classical architecture, its segregation of spaces by class, its celebration of turn-ofthe-century Art Nouveau, and its stage that showcased Viennese Operetta and celebrities
such as Russian ballerina Anna Pavlova and Italian Opera great Enrico Caruso all pointed
towards a continuation of the Eurocentric entertainment Porfirians had enjoyed. As an
upscale venue, built of the finest imported materials, the new theater on Donceles street
added a touch of Old-World and Porfirian respectability to the fading elite entertainment
district. It was, in fact, remarkable that such a place of luxury and riches had been built
between 1914 and 1916, the period of greatest political and social upheaval during the
Revolution.
Before becoming el Iris, the site on Donceles 36-8 had been theater Xicoténcatl that
opened its doors in 1912 with the opera Aida. Xicoténcatl, while lit properly and seating
1500 people, suffered from poor ventilation. Upon buying the plot, Iris decided to tear it
down. She contracted architect Federico Mariscal, who later would finish Palacio de Bellas
Artes (the Palace of Fine Arts), to carry out the project of building her own theater. The
theater was large by anyone’s standards with a seating capacity of 2400.59 Moreover, Iris
and her partners readily bought extremely expensive building materials, such as Brazilian
hardwood and Italian marble, and invested grand sums in outfitting the theater with the
best lighting available at the time, as they believed light was “the life of a theater.”60 The
entire building was fashioned in a neo-classical style, replete with frieze. Groups of
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medallions, sculpted flowers, and allegorical figures that surrounded images of the great
diva herself graced the façade, venerating Iris’ regal dress and demeanor.61 La Iris, the
diva, had permanently secured a physical presence of herself, el Iris, in the heart of the
city.
El Iris, a dream of marble, hardwoods and velvet, was in many respects a leftover
of the elite entertainment world that had epitomized the Porfirian city. Located on the
posh West side of the Zócalo (main plaza), it continued the tradition of upscale venues that
had made the area the foremost entertainment district in the city. The district, which
spanned the area from the Zócalo in the East to Alameda park in the West, had an
illustrious history of consumption and leisure, reflected by its grandiose architecture.
Plateros street (now Madero), the West side’s main artery that connected the Zócalo with
Alameda Park, functioned as a stage where the elite performed their identity as gente
decente by showing off their wealth, tastes in fashion, and enviable level of comfort. They
shopped at fancy department stores such as Liverpool and El Palacio de Hierro, dined at
French restaurants like Sylvain, and sipped tea from English china at Sanborns. With its
palaces of consumption, fine restaurants and European airs, Plateros joined the political
space of the Zócalo with the realm of leisure of Alameda and functioned as a gateway to
the modern neighborhoods of Roma and Juárez along the grand boulevard of Reforma.
In 1899, at the tender age of seventeen, Esperanza Iris, né Esperanza Bonfil in
provincial Villahermosa, Tabasco, debuted in theater El Principal, when Mexico City was
still small and easily traversable.62 Its center consisted of the remainder of the old traza;
ten to fifteen blocks around the Zócalo set aside for elite peninsulares during the colonial
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period. Dominated by mansions, governmental building and churches –including the
National Palace and National Cathedral—built with the red tezontle stones recycled from
Aztec temples, the Zócalo had functioned as the city’s and nation’s gravitational space
since pre-Columbian times. The massive colonial mansions of the centro, now the historic
district, propelled Alexander von Humboldt to dub Mexico City the “City of Palaces” upon
touring Spain’s crown jewel in the early 1800s.63 Despite colonial attempts to segregate
urban space by safeguarding the traza for those of European descent, the centro was a
place where classes mingled, and did so more avidly during the Porfiriato. The area to the
west of the centro contained predominantly nineteenth century neighborhoods, Santa
María de la Ribera (1861), Guerrero (1874), and San Rafael (1891), which accommodated
the pequeña burguesía; shopkeepers, skilled workers, lower-rung administrators and
professionals.64 Yet, it was in the new, elite neighborhoods of Roma and Juárez that the
Porfirian city –in celebration of the positivist dictum of order and progress—found its
greatest expression.
The construction of the upscale colonia Roma, the first truly planned
neighborhood in the city, started when the Compañia de Terrenos de la Calzada de
Chapultepec, S.A., headed by Brit Edward Walter Orrin of the immensely popular Circus
Orrin, secured building rights in December of 1901. Named after the old pueblo of
Romito, the new neighborhood was comprised of lots of various sizes, ranging from 400 to
5000 square meters, and envisioned to house stately mansions surrounded by large gardens
and other upscale urban residences. With a price of 25 pesos per square meter on the
installment plan, the company grossed between 14 and 18 thousand pesos. The most
obvious connection between the entertainment magnate and the new community were its
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street that all bore names of illustrious European cities visited at one time by the famous
circo.65 The creation of colonia Roma showed that entertainment not only amused wealthy
Porfirians, but also helped build the Porfirian city.
The financial backing of entertainment moguls helped to define the face of new
colonias; however, female beauty, so often defined by popular stage divas such as
Esperanza Iris, also inspired the architectural design of many of the new buildings. The
design of Italian architect Adamo Boari’s new Bellas Artes building, for instance, revealed
that European styles and excessive ornamentation dominated Mexican architectural
aesthetics. 66 In this Mexican architects followed in the footsteps of Art Nouveau and its
celebration of organic design and decoration as the hallmarks of feminine splendor.
Equating women with nature was certainly not a new theme, however, Art Nouveau
marked a period when artists in unprecedented ways depicted females and the feminine as
symbolic of a dreamy, highly irrational, and erotic nature. It was this ideal of femininity
that fueled the infatuation with embellishment that epitomized the style. 67 New materials
such as glass, textile and metal expressed the movement’s emphasis on decoration and a
flowing, organic style that was considered highly feminine.
Art Nouveau architecture was above all decorative. New structures were executed
in mixtures of Japanese, arabesque and gothic styles dripping with ornamentation. The
buildings of Spanish architect Antoní Gaudí, for instance, revisited the traditional Mudajar
by way of a Gothic fantasyland. Most of his work appeared fragmented and kaleidoscopic,
without beginning or end. In this, he shared modernist architects’ disdain for academic
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planning methods.68 Critics dismissed his work, along with that of other Art Nouveau
architects, as feminized and decadent: “Colonial rather than cosmopolitan.”69 Despite its
ardent critics, Art Nouveau was well suited to advertising and other expressions of
consumerism. Clothing design, a renewed emphasis on stained glass – such as the famous
Tiffany—and intricate and delicate metal work used for interiors as well as part of building
façades, railings, entrances and window frames typified products fashioned for an
increasingly feminine consumer market. Art Nouveau enhanced the feminine appeal of the
department store, the crystal palace, and the theater as a new way of seeing that
undergirded late nineteenth-century capitalist development.
Porfirian architects in charge of the design of Roma’s and the centro’s new
buildings trained at the prestigious school of Fine Arts. The Plan de Estudios de la
Escuela Nacional de Bellas Artes that outlined the study of architecture at the school,
ensured that aspiring architects –the majority of whom were men—spent most of their time
in the classroom engaged in drawing.70 The Department of Education (henceforth SEP)
stipulated that a thorough knowledge of the proportions of the human body (that could
only be acquired through drawing) was of principal importance to the study of
architecture.71 While students copied models from photographs or plaster, they also had
ample opportunity to sketch life subjects, which were often nude female models. Students
also had to take courses in sculpture where they again concentrated on the human form.72
Not until the fourth year of study did students spend most of their time concentrating on
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the technical facets of architecture, such as architectural theories, topography, building
materials, legal codes and “hygiene,” i.e. the construction of healthy spaces through
sanitary facilities and sufficient ventilation.73 The focus of their training consequently did
not consist of technical and architectural aspects, but more of aesthetics through the
drawing of plants, animals, and other ornamentation centered on the classic female nude.74
Young architects who came of age during the late Porfiriato and early revolutionary years
learned to conceptualize buildings based on their visual interpretation of human bodies,
mostly the female body.
Not only did architecture students turn to the female nude for inspiration in
designing buildings, they first practiced their art in the realm of entertainment. Despite the
fact that a revolution had taken hold of the country, the SEP’s educational plan of 1913
differed little from its predecessor a decade earlier. New to the plan was that architecture
students took part in a competition to design and decorate the main space and stage of the
Arbeu Theater for the graduation ceremony of the city’s university students. Students were
instructed to submit designs under a pseudonym, stay close to the architectural style of the
theater, and keep to a budget of 1000 pesos. The first prize was a certificate and 100 pesos
in cash.75 Thus, aspiring architects first practiced designing interiors on theaters, where the
conceptualization of space revolved around the nexus of spectacle and performance, seeing
and being seen.
The Porfirian city, however, became less a place of affluence, luxury and finery
than its architects and other elites had anticipated. Most inhabitants of the capital city
suffered from poor sanitation, crowded streets, and a lack of basic services. Unlike Roma,
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with its careful planning and regard for female beauty, the popular-class barrios to the
north and east of the Zócalo, such as La Bolsa and Tepito, represented the hazards of
autoconstrucción: most lacked basic facilities such as water, drainage, and paved streets.76
These areas were notorious for filth, disease, and especially crime, characteristics that were
less a product of poverty in the Porfirian imagination than a result of the supposed moral
inferiority of its population. Tepito’s and La Bolsa’s numerous pulquerías, where the
popular classes wiled away their time imbibing Agave-derived beverages, were seen as
places that fueled the crimes of passion associated with the area, especially after 1890,
when a string of murders of prostitutes and other lower-class women branded the area as
synonymous with violence, sex, and dangerous women.77 The barrios populares thus
clashed with the Porfirian dream of the ideal and modern city: a showcase of progress and
civilization that was both clean and aesthetically pleasing. They inhibited efforts to present
the capital city as a symbol of a prosperous and unified nation made tangible through
impressive monuments and well-ordered public and private spaces.78
Instead of combating the disease, dearth, and decay in the majority of the city and
address the needs of the tenement population in the center and the barrios populares,
Porfirian engineers and architects turned to projects to beautify urban space. The first
strategy involved a series of public works projects to elevate the city’s image. This was a
costly enterprise, and one that hardly benefited the city's burgeoning lower-class
population, especially as these reforms were not realized in the city’s poorer areas until late
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into the Porfiriato if at all. The majority of tenement belt east of the Zócalo missed out on
the benefits of public works, as residents were held financially responsible for sewage and
water services. As a direct consequence, sickness in the popular districts did not dissipate.
Instead of addressing pressing conditions, Porfirian officials opted for plastic surgery by
removing the unsightly bodies of the poor from the center, especially its western half. Old
structures were torn down and replaced with new five-story hotels and other commercial
buildings, driving real estate and rent prices up and eliminating many small shops.
Officials of the Department of the Federal District also removed crucial services for the
poor, such as hospital, orphanages and jails, from the city center and built new ones on the
marginal, unsightly lands at the outskirts of town.79 By building new upscale
neighborhoods such as Roma, and shifting the city's center of prestige and commerce to the
West, Porfirian city planners managed to segregate the classes in terms of space, separating
the new rich West from the old working-class tenement East.80 Hence, by the late
Porfiriato, the capital’s social geography split the city into a deteriorated, colonial East
and an affluent, modern West.

“it will appear a dream that all of this population of rottenness and ugliness exists in the
core of our city”
For planners, the central purpose of beautifying and modernizing the city was to
combat prominent street vending yet address the problem insufficient food supplies. They
ordered the destruction of the portales, the arches of colonial buildings where street
vendors gathered, in an effort to eliminate the small-time entrepreneurs and their
supposedly seedy market stands. At the same time that the government was working to
79
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remove large segments of the lower classes from the streets, including vendors, market
reform remained a low priority on the list of public works. While municipal governments
enjoyed a significant amount of income from the seventeen large and numerous smaller
markets and the activities of street vendors, municipal authorities hardly invested in
improving markets.81 While preoccupied with the city’s appearance, it appeared Porfirian
administrators cared little about feeding the lower classes.
In the late nineteenth century, ayuntamientos (municipal governments) built
Lagunilla and Merced, two indoor markets that became the largest markets in Mexico City.
These markets, however, did little to eliminate food shortages, disease, crime and
congestion associated with street vending. Municipal governments constructed these
markets and carried the burden of responsibility for their condition, yet the government of
the Federal District created Consejo Superior de Salubridad in July 1903 as an office of
the advisory board for the Department of Health and charged it with inspection of the
markets. Despite these measures, "misery and messiness” prevailed, especially in La
Merced and the famous Volador adjacent to the Zócalo. The latter had to be closed due to
the abundance of vendors who crowded the neighboring streets in what numerous residents
and foreign travelers alike referred to as “repugnant” stalls.82 In general, the markets
suffered from a lack of hygiene, due to the absence of paved floors, running water, and
drainage systems.
The new Porfirian markets also did not eliminate the existence (and need) for an
informal economy in foodstuffs, which contemporaries saw as the most detrimental result
of market inefficiency. Growing commercial activity, especially that of women vendors,
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now spilled over into the streets around the markets. Foreign visitors complained about
harassment by the numerous ambulantes while walking through the city. Due to planners’
neglect of the area, street vending actually increased, spreading from the tiangius (open air
“Indian” markets) in the streets and plazas to patios of vecinidades (tenements). Moreover,
despite Porfirian urbanization strategies, the tenement population around La Merced
increased.83 By the end of the Porfiriato, the city counted more than three million small
business owners, including many who conducted business on the streets around municipal
markets but neglected to pay rent to the authorities.84
Yet, these places in the city, where the campo (countryside) punctuated the façade of
order and progress, also held great fascination for elite Mexicans and foreign visitors alike.
Characterized by officials as centers of crime where small-time thieves dealt in stolen
goods, markets and street vending sites inspired social commentators and travelers to
designate them as alternate sites of horror, mystique and pleasure. As a columnist for El
Mundo wrote in 1899:
Everyone who encounters the market of Baratillo for the first time, staggers before being
able to penetrate such an ant hill bristling with nauseating huts made of blackened wood.
And if one enters, he can be sure that he will come upon surprise after surprise, both in its
entirety and in its details, and it will appear a dream that all of this population of
85
rottenness and ugliness exists in the core of our city.

If markets such Baratillo and el Volador were dens of thieves, they were also dens
that promised strange delights. The markets, written up as sites of filth and crime, equally
remained places of wonder, as our El Mundo columnist promised, a place “between
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kaleidoscope and the macabre.”86 Moving through it, however nauseating, produced a
dream-like state of surprise, color, and morbid excitement. One of the first travel guides on
Mexico published for United States readers, Terry’s Guide to Mexico, extolled the same
reverie when describing the city’s markets. While denouncing El Volador as a hoax and “a
bazaar where tawdry and microbic refuse is sold to the credulous and the indigent,” Terry
waxed eloquently about the adjacent Flower Market with its “tropical song-birds in nativemade bamboo cages […] the fresh, fragrant flowers brought by Indians from the
surrounding country.”87 For elites, the Porfirian market represented a space both sublime
and liminal, between horror and excitement, fear and pleasure or, to use Mary Louise
Pratt's concept, a “contact zone,” a place where incongruent cultures struggle with each
other.88
As in Europe, Mexican elites managed to transform plebeian places into
entertainment by casting markets and vendors as main actors in literary and artistic
productions. Plays, photographs and paintings glorified markets and market types as
Edenistic romance that centered on elite imaginations of the campo.89 In order to observe,
watch, and perceive spectacle, Porfirian audiences needed to distance themselves from the
subject matter represented.90 This act of transcendence required the construction of not
only a separate class, but also a separate individual, the spectator. The scientific gaze of the
journalists who surveyed the markets, the foreign anthropologists who photographed
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indios, and authors who transformed their observations for public consumption was
essential to the construction of the modern, rational individual who, moreover, was
positioned as male.
The creation of that individual borrowed much from the quintessential middle-class
urban man, the flaneur. As in the fashionable metropolis of London or Paris, upper-class
men in Mexico City frequently visited lower-class places of leisure and attended popular
theaters. At home, the flaneur represented the perfect bourgeois male of great rationality
and sobriety, who silenced his desires. The street rescued him from his domestic
stranglehold as a place where he could taste excess. Of all the street’s spectacles, the
prostitute furnished the bourgeois male with the link between gaze and desire as well as
91

between touch and contamination.

European art around the turn of the century reflected

and structured the flaneur’s gaze. Much of this art was predicated on male desire for the
female body, and linked sexuality and modernity. Modernist painting modeled modernity
on representations of the city – usually Paris—as a mythic territory marked by leisure,
consumption, spectacle and money.92 To the nineteenth-century bourgeois male, the
nocturnal city was one of overt, female sexuality.93 The city’s body, in essence, was that of
a public woman, who became a celebrated figure in Art Nouveau painting.
Because of his emphasis on public women, the flaneur and the masculine nature of
modernism hid the gender inequality underlying modernity. Bourgeois modernity entailed
the construction of private and public worlds mapped onto separate of spheres for women
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and men. In this view, respectable women were barred from the urban spaces considered
essential sites of modernity. While middle-class men learned to become modern through
participation in the public realm, middle-class women were denied access to these
“immoral” spaces. As sites of urban spectacles, theaters, markets, and streets functioned as
spaces of sexual exchange where class formation depended on the negotiation of gender
and class identities.94
Apart from the urban Demi Monde of prostitutes and other public women, an
infatuation with exotic locales far from urban centers comprised another convention of
Modernist art. Exoticized lands equally focused on femininity as the central theme in the
construction of race, place and class. Paul Gauguin’s paintings of Tahiti, for instance, were
steeped in the promise of escaping from a bourgeois life to a tropical paradise that fulfilled
the painter’s search for plenitude, pleasure, and female bodies. As a flight from modern,
urban Paris and its darker realities brought about by capitalism, the art of Gauguin
showcased the artist as Promethean hero vis-à-vis a primitive femininity. He increasingly
sexualized this feminine primitive realm in order to articulate his own masculinity.
Modernist art constructed a fantasy of female geography around the “universal topos of the
masculine imaginary–femininity itself.”95 While symbolizing an ever-outward voyage to
the periphery and margins, the Tahiti paintings equally symbolized a journey towards the
self. In primitivism, Gauguin found a power predicated on racial and sexual fantasies.
Similar to Gauguin’s native women of Tahiti, indigenous women, especially those
peddling their wares in open-air markets, took center stage for travelers and elites
fascinated with Mexico. As representatives of the campo in the city, indigenous women
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indeed dominated petty trade, but the textual and artistic construction of market women as
types did much to solidify the image of the exotic vendadora. If the prostitute was the
archetype of female danger in the Porfirian city (as their presence lent the city a distinct
flavor of European modernity), the Tehuana, a Zapotec woman from the state of Oaxaca,
represented the figure that most haunted Porfirian imagination of the campo. In many
travel accounts and visual texts from the nineteenth century through the early decades of
the twentieth, the Tehuana emerged as an enigma; an ambiguous figure who embodied
seduction, independence, beauty, and strength, and represented the soul of southern
indigena Mexico.

Fig. 1. Camposcape in the city. Claudio Linati. Tortilleras. Lithograph, 1828.

Writers and artists conflated the idealized Tehuana with the land, the exotic beauty
of Oaxaca’s jungles, as well as with open-air markets. Not only did the Tehuana represent
a particular place--the Isthmus of Tehuantepec--she actually embodied the landscape.
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Starting with Claudio Linati's lithographs in the early nineteenth century, artistic depictions
of tehuana women rendered them as camposcape, sites of rural female spectacle
emblematic of idealized landscapes placed in the past. During the early years following
Independence, Italian artist Claudio Linati made Mexican culture visible for European
audiences as a series of stock types, the so-called típos mexicanos, folkloric images of
lower-class occupations. Linati’s collection resembled contemporary botanical and
zoological plates and created a veritable taxonomy of social and cultural classifications.96
Placed in easily recognizable rural areas, traditional dress identified the Tehuana as symbol
of a regional Mexico on the brink of nationhood. Depicted both as bound by tradition and
freed of the sexual restriction of the gente decente, the Tehuana’s traditional garb signaled
a conventional modesty, which formed a clear tension with the overt sexuality of her
barely covered breasts. Tortilleras similarly sexualized the image of rural women. Placed
in the city, the vendadoras occupied a liminal space where building and street, and street
and intersection meet. Even though the two female vendors appear unaware of being seen,
their visibility as sex objects and function as providers of sustenance marked them as
women who serviced the bodily needs of men. Linati’s Tehuana and Tortilleras thus
established a precedent in the representation of rural, indigenous women as sexualized
urban spectacle.97
The Tehuana increasingly became a stand-in for the region she symbolized. This
landscape, or her representation of it, was far from neutral. During its initial stages, the
discourse of the Tehuana embraced both a desirable femininity and an otherworldly,
ambiguous power. Stories told by travel accounts, photographs, and paintings remind one
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of fairytales where men, captured by the mesmerizing beauty and ethereal allure of magical
women, lead dreamy lives in a fantasyland outside of time.98 Robert Terry clearly
communicated that if the Isthmus was indeed a place of wonder, this was solely due to its
oriental nature, which he portrayed an unavoidably feminine. Linking the beauty of the
Zapotec women to seismic activity, Terry happily orientalized the Tehuanas.
The traveler is surprised into admiration of the superb symmetry and oftentimes striking
beauty of the women, who form the bulk of the population. The racial and facial
characteristics of the women are more noticeable. Because as a rule they are pure bloods.
They are thrifty, animated and more enterprising than the men […] many of them engage
in business. They bear a stronger resemblance to Burmese than Mexicans, and their
custom and dress bear out the comparison. The upper part of their daily costume is an
Oriental-looking jacket, cut very low at the neck […] the skirt is a replica of the Malay or
Burmese sarong, silk kerchiefs wound coquettishly around the head, turbanwise,
complete a very piquant costume. They are true Orientals in their fondness for brilliant
colors…99

Terry privileged race as an expression of female essence, and subsequently erased the
indigenous Mexican by inserting a more palatable Asian. French novelist Charles Brasseur
also remade the Tehuanas into oriental goddesses and queens and placed them in mythic
time by likening women from the Isthmus he met to Cleopatra and Isis, thus refusing to
accept Zapotec women as Mexican indigenas.100 While their markers of race appear purely
cultural, writers like Terry and Brasseur managed to insert an oriental gendered and raced
place inside the heart of indigenous Mexico. Not only were Tehuanas equated with the
Orient in the sense that they symbolized the colonialized other, in order to be desirable,
they were also no longer Mexican.
Not surprisingly, the orientalized Tehuana was in keeping with conventions of Art
Nouveau and European fin-de-siecle culture. The era’s most popular protagonists
98
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dominating visual culture and the performative arts in France and the United States were
Medusa and Salomé, pointing to the femme fatale as the key ingredient in the Orient’s
attraction.101 Foreign travel writers in search of “piquant costumes” were not alone in
constructing the Tehuana as orientalized indigena, however. Mexican artist Adolfo Best
Maugard’s painting Tehuana (1919) also cast the woman from the Isthmus as a classic
East Indian beauty. The undulating lines within the figure of the Tehuana, recognizable by
her distinct headdress and skirt, meet those of the swaying palm trees and slithering
snakes, creating a scene reminiscent of Eden; a lush garden infused with heat waves and
rippling sensuality. Enforced by the symbols of nature and fertility gracing the top corners
of the painting, the Tehuana’s body and the surrounding landscape mirror each other.
Samuel Ramos described the orientalization of indigenous people in Mexico in less
romantic terms as part of a global understanding of backwardness labeled as “Egypticism,”
where modernization in Mexico, as in Egypt, was hampered by the weight of its culture.102
The image of the orientalized Tehuana that pervaded ideals of the campo, proved to
have real-life consequences for rural women in search of work in the Porfirian city.
During the late nineteenth century, working women, especially vendors, entered the
popular imagination as the Tehuana did, that is, as tipos mexicanos. Renditions of these
types in visual discourses, whether in the theater or print media, were integrally tied to the
onset of urbanization projects in the capital city in the early 1900s, which highlighted the
connection between authenticity and the countryside. The tipos were derived from
costumbrismo, a Latin American form of genre painting which had its origins in sixteenth
century France. The genre was characterized by a full frontal view of the subject placed at
the center of the composition, a “snapshot” styled with the subject’s predictable, theatrical
101
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poses. The types, especially their photographic and theatrical evocations, belied Porifirian
efforts to come to terms with the alienation produced by rapid urbanization, which
included feelings of guilt for leaving large segments of the population behind.103 The
newly arrived rural and largely indigenous migrants, who were romanticized as types,
frequently baffled elites and aspiring elites when they encountered real-life campesinos in
urban settings.104 Nostalgia for an imagined past thus played a significant part in the desire
to fix types into archetypes and images. As tipos signified popular-class migrants without a
fixed place, or clear individuality, they were defined by occupation. Tipo imagery helped
legitimate the political exclusion working-class men and women without whose services
the city could not function properly.
Charles Waite, who produced studio shots and postcards, took up the depiction of
the Tehuana as a popular market type. Waite traveled to the Isthmus to photograph
Tehuanas engaged in various domestic tasks–washing clothes in rivers, feeding animals,
and selling wares in the market—but his most famous portraits featured actresses posing as
Tehuanas in his Mexico City studio. Tehuantepec Woman: Velvet and Gold from around
1900, showed an indigenous woman from the Isthmus in her full glory, hence “velvet and
gold,” but posed her against the background of nineteenth-century modernity: European
furniture and a painted backdrop of a train passing over a viaduct. While the choice of
props communicated the insertion of the Tehuana into the modern capital, the train marked
Tehuantepec as an emerging center of industry and commerce. During the Porfiriato, the
Isthmus became an important area for natural resources, especially oil and shipping. Even
with its staged feel and juxtaposition of Tehuana as Edenic landscape against the railroad
as emblem of modernity, the photograph transcended the snapshot quality of faux
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backdrops and claimed the Tehuana as a regional icon. Moreover, Waite’s Tehuana signals
that Mexico’s distinctive road to modernization, in which the indigena held an important
position as marker of Mexican authenticity.
As with Paul Gauguin’s Tahiti, modernist preoccupation with a female origin
characterized the artistic production of the Tehuana. Much of the art representing women
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, contrasted a mysterious, native, timeless, and sensual
femininity with the construction of the artist , the outsider traveling from cities back in
time to nature, as objective, scientific, present, civilized and male. In this sense the
discourses of the Tehuana echoed earlier colonial narratives linking the exploration of
virgin territory –the New World—with sexual conquest, and expeditions for economic and
political gain with an archetypal journey to a new land both anachronistic and female
place. Ramos’s idea of cultural weight, detrimental to modernization, was exactly the type
of primitivism that lent Mexico an aura of authenticity in the modernizing world. Depicted
as both a state of stasis outside of time and a space of female origins, the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec became a place of timeless women, festive marketplaces, and a exotic locale
from which indigenous men were conspicuously absent.
Market places and Tehuanas provided upper-class Porfirian men and women with
delightful images of strong, matriarchal and hence otherworldly Tehuanas. In stark
contrast to Porfirian objectives to separate the classes, female vendors acted as gobetweens of the market as a contact zone. They inhabited a place of excitement, where
dominant and subordinate classes met and exchanged glances, news, and money for goods.
Journalists advised women where to shop, how to shop, and how to avoid what they
deemed useless conversation, revealing that markets were more than places to buy goods,
but equally functioned as sites of sociability where women transcended class lines to catch
up on gossip and exchange personal views. Markets were potentially dangerous places of
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female activity, where class boundaries and gender-appropriate behavior could easily be
transgressed. 105
Perhaps because of the romanticized depictions, female vendors as working street
women signaled deviance and consequently provoked Porfirian upper-class anxiety over
female propriety. The street and the market were places of sexual ambiguity, as women
working in retail trades were perceived as indistinguishable from prostitutes in same areas
of the city. The advent of feminism in the late nineteenth century added to this ambiguity.
Many intellectuals and writers openly attacked the New Woman as unfit for modernity,
which, they argued, made women prone to hysteria (a nervous condition thought to afflict
only women), morphine addiction, and libidinous instincts.106 Gender ideals of the era
stipulated that decent women remain indoors, or take carefully prescribed steps outside the
home. Lower-class women who did not take such precautions when entering public places
suggested immorality to Porfirian capitalinos. Elites saw working women as immoral
because their ideas of femininity and motherhood clashed with the dangers of the street,
especially sexual violence. In addition, they believed that poor women, in their struggle
for survival, would succumb to what they deemed immoral work with greater ease. For
many poor women selling food, pulque, or small household items in the streets was the
alternative to destitution. Furthermore, to the vendadoras, the street was home. What the
middle class considered their public space was in fact a private place for women vendors.
Elite conceptions held that frequenting markets made women vulnerable to
prostitution, especially as the señoras decentes were confused with prostitutes. Thus,
upper- and middle-class Porfirians clamored for the need for gender boundaries within
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public space.107 The municipal authorities built markets with the understanding that the
social classes, especially women as markers of these classes, should remain separate.108
Municipal regulation of street vending had different effects on poor women merchants than
on their male counterparts as it pushed women outside of municipal markets as illegal
vendors and ambulantes (literally: moving vendors) while men dominated the area inside
the municipal markets. Maintaining market stalls cost more than merely occupying a place
on the street. Stall owners paid license fees and tax to the city government, and it often
were these expenses that female vendors could not afford.109 The increasing presence of
poor, indigenous women who lived their private lives in public view, resembled prostitutes
and confused the boundaries of public decency and private sins, provoked fears and
tensions among the Porfirian elites.

Fig. 2. Charles Waite. Selling Gorditas at Guadalupe.
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Charles Waite's photo, Selling Gorditas at Guadalupe, taken at the turn of the
century, illustrates perfectly how these Porfirian fears and tensions could be neutralized
through artistic production. By serializing the sunshades and campesinas, Waite retained
the picturesque of the campo without upsetting the Porfirian dictum of order and progress.
The tortilleras, each identical to the next, sit immobilized, isolated from each other in a
long row parallel to the contours of street and sidewalk, across from the Basilica of
Guadalupe, sacred home to the patron saint of the nation. While orderly spaced and
dressed, the women emerge as an anomaly in the ideal Porfirian city, as they are
juxtaposed with European finesse of the lady's dress and noblesse oblige of her manners.
The Porfirian grande dame is the only person who Waite shows as an individual capable of
movement and with a distinct appearance. The ambulantes' placement on the cobblestone
street, rather than on the immaculate sidewalk or park benches behind them, further
renders them out of place. While the indigenous women appear aware of being seen by the
camera, the urbanite remains oblivious of the public attention. The uneasy meeting
between merchandise and money, campo and city, poor and rich, and brown and white
hands takes place dead center in the photograph, demonstrating what Luce Irigaray has
referred to as cultural exchange that takes place through women’s bodies.110
Photography indeed presented Porfirian elites, and more broadly the Porfirian
government, with a technology to control a burgeoning lower-class population that had
come to enjoy greater levels of mobility in the late nineteenth century. Like rapidly
growing cities elsewhere in Latin America, Mexico City absorbed a continual stream of
displaced rural migrants.111 The East side doubled in size from 1880 to 1900 and more than
a third of the city’s population lived in this area that comprised less than 15 percent of the
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overall urban land mass.112 While most of these migrants ended up in the tenement belt
east of the Zócalo, they occupied the streets of the center in general and proved difficult, if
not impossible, to contain. Residents of the eastern barrios, the unwashed and drunken
pelados, frequently wandered throughout the city, loitering around the Zócalo and on
Plateros, and were made highly visible as they frequently appeared photographs taken in
the center.113 Where spatial containment failed, elites hoped that photography would
succeed in tracking lower-class movement in full view of the law. Like eighteenth-century
casta paintings, Porfirian photography aimed to normalize class and race identities.
The introduction of photography both defined and eliminated the boundaries
between public and private, performance and identity. With the introduction of the
portrait, photography contributed to the construction of one’s self-importance accompanied
by an increased sense of performance, as the photo studio with theatrical props and stage
made everyone who could afford it into a star. Unlike other technological innovations, the
Mexican public rapidly accepted photography, especially the urban middle class that
embraced portraiture as the ultimate confirmation of their identity. By the 1860s, portrait
photography had become a popular profession and with the developments in technology –
such as glass-plate negatives, tintypes, and albumen paper prints—portraits became more
affordable for larger segments of the population.114
Nonetheless, portraiture, especially its function within identity formation, extended
beyond the walls of the respectable studio, and was utilized equally by the Porfirian
government. Considered avant-garde, and not widely practiced in Europe at the time, 1855
laws stipulated the use of photography in identifying criminals, prostitutes, and other
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suspect groups such as vagrants. Servants were photographed in a similar manner by 1871,
mostly out of security considerations, as they were often confused with vagrants. State
photographers went to great lengths in documenting these “undesirables,” rendering visible
prisoners’ private parts and physical deformities as the supposed cause of their criminal
behavior. Meant as scientific evidence, official photography was equally imbued with
performance. Photographed prisoners did everything, dressing up as civil officials for
instance, to subvert their proper identity so as not to resemble themselves.115 In Oaxaca,
city officials used photography to identify urban workers by including photos with each
worker’s record. These were not photos that identified the laborers as distinguishable
individuals, but rather as picturesque types who posed against the same backdrop in the
studio and carried the same props, reminiscent of the tipos genre.116
The performative quality of this early manifestation of surveillance photography
reached its greatest heights in the famous pictures of prostitutes that graced the municipal
registers of major Mexican cities. Unlike the prisoner photos but similar to the pictures of
Oaxacan workers, prostitutes posed for full-length portraits in commercial studios.
Alongside the portraits, entries enumerated details such as the women’s physical
description, place of employment and rank of establishment, tax records, and requisite
doctor examinations.117 The portraits –replete with costumes and props— echoed the
convention of tipo photography, especially since they conformed to the carte-de-visite
format, and seemed to render the women as respectable members of society. The
photographed women communicated a discomfort that was absent from the tipos. Unlike
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the passive compliance of sitters for a family portrait, most prostitutes looked defiantly
into the eye of the camera. In the municipal portraits, multiple identities surfaced; while
some prostitutes attempted to resist acting as their betters, others opted to perform the role
of what elites considered a decent woman.118
Official photography helped to create a distinct aesthetic of the city based on race
and gender. Governmental regulation of prostitutes necessarily embraced a discourse of
gender in which control over women’s sexuality was articulated through la integridad de
la familia (family integrity). This wholesale pathologization of prostitutes effectively
erased male sexual desires as clients and practitioners from public record and public
view.119 The registers of photographed prostitutes reflected that the concern over public
hygiene, urban reform was articulated through the depiction of lower-class sex workers,
and signaled a desire to segregate the classes on the basis of gender and race. During a
boom in prostitution in heavily indigenous Oaxaca at the turn of the century, photos
increasingly whitened prostitutes. This whitening, tied to Mexican understandings of
modernity, linked feminine beauty to the concept of “the beauty of the city.”120 As officials
sought to control prostitution but not campaign against it, they left the visual representation
of vice to commercial photographers who approached vice with more aesthetic
considerations.
These photos in the public registers of municipal archives did not circulate and
neither did family portraits. How, then, did photographic portraiture influence gender
construction and affect urban reform? How did the prostitutes’ performance as respectable
women in public affect normative behavior of women in general? For answers to these
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questions, we turn to the stage, which informed the modalities of seeing and the public
gaze that constructed female beauty.121

All The City A Stage
Porfirian concerns over the degeneration of the city and deterioration of morals in
many ways echoed those of colonial administrators of the late eighteenth century. The
Bourbon Reforms entailed a far-reaching civilizing project to remake colonial culture and
form more productive citizens. Not only did bureaucratic corruption and clerical abuse
preoccupy the Crown, lower-class lack of morality, especially sexual licentiousness,
worried officials. The rise of a mixed population--the castas--in Mexico City, proved
especially worrisome, since these people were not regulated under the Spanish estate
system. While indigenous people commanded pity, the castas were described as lazy and
prone to alcohol abuse and sexual vice. The Crown, especially after the riot in 1692,
feared a breakdown of the social order.
Consequently, urban planning reflected the Bourbon desire to instill proper behavior
and class boundaries. The policing of pulquerías and streets, the creation of new large
boulevards such as the Paseo de la Reforma, the invention of street lights, and the
placement of the enormous equestrian statue of Charles III (the famous Caballito) on
Zócalo to the detriment of the large Parían market, all indicated the desirability of a
rational, abstract, and legible city, where officials aimed to control space. The Bourbon
Crown sought to modernize and reform society while at the same time instigating legal
changes that reinforced the traditional caste system.
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Mexico City had enjoyed a long tradition of theater reform as part of efforts to
modernize society, especially during times of economic growth. Under the Bourbon
Reforms, both Mexico City and its theaters served as laboratories of modernity in which
measures dreamed up in Spain were tested in the colonies. Bourbon administrators made
theater one of their principal platforms for launching extensive morality campaigns. Rapid
urbanization of the late eighteenth century resulted in an increased contact between social
classes and produced what royal officials viewed as a decline of propriety. These
administrators felt that the rising tolerance of elites for plebes should be combated.122
Modernization of theater served to legitimize colonial rule and extend social control over
the masses through morality campaigns and the use of popular diversions to instill
Enlightenment values.
Theatrical performances on and off the stage did not please Bourbon officials, and
their concern was usually bound up with essentialized ideas about women in public.
Frivolous plays, followed by indecent interludes replete with licentious and provocative
dances worried authorities and scandalized the Enlightenment-minded, especially fathers
who feared the corruption of their daughters attending these plays. In the face of scarcity of
male actors, Spanish theater companies–unlike their northern European counterparts—
hired women, even as directors. María Celis, a famous actress, was appointed to direct the
imposing Royal Indian Hospital theater in 1687.123 In their efforts to regulate the theater
through legislation in 1786, Bourbon administrators initiated measures to censor the
content of plays, and increased official scrutiny of actresses.124 Officials threatened
actresses by policing their private lives, which they presumed to be both scandalous and
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immoral.125 By 1805, foreign observers recorded that constables policed theaters to
maintain public order. The observers decried the public’s admiration for the entremeses
staged between performances, in which female dancers showed off their physiques to
please male members of the lower classes.126
Bourbon reformers built new theaters, bullrings, and pelota places that ultimately
did little to control spectacle. Instead, entertainment became infused with plebeian norms.
The failure of tighter regulation in part stemmed from the administrators’ resolve to fill
state coffers; increased taxation and royal monopolies on tobacco and pulque merely
shifted vice industries to benefit the Crown, not eradicate undesirable behavior. As in early
modern Europe, even if plays in Bourbon Mexico City were harnessed as a civilizing agent
and educational tool, the theater as a social space remained a site of spectacle, sociability
and leisure for the public.
Despite the extensive efforts of Bourbon reformers a century earlier to separate elite
entertainment from plebeian performance, theater in Porfirian Mexico functioned as a
place of sociability for all classes. Unlike New York but similar to other Latin American
capitals, audiences in Mexico City paid as much to go to the theater as to see a movie. This
might have played a large role in the staying power of theater, which was not replaced by
cinema as the most popular form of entertainment until well into the 1930s.127 Even if all
classes could attend theater performances, they did not sit together. Architects designed
theaters with class distinctions in mind. Most theaters had separate entrances and stairways
leading to specialized areas, such as the cazuelas (women only), paraísos (men only), and
box seats. Differentiated ticket prices underwrote the theater’s social geography, which
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further separated the classes. The abono system, or season ticket subscription, that allowed
families to buy the best seats had a similar effect. In Buenos Aires, an abono seat cost 20
pesos, equal to an unskilled worker’s wage for two weeks.128 Yet, Mexican theaters also
desperately needed the patronage of lower-class audiences, and advertisements called out
to all social groups.
Architects ordered theater space according to class and gender. Accompanied elite
women sat in the upscale boxes, lower class women viewed plays from the gendersegregated cazuela.129 This inexpensive area set aside for women went back to the late
eighteenth century. In the famous Coloseo, the cazuela counted 236 seats, and only older
men could serve as ushers for this section.130 In contrast, the paraiso (heaven), reserved
exclusively for men, comprised the best seats in the house. In Mexico City, as in Buenos
Aires, most theaters included a paraiso, yet only half had a cazuela.131 In the expensive
boxes, women sat in front of men because men were expected to act as gentlemen and let
women enjoy the better view. In addition, this arrangement allowed family’s to show off
their unmarried daughters deemed ready for courtship and marriage in a respectable
manner.132 The boxes thus functioned as alternative stages for female display as much as
spaces from which to see the shows. While Porfirian elites deemed this display tasteful, the
cazuelas had a reputation as a spectacle in itself. Women in these sections applauded and
commented on plays with such abandon that they attracted the attention of the rest of
theater patrons. Some even thought that cazuela women were the female counterpart of the
claque, men hired to cheer or boo on the impresario’s command. As such, the cazuela
constituted an ambiguous space. On one hand, sitting in the cazuela did not release women
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from the courtship scene altogether as men would crowd the entrances to the section.133 On
the other hand, it freed women from the social constrictions of the box seats to act demure
and dress the part of the rich socialite. Those who opted for cazuela seats might have
actually enjoyed the freedom of direct contact with suitors unmediated family members as
well as the increased opportunity for cross-class female interactions.

Not a man, or a woman, but a thing
The theater, especially the género chico, as the genre of comedies, operettas,
zarzuelas, and revistas was known, played a major role in forging Mexico City’s sexual
and social attitudes from the late nineteenth until the early twentieth century. By the 1870s,
drama and opera, referred to as the género grande, had made way for the popularity of the
Spanish Zarzuela, a picaresque comedy that became increasingly affordable and thus
popular for the middle-classes. Dating to the Spanish two-act court plays of the
seventeenth century, zarzuelas constituted dramatic comedies developed along one unified
plot, combining dialogue, song and dance. After a resurgence in Spain in the mid
nineteenth century, zarzuela became popular with the broader public. At this time, the
genre split into two distinct types of shows defined by length and subject matter. The
zarzuela grande, structurally related to the Viennese Operetta, contained three acts and
focused on serious subjects. The genero chico, comprised of one-act zarzuelas, began in
1867 when a weak Spanish economy prompted empresarios to offer cheaper entertainment
to low-income audiences. While Spanish in origin, the genero chico was most popular in
Latin America. All other popular genres, such as the later revistas, were closely related to
the latter type of zarzuela.134
133
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What most seemed to attract audiences of all classes to the genero chico was its
focus on visual elements. Audiences raved about the sheer splendor of the shows, which
emphasized song, dance and stage design over language and plot development, and
prominently displayed female bodies.135 Due to growing popularity of the genero chico, the
tandas (as the Mexicans referred to shows) took more liberties in showing dancers in
shorter skirts. The female stars of the tandas were not well schooled in acting and vocal
ability, but reached fame for their appearances and stage personas. The public came to see
the women, not to hear them. Despite her centrality as visual attraction, the star of the
tandas was though of as a gracious woman.136
Yet, these gracious women proved ambiguous figures. In many respects, the
Porfirian grand dame, the señora decente, was the epitome in performing the role of the
“gracious woman.” Dressed in European finery, she commanded the admiration of
onlookers while leaving or entering public buildings or private residences in the posh
West. As fashion was of the utmost importance in maintaining class boundaries, elite
women in Latin American cities were identified by their hairstyles and haute-couture
designed for appearances on streets, in parks, and at the theater.137 Actresses playing
gracious women and prostitutes performing the role of decent women in the photo studio
were able to dress the part and thus destabilized elite female Porfirian identity. For
instance, in the shadow of the great Jockey Club, the legendary Casa de los Azulejos, a
young José Vasconcelos (later of SEP and Raza Cósmica fame) and a group of his fellow
students deliriously watched the comings and going of a well-dressed but suspicious
woman named Pepa who traversed Plateros street and entered the club with different men
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at different times. Pepa certainly dressed as a Porfirian lady, even if she didn’t act like
one.138 Likewise, in The Magic Lantern, José de Cuellar’s modernist literary viñettes
chronicling the follies of Porfirian nouveau riche, primarily women are able to pass as their
class betters through fashion and deception.
Street performance fascinated elite and popular-class Mexicans alike. Beyond the
elite theaters of the West, the Porfirian city housed another entertainment district, situated
in the area around the markets to the East and North of the Zócalo. Here, an assortment of
spectacles—theaters, carpas, street performances, salons and cantinas—catered to the
tastes of popular classes. The gran circo of the Orrin Brothers entertained the masses on
plaza Santo Domingo, the carpas (tent theaters that moved around the working-class
barrios) drew a colorful and boisterous crowd, and jacalones (make-shift theaters, literally
“shacks”) offered short comedies at affordable prices. Often set up around marketplaces,
East-end leisure spots were steeped in a carnivalesque focus on the body. Even the area’s
drinking establishments, the notorious pulquerías with names such as “Delirium,” “The
Seductress,” and “The Love Nest” invoked sensual pleasures.139Not surprisingly,
journalists defined these areas as immoral places and equated immorality with female
inhabitants. Women, dressed in “blouses full of holes that show off too much flesh,”
appeared promiscuous, and were presented as embodying the depravity and decrepitude of
their surrounding neighborhood.140
Street spectacles increasingly invaded the west side of the centro. Pedestrians
stopping to take in jugglers, organ grinders, street vendors, even women passing by,
annoyed the more well-to-do and city administrators. Public space belonged to whoever
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claimed it first, whether a street corner, the right of way, or walls used illegally for
advertising materials.141 Journalists strongly criticized various forms of street performance,
especially the circus. Describing how pickpockets stole watches and wallets from
unexpecting spectators, columnists wondered how the municipal government could ever
allow such lowly distractions. The circus, and with it, an ensemble of foul-smelling shacks,
converted the stately Zócalo into a plaza of street performances. Puppets, inflated
balloons, and other sundries mingling with vendors of aguas in ramshackle stalls,
congested the streets and hampered the flow of traffic too close to the atrium of the
National Cathedral. Why should anyone prohibit the barbarous bullfights, asked one
commentator, if the “imbecile monstrosities that one called the circus are tolerated?”142
More than a nuisance, street performances presented the city’s gente decente with a
spectacle of women attempting to pass for something else. For many observers, the close
to nude female bodies contorted as “snakes in the air,” and women lifting weights like men
constituted nothing less than human abjection.143 The circus, a lowly Yankee invention,
created nothing more than freaks: “Not a man, a woman, but a thing.” Reporters found that
street performance reduced the destitute and sick to a “spectacle of savages.”144 Children
asking for alms after a small performance inspired both revulsion and pity. Refusing to
give hand-outs, one journalist nonetheless lamented the fate of a young hija del aire
(trapeze artist) who motherless, street-bred among freaks, and prostituted by her callous
father, formed part of a legion of children who no one cared about.145
Even if not all street performance included freaks, circus and carpas performers
transgressed street decorum. As the género chico became infused with lower-class tastes
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and incorporated elements from street performances, it grew in popularity with larger
segments of the city’s population, traversing the class boundaries of the city and invading
middle-class and upper-class spaces. The neocolonial facades of upscale venues in the
West did little to hide the degradation of tastes inside, according to Mexico City’s first
modernist author, Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera, whose vitriolic pieces appeared under the
nom-de-plum of the cavalier el Duque Job. Gutiérrez Nájera, theater critic, Porfirian
flaneur and capitalino cronista, agonized most about the public and its lack of taste. While
low-brow theater, such as the zarzuelas, was fine for lower-class audiences who frequented
make-shift theaters, or jacalones on the East end, such fare was deemed below the more
affluent –and, he hoped, more discriminating—spectators.146 Condemning zarzuela shows
as stupid and obscene, Gutiérrez Nájera ridiculed the clerks and shopkeepers who heartily
laughed at the jokes and the actress who lifted her skirt to show her stockings. All
zarzuela entailed, according to the cronista, was cheap entertainment for the crowds of the
“common hats and cheap rebozos.”147
Hence, for Gutiérrez Nájera, not merely the quality of shows, but more importantly,
the performance of the public left much to be desired. In the second-class boxes, people
shuffled chairs, kept their hats on during the show, and generally displayed “shameful
behavior.” The audience of the first class box seats did not do much better. While dressed
in more fashionable clothes, Gutiérrez Nájera observed, they too kept their hats on.
Moreover, they simply laughed at everything, like “men who only go to the theater when
paying a real.”148 “The theater smelled of the common folk,” complained the cronista,
adding that this affected the nerves of their betters, including his own.149
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In addition, el Duque blamed the male audience for the lewdness of performances
in the theater. Ashamed to witness sexually explicit scenes, where actresses showed their
legs in front of a foreign visitor, the cronista noted with much dismay that the male
audience was “screaming like pigs.” Moreover, he complained, this behavior happened
not in the carpas, but in the city’s finest theaters “ in full view of all the society ladies.”150
The actors were beyond blame, concluded the Duke, but not so the public, who applauded
intended innocence with scandalous intend. Even when faced with a simple dance, he
reported in El Cronista de México, the audience hoped to provoke a can-can. “Is this a
public or a herd? A theater or a pigsty?” he asked his distinguished readers.151
What was worse, ruthless empresarios manipulated and used the confusion over
what constituted true theater to line their pockets. In an exposé on one such businessman, a
Sr. Naverrete, Nájera wrote that the man had understood, like all geniuses, that Mexicans
did not expect greatness, but only female spectacle: “a bit of can-can, a little spice, lots of
cheap fare, this is only what we as spectators demand.” As long as the tiple, the main
female star, had a pretty face, her vocal deficiencies would easily be overlooked. The
ballerina, on the other hand, could be old and ugly. The show could even be bad, as long as
the tickets were cheap, everyone was satisfied, so reasoned the gran cronista. And thus,
the tandas were a great success. 152
El Duque Job’s exasperation over the deterioration of the city’s theatrical
performances was as much feigned to please the conventions of his age and his readership
as it was the product of a contradictory consciousness that betrayed the thinly-veiled
desires of the nineteenth-century flaneur. While Gutiérrez Nájera belonged to a class of
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cronistas, respectable newspaper men who commented on daily life in the city and
condemned the actions of elite men who went slumming, el Duque easily fell prey to the
same pleasures and desires as the frivolous dandies he readily criticized. Job –or any other
man—could always indulge in the joy of scoping out the opposite sex in the city’s theaters.
Armed with binoculars and his assumed identity of Job, he could spy on the wonderful
“physiques of unknown girls.” Any man would note, continued el Duque lyrically, the
beautiful faces that made up “the pearls of the dirty shells called the houses of the
vecindad.”153 He likened ballerinas dressed in long dresses to statues, and complained that
while they were more artistic, they were less provocative. For Gutiérrez Nájera,
positioning himself as an upper-class gentleman of taste, it was not so much actual female
nudity that led to perversion, but the perception of female bodies on the part of the male
viewer: “For an artist, a nude woman is always dressed with the shame of marble. For a
man of libido, each dressed woman is always nude.”154
Fortified by the daily musings of cronistas such as Guttiérez Nájera, the genero
chico set up a binary of female performers and a male audience. The star, always a woman,
enticed men not only sexually, but also invited them to join a world outside of Porfirian
protocol and propriety. In this, she functioned as the vehicle to the city’s underworld as
much as the stage functioned as a portal to a realm of fulfilled wishes and desires. As these
actresses catered to a largely male audience, female spectators of the increasingly
sexualized genero chico provoked unease. Men who attended low-brow theaters stood to
lose their health and money, Gutiérrez Nájera dryly remarked, yet women frequenting
these places had already “lost everything… even honor!”155
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Revista and Revolution
Theater reflected and informed the impressions travelers and capitalinos alike held
when viewing the city streets. As a barometer of social opinion, discontent, hopes, dreams
and desires, theater grappled with the advent of modernity. While looking to Europe,
especially France, as the height of civilization, Porfirians favored modernization over
modernity and the pastoral idyll of the campo over the hybridity and chaos of city life. In
the face of rapid modernization and the accompanying pressures of urbanization, they
opted to revel in nostalgia, rather than enjoy modern plays. This trend changed drastically
with the introduction of El Gran Vía, the first Latin American revista blockbuster.
While Zarzuela formed the mainstay of theater offerings in the late nineteenth
century, national comedies and dramas in the form of revues eclipsed them by the early
twentieth century. The first imitations of European revue shows appeared in Mexico as
early as 1870, after the French Intervention established Vaudeville and the Can-Can.156 The
genre did not dominate the theatrical landscape until 1904. Unlike the Spanish and
French-oriented zarzuelas, Revista –as revue was known in the Spanish-speaking world—
was a genre most able to reflect local realities, including those of a rapidly changing urban
and social landscape. Instead of following a unified narrative and plot development,
revistas echoed the conventions of print journalism, most notably newspapers and
magazines.157 Revistas generally offered a showcase of events taking place in a big city
from the perspective of a pedestrian or tourist. The genre relied heavily on stock
characters, even generic types: the lottery-ticket girl, the drunk girl, the grotesque
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foreigner, the fat politician, the policeman, the stool-pigeon, the half-breed, the pelado
(bumpkin who has come to the city), the pick-pocket, the talkative barber, etc.158
The Revista drew on existing types, who, as demonstrated earlier, had become an
entrenched part of a visual economy of tipos, and invented a variety of urban ones as well.
It used regional costumes, typical music, , and national authors, actors and actresses to
introduce regional Mexico: zandugas from Oaxaca, sarapes from Saltillo, china poblanas
from Puebla, jarabe tapías from Jalisco. Mexico City writers frequently adapted and
stylized these regional songs and dances from the campo to please urban audiences.159
Idealized types, such as the Tehuana, effectively solidified the notion of rural vendors as
symbols of mexicanidad while the debased pelado became the archetype of the
impoverished and degenerate rural migrant. Beyond the creation of a cartography of urban
personas, Revista used humor and popular music to comment on current events, political
debacles, the latest fads and urban life. Being an adaptable genre, Revista quickly paved
the way to the advent of national comedies that became popular in the early twentieth
century and especially in revolutionary Mexico.
Even if Spanish in origin, the landmark revista La gran vía, became a truly Latin
American urban phenomenon, adapted from theaters in Buenos Aires to Mexico City.
Besides featuring streets as the play’s main protagonists, mis-en-scenes highlighted the
classic spaces of the metropolis: a theater, a hotel, and a market.160It premiered on July 2,
1866 in Madrid, and was so successful that companies in New York and London soon
performed the play. In it, the streets of Madrid appeared as characters that complained
about the state of urban reform in the city that centered on by-passing the streets in favor of
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the large thoroughfare, i.e. la gran vía. The play had a clear class character, as members of
the popular classes in the play complained about the destruction of their spaces of leisure,
such as dancehalls and parks. In Buenos Aires, as in Mexico, the play was adapted to
reflect the typical character of the city, renaming the play La Gran Avenida to reflect the
city’s own reality.161 The revista was eventually banned in Argentina due to its bitingly
satirical portrayals of the city’s well-known políticos. If the play made it to the stage, it did
so only for short periods of time.162
Revista Theater poked fun at real world confusion over public and private space
and the inability on part of the ruling elites to discern between the public performance of
wealth, status, gender, and class as distinct entities. For instance, the landmark revista
Chin-Chun-Chan, starring Esperanza Iris, mocked a wealthy couple from the provinces
visiting Mexico City, who mistook ostentation and bad taste in clothing for current fashion,
and prostitutes for real ladies.163 This mistake made more sense than Revista writers were
willing to admit. Some of the best seats in the National Theater belonged to high-class
madams who showed off their new girls and “scanned for clients.” Far from circumspect,
they flaunted their bodies and expensive imported fineries in the city’s finest theaters and
restaurants.164
The component of gender in the Revista Theater connected the genre with
transnational currents, as it became the vehicle for popular national theater, especially after
the Revolution. As 1920s theater critic and playwright Rudolfo Usigli commented,
women’s legs in Revista, Vaudeville and Follies shows became part of an international
language. This emphasis on bodies and body language had ambiguous consequences for
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actresses within Mexican theater. On one hand, it served to democratize theater and
popularize it now that more women could aspire to stardom. On the other, exactly because
Revista required little training and relied heavily on showing off women’s bodies, critics
perceived it as lower, more base form of entertainment. Usigli concluded that the quality
of Revista shows suffered as “its attraction descended from the throat to the legs” in
concession to public tastes.165 Yet, the sexual aspect also helped female actresses gain a
strong voice of opposition. The revista star, always a woman, enticed men not only
sexually, but also invited them to join her in protest of censorship.166
Revista Theater, with its social commentary, metropolitan modernity, overt female
sexuality, and outspoken actresses set up a new standard of female behavior, that inspired
lower and middle-class women in Mexico to take on a greater role in public life and resist
the status quo at a time of enormous social and political upheaval. During and after the
armed phase of the Revolution, which claimed over one and a half million lives and
displaced many more, the majority of migrants who reached Mexico City were women
who hoped to escape the ravages of war in the countryside and sought refuge after losing
male protection after the death of husbands, fathers, and brothers. The capital was spared
the devastation and violence that typified the Revolution in the countryside. The Ten
Tragic Days, the Huerta coup, and the Zapatista and Villista occupation of the city
notwithstanding, the capital city remained largely calm. Many parents, convinced that the
city was safer than the war-torn campo, sent their daughters to the capital.167
In the face of food and housing shortages complicated by sporadic incursions of
revolutionary warfare, life in the city was not as stable as anticipated. Many of the
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migrants settled in crowded Porfirian vecindades or in viviendas in the city center. Because
of the effects of the Revolution, rural female migrants arriving in the city found
opportunities of survival slim. On one hand, structural forces–large-scale warfare,
accompanied by accelerated rural to urban migration—contributed significantly to the
persistence of an informal economy as the primary venue for women’s survival and
advancement in the city. While some women turned to factory work, most survived as
street vendors, prostitutes, or servants for what was left of the Porfirian middle-class
society and an emerging revolutionary elite.168 Perhaps because of the availability of this
kind of work in the city for unschooled, poor, and often indigenous rural women, popular
opinion linked these professions with each other. Due to the legacy of Porfirian discourses,
women selling goods, domestic, or sexual services, were seen as “public” and sexualized
women. By the start of the revolution, over 15% of women in the capital were registered as
prostitutes. Notably, hygienists' studies showed that that a large majority of these
prostitutes had worked, or still worked, as domestic servants. Some still wore their servant
outfits in the photographs that graced their registration cards.169
For these women, the capital hardly resembled an island of peace in a large sea of
rural revolt. Urban working-class communities living in squalid poverty relied heavily on
female support and organization, underlining the importance of gender norms regarding
urban consumer issues in the formation of working class identity and struggle. Urban
conflict resulted more from consumption issues that were considered women’s problems–
fare hikes, food prices, housing—than classic indicators of working class struggles such as
wages, unions and working conditions. Women were not only central to the economy as
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workers, but urban conflict also pointed to the importance of gender dynamics within
consumption patterns. Lower-class women’s militancy over consumer issues demonstrates
that these are not necessarily middle class concerns. While workers participated in strikes
before and during the Revolution, female protesters in urban communities made their
demands known through neighborhood actions, such as food riots protesting the poor
distribution of staple items.170
Many of the food riots in Mexico City during the 1910s and 1920s were led by
women. During food shortages, lower-class women moved in crowds from market to
market with empty baskets before turning to the authorities for support. If these tactics
failed, rioting frequently ensued. The most common targets of the rioters were small
merchants of products catering to basic necessities, including the ones at major markets
such as La Merced, Lagunilla, San Cosme and San Juan. Irate crowds would take food,
damage property and even throw stones at the merchants. These riots–a "gender-specific
defense" of the working class–occurred mostly in the tenement area in and around the
centro.171 Barred from electoral politics, women’s protests over basic necessities gained
them access to the public sphere and political life of the city. Nonetheless, male
revolutionaries, journalists, and union leaders condemned these women’s protests as
anarchistic and even anti-revolutionary. Rioting women justified their actions as mothers,
while conservative politicians questioned the women's morals, referring to them as
mujerzuelas (loose women) and populacho (rabble). Politicians positioned señoras
decentes against female rioters, who like prostitutes, were lazy and promiscuous women
who transgressed traditional gender boundaries. Considered out of place and out of control,
they were thought to pose a threat to the Revolution.172 Urban revolution thus reflected
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social issues in which access to services and space intersected with a contest over gender
norms.
Revista Theater, with its emphasis on current events and daily life of the city,
reflected revolutionary upheaval and influenced public opinion of the difficulties that
lower-class women faced in Mexico City. As in other Latin American cities, the
popularity of theater was seen as contributing to urban unrest as transformation in theater
informed larger political, social and demographic changes in the capital.173 Throughout the
Revolution, Revista Theater, now the staple of the genero chico, became influential in
shaping popular consciousness. 174 Revistas informed the inhabitants of Mexico City of
current events and helped to mirror and define metropolitan life, while the press became
more integrally bound up in the world of performance. As we will see in the next chapter,
divas such as the infamous María Conesa who came to enjoy great popularity among
upper- and lower-class audiences alike, greatly influenced how the genre transformed from
an urban into a national and revolutionary phenomenon.

Conclusion
In 1899, a 14-year-old María Rosalía Esperanza Bofill Ferrer from the state of
Tabasco embarked on what would become a long career as a stage and film actress,
empresario and celebrity. Yet, the woman who would capture hearts as the grand diva
Esperanza Iris, entered the world of spectacles as a man, just like several other young
female stars of her day. Her first role in the revista La Cuarta Plana, a spoof on current
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events in the city, featured adolescent Esperanza as a loveable, but tough street kid
hawking newspapers.
Acting, for most of us, but particularly for Porfirian Mexicans, was hardly
contained to the stage. Performance is an everyday activity that structures behavior and
identity to such an extent that it forms our subjectivities.175 In Porfirian Mexico City,
public performance so informed daily life that, at least to some foreign observers, it
eclipsed the drama staged in the city’s theaters. In Porfirian society, acting of the more
conventional kind was unnecessary. Prompters were partially visible and certainly audible
as they delivered lines to the actors on stage.176 The visibility of mimicking came naturally
as Porfirians looked to Europe, and conventions of beauty that hinged on Arte Nouveau
understandings of feminine refinement.
Mexico vis-à-vis Europe represented a country on the brink of modernity. As such,
it developed a distinctive form of internal exoticism, camposcape, as part of self-definition
predicated on European examples. Ultimately, this was a process based on gender that
equated the exotic with the feminine. From its inception, visual discourses of indigenous
people in Mexico revealed modernity’s shadow in the poverty, disease, and destruction of
indigenous cultures. While ethnographic photos might have started during the Porfirian
period as Positivist cataloguing of exotic objects with a museum-oriented intention, they
produced what Roger Bartra poetically labels as “an aesthetic of melancholy,” a strange
beauty of the misery of the Indian. This was at the center of the production of nationalist
discourses well into the twentieth century. Indians, often presented in the form of female
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landscapes, increasingly came to embody a national essence that while “authentic” needed
to be surpassed in order to arrive at full modernity.177
When Esperanza Iris stepped onto the stage as a newspaper boy in 1899, Mexico
City counted a mere 350,000 inhabitants. To capitalinos, the city was small and easily
traversable. It resembled a large provincial town instead of a large bustling metropolis,
which its increasingly misplaced nickname, the City of Palaces, suggested. By the time of
opening the Iris theater in 1918, Iris came to embody the Europeanized female aesthetic of
opulence, grace and coy sexuality. The diva would have to contend with new
understandings of femininity, embracing the nationalized indigena as well as the US
flapper. Moreover, the city had changed significantly. Porfirian programs of urban
reform, while neglecting the plight of poorer residents, had effectively split the city in half:
a modernizing, rich West; and a deteriorating, overcrowded, and poor East.
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CHAPTER TWO: FROM DIVA TO DECO BODY
VISUAL CULTURE AND THE DAILY PERFORMANCE OF GENDER

“Santa Anita, D.F., 1925”
The 1925 Festival of Flowers in the small pueblo of Santa Anita in the Federal
District seemed to follow its tranquil trend of previous years. The display of flowers, the
selection of Indias Bonitas, and the boat-rides on the Viga Canal, all communicated what
residents of neighboring Mexico City had come to expect of the pueblo since the
Porfiriato:178 the respite of a peaceful pastoral, the link to a colorful past, and the promise
that Mexicanidad was alive and well in the campo. A group of audacious, scantily-clad
women ruptured this idyllic tradition, and rudely inserted a shocking display of modernity
or so wrote Manuel Rámirez Cárdenas of El Globo, the ‘modern newspaper,’ in his report
the next day.179 The actresses of the Mexico City’s Lírico theater, walking around Santa
Anita’s streets in “picaresque clothing”–stage outfits which left little to the imagination,
particularly in broad daylight—upset visitors and campesinos alike. Abuelitas and mamás
were shocked by the display, confessed Cárdenas, averting their eyes from the female
spectacle in fear of el pecado mortal (mortal sin). Thankfully, for the residents of rural
Santa Anita, the festival continued in predictable fashion after the initial scandal.
Continuing with the traditional dances, judges selected an India Bonita from a pool of
decent young girls to represent the pueblo and the festival.
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In this chapter, I use the exploration of theater as a social space and theater genres
as normative discourses in the previous chapter as the background from which to analyze
the transition of changing ideals of femininity from 1915 to 1935. I show how gender
ideals influenced the creation of a distinct urban modernity in Mexico City by mapping the
change from Porfirian divas to Deco bodies that exemplified a new global aesthetic of the
modern woman. Using the phenomenon of Bataclanismo as a barometer of this change, I
argue that Deco bodies bridged the gap between Indigenismo and Mestizaje, and paved the
way for a new, mestizo modernity. Bataclanismo, the vast number of copy cat theater
productions, art, advertisements and media coverage in the wake of the show Violá La
Bata-clán, not only drastically altered daily performances of gender and race, but it also
changed the way the city was imagined. As the phenomenon historically intersected with
the rise of mass media and advertising (radio, photo journalism, fashion and mass
marketing of beauty products), its grasp on society relied heavily on visual means. Deco
bodies and the city were often intertwined in this barrage of visual materials that
propagating a new beauty ideal for women, and illustrated that metropolitan modernity
depended on the physical and behavioral aspects of a new femininity.
The advent of the Deco body was a global phenomenon that originated in Europe
and the United States in the wake of World War I. The introduction of the Deco body to
Mexico was slow at first, yet Bataclanismo functioned as a catalyst that transformed the
idea of female beauty. In 1925, Esperanza Iris single-handedly introduced Mexico City and
the nation to this new beauty ideal by contracting the theater company of Madame Rasimi
for the Iris theater. With the aptly titled show Voilá Paris, Iris and Berthe Rasimi, two
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older women of the old diva garde, brought the latest fashions and ideas of a new, brazen
and highly sexual femininity to Mexico converted the old City of Palaces into the new City
of Spectacles. With this production, women in Mexico City used the Deco body to contest
the revalorization of male authority that typified revolutionary reform. Instead of merely
imposing a new European fashion ideal, which might be read as a remnant of older
Porfirian cultural sensibilities, capitalinas garnered the new Deco body image to claim
sexual liberty, and increase their physical mobility in what was still a highly provincial and
class-stratified city. Revolutionary elites hoped, however, that a more metropolitan Mexico
City would soon join the ranks of Paris, Berlin, or New York.

The Divas

Fig. 3. María Conesa, 1916.

Fig. 4. Esperanza Iris, 1925.
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The promise of the Bataclán, bringing Paris to Mexico City, was not a novel idea.
The once illustrious City of Palaces, quite dilapidated by the end of the nineteenth century,
had undergone beautification efforts and selective urban reform during the Porfiriato. City
officials modeled these programs after Georges Haussmann’s overhaul of Paris, popular in
Europe and Mexico alike for its promise to establish healthy, ordered living conditions and
urban modernity. As discussed in Chapter One, Porfirian entertainment relied heavily on
French constructs and imports. Divas dominated the entertainment world of the late
Porfirian and Revolutionary period. Famous actresses such as María Conesa, Mímí Derba,
and Esperanza Iris altered the image of women in public life as femmes fatales, sexual
objects, and feminists, they also connected the daily performance of gender to the body
politic as lovers of revolutionary leaders. As stars of the stage and celebrities, the divas had
a profound effect on women of all social classes in Mexico City.180
Divas made their entry into Mexican theater as early as the 1860s when Angela
Peralta, Mexico’s first true opera diva—simply referred to as “the Star”—rose to
prominence. Actresses, such as Dolores Tapia, held high positions and enjoyed great
popularity beginning in the early nineteenth century.181 Their fame in part stemmed from
the fact that women in Spanish America, unlike women elsewhere, had not been barred
from the stage.182 By mid-century some women such as Carlota Contreras and Isabel
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Prieto de Landázuri even wrote plays. Despite being popular public figures, however,
nineteenth-century century actresses were not yet the specialists they would become in the
twentieth century, but relied on their abilities as singers and dancers. The nineteenth
century also marked the emergence of theatrical family dynasties, often matriarchies, that
impeded the success of those trained at conservatories by stigmatizing their pupils as
intruders.183 The great actresses of the early twentieth century, such as Elena Ureña and
Virginia Fábregas, made their appearance on the Mexican stage in 1890s. La Fábregas in
particular, the first modern actress in Mexico, indelibly imprinted her vision on Mexican
theater.184
The regard for actresses in Mexico was unique when compared with what elite
Mexicans considered the more civilized nations of Europe, France in particular. Unlike
their Mexican counterparts, actresses working in France commanded little respect when
finally admitted to the stage. With the public display of their bodies, French actresses were
seen as transgressing boundaries of appropriate behavior. The public confused onstage
characters onstage with private lives, and the subsequent implication was that actresses
sold their bodies offstage to rich men. In fact, their reputations as “goddesses of illicit
love” fueled the desire of male spectators for affairs with women they saw perform on
stage.185 Indeed, the slippery boundaries between the actresses’ private lives and their
onstage characters formed one of the principal pleasures of theater-going. Hence, actresses
were positioned as the most desirable women that society could offer, but the perception of
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the actress as mistress interfered with female performers’ credibility and chances at
successful stage careers. Not until the second half of the century actresses gained
respectability as true artists. By the 1890s, actresses had ceased to be controversial figures
in French society, and advertisers started to use actresses as role models of female elegance
and respectability. Moreover, as acting was refigured as a reputable career, actresses –such
as the French Sandra Bernhardt—developed close links with feminism.186
Sarah Bernhardt was the quintessential diva of her age. Her dramatic life offstage
and self-important nature captured the public’s attention. Divas like Berhardt inspired
women to become assertive in demanding political rights. Susan Glenn argues that modern
feminism had its roots in 1890s’ theater, as female performers became both symbols and
agents of changing gender relations by acting out the New Woman. Vaudeville actresses
articulated an image of women in charge of her own sexuality and instrumental in forging
her own subjectivity, not only vis-à-vis men, but also with respect to other women. Unlike
other modern women and early feminists, actresses were expected to transgress social
boundaries, both on and off the stage. In this sense, they formed a safe spectacle. Actresses
embodied what Glenn calls the tension between “active” and “passive spectacle” that
informed the opposing concepts of modern femininity. While actresses were assertive
offstage, theater traditions made them into far more passive women onstage, thus creating
friction between women’s desire to achieve more autonomy and female spectacle as
symbol of her subordination to men. Tensions like these found expression in the
emergence of comediennes, who pushed gender boundaries by questioning the social
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norms of acceptable female sexual desire, while at same time reveling in the excessive
focus on female beauty in theater. “Salomania,” the entertainment fad of the 1910s and
modernist imagining of Orient, represents a perfect example. Not merely a sexualized
spectacle for men, the many productions featuring Salomé functioned equally as venues of
self-expression for women. From Opera to Vaudeville, Salomé became a character that
showed audiences how overt female sexuality led to female autonomy.187
Modeled after Sarah Bernhardt, the diva beloved by Mexican audiences was, as
many Porfirian diversions, a French import.188 Derived from Opera, divas created a center
of gravity on stage that reflected their personal power, expressed in charisma as well as
body type. The hour-glass figure of the diva, accentuated by her opulent dress, jewels, and
aristocratic demeanor earned her honorable titles such as La Emperatriz de Opereta.
Clothes indeed made the diva who was literally covered from head to toe in haute couture
replete with an array of accessories (See publicity photos for María Conesa and Esperanza
Iris above). While certainly perceived as a sex symbol, the diva’s ultimate power resided in
her personality as a strong and mature woman. Often described as gentle, sympathetic, and
gracious, while commanding a large following of fans, reveling in riches, and in charge of
her own destiny, the diva represented a woman whose charms, appeal, and independence
were neatly interwoven with an image of strong femininity that, while exciting, did not
offend her many male admirers. 189
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Esperanza Iris and María Conesa were two such divas. Conesa, born in Valencia, Spain,
made her Mexican debut in the Principal Theater during 1901 when she was but a young
girl playing a boy in an act she put on with her older sister Teresa. In a tragic crime, the
boyfriend of their archrival murdered Teresa while she and María relaxed in a theater box
watching the rest of the show. Scandal followed the drama. The Conesa sisters were not
more than 12 years old at the time of Teresa’s death, and an outraged public demanded that
minors be banned from working in theaters and other venues. Heavily traumatized by the
event, little María returned to Spain and stopped acting, but made her comeback less than a
year later. Known as Parisina, María –now alone—attracted notoriety due to “her
provocative and voluptuous movements.” Journalists raved about “El Congreso Conesa” as
they renamed El Congreso Feminista, the original title of the play that featured the
newborn star.190 At the tender age of 16, Conesa had Havana at her feet.
The young actress came to enjoy great fame and notoriety due to her scandalous
persona on and off the stage. Eclipsing her early successes in Cuba, Conesa’s greatest
triumph was the creation of La Gatita Blanca (The Little White Pussycat) in 1906.
Although an adaptation of a preexisting Zarzuela, María’s performance became so
legendary that it defined the rest of her career. Audiences alternately loved or hated the
young diva who they saw as the incarnation of the devil, and critics petitioned the city
government to prohibit her act that “filled both fathers and sons with bad thoughts.”191
Shows sold out, and María became the best-paid artist in Mexico, now her adopted home
country. According to cultural critic Carlos Monsiváis, Conesa worked miracles as she
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single-handedly revived the dying Zarzuela genre in Mexico. During the festivities of the
hundred-year anniversary of the War for Independence in 1910, she performed for Don
Porfirio and his wife, socialite Carmen Romero Rubio, who reportedly attended a show in
the Principal Theater motivated by the gossip that surrounded the star. Maria, a Spanish
citizen, caused a stir by dressing in a China Poblana outfit, the quintessential national
female costume, but truly caught the attention of the audience by embroidering the emblem
of the eagle, typically reserved only for the Mexican flag, on her dress.192
Like La Conesa, Esperanza Iris performed on stage from a young age. Unlike the
Gatita Blanca, Iris transformed herself from young starlet to an impresario, theater owner,
and eventually a critically acclaimed, mature actress. Born in 1881 in provincial
Villahermosa, Tabasco, Iris managed to climb to international stardom. Iris toured
relentlessly early on in her career. This paid off later, when she used her contacts –a
veritable Hispanic trans-Atlantic entertainment network of agents, theaters, and actors
stretching from Mexico and Cuba to Brazil, Argentina, and Spain—to amass a small
fortune with which she built El Iris, her own theater.193 Iris performed operetta classics
such as The Merry Widow, Poupeé, Eva, and Enchantment of a Waltz. At fifteen, she
married a theater impresario and director of the legendary Principal Theater, and after his
death, tried her hand at theater management.194 She acquired the theater Ideal after her first
European tour but lost it due to poor administration. After joining artistic, business and
personal efforts with Cuban singer Juan Palmer, then a married man, she made another
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attempt at running a theater, which resulted in the construction of the highly successful
Teatro Esperanza Iris. With her motto of bringing “novelties, art, and luxury” to Mexico
City, her tireless energy to succeed made her a strong figure, both as an artist and a
business woman in charge of her own company and theater.195 In this, Iris was not alone;
actress and impresario la doña Virginia Fábregas owned her own theater just down the
street from El Iris, and Mímí Derba started Mexico’s first movie production company,
Azteca Films.
The successful performance of actresses as divas in and outside of the theater
hinged on the celebration of a number of dichotomies and tensions regarding sexuality in
late Porfirian society. While Conesa and Iris lived lives in the public eye, they escaped the
scorn that most “public women” faced. Iris, widowed young, mother of two sons, and in
relationships with married men (on one occasion a man almost 15 years her junior),
seemed capable of holding on to a certain amount of Porfirian respectability. Conesa,
despite her professed innocence, continuously faced scandals. When not fined for
lascivious songs on stage, 196 Conesa was implicated in dealings with high-ranking military
officials and diplomats, and linked to grand theft and the capitalino Underworld, such as
La Banda de Automovil Gris (The Gray Car Gang).197 This was especially true during the
Revolution. Both women were respected, however, because they understood the power of
the stage as a place where social anxieties and desires could be invoked, celebrated, and
neutralized. The great success of La Gatita Blanca made Conesa understand the power of
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picaresque performances in a sexually repressed environment of elite and middle-class
society. In Monsivaís’ words: “comic references to sex are convenient mis-en-scenes of
collective orgasms.”198
Elite Capitalinos had been well conditioned during Porfirian times to accept
everything that hailed from France as elevated, modern, and deliciously indecent.
Porfirian society considered the coquette, a sexually risqué role, as a completely acceptable
stage character for actresses. The onstage behavior of diva Ana Judic, according to Manuel
Gutierrez Nájera, was the art of false innocence. Judic, he sighed, celebrated “this delicious
shame with which she says the most shameful things.”199 The beauty of actresses, along
with their love lives, became the topic of conversation on the street. The marriage of one
of the Moriones’ sisters, then an actress and later part of the important impresario duo,
caused quite a stir in the city in 1883. El Duque Job, who –as member of the press
reflecting on its own importance in forging modern society—assigned journalism a large
role in influencing public behavior. The press was an expert eye in distinguishing female
beauty, wrote el Duque: “Before, if a woman was pretty, her mirror, her friends and her
boyfriends told her so. Today all the gacetilleros of the capital city say it.”200
Like Judic and other Mexican incarnations of the French coquette, María Conesa
displayed the qualities that characterized all great divas: sex and scandal. Conesa’s success
hinged on her ability to present a girlish innocence onstage as the real Conesa who merely
acted sexual, while blurring the lines between her identity as La Gatita onstage and La
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Conesa offstage. These related daily performances complicated distinctions between
fiction and reality, and allowed the fantasy of the stage to spill into the world outside the
theater. Despite, or possibly because of, Conesa’s scandals, her love-struck admirers, and
her play with conventions, La Gatita Blanca remained an enigma.201
Conesa’s fame and popularity did not diminish during the revolutionary period.
Unlike La Iris, who toured outside of troubled Mexico for much of the Revolution, Conesa
stayed in Mexico City and performed uninterrupted from 1915 until 1923. Much to the
dismay of her jealous husband and her elite in-laws, she returned to the theater in 1915 to
star in zarzuelas and the famous Revistas Políticas Mexicanas. While the Revolution
certainly influenced the content of theater productions, shows were rarely suspended,
mostly because officials favored a climate of normality. Moreover, soldiers who arrived in
the city sought out places were they could enjoy themselves and relax after the tensions of
battle, and many sought out Conesa’s shows. 202 Francisco “Pancho” Villa so fell in love
with the artiste that she had to hide from his advances among the stage equipment. La
Gatita even had the nerve to cut one side of General Almazan’s handlebar mustache during
a risqué act, upon which he merely requested that she cut the other side as well. Álvaro
Obregón came to see her perform nearly every night while in the city, advising the
playwrights on lyric changes of the songs that Conesa sang so as to satirize the actions of
his enemies.203
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Unlike Conesa, Iris traded her status as a worldly femme fatale for the role of a
devoted, doting mother and, by extension, a woman who cared for “the people.” Her
assumption of this more traditional role garnered her the respect of Mexican audiences far
into the century. This drastic change in imago echoed the acts of earlier European
actresses, who also turned self-sacrifice and devotion to the common good as the hallmark
of proper femininity.204 Throughout her long career, Iris acted as the true “honored
daughter of Mexico City” (hija predelicta de Ciudad de México), the title bestowed upon
her by the city in 1921. She staged benefit concerts to aid the victims of natural disasters,
organized free puppet shows for poor children, and opened her theater to governmental
functions. Moreover, her growing status as a tragic figure, who endured her misfortunes in
the classic style of Marianismo but returned as La Tiple de Hierro, the Iron Lady of the
Stage, earned her enormous popular support. Esperanza, the fountain of hope, managed to
rise above the difficulties of early widowhood, the loss of her two children, failed
marriages and business ventures, as well as the incarceration of her third husband Paco
Sierra. Despite her many announcements of her retirement, Iris was the mother who always
returned, caring for her audience and fans, extending her loving embrace once more.205
Her famous “Talks for Women” that she conducted in her theater and as crowd pleasers on
tour, must be understood in this context as well as a search for female empowerment. By
1934, Iris graduated to playing a suffering mother, to great acclaim, in the blockbuster
movie Mater Noster, followed by a slew of similar roles later in life. On and off the stage,
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Iris successfully played La Graciosa. For this, the public forgave her relationships with
younger men, her wealth, her business cunning, and her Bataclán.
Both Conesa and Iris donned the mask of La Graciosa to appeal to public tastes
and desires. Rather than an effort to hide their fierce independence and scandalous
behavior, this role was a vehicle to neutralize the tensions created by the blurring of their
lives on and off the stage. Conesa, for instance, purported to have remained pure and
decent while playing the coquette, and made her feigned innocence into a delicious product
of transgression. As “The Iron Lady of the Stage,” whose light-hearted Operatic flirtations
enchanted her male audience, Iris emphasized her maternal suffering while launching the
Bataclán with its emphasis on female nudity. Successful actresses were some of the first
women capable of living independently of men, although for some, it cost them their
reputations as decent women. In part this seems to have been because, apart from engaging
in sexual innuendo on stage, women easily became men on stage, without moral
repercussions. Before turning into full-fledged divas, María and Esperanza first stood on
the stage in travesti, playing teenage boys. Little María acted in male roles next to her
older sister, while the young Esperanza appeared as a paperboy in La Cuarta Plana.
Virginie Déjazet, an important French comedienne of the first half of the nineteenth
century, owed her enormous fame to playing travesti roles in which she impersonated boys
on the verge of their first romantic encounter. As the actress gained equal notoriety for her
pursuits of younger men and what was considered her masculine sexual behavior, the
public linked her aptitude for these roles to her private life.206 The theater, a world of
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seeing and being seen, functioned as a nexus of sociability, status, social critique,
sexuality, and intrigue. In this world, divas embodied desires contrary to Porfirian
propriety, and made privately held convictions public that adventures began outside of the
home.207
At a time when the city was small, “understandable and traversable,”208 the divas of
the género chico transgressed class-boundaries expressed not only in the realm of culture,
but also in terms of space. The insertion of popular theater and sexuality that upset
Porfirian ideals of decorum highlighted pre-existing tensions over boundary crossings
between public and private space. Instead of Opera, Teatro Principal, one of the main
theaters since the early colonial period, now celebrated divas showing their legs and
singing suggestive songs. In reaction, state officials attempted to undo the worst damage:
they required Principal to label the show “For Men Only. Minors Not Allowed.”209 Divas
blurred the lines between their acts in the theater and their performance of their private
lives. Even when acting every bit the romantic and dreamy females onstage, their lives
offstage frequently were engulfed in controversy, scandal, even “libertinage.”210 Elite
Porfirians certainly were accustomed to perform their lives in public, however, divadom
was diametrically opposed to how Porfirian ladies should behave outside of the private
realm. By providing sexually suggestive spectacle, divas reoriented space, even in the posh
West.
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El Iris
From 1918 until 1934, when the new National Theater of Bellas Artes was left
incomplete, El Iris was the most important theater in the city. Iris, together with business
partners Juan Palmer and Mario Sánchez, hoped to introduce Mexican society to the
vanguard entertainment of Europe that they experienced firsthand while traveling. During
the first year of the theater’s existence, Iris’ repertoire stayed close to elite expectations.
The diva contracted Italian opera sensation Enrico Caruso and Russian ballerina Ana
Pavlova in 1919. The Compañía de Operetas Vienesas Esperanza Iris, which Iris
managed, concentrated on light-hearted shows that combined song and acting in the
Viennese style. Although she gradually included more things Mexican in an attempt to
forge a new revolutionary national identity, Iris’ work and theater predominantly
celebrated European culture. La Mazorca Azul (The Blue Ear of Corn), despite its
nationalistic sounding title, was but one of the many operettas that premiered in El Iris and
featured “great pleasures, women, [and] fiery kisses.” 211 The company’s performance of
The Merry Widow broke box office records. Imported productions, translated in Spanish,
stayed remarkably close to the original in terms of content, stage design, orchestration,
dress and lighting. In 1921, city officials, pleased with the performance of La Iris as well
as El Iris, proudly bestowed a great honor on the Tabasceña: they named her the “Favorite
Daughter of the City of Mexico.”212
Despite the lofty title, Iris and company never stayed long in its own theater or the
city. Iris and partners intelligently harnessed earnings from both the theater and the
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company by continuing to tour nationally and internationally while renting out El Iris in
their absence to an array of companies and productions.213 The theater, designed and built
as multi-use space, could accommodate a great variety of performances. Some of its
furniture could be removed easily, transforming the theater in an ample dance hall. This
opened theater space not only to artists and plays, but equally allowed the audience a direct
participation in large spectacles, as a true centro de farandula (street theater). 214 Due to
its range in showcasing productions, combining European operetta and avant-garde shows
with Mexican Revista Theater, comedians, circus, dance hall events, and even fashion
shows that attracted actors and spectators of all social backgrounds, El Iris spearheaded a
cultural hybridity that came to characterize the Mexican theater during the 1920s. The city
grew exponentially during these years, and the mingling of men and women from different
classes, who shared the latest gossip about fashion and politics, made theater-going central
in holding up appearances and creating ideas of social cohesion.215 Donceles was a street
where entertainment mixed with national power. Sandwiched between Fábregas and Iris
theaters, both named for great divas, the Chamber of Deputies met. El Iris, a multi-use
space between private and public, illusion and reality, the stage and the street fueled
another spectacle –the mixture of audiences—that played itself out in the city at large.
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Hipólite Amor: the Theater Inspector as State Flaneur
While journalists and cronistas made the city of spectacles intelligible to
capitalinos with their reports on how theatrical performances played out on both the stage
and the street, the new State’s theater inspectors equally contributed to who and what
should be seen. The city’s main administrative body, the Ayuntamiento (municipal
council) contained a separate Public Diversions Department. A leftover from the Porfirian
period, the department worked in accordance with both the Department of Public Health
and city police to ensure that the salones de espectáculos (entertainment halls) conformed
to the appropriate health standards and safety regulations. Beyond policing safety and
health issues, the department also employed inspectors in charge of monitoring the content
of plays. These inspectores cronistas, men with illustrious names such as Hipólite Amor,
reviewed plays on a weekly basis, commenting on quality, morality, and audience
reception in a very similar fashion as their journalistic counterparts. While writing
exclusively for the benefit of their bureaucratic superiors in the new revolutionary
government, they produced a parallel discourse about the city of spectacles as state
flaneurs.
In the early 1920s, the Department of Public Diversions counted a director, three
high officials, and 40 inspectors in charge of monitoring the eight theaters, six carpas, and
35 cinemas in the city.216 Without this department, so reasoned the director Lerdo de
Tejada, theaters, cines, bullfights, circus, and carpas would cease to function properly, and
fall prone to “anarchy, arbitrariness, capriciousness, and perniciousness” and society would
216
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deeply resent the “lamentable consequences.”217 It was the department’s duty to regulate
spectacle, to see that shows took place on time, to monitor their moral content, and to
avoid transgressions, but register them when they did occur. The inspectors had the
authority to act in correcting minor offenses, but in case of serious problems had to contact
the police.218
Concern over the deterioration of moral standards, which included everything from
sanitary conditions to the language use of the actors, formed the central theme in
inspectors’ reports. The revolutionary leadership regularly censored plays as part of its
efforts to maintain a prescribed, yet unwritten, moral code. Lírico, especially the works by
legendary writer Guzman Aquila, provoked the inspectors’ dismay more than any other
theater in the city during the early 1920s. On October 25, 1922 inspector cronista Carlos
Samper reported that the play Evite Peligro (Avoid Danger) by Guzman Aquila contained
excessive language which the writer needed to revise. After revisions were made, however,
Lírico faced similar problems just a month later. Samper thought that the play Don Juan
Silveti contained obscenities, and, worse, made crude jokes about members of the
municipal council.219 The problem escalated as inspectors discovered more objectionable
language in the script. The actors themselves were responsible, concluded the inspector,
by making double-entendre jokes. Samper promised his superiors that he would make that
the stage director cut the objectionable phrases.220
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Screenplays alone did not warrant the inspectors’ outrage, as the acted text, often more so
than the written word, caused concern. It was precisely the articulation of political satire
through the use of upfront and open female sexuality that worried inspectors. For instance,
the impact of Guz Aquila’s popular vocabulary, fashionable jokes, and well-ingrained
stereotypes that satirized public officials, was worsened when performed in conjunction
with suggestive dance acts. Inspector Samper lamented that the ballerina of El País de las
Quiebras in El Lírico, danced the “shimmie” while flaunting her posterior in a lewd
manner. Samper did not object to the dance itself as much as the reaction of the audience,
who received “the spasmodic convulsion of the flesh” not as art, but as sensuality. He
noted that because the dance appealed to “the collective,” it had been reduced to lower
class tastes.221
Actresses were instrumental in destabilizing gender roles in the wake of the social
havoc caused by the Revolution, and they received less than enthusiastic acclaim from
inspectors who viewed their performances as acts of transgression. The city inspector, for
instance, reserved lukewarm reviews for Teatro Colon’s La Mujer Modelo (The Model
Woman) starring María Conesa. It told the story of an audacious and beautiful wife, who in
order to reignite the affections of her husband, takes acting lessons and starts to lead a life
of adventure. In one particularly dangerous romp, she encounters her unfaithful husband.222
Instead, the big hit of October 1922 was Amor de Moda (Fashionable Love) at the
Fábregas theater, originally a French comedy which poked fun at modern dances such as
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tango and jazz, as well as at the snobs and frivolous wives that engaged in such
activities.223
Through the reliance of stock characters, Revista Theater pushed the limits of traditional
gender roles, and yet gendered geography that hinged on a division between the campo
and the city. Popular theater placed good women in the campo and good men in the city,
suggesting that authentic Mexicanas did not fit in the modern capital, while modern men
merrily dominated the streets. For instance, Arbeu’s sainete, Los Chicos de La Calle
(Street Boys), about young men’s adventures in the big city, received both critical acclaim
and high audience attendance. In contrast, La Ultima Rosa (The Last Rose), a comedy by
Armando de María y Campos, warned women against urban adventures. The comedy told
the story of a country girl who marries a man in the city only to divorce him and move
back to the arms of her old boyfriend in her unforgiving pueblo. Critics considered
Esperanza Iris’s La Niña Lupe (The Girl Named Lupe), that showed Tehanuas dancing
traditional zandugas, an important national operetta, even if, according to one inspector,
“the indigenas and even criollas” spoke as if they were “urban proletarians.”224
The question how a new revolutionary national identity should be performed
baffled the inspectors, who in many ways still operated under an administrative and
ideological Porfirian framework. The inspectors criticized Mexican themes, most notably
when the Revistas Nacionales spoofed the foibles of the revolutionary leadership. Theater
Colon ran into trouble for the play El Diablo Mundo (Devil World) that satirized the
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municipal president.225 After being fined, Colon’s management decided to acquiesce to the
authorities, and inspector Samper was given the task of scrapping the offending lines, but
subsequent performances of the revised work did little to alter the initial effect. The
director of the division asked the municipal president to close the theater in order “to avoid
the present difficulties.” In the end, it was the audience, not the actors or writers, who were
deemed most responsible for the untimely cancellation of performances. Clearly annoyed
at the changes made to the play, spectators threw stones at the stage and the actors,
prompting the police to step in to restore order. 226
If Revista Theater did little to make the inspectores cronistas happy, it was not only
the public defiling of state officials’ reputations that they feared, but the general confusion
over what should constitute true national theater, particularly in the face of a range of
hybrid theatrical forms that audiences seemed to adore. “Cuban street theater,” as the
inspectors referred to revistas, relied on cheap platitudes, tired stereotypes, vulgar
behavior, backwards music, and lack of imagination. More than any of its contemporaries,
Theater Lírico inspired the wrath of the inspectors. Guzman Aquila’s Pierrot Mexicano,
billed as a revista nacionalista, examined “political vices” and civil struggles that
inspectors found distasteful. Samper also did not care for the music of the “Tacos de Jazz”
orchestra and cringed at the emphasis the hybrid character of Colombina as China
Poblana: “I want to note the observation that for certain writers the Mexican types can not
come to life other than moving between a cursi and patriotic sentimentalism, and the
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brutishness of the lepers and pelados of the street and the pulquería.”227 The inspector
cronista wondered why revista plays did not conform proper Spanish grammar and decent
forms of the género chico an condemned most of the city’s theaters’ attempts to innovate
Mexican theater after the Revolution as “hybridity contrary to art.”228 What the inspectors
criticized most was that revista theaters entertained lower-class audiences with political
plays. The inspectors’ indictment of popular theater frequently was less about the plays
than about the audience. When a “good play” did open, such as Los Hombres Feos (The
Ugly Men), which Carlos Samper lauded as well written with intelligent jokes, he
criticized the public’s reception. Audiences were prone to misinterpretation, he found, and
reinvented the work to fit “the humor and corruptions of the language of the lowest
barrios.” In the inspector’s mind, the actors were in cahoots with the public; it was their
interaction that produced lowbrow spectacle, rather than true theater.229
El Iris fared slightly better in the city reports than Lírico and Colon, but inspectors
voiced the same concern over the hybrid nature that now typified the theatrical landscape
of the revolutionary city. La Iris still received great reviews, yet her time as a diva seemed
to be drawing to a close in the early 1920s, when she first announced her retirement. After
showcasing her great successes Princesa de Dólar and Cuarta Plana, Iris appeared in her
special costume, surprising and delighting the audience, so wrote grateful inspectors, by
singing Paloma Blanca by Maestro Lerdo de Tejada, the very same head of the department
of Diversiones Públicas. Throughout the 1920s, Iris’ continuing cycles of farewells and
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comebacks would provoke much hilarity in the press. However, by 1922, it appeared that
with the retirement of such illustrious theater stars as La Iris, Mímí Derba, and comedian
Leopoldo Beristain, a great epoch of Mexican theater had come to an end.230
Other theater companies that performed revistas in El Iris suffered from the same,
or worse, criticisms from inspectors as those experienced by Lírico and Colon. El
Petrolero, one of the national revistas staged by the company of actress Lupe Rivas Cacho
in El Iris, met with mixed reviews. Set during the Revolution, it had good intentions and
decent language, found Carlos Samper, yet he criticized the cheap patriotism of the bad
North American protagonist. 231 Rivas Cacho’s Los Siete Pecados Capitales (The Seven
Deadly Sins) in El Iris did not fare much better. The prologue poked fun at the city’s
Cultural Council, which –Samper noted—the author should change immediately. His
criticisms of the play’s intent to question social ills reflected a common sentiment among
inspectors. Informed by nineteenth-century notions of high theater, they severely disliked
the idea of political and even nationalist theater that diminished Mexico’s grandeur,
especially when performed in the city’s foremost theater. Inspectors were convinced that
political revistas only catered to the lowest common denominator and used political
concerns to “exhibit chinas, vagrants, ‘apaches’ and other such stock characters, all
without the tiniest bit of originality, with vulgar dancers, bad music, and grotesque
dance.”232 From the often disparaging tone of the theater inspectors, who considered
themselves elite functionaries forced to review sub-standard work, the reports of
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Diversiones Públicos posited the inspector cronista as a governmental equivalent of the
flaneur gone slumming.
Salvador Novo, cronista as well as novelist, playwright, and theater-critic, believed
that during the 1920s and 1930s, revistas amounted to the biggest spectacle in the city,
despite the official criticisms of bureaucrats. Revistas encompassed the entire social
spectrum by catering to specific groups based on age and gender. Families went to see
operettas on Sundays, married men attended sexually explicit shows in the notorious Lírico
theater during the week, while their wives would take other female family members to see
“decent shows” in theaters such as Fábregas and Ideal. Only carpas trumped revistas in
popularity. Middle-class housewives would take their seats next to waitresses, Spanish
shop owners, truck drivers, plumbers, and other working-class folks on the old benches of
the numerous tent theaters. Despite his famous posturing as an elite connoisseur of fine
theater, Novo reveled in carpa shows as well. Reporting on a production of the play
Ladrillo (Thievery), he wrote that everyone laughed at the ventriloquist, was moved by the
fat lady with the excellent voice, and was entranced by the tortured rebels.233
In the Carpas
While Esperanza Iris had her own, upscale theater that celebrated European culture
nineteenth century style, María Conesa’s fame earned her a carpa with her name. The artist
was not in any way involved with it, and certainly never performed there, but the fact that
the street performers picked her name to grace the little tent theater in Tepito, a workingclass neighborhood that soon was to enjoy notoriety as most the dangerous area in the city,
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showed their affinity for the great star. The invocation of the famous diva did little to warm
the hearts of the city entertainment inspectors, who found the tent to be in “a frightful
state.” With the roof torn in more than three places, water poured onto the poor spectators
during the incessant August rains that washed over the city in 1922. The inspector
suspended the show, but the actors asked the audience to attend anyway, which started a
true row.” As no police officers were present to enforce his orders (a common complaint of
the inspectors), the inspector had no choice but to let the show go on. What was worse, the
audience refused to leave after the function.234
Incidents such as the one at the Carpa María Conesa typified the tensions between
carpa workers and city inspectors, and indicated municipal concern over the shifting social
geography of performance, which became increasingly difficult to police. As the carpas
moved around the city with varying degrees of mobility, they provided a larger public
greater access to political revista shows. Makeshift theaters had appeared in Mexico by
1870 as provisional theaters set up for the holiday season. With the introduction of permits
during the Porfiriato, however, popular street diversions such as circuses, jacalones
(shacks), and variety salons opened with greater frequency. By the early 1920s, popular
theaters took on the name of carpas and lined the streets and plazas of working-class areas
such as Santa María Redonda and the outlying areas such as Tacubaya and Azcapotzalco.
Harkening back to medieval feast days, most street performance in Mexico City clustered
around marketplaces in lower-class neighborhoods that later became known as
entertainment as well as vice districts, such as Tepito and Plaza Garibaldi, and around
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markets such as Lagunilla and La Merced. Carpa performances embraced a carnivalesque
humor that depended on a continual dialogue between actors and the audience. In order to
impress audiences, performers drew on the popular types of Revista Theater: wayward
cops, homosexuals, drunks, prostitutes, pelados, and dandies. A favorite duo was the city
slicker and campesino, who embodied the classic urban-rural binary that increasingly
characterized chilangolandia as a modern metropolis made up of rural migrants.
City inspectors condoned licensed street spectacles, but expressed frequent concern
over the deplorable conditions of the carpas. Most were makeshift theaters under tent
covers strung up over anything that served the purpose, even electrical wires. Dangerous
lighting situations, fire hazards, and a lack of bathroom facilities characterized ramshackle
nature of the carpas. A report issued in August of 1922 related that all tent theaters were
constructed with insufficient materials, not adequate in guarding against the summer rains.
The quarters of the artists were in particularly bad shape, constructed as they were with
non-fortified and unpainted cloth, which let through light and air everywhere. Most carpas
did not have proper floorboards, so rain flooded the tents after heavy storms. Carpas
frequently exposed the audience to hazardous and unsanitary conditions as they lacked fire
extinguishers, electricity boxes, or toilets. According to the reports, only Carpa Jesus
Torres had a new roof. 235 Carpa Cardenti, situated under a power plant, posed a real threat
to its audience. “Electric sparks fall onto the roof,” complained an inspector after a
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performance. While one could imagine this might add a sense of excitement, it also
constituted a tremendous fire hazard.236
City administrators frequently clamped down on street performances. Carpa India
Bonita’s shows were suspended due to a lack of spectators, and Carpa Minerva closed after
a drunk worker insulted a city official with obscenities.237 Carpa María Conesa eventually
was closed down due to its terrible state of disrepair. In May 1922, inspectors warned
against the poor state of the stage and its curtains.238 Moreover, inspector Benaventi noted
garbage near the entrance of the carpa generated by the market vendors surrounding the
tent. This, complained the inspector, constituted a serious health hazard: “To get even close
to the carpa in question, one deals with having to breathe in a intolerable stench; the area
is full of fecal matter.” Inspectors’ reports of this nature were usually sent on to the Public
Works Division (Obras Públicas), or the Slaughterhouse and Market Division of the city
government.239
Inspectors identified problems of street performances as public health concerns.
They articulated contagion as part of larger social issues, equating a lack of hygiene with a
lack of morality, especially in the case of female performers. City officials closed Carpa
María Conesa on October 2, 1922 because of its “frightful condition” and the danger it
presented to the public. Yet, it was the carpa’s location, more than its frightful conditions
that made inspectors nervous. Tepito, a “dirty barrio,” represented the worst place to have
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shows. 240 Tent theaters in working-class barrios such as Tepito drew large crowds to the
performances of female carpa greats such as Amelia Wilhelmy and Delia Magaña. In these
shows, the women often played female thieves (picaras), who played pranks on their
suitors.241 Female transgressions that typified life in the carpas worried officials. Carpa
Mímí was closed on the grounds that its owner had not made the necessary repairs, or
added proper artist quarters for its actresses. Disobeying city regulations, flimsy curtains
were all that separated the audience from the cast members’ changing area, and allowed
the public indecent views of the female performers.242
A focus of concern for city inspectors, then, was the connection between audience
and actors, and the insecurity over whether they would perform their proper roles as
distinct and separate entities. Both public and performers of the carpas were obreros y
trabajadores, members of the urban working class and their shared identity as workers
significantly blurred the division between the two groups. Performers worked more than
15-hours days. They spent eight hours performing from late afternoon until the wee hours
in the morning, and the remainder of the time rehearsing. Shows were reworked almost
daily to reflect current events in the city. Audiences paid to stay about two to three hours in
the carpa, where they drank and took in politically charged messages, a volatile
combination that could have fearsome consequences. It was the kind of public that grabbed
the attention of and greatly concerned state officials. 243
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Despite these problematic aspects, inspector Hípolito Amor argued that carpas had
their uses. “We have to find a way so that this class of shows does not disappear,” he
warned, “because it is always preferable to have a carpa than a pulqueria or taverna,
where the people can enjoy themselves in a healthy manner and less immorally than in the
centers of vice.” The tent theaters also provided much needed opportunity for
employment. Amor estimated that a single carpa supported 20 to 25 workers and their
families. The solution to the carpa problems, he advised the head of Diversiones Públicas,
was to build a better, conveniently located carpa (“like those in the United States”), to
serve as a model for other street entertainment and for other carpa owners interested in
staying in business.244 Somewhat naively, Salvador Novo believed that carpa fare was
devoid of political messages and that the public solely attended shows to have a good time.
Like the reform-minded inspectors of Diversiones Publicos however, Novo thought theater
showed great promise as an instrument in fomenting new attitudes.245
City officials never managed to control life in the carpas or the political content of
the shows. Moreover, the functions of theaters and street performances were not as neatly
divided as inspectors might have wished. The respectable Arbeu theater staged plays but
also luchas (boxing matches and forerunners of free-style wrestling fights). One such fight
in Arbeu got out of hand when one fighter went to the floor after an “indecent blow.” The
theater inspector sought help but a city official proclaimed that as a direct representative of
the municipal president he would take full control of the situation. In the midst of the
confusion of competing authorities, the public attacked the offender and a large-scale
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melee ensued.246 Carpa Ideal’s boxing matches similarly ended in a breakdown of public
order that nearly burnt down the carpa.247
The Department of Public Diversions never operated as envisioned and lacked the
power to control the city’s many entertainment establishments. Unfortunately, the
municipal president remarked, the department left much to be desired during its operation
in 1924, yet he added optimistically that 1925 would be the year when the rules would
finally be reinforced. At the root of the department’s inefficiency lay corruption. Most
inspectors took bribes. After an in-depth internal investigation and the elimination of the
corrupt inspectors in 1925, only five of the original employees remained.248 The
department experienced a complete overhaul the following year. The much-maligned tax
inspectors were discontinued, even though the collection of taxes did not diminish
significantly. City officials worried that due to the Cristero rebellion and the influence of
priests that the municipal government would miss out on taxes generated through its
licensing of public spectacles. However, except from two cinemas in the upscale colonias
Roma and Juárez, there were no closures of sites of entertainment elsewhere in the city.
While the reports never mentioned the Bataclán phenomenon directly, it contained the
obligatory note that it dutifully continued to battle the “moral attacks on decency.”249 By
1933, state oversight of entertainment in the city remained in bad shape. Despite efforts to
correct the situation, the inspectors’ offices were still poorly organized, to the extent that
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the head of the Federal District admitted in his annual executive report that it was simply
impossible to furnish the president of the republic with a full update of the activities of
Sección de Espectaculos.250

Bataclanismo
By the mid 1920s, Esperanza Iris, embodying a now defunct nineteenth-century
European world of royalty, duchesses, and countesses, moved slowly but surely towards a
revalorization of material that directly reflected Mexican themes and the eclectic tastes of
larger audiences in revista productions. Her greatest accomplishment that altered the
theatrical landscape of the stage as well of the city, was her decision to contract the
Parisian company of Mme. Berthe Rasimi. Voilá Paris: La Ba-ta-clán premiered on
February 12th, 1925 in El Iris and instantly sent shock waves throughout the Mexican
entertainment world and the larger metropolis for the next decade.
The Ba-ta-clán, adapted in part from Erik Satie’s ballet Le Boeuf, had enjoyed great
success in Europe, as well as Brazil and Argentina, before arriving in Mexico. Madame
Rasimi, a great entrepreneur and owner of the Ba-ta-clán Vaudeville Theater in the Bastille
quarter of Paris, took the ensemble on a South American tour in 1922. Initially, the
Brazilian press was far from supportive of the show. The day before the Ba-ta-clan was to
premiere in Rio de Janeiro, the papers reported that according to diplomats who had seen
the spectacle in Paris, the show contained scenes insulting to the Brazilian national
character. Despite the rumors, the Ba-ta-clan was a great success with the Cariocas.
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Rasimi staged four successive Bataclán revues at the Teatro Lírico: Paris Chic, Pour Vous
Plaire, Voila Paris, and Au Revoir. 251
The show proved enormously popular with Mexican audiences. A grand spectacle
of female flesh that eclipsed anything earlier divas had dared to exhibit, it consisted of an
array of dance acts without a single unifying theme, performed by lanky, barely dressed
Parisian girls. The central theme of seductive, female beauty was not new to Mexican
theater, but the Bataclán was an innovative production in terms of the spatial use of
actresses and audiences vis-à-vis the stage, the lack a discernable narrative, and the degree
of actual nudity.252 Most importantly, it marked a shift away from a single female star.
Instead, a line of chorus girls paraded their bodies with choreographed uniformity that in
many ways resembled today’s fashion shows. With its incredible success, the Bataclán
quickly metamorphosed into a phenomenon, Bataclánismo, which would forever alter how
Mexican men and women saw female beauty and feminine behavior.
Not surprisingly, Voilá París caused a huge scandal, which increasingly became a
crucial ingredient for successful shows. Critics were divided and debated the validity and
the meaning of the spectacle. Repeatedly advertised and labeled as “the newest spectacle,”
the Bataclán was destined to upset old customs and shock provincial morals. Some
wondered how the eight dancers, described as living Greek columns, could proudly display
their naked bodies adorned only with exotic feathers. Other members of the press,
however, expressed ebullient admiration. As one theater critic remarked:
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As if they were golden heralds of spring, the pretty little French girls have made
our Valley erupt. The sinful happiness of Montmatre has stretched over the
metropolis as a radiant fire. The burden of our ancestral melancholy has become
lighter, only at hearing their boulevardesque laughter. We marvel at the Venusian
parade of the modern goddesses of Paris, who move about the stage as living
statues … 253

If the dancers looked like goddesses, they certainly acted according to human
desires and showed off their bodies without shame.254 Iris had struck gold. The triumph of
Voilá Paris inspired two more presentations by the ensemble within the same month:
Cachez-Ça and Oh La La! The performances included a fashion show, where the dancerscum-models got even closer to the public. If, as Peter Stallybrass and Alon White seem to
suggest, identity formation is a process that centers on associations between place, class,
and body, the Bataclan provided the vocabulary to articulate entirely new female
subjectivities.255
The Bataclán revolutionized Mexican theater as it infused a new brazen female
sexuality into political Revista theater. The first response, José Campillo’s and actor
Roberto Soto’s satire Voilá Mexique: El Rataplan, debuted in El Lírico just a month later,
and became an instant classic. 256 Thanks to fierce promotion that promised, “neither an old
one, nor an ugly one” in the cast of Mexican girls, it met with even greater success than its
Parisian original.257 Mexican historians explain Rataplan’s success as a nationalistic
impulse to demonstrate that Mexico refused to stay behind the European avant-garde,
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indicative of the era’s permissiveness. In this sense, Bataclanismo fit the age’s changing
social climate of “indiscrete looks, parody, temptation between the stage and the public,
the vacilón as life style, strong and seductive perfume, flight of husbands, red plumage and
the cabaret as place of refuge.” 258 According to these scholars, the phenomenon was born
of modern ennui and indifference, of excess and fraud, of wanting to forget. The Rataplan,
however, did not consist of mere mimicry. Unlike the its French counterpart, the work
mixed female sexuality with political satire, and questioned social realities from Mexico
City’s poorest barrios, such as Tepito. The suggestive revista stars, due to their association
with sex and scandal, remained profitable business material well into the 1930s, as
evidenced by the biographies on famous bataclanista stars who bore all. In Frine Criolla,
María Rivera, who had once been a curvaceous star of adult entertainment in Garibaldi and
nightclub Molina Verde “undressed her life” as she had her body.259
The politics of pornography in Bataclanesque shows fused eroticized female nudity
with social commentary that had become the mainstay of Mexican revistas. Perhaps, as
Kristin McCleary argued in the case of theater in 1920s Buenos Aires, Mexican theater
moved more and more towards the revista genre due to the ever-growing popularity of
film.260 The nudity of Revista Theater was deemed part of modernity, a sign of the times,
and therefore Revista Theater was not censored. The fact that families attended revistas
was considered the best proof that the genre consisted of “moral entertainment.” In
Mexico, censorship, under the auspices of the Ayuntamiento, was most heavily leveled
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against political revistas, such as “Don Adolfo’s Orchard Sister Water,” “National Bargain
Sale,” and “Obregón’s Garden.”261
The by now codified types of Revista Theater, made up of nineteenth-century
regional types that had molded into urban stock characters, mingled with naked,
statuesque, bodies. These traditional characters running up against the “exquisite feathers
and delicious veils” of Parisian-like chorus girls, signaled not only the general
contradictions that marked Mexican society, but equally demonstrated that this emblem of
desirable femininity could be integrated into that society.262 Moreover, with the Rataplan,
Revista Theater had become a truly urban form of performance, rallying new energies in
the face of the caudillo showmanship of national leaders that barely hid the lingering
political and social uncertainties. While Bataclanismo started in the “elite” Iris theater,
something that offended bourgeois sentiments, as it –after all—took the place of most
upscale venue in the city in the absence of a national theater,263 the phenomenon quickly
spread throughout theaters across the elite West and more popular barrios of the East.
Carpas also integrated Bataclanismo within their larger repertoire of satire and social
commentary. Lo bataclanesco quickly became fashionable, fueling a heat wave of
theatrical works characterized by lack of clothing, including –among many others—
Desnudos para familias (Nudes for Families), La Fiebre del Ba-ta-clán (Bataclán Fever)
with María Conesa, and the revista No lo tapes (Don’t Cover It!), which saw the debut of
Lupe Vélez as Bataclanismo’s first real star. El Iris, continuing with profitable light
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spectacle, staged variety shows and piquant comedies such as US-Follies style Kiss-me and
Yes-Yes. The phenomenon did not cease until well into the 1930s when Bataclanismo gave
way to the pornographic burlesque, which flourished in lowbrow theatres such as Apolo
and Tivoli. While its focus was on nudes, Revista sketches followed each female
spectacle. 264

Cabral’s Women: Seeing and Being Seen

Fig. 5 and 6. Ernesto García Cabral. Covers Revista de Revistas February, 1925.

The more dancers revealed, the more public exposure they enjoyed. A barrage of
Bataclanesco imagery inundated Mexico City’s press starting in 1925, ranging from
refined aestheticization to sultry satire. The press informed the way in which female
spectacle was to be seen created Bataclanismo as a distinct discourse. Above and beyond
264
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the photos of actresses circulated widely in newspapers, weeklies, and magazines, the
drawings of artist and cartoonist Ernesto García Cabral captured the Deco body in
unparalleled perfection. His many covers for Revista de Revistas – the high circulation
Excelsiór-owned weekly—in particular stood out due to its innovation in style, lay-out,
and color in an era of largely black-and-white imagery and showed New Women who were
sophisticated, independent, and urbane. In many ways, these women, who appeared in
many guises yet always were the same woman, were a stand-in for the modern metropolis.
Through their color, their brazen style, and their Deco bodies, Gabral’s women mapped a
future of a new femininity onto the developing metropolis.
Cabral, described by contemporaries as a bohemian, non-conformist, genius,
nicknamed el Chango (the monkey) because of his agility, like no other Mexican visual
artist connected an incipient Mexican metropolitanism with female bodies. As he came of
age during the late Porfiriato, Cabral irreverently used his training at the famed Academy
of San Carlos to draw political cartoons for weeklies, and quickly earned fame with his
caustic caricatures. President Francisco Madero so feared the artist’s work that he sent him,
with scholarship, to study in Paris. Like Diego Rivera (and sometimes with Rivera) Cabral
spent some of the most turbulent years of the Revolution in Paris, living the Bohemian life
of the Latin Quarter. As the cultural attaché to the Mexican consulate, Cabral later traveled
to Spain and Buenos Aires, where he remained until 1918.265 Rivera and José Clemente
Orozco thought of him as the greatest sketch artist of their generation, while other
contemporaries –always happy to nationalize greatness—praised him as a true Mexican
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artist, due to his use of vibrant colors. So influential were Cabral’s portadas that fashion
designers eagerly awaited his covers before designing new collections. According to a
retrospective in Revista de Revistas, Cabral “specialized in painting women ingénues and
sophisticates who seemed to languish in a constant state of elegance.”266 If not
languishing, Cabral always rendered the Deco bodies of the New Women as long and
languid, even if placed in the midst of a frenetic, but always exciting, modernity. While
Cabral is best remembered in Mexico for his political caricatures, his art that outlined a
new type of femininity was prolific and powerful. Even his unsigned movie posters from
the 1940s were easily recognizable to collectors as “Cabrals” due to his signature style in
representing the female form.267 Cabral’s women were essential to his art.
Cabral started illustrating covers for Revista de Revistas in 1920, soon after his
return from Europe and Buenos Aires. As many of his predecessors in Paris, Cabral was
drawn to the glamour of the Demi Monde, expressed in the interplay of bright lights and
dark shadows of the bustling metropolis: the nightlife of the rich –opera, theater,
restaurants—contrasted with the pleasures of the poor, portrayed through the many facets
of street life. Inspired by his recollections of Bohemian Paris, Cabral’s drawings drew on
the tenets of Arte Nouveau, and transported such stock urban characters as society women,
prostitutes, and pimps into the landscape of Mexico City.
By 1925, however, when he captured the essence of the Bataclán for a February
cover of Revista de Revistas, Cabral’s style had changed markedly and the frills and
embellishment characteristic of Art Nouveau had made way for the simple, elongated lines
266
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of Art Deco.268 In the Bataclan cover, Cabral contrasted a highlighted, graceful dancer
against a dark, circumspect audience of upscale male spectators (Fig. 5). Cabral’s use of
space, where the dancer moves on a stage reduced to a single line, captured her intricate
movements; he renders her body in profile as well as straight on which reveals but a slight
glimpse of her face and her eyes. Slender but strong, elegant but indifferent, and sexy but
androgynous, she appears to be walking a tightrope, harmonizing feminine fragility and
sexual boldness. The men, stirred but baffled, take in the spectacle. His black-and white
drawing En el Bataclán (Fig. 7), a composite of the performances on either side of the
stage, gets closer to the totality of the spectacle; the further elongated dancers, statuesque
while in full movement, are alternated with caricatures of the audience. Cabral’s
unforgiving close-ups of gawking, lusting, and incredulous older upper-class “gentlemen”
and one indignant wife –always portrayed as an older, unattractive woman—invoked
timeless stereotypes of gendered behavior, but also foreshadowed the poor abuelitas and
mamas of Santa Anita that cronista Cárdenas of El Globo would invoke a few months
later.
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Fig. 7. Cabral, “En el Bataclan” Jueves de Excélsior, February 26, 1925.

Most importantly, Cabral’s art communicated that even Mestizo and indigenous
Mexican women could aspire to the new beauty ideal. Week after week, the covers of
Revista de Revistas revealed that the celebration of the new female ideal, while predicated
on European, and hence white, norms, relied on form, not skin color. Cabral’s mestizas,
like the “national” beauties of the Rataplan and other Mexican revistas, demonstrated that,
fitted into the right shape and equipped with the appropriate attitude, an authentic
Mexicana performed modernity just as well as any other Deco girl (Fig. 6).
The use of Deco bodies in entertainment echoed Modernist and Deco conventions
in art, such as the serialization of objects, emphasis on functionality, and the simplification
of ornamentation, reflecting a modern society dominated by new technologies. Like the
homogeneity of mass production, exemplified by the conveyor belt, modernist aesthetics
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promised a sense of order in a fairly chaotic world. Even if the Deco bodies, packaged and
marketed by Hollywood for the rest of the world, were imagined as white, it was the
essential emphasis on a new form that spoke to Mexicans. Form, not race, became the
dominating feature of the new ideal. As such, the Deco body formed a bridge, not a
contrast, from Indigenismo to Mestizaje. By looking at the nameless stars of the Bataclán,
and soon thereafter the Mexican Rataplan, Mexican women of all ethnic backgrounds
could imagine themselves as modern beauties. All one had to do was slim down, grow tall
(i.e. wear heels and columnar-type, waist-less dresses), use make-up accentuating the eyes
and the mouth, and act the part.
Cabral’s covers spoke not only to a large audience, but equally to the infant mass
media of which his work was an integral part: modern journalism and mass marketing.
Cabral’s distinct way of seeing reverberated in news photography, journalistic reports,
cronista descriptions, and advertisements, constituting a visual economy that permeated
the capitalinos’ collective consciousness. As Hollywood had effectively demonstrated by
the late twenties, entertainment was big business, not only in ticket sales, but equally in the
role it played in creating new consumer markets. Intersecting historically with the rise of
modern journalism, as well as the mass production and consumption of beauty products,
the Deco body provided the beauty industry with an avenue for new merchandise. Some
advertisers simply inserted Deco bodies into campaigns for pre-existing goods, yet new
products proliferated that promised consumers ways to attain the Deco body through their
use. In the early 1930s, opinion and editorial articles warning women to “save their lines”
(guardar la linea) by propagating weight loss and exercise increased dramatically.
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Advertisements with a focus on enhancing the female form through the use of stockings,
shoes, and dresses to create the appearance of increased height, and ones that guaranteed
female readers “breasts like a statue” proliferated in the early 1930s, while announcements
for skin-whitening cream that had been so popular during the Porfiriato significantly
decreased.

“Salud es Belleza = Belleza es Salud”

Fig. 8. Revista de Revistas January 5, 1936. Fig. 9. Jueves de Excelsiór

The advent of the Deco body was a global phenomenon that originated in Europe
and the United States in the wake of the First World War. While the entertainment
industry advanced its desirability, other commercial culture –the beauty industry in
particular—was quick to appropriate the Deco body as its main vehicle in selling an array
of luxury, yet affordable products marketed to middle-class and lower-class women. In the
United States, shopping for these goods promised women freedom from patriarchal
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constraints, yet this consumption did not necessarily translate in a break with traditional
gender relations or resulted in a comprehensive independence for women.269 Even if this
incipient form of gendered capitalism was not completely empowering, we have to
understand that the world of leisure and shopping did provide working-class women with a
sense of mobility, freedom, and female sociability.
In the United States entertainment and leisure became important strategies in
working women’s construction of self, definition of their autonomy, and access to the
public sphere. Most young women in New York at the turn of the century sought out types
of employment that would facilitate their access to cinemas, theaters, clubs, and
dancehalls. Shopping also served as entertainment.270 Working women’s mobility in large
cities in the Unites States provided them with ways to “enact public subjectivities” based
on their identity as consumers.271 Working women now looked around with an “active”
gaze on the street in and in the theater. This consumer gaze was part of a larger cultural
fabric of wishes and expectations, yet one that legitimized women’s presence in public,
and active participation in the construction of her own desire.
Changing ideas of beauty reached Mexico also largely by way of the entertainment
industry. 272 Salvador Novo argued that in no era before the 1920s did women have the
equipment at their disposal to perfect their looks, even if this equipment entailed a
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standardization of beauty he largely blamed on the advent of cinema and theater. Women
lost much time on their weekly visits to beauty parlors to dye their hair, have their
eyebrows plucked, undergo facial clay mask treatments, and receive manicures to aspire to
the beauty of the “statue of Venus de Milo.” Buying garments on installment plans made it
easy for most Mexican girls to dress like Joan Crawford and other Hollywood stars.
Mimicry, Novo wryly commented, did not make perfect, however: “Between beauty and
make-up –it seems childish to emphasize it—there is all the difference that separates life
from the theater.”273
According to Novo, the superficiality of the beauty regimen eclipsed women’s
larger charms, such as her intelligence and personality. As long as a woman had good
skin, she could be malcriada (badly raised) and brusca (rude). Female columnists equally
warned against the “female problem” of vanity. In her weekly advise column for women
in Mujeres y Deportes, Carmina suggested that bad education was at the root of women’s
focus on appearances and other “useless things” such as an overly intellectual and cold
approach to life that characterized the “painted woman.” Instead, Mexican women should
stress their wisdom, their humility and embrace the motto “I know that I don’t know
anything.”274
Despite Novo’s and Carmina’s protestations, the quest to realize the ideal of
statuesque beauty through a regimen of diet, exercise and products to discipline the body
had become a mainstay of the popular press by the late 1920s and early 1930s.
Advertisements for US make-up, French perfumes, and Mexican facial creams frequently
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appeared in popular publications and highlighted their growing presence in the city’s
pharmacies, clothing outlets and smaller retail stores.275
Advertisements for beauty products were accompanied by articles that stressed the
need to “ciudar sus líneas” (literally: “save your lines”) through diets that would produce
rapid weight-loss and daily work-outs to tone and lengthen the body. These articles
appeared frequently as part of, or followed by, stories on Hollywood stars and starlets. In
these stories, the Deco bodies of movie stars functioned as the highest, but attainable, goal
to stay slim and engineer good skin. Often beauty advisors to the stars and other experts
revealed some of their trade secrets that taught female readers to subject themselves to “the
rules of health in order to not loose their lines,” walk gracefully (stars, used to the ever
present camera, learned to have better posture and walk better), and how to loose thigh and
belly fat.276
The mass media propagated new beauty ideals through a visual economy of Deco
bodies, signs, and products, but the revolutionary state largely determined to what extent
women would have access to the new beauty culture. Public Health officials, however,
differed little in their assessments of what constituted beauty from those who developed,
marketed and sold an ever-growing array of beauty products. The classification, production
and sale of beauty products in Mexico was regulated by the Department of Health, the
same administrative body that oversaw sanitary conditions in markets, theaters, and
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prostitution zones. In 1928, the Secretaría de Salubridad Pública (Department of Health,
henceforth, SSP) drew up a new ordinance that considered both drugs and beauty products
as part of the same category of pharmaceuticals. Hence, abortivas (abortifacients), which
could be obtained in drugstores with a doctor’s prescription, were mentioned in the same
legislative article that regulated hair products.277 As the Health Department articulated its
regulations in terms of health through beauty and vice versa, government officials followed
the beauty industry in viewing beauty products as a logical extension of the search for
health. This also meant that beauty products largely were sold at pharmacies, which
conferred additional scientific and medicinal legitimacy on beauty as an expression of
health.278
The implicit reason to classify beauty products as medicines and pharmaceuticals
was directly related to the need to regulate chemical substances that most beauty products
contained, especially harmful heavy metals that functioned as active ingredients in skin
whitening creams and balms to combat the visual effects of sexually transmittable diseases.
Article Two of the revised sanitary code of 1931 outlawed the use of potassium cyanide
and all other products made up of lead, arsenic, mercury, acids, or other substances deemed
poisonous or harmful to one’s health.279 In the late 1920s, the popularity of whitening
creams, while dwindling as a way to lighten dark skin, received a boost from its reputation
to heal the scar tissue resulting from lesions caused by STDs, syphilis in particular.280
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Department of Health officials, however, banned ointments associated with vice.
Due to their secret formulas and possible criminal intent, so reasoned officials, Department
of Health regulations denied the registration of products that catered to sexual health or
sought to increase sexual performance. Injections curing gonorrhea, reconstructive tonics
such as “Female Health,” and the fairly transparent product for men, “Virility,” could not
be sold because they were in violation of Article 172 that stipulated a ban on fabricating,
selling, and importing commerce that contained secret ingredients or products that could be
used for “criminal ends.” Mexican customs were instructed against the importation 49 such
products in 1928, especially from France.281
Engineering beauty was above all a scientific enterprise that could be taught and
learned, with or without products. Dispatches from Hollywood and New York showed
Mexican women how US-style beauty was merely a matter of education. Articles
translated from English-language originals advocated a commitment to a healthy lifestyle
that would lead one to beauty. A routine of nine hours of sleep, tennis, and a clean face,
underscored that the investment of time and discipline, more than beauty products, was
crucial in attaining a Deco body.282 “Inside the temples of beauty,” a photo essay about
beauty schools in the United States, used the classroom as the scientific stage of
performance where girls learned to apply masks, massage the scalp to shampoo hair
properly, use the correct make-up, and slap their chin to fight sagging facial muscles.
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Photographs captured the end result of the transformation, showing a series of nearly
homogenized faces and Deco bodies.283
The idea that Mexican women might become like all other women in their quest of
universal beauty presented especially male readers and commentators with cause for
concern. As the perception of an authentic Mexico resided in camposcape, an anachronistic
and feminized countryside, tensions between the female beauty inherent in modern, urban,
androgynous-looking Deco bodies and the idealized feminine embedded in Indigenismo
found their clearest expression within debates over a suitable national identity. Male
readers of the weekly publication Mujeres y Deportes complained about the heavy
emphasis on Hollywood beauties in the magazine, ignoring the charms of women from
Mexico. The editorial staff remedied the situation by including a photo page of “typical
Mexican ladies” with photos and captions that invoked a gendered classification of race
and place reminiscent of colonial Casta paintings. “From Guadalajara, Latina, cultured
and Indian …” read the caption of a photo of a Mestiza-looking young woman, followed
by photos and captions such as “from a Spanish father and Indian mother, the result is…”,
“product from a Spanish father and French mother equals a true Mexican woman,” and,
finally, the modern, capitalino girl; “representative type of today’s Mexican youth.” 284
Photo-illustrated searches for the most beautiful woman in Mexico based on these racial
and regional types equated women with landscapes much in the way that early European
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depictions of the “New World” had instructed how male conquistadors had taken
possession of a feminized America.285
Thus, the fear of homogenized beauty centered not so much on the condemnation
of outward appearance of Deco bodies over inner beauty, charm, and personality as
cronistas such as Salvador Novo first seemed to suggest, but rather on the danger of
compromising Mexicanidad. The “ugliness of beauty pageants,” Novo reasoned, was that
it did not take into account regional and ethnic variance. In describing this difference,
however, Novo equally resorted to the well-ingrained habit of casting racial difference as
gendered landscape. “Today,” he wrote in 1929, “we can distinguish between principally
the following types of Mexican women: white, corn-colored, and dark, and between those
again we can distinguish those who live in the tropical valleys and those who have been
born in the fresh and romantic mountains.”286 In contrast to the campo, Novo saw women
of Mexico City as elegant, slender and Latina. However unnecessary, according to our
cronista, the capitalina used cosmetics quite liberally, and this enhanced the bodily
difference that set her apart from the Mexicanas of the campo. The capital city also
counted a vast and ever growing number of women, who –removed from the campo—
Novo labeled as “Indio,” abruptly leaving behind his typology based on color. These
“unwashed masses,” he stated matter-of-factly, generally did not make “the slightest effort
to hide their bronzed color with help of powders and other cosmetics.”287
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If female bodies signaled that health constituted beauty, and beauty health, they
could only function as proper markers when confined to their proper place. This
overarching message within the discourse on health and beauty was the most evident when
dealing with the nude female body. While naked bodies of women in the city –including
the undressed stars of Revista Theater—equaled pornography, nude bodies of women in
the countryside represented a safe camposcape that could accommodate both indigenous
nudity as art as well as white nudism as a search for health. As such, Mexico City’s
popular press played out the tensions between androgynous yet sexualized Deco bodies of
the Urbe that represented an embodiment of desire and transgression, and those of the
pastoral campo as a place outside of time where one could bathe in sun and air.
During the 1930s, the topic of nudism started to interest Mexico City’s public, or –
at the very least—its press corps of newspapermen. Various early articles on nudism
located the exotic practice safely abroad, mostly in Northern Europe and the United States,
but towards the mid thirties major newspapers reported that nudist camps had been
established in Mexico, even near the smaller pueblos of the Federal District, such as San
Angel, Mixcoac and San Rafael. These stories, while cautious in tone, portrayed nudism in
a fairly positive light, emphasizing the health benefits, high moral character and physical
and spiritual beauty of its practitioners.
Initial articles outlined that while sunbathing in the nude was for many Mexicans a
“horrible thought,” the requirements for joining nudist colonies in Europe and the United
States was strict. The “horrible thought,” a remark left unexplained in the article, hardly
hid the fear of the sexual danger posed by the combination of unattached men and public
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exposure of nude women. Germany’s nudist colonies were safe and morally upstanding,
the implication went, because divorced men had to explain the reason for their divorce.
Moreover, nudist clubs were exclusive and cosmopolitan regardless of political
convictions, as they catered to nobility, communists, artists, intellectuals or anyone in
search of an alternative lifestyle in which harmony with nature conferred the highest
benefits of health and wellbeing.288
Press reports treated nudism as a serious phenomenon, and wrote extensively about
the history, places and developments of various nudist camps in Europe. From these
reports, it appeared that nudist ideas of beauty did not focus on being naked. The strange
quality of sunburned skin that appeared as “a type of fabric covering the body” reduced the
importance of skin color and assigned it a temporary position. Instead of nakedness,
nudism elevated the harmony of the human form when positioned against “the yellow of
the sand, the blue of the water, and the green of the pines.” This beauty, while physical,
conformed to the aesthetics of classical art, as statues devoid of sensuality: “I can attest
that a prolonged gaze of the nude human body eliminates any sensual response,” a reporter
confessed. 289 Indeed, female practitioners of nudism emerged from these articles as
beautiful but non-sensual Greek goddesses. Hence, nudism represented the quest for a
perfect body, the classical body, cast as a set of perfect lines, no longer encumbered by its
color.290 Stripped from its sensuality, reporters proposed that nudity was the vehicle to
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perfect physical and mental health and the only way to combat the onslaught of
prohibitions, complexes, and clothes that were deemed to deform the body.291
Moreover, reports on nudist colonies invoked a pastoral utopia reminiscent of the
Garden of Eden, yet emphasized that this return to nature was completely in keeping with
cosmopolitan male modernity. Being nude in nature, in “Adam’s suit,” which was
described of being at the core of nudist philosophy in attaining the full range of health
benefits, certainly invoked the innocence of an earthly paradise. Instead of an unhealthy,
sinful and pornographic desire for naked bodies, man was to “regard his nudity with the
same indifference as do the animals.”292 The harmony of man and nature in its most pure
state, hence without clothes, could only take place in the countryside. The success of the
nudist camp, tellingly referred to as campo in Spanish, the same word for countryside,
depended upon its distance from the city and the pollutants of modern life. Adhering to a
strict vegetarian diet and bathing not only in the sun, but also in the “open air,” fortified the
body and the soul.293 Nudists told the press that the movement represented an absolute
return to nature in order to free the body of the ailments that plagued modern society. As
such, a disciplining of the body through sports –as was practiced on a large scale in the
city—was not necessary; all the body needed was nature and “unlimited space to move in,
free from society with its sophistication and decadence, its dark houses, tight clothes, and
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pessimistic and cowardly people, who fear their bodies.”294 Instead, nudist quarters
contained stylish bungalows and facilities to sleep in the open air.295
From these exposés, the spread of nudist practices to Mexico –as part of an
advancing modernity—seemed inevitable. The Mexican press, however, debated the
desirability of nudism in the country, especially as Mexican women appeared eager to join
the movement. Perhaps in an unconscious effort to deter the existence of nudism in
Mexico, the press announced the arrival of the first nudist camp on Mexican soil at various
intervals throughout the thirties. The first report located the first colony in Baja California
in 1932, made up of eighty Mexican couples along with the Yankees that had financed the
initiative. While the state of Baja California allowed the foundation of the colony, it
prohibited its members from making their practices public. The reporter predicted that this
colony would grow rapidly despite the prohibition, as the colonists advertised quite heavily
in the United States on behalf of the nudist lifestyle.296 Grafico heralded the second arrival
of nudism on Mexican shores. Teacher Esperanza F. de Lara, “the prophet of Mexican
naturalism,” openly advertised and discussed the practice during public talks in Mexico
City.297 One Nels Holmes founded the third “first” colony in Cuernavaca.298
By 1938, Mexican nudists –under the leadership of José Paramo, the “patriarch of
Mexican nudism”—organized large conferences to advance their cause, attended quite
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liberally by “the fair sex.”299 In San Rafael, female nudists –almost all single women—
greatly outnumbered men, much to the surprise of a visiting reporter.300 Even more
shocking, women in the nudist camp of San Angel, just south of the city and the first nudist
colony in the Federal District, were indeed completely nude, even having sworn off the use
of cosmetics, wrote a male Grafico journalist.301 With the active participation of women,
the movement appeared to have grown quite drastically, or so reported the Mexican press.
The establishment of colonies in the Federal District such as San Angel and Mixcoac
facilitated the congregation of capitalinos to partake in nudist activities on the weekends.
Paramo and other prominent nudists ensured that nudism was a practice in keeping with
Mexicanidad. In an interview, Paramo stated that the Indios of Mexico were “natural
nudists.” After all, so explained señor Loube during his lecture, unlike “the patron and the
worker who go about covered from head to toe, the indigena works naked, or almost
naked.”302
As his journalist colleagues, Salvador Novo seemed cautiously supportive of the
movement in Mexico, more so as nudism –as Loube’s toiling naked indigenas—existed
solely in the campo. Reassuring his readers that as nudists did not advocate going to the
theater, or to the cinema, or travel on streetcars in the buff, he found the impetus to
sunbathe and be closer to nature an understandable and even noble pursuit. Moreover,
Novo deemed “physical culture” integral to nudism unquestionably moral. Mexico, with
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its sun and its high moral standards, so reasoned the cronista, was a perfect country for the
practice of nudism as a “festival for body and mind.”303
By the late thirties, however, nudism had lost its more innocent aura in the
mainstream Mexican press as doubts remained as to whether the practice of nudism was
morally sound. The growing distrust of nudism as an immoral practice of excess and
luxury largely stemmed from the rejection of foreign cultural influences in the wake of
revolutionary reform that stressed the importance of national tradition. The allure of
nudism as a modern pursuit of the rich, famous, and other denizens of the beau monde
raised eyebrows on the part of Mexican conservatives who condemned nudism not only as
immoral, but also as snobbery.304 Mexican newspapers emphasized and probably
exaggerated the speed with which the movement grew in the United States as an alarming
phenomenon. By 1935, nudist aficionados had gone from a silent minority to an outspoken
movement of three million Americans –of which half were practicing nudists—who openly
campaigned against governmental restrictions and had “militant plans” in converting the
masses.305 While nudism might have seemed the most natural thing in the world in the
United States, where “desnudismo was practiced out in public,” so stated one Don Catrino
in his column This World of My Sins, Mexicans could not but condemn the practice as
immoral.306
Most of the overt criticism of nudism came from sensationalistic stories in the
popular press. The dark world of Detectives and other men’s magazines such as Mujeres y
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Deportes demonstrated that the boundary separating violent crime from nudism and
nudism from libertinage was but a weak one. Reporting on a suicide case involving three
nudists in a camp close to Los Angeles, CA, reporters stated that the incident had launched
a police investigation into nudist colonies that concluded that they were places where
“members engaged in orgies, heavy drinking, and gambling and made love freely.”307
Photos of women with bare breasts, or captions positioned over bare breasts that asked “Do
you think, dear readers, that female nudity is practiced in the nudist camps to excite the
imagination and increase the temptation of sex?” were followed by articles that sought to
debunk the contention that nudism was healthy and devoid of sexual desire. To illustrate
the danger, reports increased in which women complained of unwanted sexual attention in
the camps.308
As late as 1938, the Mexican press wondered if it was really healthy to be a nudist,
which –again—was articulated through the lens of female beauty.309 According to its
detractors, nudism was less than aesthetically pleasing if only a few human bodies were
naturally as beautiful as statues while the vast majority suffered from defects.310 Even
worse, the popular press now posited that nudism caused the demise of one’s feminine
charms as female practioners revealed that they aged tremendously from sunbathing
nude.311 The confusion over the health benefits of nudism, what the practice actually
entailed, and its unstable relationship with sexual desire was complicated by the use of the
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word “desnudez” which reputable journalists as well as sensationalists used to reveal and
unveil anything deemed debased, degenerate, or dangerous.
The tension between nudity and nakedness that structured much of the debate on
nudism, as well as larger matters concerning the health-beauty trope, flowed from an
inherent understanding that any nudity without an austere, artificial aesthetic advocated by
a strict health regimen necessarily constituted pornography. In the late 1920s, pornography
–at least the practices and attitudes labeled as such by journalists as well as government
officials—were most definitely on the rise, especially in theaters and magazines. Posited
as a purely male condition, the addiction to pornography occurred deceptively gradually,
according to commentators in the press. Frequenting theater productions characterized by
scantily-clad actresses and dancers featured prominently in the first step towards
enslavement to pornography. First out of curiosity, then followed by “a real taste,” men
found their way into the teatros para hombres solos, or men-only-theaters, commentators
explained. Salvador Novo observed a feverish male gaze, furiously clapping male hands
that released a desire that, while natural and even pure, needed to be suppressed in polite
society. In the notorious theater el Lírico, men came to see what they could not possess,
Novo reasoned, “like those who frequent the cinema to see a beautiful house in which they
can not live,” interestingly likening the desire for beautiful women to a need to dominate
the built environment.312
Burlesque theater of the 1930s, celebrated in vice districts around the Plaza
Garibaldi in the northeast district around the Zócalo, used the eroticized Deco bodies of the
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revistas to sell solely sex. Started in 1929 by María Guerrero theater, and followed quickly
by the burlesque spectacles in theater Principal, “men-only” shows turned to titillating
adult entertainment that stripped Deco bodies from their last vestiges of artful and artistic
nudity.313 Due to its popularly, burlesque theater provoked concerned citizens to petition
President Lázaro Cárdenas in an effort to protect public decency. Theaters such as Lírico
and Apolo situated in the popular-class barrios of Tepito and around large markets such as
Lagunilla increasingly faced government censorship and right-out suppression of shows
due to charges of pornography. In 1939, Mauro Fuentes, Marcos Zapata y other concerned
members of family organizations demanded the closure of Teatro Apolo, where morals
were compromised by “filthy and squalid ways.” 314 The DDF Oficina de Espectáculos
(Office of Entertainment) closed the theater on numerous occasions between 1937 and
1942, when it ceased to exist altogether. Innumerous complaints such as Fuentes’s and
Zapata’s condemnation of what they deemed immoral disorder that typified shows and
public alike led to the closure, despite the management’s efforts to stage magic shows for
families as a break from its adult entertainment.315
Most theater critics, however, believed that denying men access to eroticized Deco
bodies would not solve the problem of pornography. Novo warned against the repression
of the male libido and closing all the men-only theaters. He urged officials to run these
theaters out of business, not by closing them, but to create alternative options for true
recreation. Novo suggested in 1929 that the DDF multiply the carpas to “kill sad spectacle
313
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of the men-only theaters.” Instead of the strict stipulations to modify the carpas that ran
most out of business, the DDF had to strengthen the city’s cultural offerings with good
ballet companies, sports, and a symphonic orchestra.316 The DDF took his advise and
opened Carpa Morelos in May of 1929 as its own tent theater designed by prominent
architect Carlos Obregón Santacilia and furnished with backdrops by none other than
Diego Rivera. It also started “Public Recreation” programs, open-air comedies and
revistas.317 By the end of the 1930s, however, the Cardinista State opted for a more
repressive stance in dealing with the performance of female nudity.318
Burlesque was not the only theater of adult entertainment where citizens, the State
and business fought battles over public decency and male sex desire. During the mid
thirties, Mexico City saw a veritable wave of new publications that thrived on the display
of undressed Deco bodies. Weeklies such as Vea!, Forma and Malhora sold seduction and
sexuality. Like the man-only theaters, these magazines faced serious opposition from
Mexico City’s moral majority. Women’s groups, representing a broad ideological
spectrum, were the most vocal opponents within the protest against what they labeled
“pornographic magazines.” In the spring of 1936, the conservative Union de Sociedades
Feminiles Cristianas, but also the centrist and leftist Union Feminina Mexicanista and
Union Mujeres Mexicanas petitioned president Cárdenas in objection to the accessibility of
Vea! and El Malhora that were sold everywhere in broad daylight. Even civic action
groups, such as the Union Carpinteros wrote to Cárdenas to halt the sale of pornographic
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materials. As pornography constituted a crime, the President ordered the DDF to enforce
the law, after which the judicial police removed several publications from the street in
February of 1936. In June, however, renewed complaints about porn leaflets that were
believed to pervert children by advertising obscene films, and new copies of Vea! and
Forma that inundated the streets and plazas of the centro, pointed to fact that city officials
had a hard time in barring naked women’s bodies from the streets.319
In the fight against the depiction of uncovered female bodies, as this is what
pornography appeared to have constituted, daily newspaper and PRM-affiliated El
Nacional started its own morality campaign that implicated foreign agitators and
“socialists” in the perversion of children, especially in reading about sex and crime. The
Frente Unico de Padres de Familia cleverly invoked article 33 of the constitution to hold
foreigners accountable for the spread of moral decay in the capital city. The subcommittee
of Pro Derecho de la Mujer asked in March 1939 for the cessation of the family comic
Paquin and Mujeres y Deportes with the reason they were funded by German and Italian
fascists. Moreover, as the magazines in question traveled abroad, so opined a concerned
citizen in December 1938, they proved a great detriment to Mexico’s national image.320 In
a strange reversal of fortunes, the revolutionary State bent on modernization denied
Mexican citizens’ infatuation with nude Deco bodies as pornography, even if these had
signaled the advent of global modernity a decade earlier.
Bataclanismo had made the Deco body visible to a large Mexican audience, and
taught women to see the female body –including their own—in a different light. It
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represented a radical shift in perception of what the ideal female body should look like:
slim, “columnar” (tall), with short hair. The Deco body appeared androgynous, with more
emphasis on developed musculature – which would become more pronounced in the 1930s
due to the advent of athleticism—but revealed very feminine qualities at the same time.
Through visual media, Mexican women, like their counterparts elsewhere, learned to dress,
use make-up, slim down, and even consider plastic surgery as they beheld extremely
popular female entertainment stars.321 Divas and film stars had been connected to
advertising for some time, even in Mexico, but the advent of the Deco body democratized
the Mexican woman’s bid for star quality. Due to its emphasis on perpetual youth, no diva
or movie star could occupy the Deco body for very long, so the identification to individual
female stars was no longer as important as the body-type she represented. The charismatic
diva, the woman with personal power, had stepped aside for the modern girl. And any
modern girl could possess a Deco body.322

Acting Out the City
In the wake of the Bataclán, women aspiring to modern gender norms did appear to
enjoy greater mobility in Mexico City. The success of Bataclan-like shows and the allure
of the Deco body created a discourse of a new femininity that helped women to take the
first steps outside of a preconceived normality. As the Bataclán glorified Deco bodies with
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short hair, it validated the struggles of the pelonas a year earlier, in 1924.323 Not only did
Bataclanismo make it easier for Mexican women to cut their long trenzas324 and buy highheeled shoes, but the acts of Deco icons such as Lupe Velez and her outlandish behavior,
her independence, and her devotion to dancing the Charleston, propelled them out of their
class and ethnic boundaries and their usual areas of town.325 In the early 1920s, elite
women did not go to cafes other than Café Colon –the epicenter of refined society—and
Sanborn’s, where elegant ladies would meet between five and seven to partake of
refreshments and ice cream while listening to German Operetta and Opera playing in the
background and looking for blond men.326 At the end of the decade many upper- and
middle-class women in search of their own adventures and what they hoped was authentic
Bohemian nightlife, had begun to explore the carpas and dance salons near Plaza
Garibaldi, which officially was recognized as an area set aside for legalized prostitution by
1918.327
Crossing over to “the dark side” –if not slumming—became more acceptable and
enticing to these women by the end of the twenties and into the early thirties. Not only did
actresses have greater independence in deciding where to perform, female spectators were
increasingly attracted to the fashionable spectacle of street theater, even in small
alleyways. In 1932, the attraction of outdoor street theater spoke to imagination of
323
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capitalinas as the “Jaime Nunó alley” became the epicenter of spectacles en vogue. A
dancer who once had celebrated legendary successes in the cabaret Molino Verde on Plaza
Garibaldi, now made a greater spectacle of herself passing through the neighboring streets
with great fanfare and performing in alleyways – which, according to a theater cronista
was becoming very fashionable as the stage of the city’s night-time entertainment.328
Moreover, a very visible segment of middle-class women now stayed out all night drinking
in cabarets followed by Turkish baths on Sundays. These women, so tells Salvador Novo,
made up the female half of the nouveau riche who self-identified as modern, bought Ford
cars on the installment plan, and would get up late on Sundays to see a movie.329 In
facilitating female social and physical mobility, Bataclanismo was not merely a mirror of
how modernity changed gender norms in Mexico, it was an agent of that change.330
Still, in order for women to claim that modernity, one had to act the part. The role
of the quintessential modern girl was difficult to perform, as this chica moderna was an
enigma. At one hand, she and her Deco body appeared androgynous, on the other she
exuded a brazen feminine sexuality. In owning her own money, her own car, and her own
body, the modern girl seemed to own modernity. Looking young and boyish, and acting as
a deviant girl, the chica moderna certainly did not appear innocent. Her behavior was
practical, even manipulative, but no longer in a dramatic style of the diva. In dressing,
dancing, and smoking in a provocative manner, she embodied the new liberated woman.
While the chica moderna modeled herself after flappers from the United States and
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Europe, her metropolitan identity did not seem to run counter to revolutionary reform at
first glance. Ascendant middle-class leaders from the outward-looking state of Sonora
pitched the Revolution as a young, modern and innovative movement, bent on fashioning
real social equality. Its cultural programs attracted artists and bohemians with radical
sentiments and lent the Revolution a progressive, irreverent allure.331 In envisioning social
reform, however, the revolutionary agenda did not include gender equality. The chica
moderna thus clashed with the mainstay of revolutionary programs for women that
allowed women any measure of power only as mothers. And a traditional, abnegating
mother, the chica moderna certainly was not.
The mobility of chicas modernas and their appropriation of the Deco body with its
multiple positionalities ran directly counter to modernist longings for a feminized
countryside as well as revolutionary ideas of acceptable feminine roles envisioned to keep
women in their proper places. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the general perception of
women’s social mobility became intrinsically tied to their financial and sexual
independence. In this construction of autonomy, female agency in marriage choices
structured much of the public debates over what constituted femininity, especially as the
revolutionary leadership passed liberal divorce laws that earned Mexico the dubious
reputation of divorce Mecca abroad and undermined its plans to incorporate women into
the revolutionary project as a domestic, unpaid workforce in social reproduction of
revolutionary citizens.
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If the choice to forego marriage or opt for divorce was at the center of women’s
independence and the road of female liberation, the working-class chicas modernas
appeared to be well on their way to freedom. In her weekly advise column “Para Ellas,”
Carmina explained that working women in the city found matrimony highly problematic,
largely due to economic reasons. As a female flaneur on her self-proclaimed gira
periodista (journalistic tour) through the city, Carmina interviewed women on economic,
social and marriage issues and concluded that most working-class women believed rich
men did not want to marry. These women opted to live alone rather than make the what
Carmina called the “double sacrifice” of marrying a poor man and still have to work. In
concluding her tour, Carmina described the Urbe as a city of women taking to the streets
alone in forging their own destinies.332
The status of certain Mexican cities as divorce Meccas, largely for rich Americans
seeking a quick dissolution of their marriages, cast Mexican divorce in a prominent light.
Due to new divorce laws passed in Morelos in 1928, Cuernavaca first earned fame as a
place where “divorce was the most simple thing in the world.” Famous Americans such as
boxer Paul Berlenbach descended on the picturesque town to obtain a legal divorce from
American wives in a matter of hours. Instead of sightseeing, the boxer stayed in Mexico all
but a day, and upon leaving saluted the Mexican press in typical gringo fashion: “I took
care of the business that brought me to Mexico. I love this country.”333
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While Morelos’ easy divorce law resulted in considerable protest, Mexico’s image
as a country facilitating a quick end of marriages dominated public perceptions in Mexico
and the United States. Upon hearing the case of Clara Escalante de Moran, whose husband
had obtained a divorce in Cuernavaca without her knowledge or consent, the Mexican
Supreme Court initially appeared to declare the Morelos law unconstitutional in 1930. 334
That year, New York Justices also decided to void the Mexican divorces New Yorkers had
obtained by mail, and hence –and this seemed to be the crux of the problem—these
citizens of New York state had no right to remarry. Most of the mail-order divorces had
been granted by the state of Sonora, allowing the Americans to divorce without ever
setting foot in Mexico.335 Despite these regulations, Morelos continued its tenure as
divorce capital in 1931, with 90 percent of its divorces involving North American couples.
State officials subjected divorce laws to several reforms, but retained the easy and fast
procedure with which to obtain a divorce.336 On November 5, 1931 the Supreme Court
issued a statement that it upheld the Morelos divorce law after all, countering the previous
statements in the press. In contrast to those on the East Coast, Los Angeles courts decided
to uphold Mexican divorces as well.
Whereas the “gringo” divorces in Mexico appeared in the press as an exclusively
male affair, Mexican divorce involving Mexicans presented a more complicated picture.
From the available evidence, husbands in the United States –not wives— came to Mexico
in search to divorce their spouses. The Los Angeles Appellate Court ruling stated that “in
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the absence of evidence, we must presume the good faith of the husband and the integrity
of the judgment of the foreign court,” which indicated that the judges held men responsible
for seeking Mexican divorces.337 The vast majority of divorces in Morelos, Sonora, and
later Chihuahua indeed involved North Americans, but the highest numbers of legal
separations in the country involved young Mexicans, ages 20-34, who resided in Mexico
City. From 1928 until 1934, divorce cases rose steadily with an average of 160 cases per
year in the Federal District alone. Most of these divorcees stated irreconcilable differences,
yet a fair number cited abandonment, which was defined as a six-month or longer absence
of a spouse.338 The fact that the Pope Pius XI condemned divorce –interestingly in the
encyclical issued in 1931, in which he condemned woman’s emancipation as “debasing of
the womanly character and the dignity of motherhood”—didn’t seem to deter capitalinos
from ending their marriages.339
The city’s popular press treated divorce –often discussed as part of commentary on
the behavior of female entertainers—as a hallmark of modernity. Divorce was a dangerous,
but not altogether undesirable consequence of Mexico’s entry into the modern world. In
the weekly gossip mills of sensationalist entertainment magazines, both Mexican
celebrities and Hollywood stars discussed divorce as a glamorous affair. In a 1934
interview in Hollywood, the Mexican actress Dolores del Rio “warned” Mexican audiences
–tongue in cheek—about conjugal problems due to the abundance of temptations by
“enchanting, adventurous people” that modern women such as herself were faced with.340
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While female celebrity divorces, such as those of Dolores del Rio and Lupe Velez, enticed
readers and sold magazines on the premise that the overt sexuality of modern women led to
divorce, the problem of divorce was largely pinned on the perception of female
masculinization supposedly caused by Western-style modernity.
The lure and danger of female masculinity that threatened the sanctity of marriage,
and, by extension, the Mexican family, expressed itself in acting out the city as well as
embodying the metropolis. In the early 1930s, entertainment magazines frequently
features articles on European stars such as Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich as masculine
women who defied traditional gender roles and refused to marry. Garbo and Dietrich
earned fame and fortune as new-style icons who performed as women, yet took up
masculine dress, deviance and desire. In sensationalist stories such as “Marlene without
pants,” the popular press both celebrated and criticized actresses like Dietrich for crossdressing.341 More than any other actress of her time, Garbo exemplified the mysterious,
masculine woman. An anomaly, Garbo embodied a cold, admired, and distanced
“dominating force” not comparable to anyone, yet –ironically—who every woman was
invited to aspire to. In her strength and superiority, she was deemed to be the quintessential
woman of the future, “a symbol of women’s emancipation”. These articles were quick to
point out, however, that such a woman suffered from mental disorders as part of a larger
sociological phenomenon. Psychologists explained that Garbo engaged in “male protest,”
modeled on the father’s superiority, as a result of the persisting inequality between men
and women. Modern women such as Garbo, rather than empowered, remained “victims of
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male protest,” as they would ultimately reject all type of romantic relationships and
especially matrimony.342
The fear of the masculine woman who would threaten the institution of marriage
and family also heightened the tensions within discourse of women’s presence in sports.
Mexican audiences had become aware of female athletes by the 1920s, yet the thirties saw
a wholesale participation of women in sports as women. Revolutionary leaders held that
athletics benefited women in moderation, but exercise should in no way interfere with
traditional feminine behavior. As other political parties in Europe embraced eugenics as
the vehicle to engineer public health, the PNR promoted male and female participation in
sports as an interactive “spectacle” that would combat lower-class vice and function as the
road to creating a stronger race.343 Physical education for women entailed, however, that a
woman never loose her femininity. Whether belonging to the PNR, Christian youth groups,
or socialist sports associations, female athletes appeared on the pages of the Mexican press
as “graceful young ladies” who practiced gymnastics or formed dance groups.344 The
emphasis on health within the articulation of beauty that disciplined and streamlined
bodies elevated sports as “physical culture” but had to waylay gender trouble.
The articulation of gender through age and the eroticized allure of androgyny did
much to appease the threatening quality of the masculine woman. Columnists like Carmina
commented that due to exercise and other ways to achieve Deco bodies, modern women
did not resemble men, but adolescent boys. Waxing eloquent about boys who lived life as
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an adventure and thrived on imagination, as well as the innocence that young boys lost in
manhood, Carmina explained that boyish enthusiasm characterized modern women who
“propelled themselves towards the unknown” in search of self-expression, new
experiences, and new ambitions. Men grew circumspect with age and skeptical of grandes
aventuras, women grew bold.345 Norma Shearer’s remarks that “life began at thirty” and
Carmina’s insights that feminism had prolonged women’s youth did much to underscore
that youth, or at least the impermanence of age, redeemed the modern and even masculine
woman.346
The chica moderna’s “disagreeable” behavior that alienated traditional society was
deemed necessary in order for women to truly emancipate themselves from the prison of
the house and family. In searching equal status before the law and functioning as the
architect of her own destiny, a woman should be free to sunbathe, swim, cut her hair short,
and manage her own life. However, the boyish girl, rather than Garbo’s masculine woman,
needed to retain her innocence in fulfilling the final goal of her independence: a true
compañera of her man. Modern women who confused “drinks, cigarettes, and acting like a
flapper” with actual modernity, who “lamentably confused liberty with libertinage,” and
whose only interest appeared to traverse the city in search of worldly pleasures, warned
Carmina, amounted to nothing.347
By the end of the 1930s, the spirit of Carmina’s advice had become the mainstay of
the city’s popular press. Most of the decade was marked by public debates between the
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desirability of modern, more masculine female behavior and the understanding that women
would only garner more social power through motherhood, yet the end of the 1930s saw a
significant return to traditional gender norms. Advise columns and feature articles on
women’s issues turned increasingly towards women’s duty to husband and family.
Angelina’s “Consultorio Sentimental” (Sentimental Advice) replaced Carmina’s column
‘Para Ellas” (For Them). Where Carmina had cautiously embraced modern women’s
independence and her right not to marry, Angelina right out condemned divorce. Angelina
pointed to the frivolity of the northern neighbors in explaining the” epic proportions” of
divorce in the United States, where one in six marriages failed. Ignoring serious
considerations such as domestic violence, alcoholism, and abandonment, Angelina listed
trivial activities; reading in bed, listening to the radio, and feeding infants sausages, as the
main reasons why the norte americanos chose to break their nuptial vows.348 Other articles
emphasized women’s mental and physical strength in surviving the burdens of birth and
motherhood, which made men, not women, the weaker sex. Even if the authors of these
articles—largely women—sought to enhance women’s social importance, they did so by
resorting to the classic nineteenth-century construct of the moral superiority of women
based on their domestic roles. Men’s work paled in significance compared to that of a
woman, authors argued, which highlighted gender difference but did not articulate any real
equality.349
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It is clear that the rebellious flapper, the girl who embraced androgyny and staked
her claim in society not so much as female but as a new being, returned home in the 1930s
as a woman once again preoccupied with perfecting femininity. The quest for beauty
continued, but photo-essays –even in mainstream newspapers such as La Prensa—
increasingly emphasized beauty as a search for a perfection of the ultra-feminine.350 Like
the Deco body before it, this “new” femininity was filtered through age. Alongside more
traditionally feminine behavior, the entertainment industry of the mid to late 1930s
constructed a new sexually desirable female body and started to introduce new starlets as
girl-women, not boy-girls. In weeklies such as Revista de Revistas, Diversiones, and
Mujeres and Deportes as well as dailies such as La Prensa, Mexican women witnessed an
infantilization of the feminine in Hollywood, where stars dyed their hair “baby blond” and
the beauty of mature female actresses such as Carole Lombard was likened to that of child
star Shirley Temple.351 Even if journalists appeared well aware that the fashionable
platinum blond was impossible for adult women to possess naturally as it occurred only in
very young Caucasian children, it spoke to an irresistible combination of a sexualized body
of renewed curves and the complication of feigned innocence highlighted by platinum
blonds.352
By the mid thirties, the androgynous Deco body of the 1920s’ chica moderna had
given way to the neo-voluptuous figure of the child-woman. The attraction of the childwoman, however, did little to elevate her status in Mexico as a woman worthy of male
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respect in the way that the masculine woman such as Dietrich, Garbo and Hepburn, had.
Efrain Huerta, cronista and poet, pointed to Hollywood in making Mexican women into
asnas (donkeys). By dressing and behaving norma-shearescamente and flaunting their
sexuality, they caused the failure of men’s best-laid plans, more so as his (male) readers
encountered these women not on the stage of the theater or the screen of the cinema, but
every day on the street. 353 Instead of Carmina’s perfect, modern companions, desirable
femininity had split along the lines of a voluptuous sexuality on one hand and a humble
maternity on the other.

Conclusion
On April 3, 1936 the Department of the Federal District’s “Civic Action” committee
organized a public celebration in the pueblo of Santa Anita around the beauty pageant La
Flor más Bella de Ejido (The Most Beautiful Flower of the Ejido). Representatives of all
delegaciones (sections of the Federal District) competed for the honor in representing
camposcape that now entailed a national identity articulated through the Revolution. The
election of the “most beautiful farm flower” was accompanied by public talks and lectures
on the accomplishments of the Revolution in terms of female emancipation.354
It had been over a decade since the urban Deco bodies of the Rataplan had invaded
the pastoral idyll that was Santa Anita. After the enormous tidal wave of success generated
by Violá Paris: la Ba-ta-clán in February of 1925, the spoof Méxican Rataplan, written
and debuted a mere month later, swept the city. At that year’s Easter celebration, the near
353
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nude Rataplanners had had the nerve to upstage the pretty “Indian” girl in a rural festival.
The city had come to town. Despite the scandal, the outrageous Rataplanners did not crash
the party in an attempt to slum around in the countryside and forcefully make campesinos
confront metropolitan modernity. The national authors’s association had awarded the show
with that year’s first prize in stage-writing and the ensemble had been invited to accept the
award during the Santa Anita festivities. That the cast decided to show up in full –or rather
less—regalia, remained somewhat surprising, but journalist Cárdenas’ sensationalistic,
hurried tone and reliance on the stock characters of Bataclanismo (jealous, indignant older
women) indicated that the making of the event, the actual scandal perhaps even, rested
more on the efforts of our cronista than it did on the presence of sexy actresses. The Deco
bodies, out of place in camposcape, ruptured the rhetoric of idealized and nationalized
“indigena” beauty. Bataclanismo certainly had caused a stir, but the fact that the focal
point of the production –the semi-nude chorus-girl—was so quickly and completely
accepted in the world of Mexican entertainment as an emblem of modernity, was in and of
itself shocking.
Through new cultural forms in the 1920s –the rise of the mass media in
particular—Mexico became increasingly connected with the outside world. Despite the
nationalist and masculine nature of the institutionalized Revolution, modern ideas of how
men and particularly women could behave, pervaded Revista Theater, films, the lyrics of
songs heard on the radio, and advertising in magazines. In the 1920s and 1930s, these
industries were for the most part in their infancy. The Mexican government also passed
legislation to ensure that mass media would abide by safeguarding lo mexicano
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(Mexicanness). Nonetheless, many urban women admired or made attempts to transform
themselves into chicas modernas, who cut their breads, danced to new music, and seemed
to defy the stereotypical abnegating wife and mother championed by the tenets of
marianismo as well as the State programs for women.
While not engaged in warfare of the global kind, Mexican society experienced a
social revolution with a reformist agenda that created some new spaces in which women
could exercise agency. By the mid 1930s, however, this window of opportunity gradually
closed; despite large cross-class alliances, mobilization, and activism, women did not
achieve either gender parity or the right to vote. Moreover, the desirability of the Deco
body –white, thin, and tall—seemed to run counter to the aesthetics inherent in
Indigenismo which revolutionary leaders embraced as the answer to forging a national
culture that would be uniquely Mexican. Moreover, modern ideas of femininity ran up
against the “cult of masculinity” that glorified war heroes as the quintessential
Revolutionary Family. Yet, while idealized indigenas –linked to the countryside—served
to symbolize Mexico’s unique and rich past, the Deco body of the modern metropolis
reminded both Indian and Mestizo that race was no longer so much about color as it was
about form.
Indigenismo of the 1920s was not as incompatible with modernity as much as the
revolutionaries made it out to be. Unlike the denunciation of the old nineteenth-century
ideals of the feminine, in part symbolized by the feminized Porfirian elite with its white
powder, hour-glass divas, and frills of Jugendstil and French Arte Nouveau, the Deco body
did not entail a rejection of color. Deco was not a matter of color, of whitening in the
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strictest sense, but about engineering form. La Raza, used so often in revolutionary
discourse as a stand-in for all inhabitants of the Mexican nation but referring largely to
indigenous people, needed to grow tall and slender, without the excess of historic
circumstance weighing them down. The short body of the Indio and India as vector of this
change had to reach upward, not bend down. In order to be beautiful, indias had to lose
their roundness and learn to wear heels in order to appear long and languid just as the
indigenas celebrated in Muralism or the Mestizaje of the India Bonita. The Deco body thus
facilitated the integration of Indigenismo and Mestizaje.
As Bataclanismo inspired Mexican women of all classes and ethnicities to embody
the Deco aesthetic in the hope to freely move around the modern metropolis, acting out the
city, and engage in the daily performance of transgressing social and gender boundaries,
they took on the tenets of spectacle. According to Anne McClintock, boundary crossings –
inversions of the traditional gender order as expressed in dress, work, and sex—are not
merely acts of resistance, but constitute ambiguous zones where women and men work out
the tensions between social norms, fantasy, and desires. Tellingly, these dangerous zones
need to be “secured” and transformed into spectacles through the exchange of money by
paying women for their “performance.”355 The city’s spatial configuration of desire –Plaza
Garibaldi, the carpas, the revista theaters, and the prostitution zones—all had been secured
by capitalist-endorsed spectacle. Many women who drew from this spectacle in order to
enact the lives they envisioned were, on the other hand, impossible to place. The early
1930s saw sweeping urban reform, which involved an overhaul of the north-eastern part of
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the center with the broadening of streets, the construction of markets, and the redesignation of areas for prostitution, ironically referred to as zonas libres. This reform
aimed at containment of undesirable female activities, and –as I explain in the next
chapter—would decrease of mobility for all the city’s women.
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CHAPTER THREE: A FLURRY OF URBAN REFORM, 1929-1934
“Parque México, Col. Condesa, 1927”

Fig. 10. Campesina. Parque México, Colonia Condesa, 1927.

In 1927, a statue of a robust indigenous woman greeted visitors upon entering the
new Parque México. Shaded by high trees grouped around her, the woman –pouring water
from two large urns into a small pool of blue waters—beckoned passers-by away from the
hustle and bustle of the large new thoroughfare of Insurgentes to a place where life was
tranquil, easy, and uncorrupted by the toils of modernity. With her braids, and her full,
strong physique, the statue embodied camposcape, the feminized utopia of the countryside,
which weary city dwellers had come to associate with authentic Mexico. What residents
of the surrounding colonia Condesa encountered upon entering the park, however, was not
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a shady respite of trails, ponds, and fountains, even though the park could surely counted
these treasures among its charms. Directly beyond the fountain, on the grounds that had
once housed the upscale horseracing track Hipódromo, the unsuspected visitor found a
large open-air theater. Bathing in Art Deco, the theater’s stage was graced by two slender
columns bearing two women significantly distinct from the indigena: tall, angular and
white. Named after the man that had accomplished the feat of transcontinental flight, the
Teatro al Aire Libre Lindhberg inspired to reach for the skies.

Fig. 11. Teatro Lindbergh. Stage (detail). 1927.

The Parque México, completed in 1927, spearheaded larger construction efforts in
the creation of colonia Condesa, the first and arguably the only Art Deco neighborhood in
the city. Some Deco buildings, such as El Nacional, appeared in the centro, but planners
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of the 1920s and early 1930s were careful not to insert what they deemed to be
aesthetically divergent styles into the city’s colonial core. They hoped to safeguard not
only the center’s colonial mansions, which they viewed as national monuments, but also
the entire colonial area, which they hoped to preserve as a veritable museum, the historic
district. Condesa, on the other hand, presented private enterprise with a wonderful
opportunity to turn profits on the upper- and middle-class demands for modern housing in
a truly cosmopolitan setting. The ascending class sought to live in comfort and in beauty
and for this they, as their counterparts elsewhere, looked to the world of entertainment, a
realm where they encountered Deco bodies.
Because of the lights of resplendent Condesa, the Deco body cast long and dark
shadows. In versions of Mexico City noir, Deco bodies populated the dangerous places of
drugs, disease and despair. As in Europe and the United States, sites of modernity –
cabarets, brothels, and deserted streets—frequently functioned as the backdrops for female
danger as they linked sex, crime, and violence. Unlike the European and United States’
metropolis, markets and market women –urban campesinas—came to represent a
particular portal to the capitalino Underworld in the Mexican imagination by the early
1930s.
Historians who have studied the links between leisure, entertainment, consumption
and the changes in ideas about gender in the United States have argued that as the rise of
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spectacle was situated in the new urban culture of metropolitan life, female performance
and urbanization went hand in hand.356
In contrast, efforts at urban renewal were at a minimum in Mexico City throughout
the 1920s. The city, a disjointed set of municipal governments, did little to alleviate or
remedy the problems that accompanied urban growth, other than pave and prolong streets.
Upper- and middle-class women could venture into lesser-known areas of the city because
of some advances in urban reform, even if governmental aid to the cause of greater female
mobility was short-lived and certainly not intended. The slow pace in the execution of
large public works projects radically changed after 1929, when the federal government did
away with the Ayuntamiento system (municipal governments) and brought the city under
control of the Department of the Federal District.
The continued emphasis on the city and the campo as distinctive spheres discussed
in Chapter Two that characterized discourses of the entertainment world, sharpened
perceived tensions between the rural and the urbane, tradition and modernity, and
Indigenismo and Mestizaje. As these tensions were articulated through the lenses of
changing gender norms and revolutionary reform, the solidification of the city and the
campo as particular spaces wedded to a particular sense of time, became increasingly
important in the construction of the Revolution as a singular event and a “new” Mexican
identity. Concurrently, nascent mass media industries such as cinema and photojournalism
offered new ways of seeing place and time and added to the tensions between tradition and
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modernity. As we saw in Chapter One, in the well-ingrained binary of past-campo and
future-city, city markets formed places where the countryside punctured modernity.
The camposcapes of Parque México (and, as we will see in Chapter Five, Bellas
Artes) sought to neutralize these tensions. The figure of the water-bearing indigena, while
naked and cast as quintessentially Mexican bore an uncanny resemblance to European
statues of Salomé, who –as we saw in Chapter One—had become the symbol par
excellence of the Orient. Moreover, the indigena introduced visitors to a place of Deco
spectacle. The Mestizo modernity inherent in Deco bodies exemplified a long sought-after
accommodation of Western affluence and Mexicanidad as they offered a solution to bridge
the gap between Indigenismo and Mestizaje. Through Art Deco, embodied in new female
bodies as well as the built environment, capitalinos learned to conceptualize the
appearance of their city no longer as a matter of beautification modeled on an aesthetics
loosely associated with femininity as they had during Porfirian times, but as a particular
feminine form of the future. By portraying the city as a series of deco bodies, pornographic
magazines such as Vea! and Forma mapped geographies of desire onto the modern
metropolis as spaces that both informed and hampered urban (re)form.
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Planning the Deco City

Fig. 12. Plan and aerial photographs of colonia Condesa, 1926.

The development of Colonia Condesa took place gradually. For its early history,
we have to go back to colonia Roma and Circus Orrin, a stroll of a few blocks to the North
and East and a journey of a few decades into the past. Circus proprietor Walter Orrin and
company founded the Compañía Colonia de la Condesa, S.A. in 1902, a mere year after
acquiring the rights to Roma, and set out to develop the new neighborhood. With 200,000
pesos in capital, the company enjoyed the administrative advise of Fernando Pimentel y
Fagoaga and a list of its stockholders read like a who-is-who of Porfirian elite, including
José Yves Limantour, Enrique Creel, and Porfirio Díaz Jr.357 The company enjoyed a
relatively short life-span and was liquidated in 1907.358 The Condesa, named after the
seventeenth-century hacienda known for its vast terrain, high productivity, and French and
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Italian flower gardens, wasn’t to be fully developed until the 1920s, when –unlike the
ornate, European-style Roma—it bore the mark of North American Art Deco and became
Mexico’s most modern neighborhood.
Despite its foreign Art Deco architecture, the development of the colonia was
tightly interwoven with nationalist political ideologies and the economic ambitions of the
Revolution’s leaders from the state of Sonora. President Plutarco Elías Calles and the
national powerbrokers of his inner circle had a direct financial stake in building the new
neighborhood. Arturo de Saracho, former spy and later ambassador to Spain, met with
close friend President Calles in August of 1926 to finalize the contract for the Companía
Fraccionadora y Constructora del Hipódromo de la Condesa, in which they both appeared
to have some financial stake.359 Moreover, Calles’s daughter Hortensia and her husband
Fernando Torreblanca, who also happened to be Calles’ main secretary, soon moved into a
private mansion in Condesa, across from the colonia’s second park, the Parque de
España.360
The start of construction of houses in the new fraccionamiento (a colonia in the
making) followed the design and example of its principal park, Parque de México, first
known as Parque General San Martín. Planners inserted the park in the heart of the new
colonia Hipódromo-Condesa. With its combination of beauty and a focus the “modern
lines” of contemporary architecture, officials of the Department of Public Works believed
the park equaled, if not surpassed, the illustrious Alameda Park in the city center and the
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enormous Chapultepec Park on the city’s west side. It was designed to function as a place
of campo-like pastoral, with a waterfall, lush foliage, an abundance of trees and variety of
plants to provide the shade and tranquility that other new large parks lacked.361 The new
sport parks designed and executed by the planning commission of the DDF with the aim of
engineering healthy minds in healthy bodies, were –according to their critics—too far
away, too spacious, and so austere that working-class people did not feel comfortable
entering them. Campo Deportivo Venestiano Carranza, the largest and most emblematic of
these parks, consisted of an enormous terrain once destined to become a prison, and was
chosen by DDF officials to serve their revolutionary vision as a center of constructive
freedom and instructive play.362
As camposcape at the epicenter of Condesa with its Deco architecture and middleclass sensibilities, Parque México certainly was not created for lower-class recreation, but
instead served to remind fashionable urbanites of their responsibilities to the Revolution.
Unlike Chapultepec and Alameda, the park in the Condesa included modern amenities that
carried a price tag of 211,000 pesos. On the smaller end of the park, cut in two by
Michoacán street, the city placed a radio tower that also functioned as a clock surrounded
by a small plaza with benches for the radio-listeners.363 Instead of commercial radio,
public receivers such as those in Parque México aired governmental programs created by
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the Department of Education.364 What made the park singularly unique, however, was its
open-air theater. The “Teatro Lindbergh” was positioned off a large pond, fronted by a
fountain with “a statue of woman,” as the staff casually referred to our formidable
campesina. It held 300 artists and about 8,000 spectators, 7,000 in front of the stage and
another 1,000 under the two large, curving pergolas that –above and beyond their function
of framing the theater space—were equally designed as an area to serve as theater boxes.365
Like the Teatro del Pueblo (Chapter Four), Teatro Lindbergh was part of a wave of
national and revolutionary theater designed to educate the lower classes through
entertainment. Unlike the Teatro del Pueblo, however, that was situated in one of the
poorest areas in the center, proletarian theater seemed out of place in the upscale Condesa
with its stress on bourgeois modernity, luxury and refinement. Little is known what type
of performances were scheduled at the open-air venue, yet in April of 1934 a group of 250
inmates of the Casa de Orientación performed a mis-en-scene set to music entitled Fuerza
Campesina (Farmer’s Strength) aimed to teach urban audiences about Emiliano Zapata’s
struggle for land on behalf of the “great masses of rural workers.” The Casa de
Orientación, a correctional facility, provided delinquent young women with training as
seamstresses to set them on a course towards an honest life.366
While women of the popular classes performed proletarian functions in Teatro
Lindbergh, the colonia’s residents preferred more upscale entertainment. Both Roma and
the nascent Condesa had traditionally been dominated by bullfighting, evidenced by an
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enormous ring built in 1907 that dominated the colonia’s physical and cultural
landscape. 367 Bullfighting aficionados relaxed in restaurant Son-Sin at the intersection of
Sonora and Sinaloa streets before and after fights, while enjoying the taste of carne seca
and the sounds of corridos that immortalized the feats of famous toreadors. The elegant
Cine Balmori, on Jalisco street, the later avenida Álvaro Obregón, attracted an elite crowd
that would frequent the adjacent Café Globo for baked treats after shows, or go out to
Eréndira or Donají for regional fare from Oaxaca and Michoacán. The street was home to
the famous Parían (named after the great colonial market on the Zócalo), also referred to as
the little market, where housewives would shop so as to avoid the markets in the center.368
If Condesa served entrepreneurs and the new revolutionary elite (groups that readily
overlapped), Parque México and Teatro Lindbergh served to remind residents of the
presence of the new revolutionary State and its commitment to less fortunate citizens.
Despite its camposcape at its center, the colonia came to be associated with the
women of the city’s entertainment industry as the most visible element of the ascendant
capitalist class closely tied to the national levels of politics. In an apparent spoof on the life
of María Conesa, José Vasconcelos’s El banquete de Palacio told the story of “la
Condesa,” a Spanish actress and chanteuse retired from the theater. As a slender, white
beauty with dark eyes and “nervous flesh,” the diva’s famed sensuality caused adolescents’
eyes to glaze over and incited políticos’ libidos to “show her off like a new car to their
trusted friends.” After seducing the likes of Francisco Villa, Carranzista and Obregonista
generals, Vasconcelos’ Condesa stages her comeback in the late 1920s under direction of
367
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President Calles, who installed the spectacle of the Condesa in one of the best palaces of
the “colonia Callista.” There, according to Vasconcelos, she shared power and wealth with
one of the jefes of the Calles administration.369 In the story, Conesa –now baptized
Condesa—functioned as a stand-in for the newly built neighborhood during the Calles
years. The star herself lived in Roma, not far from the new colonia, with a high-level
Callista administrator. Incidentally, Esperanza Iris maintained a residence in Condesa on
Oaxaca Street. The neigborhood was a showcase of new middle-class wealth and tastes
built by the revolutionary elite. Young, elegant people considered themselves lucky when
they would be able to move to the Hipódromo Condesa.370
As the Deco bodies that informed the discourse surrounding the birth of the
Condesa, the new neighborhood embodied the hybridity inherent in Deco’s eclectic
architectural styles as well as the cultural landscape of the growing metropolis. Art Deco
became an important element in Mexican architecture of the 1920s, which was seen as a
transitional phase when architects searched for a national style befitting a true
revolutionary Mexican identity. While no Deco designs were executed in the 1920s, except
for Javier Státoli’s design of the open-air theater in Colonia Condesa and Carlos Obregón
Santacilia's project for the new building to house the Department of Public Health, Art
Deco fit with a turn towards a more capitalist and urban Revolution during the Calles
administration.371
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Art Deco architecture of the colonia Condesa’s demonstrated that metropolitan
modernity of the Roaring Twenties could be framed within the ideals of the Revolution
and still assume a distinct Mexican national flavor. Unlike the upscale adjacent areas of the
Zona Rosa, Condesa’s streets bore the names of Mexican states and its restaurants
specialized in regional Mexican cuisine that demonstrated a new pride in lo Mexicano.
Much to the dismay of nationalist architects, however, residences in the new neighborhood
exhibited a hodgepodge of foreign styles modeled after both Art Deco and what they
disdainfully labeled the California-colonial or Hollywood style. Architecture student
Mauricio Gómez Mayorga condemned the hybrid styles that between 1926 and 1930
spread “like a cancer all around the Hipódromo suburbs,” and showed off the poor tastes of
the nouveau riche who looked to “a colonial style invented by the vulgar and uncultured
prosperity of Hollywood.”372 The spectacles of modernity remained complicated in
accommodating Mexicanness, all the more as they ran counter to revolutionary reform in
fashioning a healthy city.
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Architecture and the Art of Seeing
In Chapter One, we saw that during the Porfiato and early revolutionary period,
architects learned to conceptualize the design of buildings through an aesthetic of female
appearance. The Department of Education’s program in training architects changed
slightly in 1915, when the instruction in Fine Arts underwent a reorganization that was
indicative of the momentous changes in Mexican society. In the first program to address
the revolution as a large process that directly affected the way education would be
conceptualized, sub-secretary Felix Palavicini –incidentally a childhood friend of la Iris—
underscored the importance of education as a comprehensive project in the creation of new
citizens.373 The main Constitutionalist objective of this mission entailed a nationalization of
the country’s culture spearheaded by the new Department of Fine Arts, which was
instructed to rescue architectural treasures, mostly colonial in origin, as national
patrimony. Any foreign influence that had been dominant during the dictatorship, a time of
“mediocre spectacles” when art had been but an “imported luxury article,” would be
eradicated.374 Instead, the department would encourage national production of the arts by
promoting a larger understanding, and diffusion, of aesthetics. For instance, the task of
inspecting the construction of public buildings, then under supervision of the Department
of Public Works, would become the domain of the Department of Fine Arts to ensure the
beauty of their exteriors. Architecture itself was removed from the fine arts roster and
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placed within the school of engineering, which the department’s administrators considered
“its natural place.”375
Despite the change in the study of architecture from art to engineering, the
architects who received commissions to design the buildings of the revolutionary era had
come of age during the Porfiriato, and certainly conceived of urban renewal in terms of
feminine beauty. Art Deco offered these architects the familiar concept of generating this
beauty through the built environment, but provided new, simplified, “nude” elongated
forms and sparse ornamentation that characterized the new ideals of feminine embodiment.
In this, Art Deco appeared the natural successor of Art Nouveau, which had been
abandoned by the start of the First World War. After its death, the movement within the
visual arts essentially split in two: the prescriptive Modernists who remained concerned
with creating social and material progress through art in the hope to change society for the
better, and the descriptive artists who embraced the exotic and hedonist elements of Art
Nouveau to fashion a new style that would reflect modernity. Most Modernists, who
adamantly rejected all ornamentation, associated Art Nouveau with stasis and
degeneration, instead of regeneration and positivist progress with which its practitioners
had inveighed the movement. The descriptive artists, who embraced consumerism and
rejected the leftist idealism of the Modernists, championed an eclectic approach that
became known as Art Deco. If Art Deco shared the sense of an aesthetic modernism with
its predecessor, it lacked its social concerns.376
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In the debates among architects during the late 1920s and early 1930s about what
style would best exemplify a Mexican national character, Art Deco provided warring
factions with a conciliatory position. Most of Mexico’s foremost architects were divided in
two camps; ones that opted for a neo-colonial style that best fit the city’s “historic district”
and those who believed the Revolution would be best served by stripped-down
Modernism. Manuel Ortíz Monasterio proposed that not new times but advances in
technology and new building materials necessitated a re-conceptualization of form. He
held that “to continue falsifying the colonial is criminal; everything about this style appears
hateful to us.”377 Frederico Mariscal, who designed and built el Iris and finished Palace of
Fine Arts, came down on the neo-colonial side of the fence. Mariscal believed that beauty
could not be separated from the totality of architecture, and that functionalism was too
narrow in its objectives. Hence, architects should continue to identify themselves as
artists, who learned their art through drawing and modeling. Antonio Muñoz García, who
built the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez (Chapter Four), agreed with Mariscal that
functionalism should be conceived of in terms of architecture, not as a socio-political
project. 378 Ultimately, Mexican architects in search of a Mestizo modernity believed that
Art Deco best expressed a modernist aesthetic that Mexicans could live with.379 In part, this
had to do with fears of communism on the part of most Mexican architects like Mariscal
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who were mostly political conservatives, and the idea that functionalism came close to
emulating a communist architecture.
As an academic movement, Art Deco offered both scientific principles and an
alternative aesthetic to a society not quite ready to “assimilate the nudity of forms.”380 Yet,
the nudity of forms and the sense of engineering beauty dominated architectural debates of
the era and structured some of the critical differences between the two groups. Radical
modernists were seen as functionalists resorting to what more conservative architects
thought were the “extreme lines” of Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity), while moderates
believed that modernist architecture did indeed possess the ability to generate beauty, even
if without ornamentation. Muñoz Garcia underscored the importance of beautiful forms in
fashioning the new, nude architecture: “We will undress architecture, but not until we are
sure to have found beautiful lines, and beautiful forms so we can show them without
offending good judgment and the right intent.”381 Architecture of today, he reasoned, was
simplified, “leaving nude the elemental forms” much in the same way that nudists were
seeking a return to nature:
Today, in order to undress, a woman first makes sure she has a buena línea (literally – a good line, or a good
figure), and if not she seeks it by making sacrifices. To reach the best aspect of youth and health, she uses
lotions and cosmetics, because if her nudity will reveal ugliness, and it arouses pity, hilarity or repugnance,
while showing off beauty produces applause. Ugliness prefers to cover itself at any costs.382

To Muñoz García, buildings were like bodies. One could undress them to show
their health, their fine lines, and their beauty, or one could torture their natural forms into
monstrosities. He reasoned that if constructing beautiful buildings cost the same as ugly
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constructions, architects had the obligation to construct beauty. Architecture without
beauty, he concluded in dramatic fashion, “would cease to be architecture.”383
Silvano Palafox, responsible for the first Deco structure in the centro named El
Nacional after the insurance company that commissioned the building, looked to the world
of performance in outlining his architectural philosophies on beauty. Man, he argued,
desired more than pure functionalism, and sometimes Mexican men opted “to enjoy a
show at Teatro Lírico.”384 If a carpa was functional, then a theater was even more so,
Palafox explained his vision of functionalist architecture, adding that true functionalism
included a consideration for man’s “spiritual needs,” which he –as the other architects—
equated with the search for a beauty based on female nudity.385 For Palafox, a building
could only be beautiful if it was truly functional, that is, if it served man’s “aesthetic
emotion,” as well as his physical needs. As in engineering fit bodies, beauty equaled health
in designing new buildings.
Even if moderate modernists such as Muñoz Garcia and Palafox readily embraced
Art Deco, radical functionalists condemned the Deco aesthetic as a bourgeois ploy. Juan
O’Gorman denounced the “beauty” of colonia Condesa as anarchism of new styles of
houses typified by ideals of art without, he reasoned, “order, science, or even historical
responsibility to any class, only with one excuse: we are artists and we feel.”386 The
difference between technical architects and artistic architects was perfectly clear, he found.
The former sought to serve the greater good by designing for the majority of the
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population, while the latter catered to the taste of “large landowners and industrialists,”
thinly disguised by the idea that beauty served to satisfy humanity’s “spiritual needs.”387
Whether modernist architects agreed or disagreed on the need for beauty mattered
little in the face of its centrality –whether marked by presence or absence—and the
understanding that the female body formed its exclusive blueprint. The fact that
architectural designs followed closely in the footsteps of the new physiques formulated by
the world of showbusiness underlined that spectacle and the art of seeing structured
contemporary ideals of what form the city should take.
The appearance of the city changed significantly during the 1920s as cultural
influence from the United States led by Hollywood stars, altered not only the dress and
demeanor of its inhabitants, but also the built environment. The city experienced a near
invasion of products from the United States that followed on the heels of famous movie
stars, as US writer and traveler Anita Brenner noted, and neon signs almost made one
forget the existence of the vecindades (tenement houses). At the end of the decade, the
capital saw the arrival of the first tourists from the United States, drawn by affordable
prizes and exotic scenery.388 Furthermore, a hausse of art, literature and film, whether
governmentally sponsored or of a more commercial nature flooded the Mexican national
consciousness, in which the identity of women emerged as a social problem.389 The
concern over women in public resonated strongly throughout the revolutionary period as
leaders linked nation building with family reform. State anxieties over “free women” and
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the impending disintegration of society mounted during the 1920s and 1930s, when
women’s activism proliferated.
As the Mexican economy recovered from the impact of ten years of armed struggle
in the 1920s and 1930s, Mexican working-class women had greater opportunities to share
in modern consumerism, entertainment, and leisure, and they actively participated in the
construction of public subjectivities as consumers learning about their place in
modernizing discourses. A new understanding of female beauty articulated by Deco bodies
on stage –whether in the theater or in the shop window—called for a new aesthetic of
seeing. As I demonstrated in Chapter Two, popular magazines and even newspapers in the
capital city increasingly published photos essays on the quest for bodily perfection that
showed step-by-step preparation of engineering beauty. This trend was part of a larger
turn to the photo essay to capture and explain current events to an ever larger, and perhaps
illiterate, public. The photo essay, where the picture –accompanied by a caption of not
more than two to three sentences of text—largely told the story, increasingly visualized
and serialized news.
The press instructed capitalinos in the art of seeing based on its own aesthetic of
photojournalism. The Casasola collective made a decisive contribution to how the
revolution, and the countryside where it was fought, was perceived in the capital.
Originally a photographer for the Porfirian regime, Agustín Víctor Casasola became most
famous as a visual chronicler of the Revolution. In 1912, or 1914, depending on the
sources, Casasola founded the Agencia de Información Fotográfica with the objective of
collecting photographs taken by a range of photographers and selling them to both the
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Mexican and foreign press.390 In many ways, the Casasola images made the Revolution
legible to city audiences. Photographs of the Revolution produced the rest of the country
for capitalinos, who -shielded from much of the battles- had not visited other places in the
country and had no way of visualizing them. Moreover, many of the urban poor got their
information about revolutionary developments from the Casasola agency's shop window,
where crowds of curious pedestrians followed the latest news through looking at images
and checking “the state of the Revolution.”391
The Casasola agency also left significant marks on the visual history of Mexico
City. The majority of art photographers portrayed Mexican culture in a positive light, but
photojournalists occupied a unique position in covering the more negative aspects of the
Revolution, such as conflict, poverty, corruption and the hazards of modern life.392
Agustín Casasola himself did not venture much outside of Mexico City. Yet, his vivid
images of the city as a place of social unrest where people took to the streets to
demonstrate and confront the military, redefined the capital as an urban space shaped by
human activity.393 This redefinition of the city set the tone for visualizing urban space in
the period from 1920-1940, when urban reformers and planners sought to remake the city
in the Revolution’s image.
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While the layout, content and quality of photos did not change significantly from
the mid 1920s to the late 1930s, the image of news photography as a topic of marketing
and sales did. It is evident from the emphasis on the camera as a separate discourse, the
focus on imagery over words, and the many articles on amateur photography, that photo
journalism had come into its own as a valid, even desirable, way to view the world. In
order to make an un-posed, candid photo, one had to capture the moment of spontaneity
that daily reality of life afforded. Due to new technology and reduced costs of cameras that
were small and thus highly portable, this was a snap, assured the reporters. Today’s
photography, so read the text of a “how-to” article, shows life in motion and “al vuelo” (in
flight), when the photographed subject did not suspect the presence of the photographer.
“The camera observes what the eye can’t without being observed itself,” so stated the
author, who suggested one use a friend as a foil to distract potential subjects. “Busy street
corners are great locations,” he mused, where the traffic police, fruit vendors, and a
doubled-over shoeshine boy on the street corner all made excellent subjects. Markets
made for even better, more picturesque subjects truly befitting a “beautiful study in
photography.”394
Unlike portraits that symbolized family ties and social integration, photojournalism
produced images that emphasized random groups of people, establishing links with events
(time) rather than place, which circulated among a far larger public. Moreover, these
images, inherently valued for their news worthiness, were intended to depict a larger social
reality that lay outside of the familiar. While photojournalists such as Casasola attempted
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to capture Life, the restrictions of the medium necessarily limited photography to the
representation of particular instances of some selected experiences. As in the disembodied
eyes of Álvarez Bravo’s optic parable (Fig. 13), the eye of the camera manifested the city
as a fragmented and serialized set of images in a rapid succession of scenes, without being
able to lay bare its essence. Furthermore, photography's invocation of the past, yet
evocation of an eternal presence, normalized the sense that the photographed subject
existed outside of time.395
Despite the messages that photography constituted an inherently democratic art
form, photography was largely a male enterprise. Photography required technical expertise
which the vast majority of women did not have access to, underscoring that the camera
was not a gender neutral device. Like the nineteenth century flaneur, who moved freely
through diverse cityscapes and remained relatively unnoticed while observing others,
photojournalists equally claimed invisibility when recording the actions of newsworthy
subjects. As a disembodied eye, the male photographer represented a technology of power
not unlike Michel Foucault’s reading of the Panopticon, especially since sight observation
underpinned much of scientific method.396 Moreover, photojournalists increasingly were
influenced by the modernist tendencies of Mexican art photography, which was rapidly
coming into its own. Modernist practice, in Mexico as elsewhere, was marked by
ambivalence towards urban space, which was seen as both empowering and terrifying.
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This tension formed the fertile basis for both "modernism's utopian formalism and its
dystopian view of the human condition."397

Fig. 13. Manuel Alvarez-Bravo. Parábola Óptica. 1931.

In 1931, Manuel Álvarez Bravo, arguably Mexico's most influential art
photographer of the twentieth century, composed an image entitled Parábola Óptica. An
unconventional rendition of a storefront on a street in Mexico City’s centro, Álvarez Bravo
offered a close-up of the capital by capturing the symbols of modernity through modernist
techniques. The photograph depicted an advertising sign and its multiple refractions in
glass panels, alluding to the modern city of fragmented experience that had started to
characterize life in the city. At first glance a mundane scene of an ordinary optometry
store, the multiple sets of disembodied eyes, emerging from a shadowy hall of mirrors
gradually transform the store window into an haunting example of urban alienation. The
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photographer who traditionally controls the act of seeing, shows the viewer that the city
looks back, and the many fragments and reflections of the eyes intensify its gaze which
encompasses an infinite sadness as well as a terrifying non-human mechanics. In their
penetrating silence, the eyes unnerve and question the viewer. The owner's name -E.
Spirito or espiritu- emphasizes what the viewer already knows; the eyes function as portals
for the spirit.
At this point in his career, Álvarez Bravo explored the city through storefronts,
shop windows, and the fragmentation of the female body. Earlier images, Covered Dummy
and Dummy, both from 1930, marked the shop window as female space. The mannequin
that represents the iconized homogeneous woman, white and middle class, as object of
consumer desire, as well as the female consumer occupy the space around the stage where
consumption originates, in the contemplation of exchange. In Parábola Óptica, the eyes
that beckon the consumer thus would appear to be female, which is further evidenced by
their placement. Even though they are painted on the window, Álvarez Bravo made the
eyes appear to recede back in space due to the optical effects of light and reflection. The
eyes haunt viewers because they are locked inside, held captive by glass and steel. Despite
the sunshine outside, the darkness within from which the eyes stare at the viewer further
indicates a sense of bondage and despair. Floating uneasy in enclosed space, without a
voice to speak or body to move, these eyes seem to belong to women held in dark
structures, unable to enter the public realm of day. These eyes, the sign informs us, are the
guardians of modern spectacles. This, Álvarez Bravo concluded, constituted an optical
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illusion as well as parable, a matter of envisioning a modern space where women led a
shadowy existence.
City at Night: Locating the Portals to the Underworld
When agents of the judicial division of the Health Department labeled businessmen
Henry Helfland and Isaac Sevilla as suspicious persons, they noted that, beyond their
notoriety as toxicomanos (drug addicts), Helfland and Sevilla were seen with elegantlydressed women of the night to socialize different theaters on a regular basis. Even though
Helfland and Sevilla, who owned a retail store in women’s clothing, were undoubtedly
involved with heroin smuggle,398 their classification as shady characters of Mexico City’s
ever more visible Underworld depended equally on their association with prostitutes and
adult entertainment.
Concern over theater clientele –as evidenced by the suspicion of Helfland and
Sevilla—occupied city and Health department officials, who were often at odds on how
best to remedy the situation. Theaters specializing in bataclanesco (now more openly
burlesque) and other adult entertainment aroused suspicion as a veritable portal to the
Underworld, where overt female sexuality signaled the presence of drugs, disease, death
and decay. As DDF officials viewed theaters as their domain of influence and resented the
abuse of entertainment passes on the part of other governmental employees to watch shows
for free, the department used a presidential decree to effectively bar Health Department
personnel from “penetrating into salones de espectáculos” without their permission.
Outraged, the Head of the Health Department opposed these sanctions on the grounds that
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their Narcotics Brigade would be unable to perform their investigations during the shows,
at the very time when theaters took their turn as a stage of the Underworld and den of
dreadful delight where inspectors had the best opportunity to observe their suspects up
close.399
Drug use and trafficking were indeed some of the most prominent reasons to view
theaters and cabarets with suspicion. In 1931 the Health Department set out on a crusade
against drug addicts after the administration of Pascual Ortiz Rubio passed new laws and
launched an extensive educational and police campaign to combat what it saw as the sin of
drug use. The new ordinances held that while trafficking remained a crime, users were now
seen as suffering from a disease. “They are not sick like all criminals, they are truly ill,”
Health Department literature stated, and prominent doctors argued that addicts needed
specialized medical treatment. Only if users engaged in criminal acts and formed a true
danger to society, would they be classified as criminals, the ordinance stated.400 In July of
1935 the Health Department had interned 415 users in hospitals and sent another 82
traffickers to federal court.401
Health Department officials showed great concern over depictions of Mexico as a
major drug-producer in the popular press. Like its Noir counterparts in the United States,
the weekly Mexican publication Detectives celebrated the vice, scandal and sexual
libertinage of the Underworld, teaching capitalino aficionados of pulp fiction that despite
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its lack of skyscrapers, Mexico City too could be counted among the world’s great modern
capitals that struggled with the shadow side of modernity.
Detectives’ articles showed that deception formed the main domain in constructing
the realms of crime. Not only cantinas and brothels functioned as portals to the
Underworld, but cafés, dance schools and other sites that appeared decent during the day,
changed after nightfall. Restaurants in the centro, where the “humble folk” broke bread
during the day, hid their true nocturnal identity as sites of crime and sex advertised by neon
lights and “cheap music.” Cafés sold coffee in the morning, but offered large quantities of
marihuana for sale at night. The centro’s innocent-eying daytime roads shrank to dark
alleys after nightfall, where whores and other double-crossing women in cahoots with
thieves worked the streets. 402 Daytime launderettes, where Chinese men appeared to
dedicate their time to washing clothes, functioned as a cheap façade for opium dens.403
Magazine articles such as “While Mexico City Sleeps” took the reader into a
nocturnal world of excitement, danger and sexual pleasure. The article, showing a large
photo of a dark, deserted streets framed by several headshots of criminal types, posited that
the Underworld manifested itself after sundown, when fearless police detectives of the
Federal District risked their lives to protect the unsuspecting populace. In this world of
darkness and deception, detectives’ eyes scanned the city’s places of pleasure for signs of
the menace. Photos of groups of men loitering around the door of a cantina at night, with
captions that read “the metropolitan world of crime chooses cantinas and brothels as its
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meeting places, and gets confused with Church-goers and workers,” left much to the
imagination, as did magazine description of the women who occupied this world.404
Prostitutes and other “degenerates” formed Underworld’s female denizens, who
were described as either victims or villains. Mujeres y Deportes writers explained that
elegantly dressed women with artfully applied make-up who embraced, entertained, and
made love to thieves and even murderers, were undoubtedly the lowest class of traitors to
society. Despite their elegance, prostitutes seduced unsuspecting men while paying
homage and money to the hampa, as the hard-core professional criminals were known.405
On the other hand, these magazines sketched an Underworld filled with fallen women, who
had been victimized and corrupted, like the famous protagonist in Arcady Boytler’s 1934
landmark film La Mujer del Puerto. “Girls without experience and money think they can
make an honest living there [dance halls],” revealed Armando Salinas, but after charging a
few centavos for a dance and falling in love with the wrong men, they too joined the ranks
of the “sad caravan of delinquency.”406
Not the sad young victim, however, but the tough woman who inhabited the
stereotype of the money-hungry or sex-crazed degenerate puta (whore) attracted most of
the attention of male magazines. With its weekly columns such as “Venus,” in which
reporters-cum-flaneurs explored the underbelly of the city, Detectives opened the doors of
casas públicas (brothels) showcasing the picturesque “private lives” of prostitutes living
and working in zonas libres (free zones), as the districts containing prostitutes were
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ironically called. Touring the zonas, reporters likened brothels to theaters, where
“dispassionate spectators” such as themselves witnessed scenes close to Bataclanesco
revistas: “a picturesque and dramatic row of forms (women), diverse as they are distinct.”
Moreover, as stars of their own shows, prostitutes confided in interviews –much in the way
that divas such as María Conesa had feigned innocence in the face of their tantalizing
sexuality—that they used the window as a stage by showing themselves nude to hundreds
of men.407
By the mid 1930s, the enjoyment of the pleasures of the flesh certainly was on the
rise, Detectives reported, and not only in the lowly zonas libres. Elegant brothels catering
to the sons of the rich and famous operated freely in Roma, Juárez and Condesa. More
scandalous, not only sons but also daughters of the wealthy frequented these
establishments, ensured “Venus” columnist, as they actually worked there. Taking his
readers on a tour of colonia Del Valle, the reporter met a female employee of an expresident who was in the process of selling herself to three men at the same time, not
because of need for money, he assured, but solely for the “pleasure of disgracing herself.”
The gallant journalist offered to take her away, but high-ranking revolutionary military
men, he stated, intervened.408
With weekly columns such as “In the House of Venus,” Detectives propagated a
discourse where transgression translated into pleasure. In this, it functioned in the same
way as Revista Theater did. It titillated its audience with the spectacle of sensationalism,
sex and scandal, even as it condemned it as an immoral transgression and faint taboo.
407
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Moreover, in the capitalino version of Noir press, the portals of the Underworld –cabarets,
cantinas, carpas, and casas de citas (cheap hotels used for sexual commerce)— established
a urban iconography that formed the backdrop against which the new modernist male
subject could come into being. This development was not much different from the
ascendancy of “junior men” elsewhere around the world, nor were prostitutes and other
lower-class women a novel way in serving as a vehicle to explore the city and function in
the socialization of these men. Prostitution zones functioned as places of male socialization
where middle- and upper-class clientele learned the ways of the city through commercial
transactions in sex desire. Lapa, Rio de Janeiro’s Bohemian quarter, for instance, with its
score of exotic mulattas and upper-class French prostitutes, enjoyed great popularity with a
middle- and upper class men. By positioning the dangers of prostitution against the virtues
of “normal women,” urban centers of prostitution functioned as important cultural urban
spaces that fomented modern ideas of male sociability. The Brazilian medical-political
establishment was not preoccupied with prostitution as social evil in and of itself, but as
threat to the existing gender order in a time when women in general sought greater entry
into public life. 409
In Mexico, new ideas of masculine behavior had its roots in the revolutionary
struggle against an aging patriarch and took on an additional sense of urgency and
violence. The revolutionary general as well as the young city criminal equally drew on this
new masculinity. While city detectives projected the prototype of the modern, urban New
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Man as the embodiment of a dynamic, young, revolutionary male State, the Underworld
made up of tricky pelados and violent machos, formed its nocturnal, dangerous shadow. In
light of the Underworld and the heady, insecure years after the armed uprising had
supposedly ended, the issue of controlling wayward men took on a feverish tone, hidden
behind the State’s and public opinion’s concern over women. As in other epochs and
places engaged in post-war reconstruction, the State needed women to rehabilitate and
domesticate rebellious young men.
From this perspective, it is not surprising then that men’s magazines like Detectives
considered the presence of women other than prostitutes in this urban landscape of
pleasure and sin as the actual elements of transgression. Not putas, but female visitors,
who –like men—came looking for adventure, comprised the most dangerous women
making their way into the Underworld. Unlike men, the Underworld could not
accommodate them. Motivated by a desire to get to know “lowly venues” and their own
“unknown emotions,” so reported Armando Salinas, they set out on adventures without
realizing the frightful consequences. One such woman was cheated out of 3,000 pesos,
while another fared far worse. Instead of money, the criminals took her womb in an act of
atrocious slaughter,410 reminiscent –of course—of the bloody deeds of Jack the Ripper and
his Mexican counterpart, the Porfirian Chalequero.411 Not the classified and contained
women of the prostitution zones, but the mobile women without a distinct identity –and
who could easily be confused with prostitutes—appeared to cause problems. The rise of
410
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prostitution, opined writers for Detectives, perhaps was due to “modern man’s excessive
inclination for freedom,” even if this was really the fault of women. The “Venus”
columnist explained that upon marrying, men feared the loss of their virility, mostly
because modern women such as the chicas modernas had become too manly and did no
longer know how to offer “the enchantment of being a submissive and homely wife.” Even
though the author realized the financial incentives that made prostitutes turn to sex work,
the bad shape of the economy was a mere afterthought in his columns that celebrated the
whore as an all too liberated woman in search of lowly pleasures: ”Yolanda tells me that
she is happy she left her boring and rude husband and is in charge of her own exciting
life.”412
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“Promis-ciudad” or the City of Female Zones

Fig. 14. Zonas de Tolerancia. Health Department Report, 1929.

On February 1, 1929, a desperate Esperanza Mira fled the notorious Hospital
Morelos, where syphilitic prostitutes were interred against their will.413 Before police
apprehended her, Esperanza made it as far as Tacubaya, a neighboring pueblo west of the
city in the Federal District. Mira did not go quietly back to the hospital, but –according to
police offers on the scene—kicked and screamed in an attempt to “provoke a fight.”
Breaking several items in the cantina where police found her, Esperanza set out –in vain—
to flee again. She then assaulted two police officers, broke two windows of the patrol car
in which she was sequestered and bit one officer’s hand. Esperanza Mira later accused at
least one officer of beating her.414
In two articles commenting on the incident, reporters for the city’s newspaper
Excelsiór did not hide their criticism of the authorities. The condemnation of the
authorities in light of prostitution was not confined to the opinions of journalists, but
413
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entailed a larger public concern with regards to the contradictory governmental policies in
designing and maintaining the tolerance zones. The Mexican state allowed for legalized
prostitution as the most desirable option within the game of lesser evils, yet it equally
sought to curtail and contain these activities. Allowing for prostitution in the zonas,
officials envisioned order in the city by keeping everything and every body in its right and
proper place. In this sense, Mexican views of the prostitution zones as sites of containment
were similar to those of Brazilian authorities. Rio de Janeiro’s transformation in the early
1920s also entailed a partitioning of the city into visible and invisible areas, with
undesirable activities and parts of the population cordoned off in, or removed to, specific
zones with clearly delineated boundaries of containment. The Zona of Mangue, a lowerclass toleration zone for prostitution, represented upper-class efforts at containing disease
as well as immoral behavior by separating it from major thorough ways, tramlines, and
other respectable areas of town.415
The inception of the zonas de tolerancia in Mexico City dated to 1912, when city
officials created the first zone to combat the overwhelming presence of prostitutes in the
Zocalo who used the illustrious plaza’s then extant gardens to conduct their business.416
The first zone comprised the largely undeveloped area around Cuauhtemotzín, Niño
Perdido and Isabel la Católica streets in colonia Obrera where several madams had already
established brothels; the second was made up of the area framed by Panama, Santa María
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Redonda, Comonfort, República de Equador, and Juan Alvarez streets.417 While the zonas
libres were confirmed by legislation in 1926, their boundaries were still not properly fixed
by 1929 and “the issue was more tricky than a first visit to the area indicated,” according to
a study carried out by investigators of both the Health Department and DDF. An
elementary school on Panama Street inadvertently had ended up in one of the zones and
mounting traffic problems around the districts caused great alarm for neighboring
residents. The investigators believed that there should have been only one zone with a
periphery guarded by police, but this seemed idealistic even to the researchers, and they
maintained that cities where only one zone existed were marked by grave social problems.
They advised the departments in question to maintain the zones as they now operated,
consagradas por el uso, (blessed by use) and accepted by the larger public.418
The investigators reasoned that “honest citizens” living in proximity to the zones
were accustomed to the inconvenience and only protested in minimal ways, while
prostitutes always resisted being moved due to economic reasons. Because brothels had to
conform to Health Department sanitary standards, which presented owners with heavy
costs, it would not be entirely fair to move them, so wrote the investigators. Most
importantly, the report’s authors feared that the zones’ sex workers would resort to drastic
and vocal forms of protest, even press campaigns, in their attacks against the authorities, as
they had done so effectively when the DDF had opened Netzahualcoyotl Street in the zone
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to traffic and a large scandal in the press had ensued. In addition, the prostitutes had
resorted to boycotting the dreaded control sanitario (proscribed doctor examinations).419
In effect, the study concluded to keep the zonas de tolerancia exactly the way they
were and proposed little to no change. Investigators proscribed keeping cars, as well as
public places such factories and schools, outside of the zones and consolidating the areas in
order to better patrol and control them. Plans for the unfortunate school on Panama Street
entailed moving the students out of the zone as quickly as possible and converting the
building into a social service office to perform inspections of minors and mentally
handicapped girls working as prostitutes.420
The “honest citizens” who lived near the zones, however, were not as content as the
investigators indicated. Members of the Junta de Obreros, Industriales, Propretarios y
Vecinos de las calles de Cuauhtemotzín y adyacentes (Assembly of Workers, Industrialists,
Property Owners and Neighbors of Cuauhtemotzín and Adjacent Streets) complained
bitterly to the federal government. While they had protested against the existence and
growth of the zone for years, they felt that the DDF’s extensive work in paving and
improving “little used and little known” streets to open them to motorized traffic, was the
last straw. Cleverly appealing to officials’ sense of the city’s public image and quest for
the tourist dollar, they appealed via the Comision Mixta-Pro-Turismo to the Department of
the Interior to remove the zone altogether. Now that these streets had become major
thoroughfares and “an obligatory road” en route to the airport, they stated, tourists had no
other choice but to gaze on “the spectacle of immorality,” which would form their first
419
420
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impression of the city, and –by extension—the entire nation. They suggested that the zone
be moved to an area of town without churches, schools, factories, or people having to
traverse the area by car, bus, or trolley, and where police could exercise more vigilance.421
The instability of the zones’ boundaries in space was not the only cause for
officials intend on keeping everything and every body in its proper place. Governmental
policies in trying to separate brothel activity from cabaret, cantina, and hotel business were
not successful either. The city’s 1926 ordinance had called for the separation of brothels
and entertainment centers in an effort to keep prostitution transparent to police. Article 151
of the Health Code barred brothels from serving alcohol, but –judging from the many
reports from the judicial division of the Health Department on fines levied against the
brothel owners—the beer and tequila flowed quite liberally regardless,422 perhaps all the
more so as owners of dancehalls and cantinas, even hotels, faced closures when allowing
prostitutes to frequent their establishments.423 Cantina owners such as Arsenio Heria were
of the worst kind, according to health inspector Dr. Sanroman, in that he knowingly
allowed the prostitutes to conduct their business in his cantina night after night and
converted his cantina into a dancehall without a permit. Allowing prostitutes to enter and
leave brothels through an adjacent cantina could cost cantina proprietors their license, as
Cecilia Soto found out. The movement of women confounded officials, who included in
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their report on Soto’s establishment that the prostitutes used “oriental entrances” 424—
reminiscent on the popular literature linking prostitutes and opium dens— as portals to the
Underworld to pass through salons, cantinas and brothels.
Health Department officials advised city authorities to close casas de cita (“houses
of appointments” as the second-class brothels were known) and hotels that did not conform
to the standards of decency and public order. Unfortunately, they found that reputable
hotels outside the zones, that is, “honorable establishments by outward appearance,”
continued opening their doors to prostitutes and their business despite the sanctions.425
Manuel Ruiz, manager of the Hotel Independencia, was called in by the judicial branch of
the Health Department for allowing a prostitute and her client to take a room in his
unregistered hotel. His defense consisted of the fact they had registered as a married
couple. Hotel owners protested the stricter laws that held them accountable for identifying
and refusing prostitutes. They had no way, they said, of “distinguishing an honest woman
from a prostitute, let alone a clandestina” (illegal, unregistered hooker).426 The fear of
mistaken identities that had marked the Porfiriato still haunted revolutionary authorities,
especially when faced with greater movement of women throughout the city, and female
behavior and appearances that they could no longer read.
Health Department officials, even with cooperation of city police, were never able
to enforce the measures that would aid them in mapping order onto the nocturnal city and
keeping capitalinos in their proper places. In 1934, the judicial division of the Health
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Department –in an effort to amend 1933 legislation that allowed prostitutes to use
registered hotels for sexual commerce—reminded that it was absolutely forbidden for hotel
owners to rent out rooms to “women whose conduct is notoriously immoral,” even if they
had done so occasionally, or by accident. If Fransisco Vázquez Pérez, Head of the
Division, hoped to curb clandestine prostitution, he equally indicted all women suspected
of “mala conducta” (bad behavior) of using hotels. His colleague Dr. Gregorio Salas, Head
of the Campaign against Venereal Disease, weighed in that about 230 hotels made 5,000
pesos a month from sex commerce by going against regulations and without reporting the
source of their income. Salas backed the new ordinance, but feared that the police, who had
shown “little morality” in the matter, would properly reinforce the new rules.427

Fig. 15. Detectives Cover, February 1, 1932. Fig. 16. Detectives October 10, 1931.
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Not only prostitutes made up the female villains of the Underworld, but also
women tied to the drug industry equally functioned as shady figures that added to the
instability of female identities. While big-time dealers such as Helfland and Sevilla were
mostly men who sold hard drugs in large quantities, women from the campo provided
access to “Doña Juanita,” as marihuana was known on the streets. Interestingly, even
though pre-rolled marihuana cigarettes were readily for sale outside the notorious cabarets
in the centro, most female dealers sold their cigarettes out of the small pueblos of the
Federal District. Police apprehended Genoveva Castillo on Avenida Coyoacán selling
Juanita to soldiers428 and María Moreno Soto who trafficked in marihuana on Calle
Mixcoac, both in La Piedad village.429
With the influx of migrants –many of them women such as Castillo and Soto—the
dangers of drug use appeared to spread from the outlying areas of the Federal District to
the city center. Marihuana dealers in the smaller pueblos faced intense police crackdowns
as part of anti-drug campaigns in 1931 and 1932.430 By August of 1932, the city counted
3,000 inmates who had landed in jail due to their use of drogas heroicas, as heroin and
cocaine were known, even if most were principally marihuana users.431 The number of
jailed illegal drug-users had grown to 5,000 a mere two years later,432 creating unrest in the
city and tying up the legal system.433 Sensationalist press coverage of drug-related
incidents served to prove that marihuana was as dangerous a substance as heroin and
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cocaine and equally changed even the more respectable members of society into monsters.
In 1931, a taxi driver attacked his passengers under the influence of marihuana on the way
back into the city from the outskirts of Coyoacán.434
As elsewhere, the clutches of the Underworld reached far, implicating the city’s
taxi cabs as well as doctor’s offices where addicts forged or bought prescriptions, and the
corridors of municipal power, in such instances when city officials were caught “chasing
the dragon” in an opium den.435 Jails, such as the famous Lecumberri, seemed to exist
merely as a hotbed of drug activity, a central site in the city for anyone who would like to
buy marihuana or heroin.436
The iconography of the Mexico City’s Underworld did not only consist of the wellworn stereotypes –jails, taxis, cabarets—imported from Europe and the United States.
Numerous crime stories entitled “Mercado de Mujeres” (Market of Women) in
publications such as Detectives or Vea! reminded readers that female dealers such as
Castillo and Soto, women from the campo, had their own unmistakable links to the demi
monde. The stories feminized drug use by relentlessly repeating the dictum that drugs
corrupted young girls straying into the world of pleasure and vice, and led to prostitution,
and crime. Yet, unlike the Underworlds of Paris and London, the reference of “market
of/in women” had more concrete implications in Mexico City, where open-air markets and
street vending had long reputations as centers, and occupations, of vice and filth, illegal
gambling, theft, and other crimes.
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Drugs also tied in with the search for camposcape and an escape from the horrors
of the city. Opium users sought an “artificial paradise” by chasing the dragon,437 and
marihuana users partook of a woman, Doña Juanita, to get to higher states of pleasure.
Popular reports on drug use equated illegal substances with sex and the pleasures of the
female body. The general discourse, as elsewhere, consisted of the inevitable link between
female drug use and prostitution. A fair number of internees of Hospital Morelos were
addicts, some of whom would go as far as having lovers supply them during their stay in
the hospital.438
From the spatial flexibility of the zonas libres, the dangers of a drug-invested
Underworld, the pitfalls of prostitution, and city markets filled with suspicious women, the
popular press made clear that female mobility had its dangers, and tied to this, should have
its limits. In her weekly advise column “Para Ellas” in Mujeres y Deportes, Carmina
warned letter writer María Luisa that “for some girls, the emancipation of women …if not
based on a strong will and good ideas, degenerates into something worse.” Girls best be
very careful, listen to the advise of their madrecita, and avoid casting themselves in the
danger of excess, she answered the young woman who sought greater freedom from her
family.439
The concern over female mobility came at a time when upper- and middle-class
women ventured into lesser-known areas of the city because of some advances in urban
reform. Municipal leaders initially conceptualized urban reform as a matter of
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infrastructure; paving streets, opening the city to motorized traffic, increasing public
transportation, while discouraging the use of animal-drawn carts and warning pedestrians
of car-related dangers.440 Despite an increase in traffic accidents, paving of the city
continued unabated, and even Cuauhtemotzín, heart of the most notorious prostitution
zone, received a better street surface by 1926.441 Yet, during the very years that
Bataclanismo reigned supreme as the entertainment par excellence, the city saw a political
reorganization that would have tremendous consequences in terms of urban space. With
the elimination of the ayuntamientos in 1929, and the transformation of democratic
municipal power to a central government appointed by the federal executive, Mexico City
was primed to occupy the entire Valley of Mexico and become the Federal District. As the
city expanded, its citizens faced stricter regulations, especially where “public women”
were concerned.

Consolidating DF as Ciudad de México
In 1920, Mexico City had appeared a monotonous, provincial town without gran
vías, grand aspirations and even fewer dramatic occurrences, both to its inhabitants as well
as to foreign visitors. For some, its newspapers had little more to report than notices
asking for the “whereabouts of Mr. So-and-so,” who –despite the city’s short streets, low
buildings, and small number of inhabitants—had lost his way and failed to come home to
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his house on Bitterness street.442 By 1934, however, the city exhibited all the allure and
anxieties of a truly modern metropolis.
The city changed significantly during and after the armed phase of the Revolution,
largely due to the enormous influx of poor rural migrants fleeing the violence and hardship
of life in the countryside. By 1925, Mexico City surpassed a million inhabitants, doubling
its population of fifteen years before. During the early twenties, the migration wave into
the capital expressed itself in density, rather than surface expansion. The increase of
residents per square kilometer went from 486 in 1910 to 610 in 1921. The new arrivals
from the campo lived mostly in the shantytowns and vecindades north and northeast of the
center, which was to house the poorest families in the city until the Second World War
with the advent of large slums such as Ciudad Nezahuatcoyotl on the outskirts of Mexico
City.443 Urban growth steadily continued through the mid 1930s, even with the temporary
slow-down of rural migrants due to Cárdenas’ land distribution program and pacification
of the countryside. Many of the migrants settled in Porfirian viviendas of the colonial
center around the Zócalo, where relatives or friends had already made a home. They
survived as beggars, messengers, clerks, factory workers, and as servants for what was left
of Porfirian middle-class society and an emerging revolutionary elite. Most, however,
were unemployed.444 The vast majority of these migrants were women.445
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In the early years of his presidency, Álvaro Obregón had the Department of Health
conduct an investigation into the city’s housing conditions. The dismal state of the
vecindades that were home to the rural migrants, especially in central colonias such as La
Bolsa, Tepito, and Hidalgo (now Doctores), required immediate attention. The commission
found that tenements residents lived with domesticated animals, and built annexes in the
streets to use as workshops or food stalls. Of the 116 tenements, only 41 included
lavatories, and in 14 of those buildings all inhabitants shared only one facility. Where
lavatories did not exist, residents threw waste in the patio, the corner of rooms and
frequently in the public streets. Obregón issued legislation to solve the housing problem,
which led to two decrees in the early 1920s that aimed to resolve rent increases and the
growing demand for apartments for the middle and working class. The president’s efforts
at solving urban problems, however, did not meet with unqualified support. The majority
of property owners used the decrees to build houses in zones with the highest demand such
as the upscale districts of Juárez and Roma, and the public at large did not benefit from
these projects while the rent increases continued.446
Despite revolutionary efforts at urban reform, the capital faced a worsening
situation by the late 1920s brought on by rapid urbanization, private business interests, lack
of proper city planning and poor enforcement of building regulations. Regardless of
Obregon’s investigation, municipal leaders preferred fixing the city’s infrastructure at the
expense of housing and basic services in the name of modernization. They favored opening
the city to motorized traffic and increasing public transportation services in the hope of
446
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eradicating influences from the campo, such as the use of animal-drawn carts.447 The
Calles administration overhauled the sewage and water systems through the construction of
the Valley of Mexico’s Drainage Canal.448 The enhanced water and sewage services
largely benefited Roma and Condesa, and ignored poor barrio residents who continued to
live in “a lamentable state of promiscuity,” according to municipal reports to the federal
government.449
During the 1920s, discontent over lacking or inadequate basic services and control
over public space gave rise to intensifying battles over jurisdiction and city administration
between the central government of the city and its separate and distinct ayuntamientos, or
municipal governments. According to 1925 legislation, paving, widening, and maintenance
of streets were largely the responsibility of the municipal governments, with the exception
of roads that connected the different municipios and federal highways, which were under
the jurisdiction of the office of the governor of the Federal District. The same held for
public works other than roads, but if a particular service or building benefited more than
one municipio, the governor’s budget should cover its cost.450 The laws, however, left
considerable room for interpretation, and legislation favored the political power of the
governor’s office, while municipal governments shouldered most of the burden for the
upkeep and development of the city. By 1926, the municipal governments accused federal
powers of suppressing the Municipio Libre, the cherished freedom of local authority
enshrined in the 1917 Constitution, which at been at the heart of revolutionary struggle. In
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relation to the Senate, the ayuntamiento believed itself to be the only political body that
truly represented popular interests in the city.451
Part of the failure of governmental plans at controlling urban growth sprang from
changing political conditions in the Federal District during and after the armed phase of the
Revolution. Mexico City’s municipal authority reemerged from 1910 to 1928, when the
city returned to the democratic Ayuntamiento system of separate municipal governments
and national powerbrokers took a backseat to local interests, especially those articulated by
labor organizations. The municipal governments established 41 colonias between 1911 and
1928, of which 32 (78%) appeared in the years between 1920 and 1928, when an emerging
middle class, immigrants and workers occupied three fourths of urban space in the city.
Despite the municipal governments’ more favorable political climate for the participation
of lower-class groups, they did not furnish the poor colonias with potable water, sewage,
and waste collection. Instead, urbanization programs concentrated on the modern colonias
of the West side, such as Juárez, Roma, and the new Condesa, where vast resources were
committed towards upscale residential zones. Municipal governments proved unable or
unwilling to deal effectively with urban growth and remedy the abuses of construction
companies and the dreadful conditions of hygiene that prevailed in the lower-class
colonias.452
As a consequence, the Porfirian segregation of rich and poor spaces remained after
the Revolution. While the rich enjoyed more diversions and higher levels of consumption,
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such as new cinemas like the Teatro Alameda built by radio mogul Azcárraga, nightclubs
such as Ciro, and swank housing in new neighborhoods of Condesa and Chapultepec
Heights, the poor continued to live in tenements without access to proper facilities, health
care, or education. The revolutionary leadership did not bring important changes in the
fundamental organization and growth of the city, mostly because of the discrepancy
between the reality of urban processes and the governmental provisions that followed the
logic of the Porfirian regulations. Local and national governments ignored the existence of
colonias without proper services.453 On the other hand, the non-abating flood of migrants
put overburdening financial strains on both local and national governments which were
unable to meet the ever-growing demand for housing, schools, and infrastructure.454
Whether due to incompetence, unwillingness, or uncontrollable structural forces, it was
clear to capitalinos by 1929 that urban reform in Mexico City had failed. The revived
Department of the Federal District thus inherited a situation of increased demand for
services and hygiene projects by the popular classes.
The start of the period referred to as the Maximato (the continued, behind-thescenes rule of former president Plutarco Elías Calles as jefe máximo) saw the beginnings of
a state apparatus with the political consolidation of power over the both the city and
country at the federal level. Calles and other national leaders grew increasingly anxious
over the growing political opposition in the municipal governments, the lack of unity
among the seventeen municipios, and the control wielded by a corrupt labor leadership in
453
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the city that housed the national government. In 1928, they decided to eliminate the
democratic ayuntamiento system in favor of a centralized and federalized government of
the Federal District, which paved the way for the creation of the Partido Nacional
Revolucionario (PNR) as the official party in charge of the Revolution. The formation of
the PNR and revival of the DDF (Departamento del Distrito Federal which greatly
resembled the Porfirian Departamento Central) had far-reaching effects on the
development of urbanization and city planning. Because of the party, a small group
without the need for open discussion was able to manipulate the shape the city took. The
disappearance of the municipios in the city brought the Federal District directly under
federal control and effectively ended citizens’ access to local politics as a means to resolve
urban problems.455
The newly empowered DDF and PNR rapidly altered the city. With the
incorporation of the formerly autonomous outlying municipalities, the Federal District
tripled in size, which lent the newly restructured Mexico City ample room to expand. A
direct consequence of the centralization of political power was that the federal government
transposed national objectives, both economic and administrative, onto local problems.456
The push for industrialization during the 1930s and 1940s necessitated that the federal
government invested in urbanization of the capital city that it now controlled, as well as
rally the support of both the urban middle class and working class. The main issues that
occupied city planners revolved around a balancing act between national modernization
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projects required for economic recovery and the local needs of the popular classes.
Moreover, they feared that large public works geared towards industry and commerce
would of result in fundamental transformation of Mexico City’s colonial center, displace
residents, and eliminate traditional employment activities.457

Aarón Sáenz at the DDF
The majority of public works in the Mexico City began during the tenure of
President Abelardo Rodríguez. Dubbed the “Country Club President,” Rodríguez was the
first the first Mexican magistrate to step into his post and Chapultepec Castle as a
millionaire. Having made his fortune as a bootlegger and casino investor as the Governor
of Baja California, 458 Rodríguez certainly aroused suspicion as another Callista “puppet”
who bought Hollywood-style villas in Chapultepec Heights and seemed more concerned
with amassing riches than fulfilling the promises of the revolution. Above and beyond his
tenure as the nation’s president, Rodríguez owned a considerable part of Mexico City’s
nightlife, most notably the upscale Foreign Club. The club, where the then still Mexican
Rita Hayward made her debut as part of the “Dancing Cansinas” ensemble, was housed in
a colonial-eying building advertised as the most modern and sumptuous social center in the
entire Republic, the place were Mexican and international artists delivered the greatest
espectáculos. 459 As a cunning capitalist entrepreneur connected to the portals of the
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Underworld, Rodríguez appeared neither a strict moralist who would clean up the city, nor
a revolutionary reformer addressing the issues of social justice.
Revisionist history has been more kind in assessing the accomplishments of
Abelardo Rodríguez than contemporary public opinion. Recent scholarship posits that the
supposed puppet acted both administratively and ideologically in an independent manner
from Calles and that Rodríguez’ leadership represented a transitional phase that paved the
way for a peaceful shift from the Maximato to Cardinismo. Judging from the power
struggles between Calles’ followers and Rodríguez, the party was not as unified as
generally assumed. Where the Calles faction favored capitalist, non-interventionist, anticlerical, and socially conservative policies, a new generation of leaders advocated radical
socio-economic change, including state intervention.460 Rodríguez, entrusted with
maintaining unity in the party, opted for policies that favored greater social reform without
departing from capitalist development.
Most of the public work projects realized during the Rodríguez administration were
the result of the Ley de Planificación y Zonificación del Distrito Federal y Territorios de
Baja California, promulgated by Rodríguez in January 1933. Based on its provisions, the
DDF hired architect Carlos Contreras to head the project of developing a master plan for
the Federal District and control urban growth. The law allowed the President to condemn
property for public use without legislative oversight or approval and make all Contreras
commission central to all major building projects initiated by governmental agencies.
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Rodríguez drew on article 130 of the 1917 Constitution to build colonias Balbuena and San
Jacinto for workers in 1933-34. The Constitution thus provided revolutionary leadership
with a means to keep the revolution going, institutionalize it, in part to address matters of
social justice. Despite these gains, the master plan had several problems as Contreras had
power only on paper, corruption continued unabated, and budget reductions and
departmental infighting hampered the commission's effectiveness.461
As part of his plans to address social tensions in the capital city, president
Rodríguez appointed Aarón Sáenz as the head of the Federal District in 1932. The arrival
of Sáenz ended a turbulent period in the department’s administration that, under the twoyear administration of Pascual Ortiz Rubio, had seen the arrival and departure of seven
jefes, as the regents were commonly referred to. Aaron Sáenz, brother to the older Moises
who earned his institutional revolutionary stripes as educational innovator in charge of the
Department of Education during the Calles adminstration, was something of a hotshot
himself. A Sonoran who fought under Obregon, Sáenz quickly ascended through the ranks
to the level of national politics, in part because he remained a faithful Obregonista who
was not adverse to the compromises demanded by the real politik of the day. Having
served as Secretary of Foreign Relations, a top aid in facilitating the Bucareli negotiations,
ambassador to Brazil, and Governor of Nuevo Leon –home state to the economic
powerhouse of Monterrey—Sáenz was an astute politician who knew how to navigate the
turbulent waters of national politics. After the re-elected Obregón died in his arms at La
Bombilla in 1927, Sáenz readily joined forces with Calles. As a prominent member of the
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group of moderate Obregonistas who formed the crucial glue in the formation of the PNR
that allowed Calles to pacify and unite the “revolutionary family” at the detriment of
hardliners such as labor leader Luis Morones and radical governors such as Adalberto
Tejada, Sáenz proved himself a skillful negotiator and part of the revolutionary
powerbrokers who facilitated the transition of national politics as the domain of
charismatic caudillos to that of a legalistic and bureaucratic State. In 1929, Sáenz tried to
run for president on ticket of the newly formed PNR, a move that was frustrated by the
machinations of Emilio Portes Gil in proposing largely unknown Pascual Ortiz Rubio to
Calles as the PNR candidate.462
Upon arriving at the helm of the DDF, Sáenz initiated a vast building program that
included the creation of 250 primary and secondary schools, including the gigantic Centro
Escolar Revolucionario on the site of the former Belém prison, which included a small
stadium, swimming pool, open-air theater and playgrounds. The school served one of the
most densely populated areas in the city center, and its 100 classrooms could accommodate
about 5,000 students. The new regent also commissioned the construction of low-income
housing for workers at Colonias Balbuena and San Jacinto and launched enormous
infrastructure projects that improved sanitation, paved streets, and created powers stations.
Finally, under Sáenz’s direction, several important monuments were built or completed,
such as the Monument to the Revolution, begun as the Porfirian Legislative Palace, and the
funerary monument for Álvaro Obregón.463
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Not all capitalinos or members of the press liked Sáenz, and some journalists were
quick to make fun of his tiresome discourse of health and morality and pointed to his ties
to the Calles clique and corruption. In a spoof of the new regent, Mujeres y Deportes
labeled him as a PR-man who was “pro-president, pro-health, and pro-FYUSA.”464
FYUSA (Compañía de Fomento y Urbanización, S.A.), Sáenz’s company in partnership
with Calles, secured crucial government contracts to build large projects such as the
Centro Escolar Revolucionario, the Supreme Court building, and the Mercado Abelardo
Rodríguez, all designed by Antonio Muñoz García. The new regent thus stood to profit
from his ambitious urban overhaul. FYUSA enjoyed such infamy that its name functioned
as an easily recognized symbol of governmental corruption. Aarón Sáenz left office in
1935 at the request of new president Lázaro Cárdenas and returned to the private sector to
amass a large fortune in endeavors ranging from construction, tourism, industrial finance,
and food products.465

Los Nombres de Hombres – Male Monuments and other Hero Worship
The contest over usable space in the colonial center involved concerns over
economic development but also cultural heritage and national identity, as leaders such as
Sáenz sought to reify la Revolución as national patrimony by erecting male monuments
and conserving the centro as a historic district. Architects, large merchants, property
owners, transportistas (the powerful owners of rapidly growing public transport
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companies), and new urban planning professionals on the city's planning advisory board,
that had received increased powers through the 1930 Ley de Planificación General,
strongly argued for the protection and restoration of the colonial architecture of the
downtown areas. While legislation to identify and save national monuments had been
established during the Porfiriato, the revolutionary state extended its control over
patrimony in 1930 when President Emilio Portes Gil stipulated that historic buildings and
neighborhoods be kept intact to maintain their “typical character,” for which he held
renters as well as owners directly responsible.466 President Abelardo Rodríguez, eager to
stimulate a budding tourism industry, further strengthened federal control over historic
monuments through legislation ratified in 1934, which stressed not only conservation but
also renovation. He entrusted the Department of Education (SEP) with the protection of
patrimony, which facilitated the creation of the National Institute of Anthropology and
History (INAH) in 1938 when President Lázaro Cárdenas finalized the institutionalization
of state control over national patrimony, and with it, the urban landscape.467
The Revolution was largely commemorated through the glorification of its fallen
heroes, even if some of these heroes, such as Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa, had
diametrically opposed the middle-class victors from the North. It was their male prowess
as fighters and charismatic leaders, not their political platforms, which lend the Revolution
a romantic allure and facilitated their membership in the imagined revolutionary family.
The government appropriated certain elements of revolutionary popular culture, most
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notably the legacy of its greatest popular leaders, who were transformed into enduring
symbols of a unified, bourgeois revolution that they had never fought for.468 Thus, the
formation of La Revolución centered on a hero myth (Madero, Obregón, Villa, Zapata) that
communicated to all Mexicans that the Revolution and its institutionalized continuation
was an enterprise without clear class distinctions. Leaders of the institutionalized
revolution in charge of forging official history were able to recast the messy political
factions who had fought against each other during the armed phase as a unified
revolutionary family by burying ideological contradictions and erasing class in
championing a discourse of universal masculinity.
The memory production surrounding Zapata’s and Villa’s roles in the Revolution
quickly gravitated towards the men’s personal lives, highlighting their romantic conquests
alongside –or part of—their military feats. The treatment of revolutionary heroes in the
Mexican press quickly equated political and male sexual power. As their stars as political
heroes faded, Villa’s and Zapata’s ascent as romantic figures accelerated.469 By 1925,
Zapata had become a sex symbol that transformed the revolutionary fighter into a new type
of Latin lover. Even when popular corridos spoke of Zapata’s causes, his increased
popularity among the urban middle classes centered on his status as romantic hero.470 If
Zapata’s memory was easily manipulated after his death, Villa’s exploits on the battlefield
were linked to his romantic escapes at a very early date. Unlike Zapata, Villa was rendered
as a spectacle during his life, not so much man as force of nature. Press reports of Villa’s
468
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cruelty, his hunger for women, his mood swings, and his valor in battle clearly upstaged
the timid Madero and colorless Sonorans. Villa fascinated the public; his machismo was
larger than life, his legend ready for Hollywood adaptation and middle-class consumption
by enthralled metropolitan audiences in search of by-gone authenticity.471 In this, Villa,
more than the politically sophisticated Zapata, represented revolutionary struggle.
In enforcing a State-centered and male city, Saénz reminded that the nation’s “cult
of heroes” was embedded in the city’s very infrastructure. During the Revolution streets
had been renamed for Mexico’s –and particularly the revolution’s—greatest leaders.472
The project of renaming streets had started in the midst of the revolution, in 1914, when
Madero, Pino Suarez and Belisario Dominguez streets first made their appearance in the
city center. Even though the new street names confused residents, most favored the
project. When city officials proposed to furnish each streets with two street signs listing
both new and old names, concerned capitalino Carlos Ezqueno reminded President Calles
that the city served a revolutionary government which should not forget its illustrious
heroes, especially its caudillos of the Revolution, instead of the saints and other “ridiculous
matters” of the colonial epoch expressed in street names such as “Canto de las Sirenas”
(Song of the Mermaids) and “Estanco de Mujeres” (Women’s Monopoly).473 Instead of
honoring women, however mythical and nameless, a modern citizenry –especially of the
Capital of the Republic—preferred to pay tribute to a male city, and not let the the names
of the Revolution fall to some forgotten realm.
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The city served as a mnemonic device in remembering the nation’s history as a
project of masculine power that increasingly became tied to the allure of the new
revolutionary state. During Sáenz’ tenure as regent, Mexico City received two large
monuments, the Monument of the Revolution and the monument commemorating Álvaro
Obregón, each symbolic of revolutionary hero worship. The Monument of the Revolution,
the salvaged centerpiece from the skeletal remains of the never completed Porfirian
Legislative Palace, mapped La Revolución onto a previously marginal space at the
outskirts of the city center. It invoked comparisons with France because of its triumphal
arch, and symbolized the permanence of the Revolution while ignoring personal and
factional opposition. Sáenz dedicated significant portion of the city’s budget to its
construction, and created the 20 de Noviembre Avenue as a major thoroughfare leading
from the Zocalo directly to the monument. Calles himself served as the “Presidente de la
Gran Comisión de Patronato del Monumento de la Revolución” and motivated governors
to raise funds for the completion of what was to be the greatest monument of the country
symbolizing the “people’s fight for the conquest of their rights.”474 The monument did not
enjoy great popularity at its inception, but became increasingly important after the re-burial
of the remains of revolutionary heroes at the site invested it with greater meaning. 475
Under the guidance of Aarón Sáenz, the DDF erected the Monument to Álvaro
Obregón, reverently referred to as the Caudillo of the Revolution, on the site of his
assassination in San Angel in the Federal District. The structure, an Art Deco tower
474
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adorned with two statues of nude and stoic campesinas flanking the entrance of a tomb that
was to house the caudillo’s remains, including his arm that had been severed during the
famous battle of Celaya in a separate alcove specially designed for the missing limb,
represented the grandeur of Obregón as revolutionary general. Male hero worship eased
the tensions within the constructions of La Revolución and demonstrated how monuments
facilitated a continual reinforcement of universalized masculinity.
In addition to monuments to honor heroes, the federal government passed
legislation to create a historic district in Mexico City’s colonial center as part as national
patrimony. Concerned with forging a national culture and history, state leaders hoped to
save colonial mansions as monuments, and create a public space dedicated to history by
effectively barring any construction efforts in the area around the Zócalo. This living
museum to Mexico's colonial character also involved plans to empty the district, the
Zócalo in particular, of features believed to clutter the cityscape. The protection of
patrimony aimed at forging a new national identity by linking the new state to Mexico’s
colonial past, and functioned as an instrument in homogenizing the nation.476
The greater role of government over the city placed increased restrictions on
capitalinos in the name of history, which went hand-in-hand with efforts to remove
undesirable segments of the population from the center. Much of this control was made
possible because of the legal stress on the sacred nature of national patrimony present in
the planning laws of the early 1930s. A 1931 decree stipulated that the “urban
picturesque,” especially the area around the Zócalo, should be conserved through the
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creation of a historic zone as part of public interest to safeguard what planners saw as the
city’s authentic character. Despite its focus on conservation, this law accelerated the
transformation of the Zócalo in the 1940s from a functional, popular place to an immense
and empty space, delimited only by the symbols of state power: the National Palace, the
National Cathedral, the Supreme Court, and Department of the Federal District.477
Architect and engineer Carlos Contreras, the council’s chairman, advocated the
establishment of a Central Monumental Archeological Traditional Zone, within which the
DDF would control all construction to retain the area’s colonial character. Contreras, a
strong voice for the PNR, also stressed the protection of retail businesses from the
“unsightly vendors crowding the downtown streets.”478 Street vendors and many renters
who lived in old, dilapidated buildings in the center, saw this campaign as posing a serious
threat to their personal livelihood. The council’s delegates eventually voted to impose
restrictions on street vending, clear the streets, and curtail competition for small
shopkeepers. 479 The clean-up of the Zócalo, removing the Porfirian gardens, tramways, and
pedestrian spaces, reduced the plaza from a vibrant social place where classes mingled to a
non-interactive hegemonic space of national politics, not unlike the vast empty squares of
Soviet Russia and communist China, while serving the economic interests of ruling
bourgeoisie embodied by national leaders concerned with modernization.480 Unattractive
to pedestrians, the revamped Zócalo made ample way for automobile traffic. The cleared
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plaza, neocolonial façades, and cleaned-up streets ready for cars and busses would mark
the heart of the city.481
Contreras' vision of conservation, while influential, would not dominate
urbanization plans for long as it ran counter to the trend of modernization. Planners
realized that the city could not be made into a museum. The Ley de Planificación y
Zonificación del Distrito Federal called for the creation of a new commission that would
simplify urban policymaking. Formed principally of influential members of large industry,
commerce, property owners, bankers, engineers and architects, as well as federal ministers
of public works, health, welfare and the treasury, the commission promoted downtown
development and the necessary urban and economic restructuring that this implied.
Opponents of these policies, such as renters, small industry, neighborhood organizations
and women’s groups were excluded from the commission, setting the tone for further
urban unrest. The excluded groups began organizing themselves, and turned to urban
social movements to make their demands heard. The PNR nonetheless pursued business
and commercial development at all costs. Massive and costly projects to update
infrastructure in terms of trade, commerce and services was to transform the city to the
detriment of the countryside, urban labor, the under-employed and the poor. 482
Planning legislation of the early 1930s harvested mixed results. The laws proved to
have a dual purpose; the conservation of national patrimony based on aesthetic principles,
including a revalorized colonial past on one hand, and functional modernity on the other.
Similar to Porfirian efforts at urban reform, 1930s renovation efforts went hand-in-hand
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with attempts at introducing technical innovations, such as the installation of phone lines
and garages, yet did little to remedy the problems of the poor. Bureaucrats of the
Commission of Public Works of the Federal District and the Department of Finance
ensured that the State controlled much of the city center and what transpired in it.483 The
cityscape started to show the gap between revolutionary rhetoric and practice, and
symbolized the tension between the promises of the Revolution and the power of
conservative elements in society.484
Despite revolutionary programs to augment living conditions for the urban poor,
the government’s attempts to anchor history within a historic center privileged patrimony
over people. Even if the laws ultimately did not halt the modification of the city center,
urban development did little to benefit the poor. Housing and small shops gave way to
luxury hotels and banks largely because renovation projects prompted by federal decrees
held owners and occupants financially responsible for the maintenance of the buildings
that now were deemed historical landmarks. The proliferation of new commercial
buildings in the center during the 1930s also clearly indicated that the historic district was
subject to quite some change, yet not to the benefit of its poorer inhabitants. It is within
this context of tension between past and future, as planners’ focused on the dual objectives
on saving colonial mansions as national patrimony and modernizing the city that the DDF
attempted to address the promises of the Revolution.
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Conclusion
The urban landscape of Mexico City during 1920s and 1930s was that of a city in
flux. The ever greater tide of new arrivals from the countryside, the ongoing
transformation of the historic district to serve both the memory of patrimony and the future
of commerce, and the sheer proliferation of images signaled to capitalinos not only what
the city was becoming, but even more how it could be imagined. Anne Rubenstein argues
that the cultural transformation of Mexico was the culmination of long-term developments,
including an increase in economic growth, literacy rates, and advertising, which by the
1930s had left their marks on the urban landscape.485
The flurry of urban reform efforts spanning the period from 1929 to 1934 spoke to
a new perception of the city as a set of zones of containment and areas of mobility that
were predicated on gendered understanding of public space, that –in turn—were tied to
class and ethnicity. Deco bodies of desire personalized and eroticized the new architectural
forms associated with a global modernity. The brave new world of the flapper, however,
cast long shadows that led right into the Underworld, a shady realm of uncharted
movements, hidden motives, deceptive locales and unstable identities. While this
Underworld shared similar characteristics with the Uberworld of national politics in terms
of graft and greed, it also clashed with the image of the revolutionary city as a place of
reform and restraint.
Modernization of the city resulted in zones of containment and venues for mobility
that were inherently gendered. Seeking to establish control over a populace in flux in the
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aftermath of a violent revolution that still sputtered in the countryside, urban reformers
enacted measures to control urban space. It was in the name of the Revolution that
reformers constricted prostitutes to tolerance zones, limited the work of women in
cabarets, built free health clinics to combat venereal diseases, and started reform schools
for prostitutes.486 These sites of containment equally functioned as sites of male sociability
associated with the modern world. As Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo, urban centers of
prostitution in Mexico City functioned as important cultural spaces that fomented modern
ideas of sociability. Hence, sites of contained female sexuality functioned as areas of male
sociability associated with the modern world. Dominant discourses proposed that the
prostitute was an ambiguous figure who embodied the diametrically opposed stereotypes
of innocent victim and “satanic” femme fatale, even if gender relations within the realm
prostitution largely mimicked those of the middle-class bourgeoisie.487 Despite some
freedoms, the pleasure zones of the cosmopolitan city largely replicated the existing gender
order and re-structured the city as separate zones of female containment and male mobility.
In addition, urban reformers in Mexico City inadvertently created another
containment zone in their efforts to safeguard national patrimony by creating a historic
district. This “male museum” of national patrimony in honor of both revolutionary heroes
and colonial architecture inadvertently linked the new State with Mexico’s colonial past in
an effort to control what transpired in the capital’s center. Through the creation of a
historic district to safeguard what planners called Mexico city’s “authentic character,” city
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officials cleared the streets of carpas, vendors, prostitutes, and poor pedestrians. The
clean-up of the Zócalo, removing the gardens, trolleys, markets and pedestrian spaces,
reduced the plaza from a matrix of circulation and exchanges to a non-interactive
hegemonic space of national politics to the benefit of the ruling bourgeoisie embodied by
national leaders concerned with modernization.
The ideal of the Deco body, especially its tension with more conservative gender
norms propagated by revolutionary leadership, influenced the shape Mexico City took in
the 1930s. The period of 1929-1934 saw the first great push in urban reform since the
Porfiriato and concentrated on large public works projects such as the construction of
drainage systems, roads, schools, and market buildings. The planning and building of the
upscale, middle-class colonia Condesa –a neighborhood typified by Art Deco
architecture—occurred at the same time. These very different types of urban reform
demonstrated how revolutionary leaders envisioned a segregated city based on their
concerns over women in public. As we will see in Chapter Four, the imagined city of
dreadful delights was invoked by DDF regent Aaron Sáenz, city planners and architects to
build a new city that afforded increased mobility to middle-class groups while seeking to
contain the activities of the popular classes. The creation of the DDF as a political entity
tied to the federal executive, the political career of Aarón Sáenz, and the development of
planning commissions influenced urban reform as a means to fashion upstanding
revolutionary citizens whose new city contrasted sharply with media coverage of the urban
Underworld of prostitutes, markets of women, and female mobility.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE THEATER OF THE MARKET, THE
MARKET IN THE THEATER I (1934-1939)
How does one ‘think’ a marketplace? At once a bounded enclose and a site of open commerce, it is both the
imagined centre of an urban community and its structural interconnection with the networks of goods,
commodities, markets, sites of commerce, and places of production which sustain it. A market place is the
epitome of local identity… 488

“The Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, Venezuela street, Col. Centro, 1934”
On November 24 1934, just a few days after the Revolution Day celebrations in the
city, President Abelardo Rodríguez and president-elect Lázaro Cárdenas joined in a
celebration to open a new marketplace on Venezuela street, in the heart of the Mexico
City's colonial center. It was a joyous occasion; a great festival with demonstration stands,
exhibits, and an orchestra that played typical Mexican music drew large crowds and
merchants from all over the city. Residents of the surrounding neighborhoods on the edge
of the notorious tenement district around the Zócalo poured out to visit the new market to
admire the craftsmanship of the new furniture sets on display from upscale stores on Juárez
street, and marvel at the exhibits of water distribution systems and other numerous public
works projects on which construction was under way. Soon, the second generation of
muralists would decorate the market with colorful images of the campo. On the second
floor above the main hall bustling with the many festivities, stands, and exhibits, the Art
Deco Teatro del Pueblo (Theater of the People) stood out as the structure’s crowning
achievement.
From its first day of operation, urban planners concluded that the market was a
resounding success. Head of the Federal District Aarón Sáenz, mastermind behind the
488
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surge of public works started under the Rodríguez administration, proudly announced that
the Department of the Federal District had restored markets to their “primordial quality” by
constructing the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, especially as it catered to the needs of the
poorest sector of the city.489 Foreign visitors agreed. Francis Toor, an expatriate from the
United Styates and writer of Mexican travel guides, commented that it was the most
beautiful modern market in the city, and Bernard Deutsch, President of the New York
Board of Aldermen, exclaimed that it surpassed markets of such quintessential modern
cities as New York and Paris.490 The revolution, in the form of urban renewal, had arrived
in the capital city at last.
With the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, the Department of the Federal District
indeed appeared to have built a microcosm of revolutionary reform. Besides a modern,
efficient and sanitary facility that would supply the poorer neighborhoods of the city center
with affordable, high quality food, the market housed a civic center concerned with
community education, a day care center and school for small children, a civil registry, and
a theater for the exclusive use of el pueblo. In addition, pupils of Diego Rivera and other
artists soon started work on a series of didactic murals that would adorn the main building,
focusing on the central theme of the campo as a force that sustained urban life by
supplying food to markets. The complex thus addressed revolutionary objectives in terms
of education, family, public health, and fair pricing of basic necessities. The market also
fit perfectly into the DDF’s plans for modernization, yet abided by regulations of national
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patrimony in keeping the colonial style of the historic district intact. Rezoning of the area
around the market allowed for broadening and prolonging streets, alleviating the
congestion that had obstructed the ever-increasing flow of cars and busses within the city
center. The market’s excellent sanitation and the elimination of unhealthy old wooden
market stalls on the streets made great strides towards fighting disease.491 The main
building was an architectural feat that incorporated the remains of a sixteenth-century
convent and unified functional, modern space inside with the colonial legacy of the area
outside through the use of a neo-colonial façade. With the completion of the market, the
DDF leadership apparently had attained two important objectives, gearing up for
modernity while fulfilling the promises of the revolution.
As a multifaceted facility, the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez (henceforth MAR)
functioned as a microcosm of revolutionary reform, but also sparked controversies over
vendor displacement, vagrancy, and government corruption that figured into larger urban
reform issues discussed in the previous chapter and addresses the question why city
officials such as Aarón Sáenz favored market improvement over other, perhaps more
needed reform such as public housing. Beyond their practical functions in facilitating
urban growth, markets were treated as theaters because of their performative quality as
markers of national identity, mostly due to their link to an idealized countryside. Yet,
market women, among the most vocal proponents of women’s activism in the 1930s,
reacted strongly against the domesticating efforts inherent in market reform.
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Markets as Contact Zone: The Campo in the City
The transformation of the city in the 1920s and 1930s was dramatic, even though
this resulted in an incomplete modernity. When United States’ journalist Carleton Beals
returned to the Mexican capital in 1930 after a ten-year absence, he found that the “sleepy
little world” had made way for a bustling metropolis. From 1918 to 1930, the city’s surface
had tripled while the population almost doubled. The numerous horse-drawn carriages had
made way for cars, and cobblestones for asphalt. Beals wondered if the city was still
Mexican in the face of its rapid pace of modernization.492 Despite the advent of modernity,
observers such as Beals maintained that the city remained one of contrasts, especially
between rich and poor, which they conceptualized as urban versus rural and modern versus
tradition. Like the revista sketches of the Mexican stage, the capital cityscape harbored a
hodgepodge of types and styles that linked markets to the past.
In the descriptions of the oppositional extremes that formed the city in 1930,
contemporary markets took on an ancient, pre-Columbian identity. Foreign observers and
city officials alike typified the markets as indigenous sites in the city, “buzzing with Indian
chatter,” which they readily contrasted with the modern metropolis of department stores,
limousines, and airplanes. It was these contrasts, the presence of a timeless indigenous past
within the parameters of the modern present that captured the imagination of foreign
visitors and lured tourists. Travel writers from the United States such Anita Brenner,
Francis Toor, and Carleton Beals marveled at the exiting spectacle of exotic beauty and
picturesque poverty of city markets. “Beauty and poverty, color and squalor jostle. Meat
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and flies, soap and beggars, laces and rags cascade in indiscriminate confusion,” found
Beals. “Around the markets are interesting Indian types, often in regional dress; quaint old
churches, with funny but beloved saints […] by riding slowly, one can see much even from
an automobile,” advised Toor. Their narratives were accompanied by colorful paintings,
drawings, or lithographs invoking luscious fruits, pretty chinas or stunning Tehuanas, such
as the advertisement for the down-town Hotel Regis in 1935, which equated the verdant
jungles of coastal Oaxaca with the historic district.

Fig. 17. Advertisement for Hotel Regis, Mexico City, 1935.

The campo formed revolutionary Mexico City and influenced urban reform in
significant ways. Rural migrants joined the ranks of cheap labor, swelled the capital’s
numbers and put pressures on the city’s social and economic infrastructure. The culture of
the campo proved difficult to eradicate. Many unskilled and casual laborers had strong ties
to the countryside, and the persistence of rural traditions helped shape their identity.
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Recent arrivals from the campo sustained and invigorated rural traditions.493 Residents of
crowded tenements in the center were made up of the dislocated poor who used patios as
extensions of their homes, dried laundry, raised chickens, and grew flowers and medicinal
herbs on the roofs. They consulted curanderos (indigenous healers), and in many ways
recreated their former rural lives within the barrios of the city center.494 Moreover, a
circular migration pattern emerged, where extended families had members in both rural
and urban areas who functioned as cultural bridges. The Revolution thus triggered
migration patterns that caused city and countryside to mix, but they did not merge. Rural
to urban migration and the city's promise to transform the campesino into an full-fledged
modern city-dweller were not the simple, unilinear and complete processes. The
relationship between rural and urban spaces and cultures was comprised of a complex
dialectic; a process where rural culture informed the city as much as the city’s modernity
transformed rural migrants.495 Mexico City was becoming Chilangolandia, as Frida Kahlo
affectionately named her hometown; a metropolis made up of rural migrants.
Market reform was planned and executed within the context of a discourse that
positioned markets as camposcape, places populated with female archetypes that
symbolized Mexicanidad. As discussed in Chapter One, nineteenth-century fascination
with Tehuanas had created a discourse through which exotic indigenas embodied rural
landscapes. The Tehuana type crystallized into a gendered national identity in the turbulent
493
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decades following the armed phase of the Revolution. By the 1920s, the Tehuana
presented culture brokers with an unstable signifier in a large chain of mimetic capital from
high art (paintings, murals, and photos) to popular culture (film, radio, advertisements, and
theater). Revolutionary representations transformed the Tehuana from a particular regional
type to a general national symbol. The archetypal Tehuana who represented Mexico’s
enduring links to the campo (by now any campo, not merely Oaxaca) informed
revolutionary ideals of Indigenismo that dominated the visual arts of the 1920s, particularly
of the primary Grande of Mexican Muralism, Diego Rivera.

Fig. 18. Diego Rivera. Tenochtitlan. (Detail) National Palace, Mexico City, 1940.

In the early 1940s, Diego Rivera, then working on the murals adorning the stairwell
of the National Palace, executed Tenochtitlan, a vibrant scene of the famous Tlatelolco
tianguís, the large open-air market of the Aztec capital. A fine, albeit no longer innovative
example of his signature style of Indigenismo, the mural called upon the iconography of
markets established since the conquest, yet employed an interesting shift in perspective.
Incorporating a split diorama to show the market at eye-level as well as a grand aerial view
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of Tenochtitlan to the south that highlighted the causeway and the Templo Mayor, Rivera
invoked the sense of wonder similar to that of conquistador Bernal Diaz de Castillo as he
first beheld the great city:
These great towns and cues and buildings rising from the water, all made of
stone, seemed like an enchanted vision from the tale of Amadis. Indeed, some of
our soldiers asked whether it was not all a dream.496

Rivera's market scene represented a pre-Columbian cornucopia of goods and
people from the far reaches the Aztec empire; in the lower left corner a tortillera barters
with a seated market woman, healers tend to the sick, a noble is carried through the jumble
of people streaming up and down the stairs. In the top right merchants sell earthenware
pots, and the lower right a female vendor weighs spices. Men and women, young and old,
rich and poor mingle freely in a space that is strangely perched far above the city. Within
this feast of color and form, which begs the perception of the many sounds and smells in
the market, a beautiful woman takes center stage as the quintessential public woman.
Unlike the other women in the market tending to their wares, this woman commands the
attention from the men surrounding her. Young and alluring with long, free-flowing hair
crowned by a bouquet of callow lilies, she lift her dress to reveal the jewelry and paint as a
set of symbols that mark her body as public. The sexual tension that she provokes around
her hints at her identity as a prostitute, yet above all, Rivera’s use of contemporary
symbols signal that this woman, painted in the likeness of his wife Frida Kahlo, is strong,
never fully available, and free. The men to the left might debate whether to procure her
services, but she has diverted her gaze away to the distance. Rivera, by the 1930s the
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official artist of the revolutionary regime, envisioned the ideal market as a homage to
Indigenismo, in which the glory of indigenous women resides in an idealized past and a
mythical space.
Mexican art of the cultural Revolution, while highly nationalist, adhered to the
tenets of Modernism. In many ways Indigenismo itself was a Modernist movement,
especially as it shared the preoccupation with primitivism, exotic others, and female
origins. Much of the art representing women of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec contrasted a
mysterious, native, timeless, and sensual femininity with the construction of the artist as
the outsider traveling from cities back in time to nature, as objective, scientific, present,
civilized and male. In Bohemian circles, the Isthmus enjoyed the reputation as a place of
matriarchal societies that celebrated free love, and where one could imagine oneself
leading an unconventional life-style.497 The lure of the Tehuana as anachronistic space
partly originated from the mistaken notion that Zapotec culture of the Isthmus constituted a
matriarchy, an idea perpetuated far into the twentieth century.
The nostalgia for a shared origin that characterized modernist thinking informed
much of the didactic art of Mexican Muralism, especially the works by Rivera. The tropics
of the South represented a return to paradise, of particular significance to Rivera himself,
who had spent the duration of the physical phase of the Revolution in Europe. In many
ways, Tehuantepec –a place of unbridled fantasy and desire symbolized by exotic
women—served a role in the work of painters such as Diego Rivera similar to Paul
Gauguin’s Tahiti a half a century earlier. Gauguin’s paintings of Tahiti equally
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communicated the longing of escaping bourgeois life to a tropical paradise that fulfilled the
artist’s search for plenitude, pleasure and female bodies. The urban discourses that had
created the myth of the Tehuana now invoked her as an artistic voyage to the glory of
Mexico’s pre-Cortesian past.
Travel guides of the early 1930s echoed artistic understandings of the Tehuana as
landscape. The literal orientalizing of the early 1900s, however, had morphed into a more
general romance of the Tehuana, whose oriental and sensual qualities no longer needed a
specific point of reference. Moreover, the Tehuana-as-landcape construct had reached a
point of culmination. “Whatever virtues Tehuantepec may have, it is chiefly known for its
beautiful women, the Tehuanas,” wrote Francis Toor in her 1936 guide. Carleton Beals
solidified this notion by positing the inevitable conclusion that the Tehuana and the
Isthmus had become one and the same.498
Much of the Tehuana’s allure resulted from her economic power that tied her to the
market. The Tehuana came into being as spectacle and cultural phenomenon, a living
museum, in the market place. An interesting tension marked the literature in this respect, as
the market functioned as site of economic independence of women, female sociability, and
exotic museum. Francis Toor complimented the Tehuanas for their modern, almost
western, work ethic but did not hesitate to juxtapose this with the real tourist attraction: the
daily festival of the market as a pre-modern event.499 Mexican and United States’ authors
of the 1930s indicated that the real spectacle was not so much the sights, sounds, and
smells of the market, but the fact that women ran the show. Descriptions of Tehuanas
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meeting every morning and evening to sell their wares, gossip, show off their colorful
dresses, see and be seen, cast markets of Oaxaca as a particular female place of power and
pleasure, where work and leisure met.500 Markets in the campo were rendered in romantic
terms. While seemingly chaotic, strong and attractive women were in control. The campo
Tehuanas were described as beautiful, healthy, and clean. Admiration coupled with a
longing for an Edenic escape from the bleak realities of the homogenizing modernity in the
city marked the tone of 1930s narratives.
The discourse of the Tehuana took an interesting turn after the 1930s, as writers
construed the economic independence of the rural Tehuanas no longer as an odd and
benign cultural trait, but as antisocial and arrogant behavior aimed at disrupting the proper
gender order. In the 1946 update of her travel guide, Toor’s opinion of the Tehuanas had
changed considerably. The region and its women still appeared beautiful, found Toor, but
now judged the Tehuanas as proud and arrogant women who monopolized markets and
dominated their men.501 Despite their beauty, their confidence was out of place. Toor also
replaced the Tehuana photos with captions describing the “graceful goddesses” in the
1930s’ guides with pictures of other exotic, but humbler, women, such as the unassuming
zoque girl. Alternately, artists and intellectuals rehabilitated the Tehuana’s market
activities as nurturing and family oriented. Sergei Eisenstein, in Mexico filming Que Viva
México, described the markets of Tehuantepec as an investment in marriage and family,
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while Augustín Yáñez waxed eloquent about the tenderness of a young Tehuana vendor
who sold fruit out of a maternal duty to alleviate the hunger of her people.502
Whether depicted in a positive or negative light, the market emerged from the
discourse as central to the Tehuana’s identity, a realm where economic, social and physical
freedom coincided. The market was the cornerstone of Tehuana power, a place of
sociability, money, and wares. As a contact zone, the market allowed for the meeting of
inhabitants of different worlds and subsequent self-differentiation of the Tehuana vis-à-vis
her visitors, and vice-versa. The market comprised the quintessential site where the
Tehuana performed her identity. It staged a grand spectacle; sounds, smells, and colors
formed a mirror of the spectacle of the Tehuana’s alluring femininity. While properly in
place, the Tehuana’s performance –albeit non-traditional in terms of gender hierarchy—
was considered desirable, somehow proper and pure, because of the Isthmus’ inscribed
status as an unique place of a timeless past, magic, and wonder. The modern city-dweller
could escape to the Isthmus for a dose of authenticity. The Tehuana, however, did not
relocate so easily to the city.

X-Ray of the Market: Imagining Urban Camposcape
If high art depicted the markets of the Tehuana as colorful, exotic places that
provided Mexicans with an enduring link to the countryside, the same open-air markets in
the city represented places of filth, degradation, and vice. Not surprisingly, the
construction of the Tehuana as a national symbol left little room for the living and
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breathing indigenous women from ethnically diverse groups struggling to survive in the
capital city. Unlike Rivera’s romanticized market of Tlatelolco, photojournalists rendered
contemporary city tianguis in problematic terms. Photography, due to the constraints of the
medium, deprived markets of color, offering instead grays and blacks. The lack of color
stripped photos of unnecessary embellishment and lent them an aura of fact, but it also
homogenized subjects. The lure of camposcape, even if difficult to reconcile with the bleak
realities of market women in the city, informed much of the city’s news photography in the
1920s.
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Fig. 19. Casasola. Without Title. Mexico City, D.F. Gelatin-Silver Print, 1925.

The tension between the attempt at authenticity and the documentation of the
modern city remains unresolved in a Casasola photo from 1925 depicting the entrance of
favorite female regional types that were fast gathering momentum as national icons into
urban public place.503 Probably shot for a special assignment during a particular festival
where regional types increasingly surfaced as visual mnemonic devices of national unity,
the photo depicts an artesania stand where urban Mestizas, dressed as indigenas, pose in a
straight line. Two make-believe Tehuanas and a China Poblana, among others, model
traditional pots and trays, yet all still wear their fashionable shoes. Even though depicting
a fiesta, the women look sullen, and the typical hilarity that accompanies dress-up events is
completely absent. Even if the city does not appear in the photo, the women’s shoes signal
urban space. The modern urbe did not only reside in buildings and technology, but equally
in the Mestizo modernity of the Deco bodies that functioned as a stand-in for the
503
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metropolis. Because of this, the photographer is able to solve the contradictions between
the genre of types and the city. Like the urban reformers, the photographer seems to
indicate that the campo can't survive in the city, unless modern Mestizas perform it.

Fig. 20. Casasola. Without Title. Mexico City, D.F. Gelatin-Silver Print, 1925.

Another Casasola image from the same year presents the viewer with a similar
recreation of the countryside in the city center evidenced by the inclusion of other tents and
stalls. The stand’s façade, even when adorned with flora and fauna of the country’s
southern regions, appeals to national sentiment. Faux indigenas have donned prefabricated costumes complemented by bobbed hair, headband, dark lipstick and Charleston
footwear. Flanking the doorway, the flapper Indian girls attempt to lure the customer to
plates of fine mole while staying close to the camposcape in which they are placed. On the
right side of the frame, a carpa add announcing family entertainment further instills a
sense of performance. Although the façade masks the city behind it, the photo’s placement
ensures that the spectacle is contained by the order of a neo-classical framework. Inside the
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makeshift eatery, a female cook (standing) and three male customers in suits seated at a
table, peer at the viewer, completing the illusion of a sanitized countryside that can only
enter the city’s public places through performance.
Staged, studio-like shots that passed as news photography, consequently looked to
duplicate the Indigenismo of revolutionary art production, while photos of actual market
women and vendors remained conspicuously absent from newspapers. Even though
aesthetic considerations probably formed the main reason for the omission of photographs,
government officials also restricted the use of cameras. In 1934, the federal government,
concerned with the country’s international image, tightened its regulations over what
foreigners and citizens could, and couldn’t photograph. The new rules stipulated that
photos and film would not create any detrimental impression. The United States consul
warned that tourists should abstain from photographing “burro carts, beggars, and shacks,”
indicating that the once picturesque market scenes had deteriorated in representations of
persistent poverty that embarrassed the revolutionary state.504
The presence of the campo in the city provoked tensions among the capitalino
citizenry as well as within the city’s administration and the corridors of national politics.
As we saw in Chapter One, Porfirian markets provided nineteenth-century capitalinos with
food, fear and fascination, and markets functioned either as timeless camposcapes or
contemporary sites of urban decay. The last market reform in the city had taken place
around the turn of the century when older markets, such as Loreto made way for the
504
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enormous Tepito and La Lagunilla, markets that would come to occupy a central place in
the urban imagination of capitalinos in the twentieth century. Porfirian markets of the
nineteenth century, however, informed that imagination and subsequent reform more than
contemporaries cared to admit.
La Merced, which by the late twentieth century had grown to occupy twenty
percent of the surface area of the historic district and forty percent of its historic
monuments, best illustrates the development of markets in the city center from the late
Porfiriato to the start of the institutionalized Revolution. Housed in a convent and operated
by the order of Our Lady of Mercy during colonial times, it would not become a grand
market until well into the nineteenth century, when –under the new laws of the Reforma—
the liberals managed to expropriate Church holdings.505 In an attempt to keep up with the
demands of a growing urban population, the municipal government overhauled La Merced
in 1903-1904. Increased security and improved administration streamlined the market as
became the eastern gateway for agricultural products from Xochimilco, Mixquic and
Chalco.506 La Merced experienced its major economic and demographic explosion starting
in 1930, which transformed the market to the largest commercial facility in the city and the
country. Between 1920 and 1940, Merced’s relentless growth was one of the primary
reasons behind Mexico City’s commercial expansion. Above and beyond the enormous
diversity in traditional products sold both in permanent and semi-fixed stalls, the market
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complex included 37 pulquerías, 44 cantinas, 40 cerverías and 10 billiard halls and thus
counted a fair share of the centro’s places of leisure.507
Even if unique in its rise to the city’s foremost market complex, La Merced’s
expansion was representative of the development of most markets and, more generally,
commercial activity in the core of the rapidly growing city. While upscale department
stores were prevalent in the area south of the Zócalo during the Porfiriato, the 1920s and
1930s saw the opening of 14 more centros commerciales ranging from pharmacies to
grocery stores in the center, but not exclusively in its posh south-west corner. In 1924, the
country counted a total of 100,185 businesses with a total of 741.7 million pesos in sales.
Of this, 14,608 companies were located in the capital city, and equaled 270.7 million pesos
in sales. While Mexico City’s stores constituted a mere 7th of all business activity in 1924,
they accounted for almost a third of the nation’s sales.508
Despite the increase in commercial activity in the mid 1920s, city officials
appeared ill equipped in managing the enormous, haphazard growth in markets. In-door
markets built during the Porfiriato could not contain the ever-growing groups of vendors
and their products that inadvertently ended up crowding the streets around the market
buildings. Municipal reports called for the need to control food vendors who took over
streets, obstructed traffic and made a mockery of sanitation and social hygiene.509 Many
vendors who spread out their wares on the ground and cooked tortillas on makeshift grills
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offended city officials worried about contamination.510 Health inspectors equally
condemned the wooden, rat-invested stalls of city markets such as San Cosme that could
not be properly cleaned. In addition, health department officials maintained that
unhygienic conditions in markets were complicated by a lack of morals and order. Vendors
displayed clothing, newspapers, and sarapes (blankets) along with food products, which
added to the overall state of confusion and chaos. Flies, cats, and stray dogs feasted on the
meat in unattended stalls and the trash piled in unhygienic heaps. Worse, vendors used
public parks and streets to relieve themselves, reducing adjacent areas to a giant lavatory.
511

Municipal presidents partially blamed the lack of administration for the desperate
state of most markets. In 1923, mayor Dr. Miguel Alonzo Romero reported that the
commission in charge of the city’s markets and slaughterhouses that counted 241
administrators was too large and ineffectual, and facts or figures about the sale of products
in the city markets were missing entirely. “Books that should contain accounting, are left
blank,” he lamented.512 If markets were a mess where vendors operated without oversight,
this was a matter of inadequate policing, so found health inspectors, adding that only two
police officers were present at each market for only part of the day.513
Due to the lack of vigilance, order and hygiene, markets presented the precarious
existence of the campo in the city. On one hand, markets were absolutely necessary in
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furnishing the majority of the city’s population with basic daily necessities. On the other
hand, they were places of filth and vice that changed from picturesque camposcape to
portals of the Underworld. Health Department workers warned that in some markets up to
200 vendors slept in their stalls at night, while others came together in large groups in the
adjacent parks and plazas to drink and engage in other lowly activities. During the day,
inebriated vagrants used streets around the markets as places to pass out after drinking
illegal pulque that vendors hid in their stalls, and con artists deceived the innocent through
illegal gambling and other prohibited games involving money. Markets had become “focos
de escandalo y vicio” (centers of scandal and vice), where duplicitous and dirty women
attended to the needs of “people without order.”514
In combating the vendor problem, federal authorities opted for paving streets and
plazas in an effort to remove the unsightly vendors The unhealthy conditions in large
markets such as La Lagunilla, filled with “parasites and filthy people,” would only be
solved by providing the adjacent streets and plazas with asphalt. This way, the director of
the Department of Health reasoned, officials could eliminate the “disgusting barracks and
other complete nonsense that the press now exploits to damage the good name of our
institutions.”515 Not until 1926, however, did revolutionary leaders start to directly address
market problems, when municipal authorities constructed permanent stalls in Mercado
Juárez. They also installed a school, bathrooms, and a room with sewing machines for the
use of female vendors. That same year, they furnished La Merced with a garbage facility,
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two large warehouses and new paint and Mercado Hidalgo with electricity. They also set
aside the Plaza de Alhondiga as a provisional market for the many vendors who did not fit
in the existing buildings and ordered to tear down the many wooden barracks that the
vendors used as a trash heap and dormitory.516 In addition, the Department of Health
started an educational program for market inspectors to remind them of their
responsibilities and tutor them in the practice of good hygiene. The talks took place twice a
month and trained personnel how to interact with vendors as part of their lessons in quality
control of perishable foodstuffs such as meat, fish, butter, coffee and prepared meals.517
Despite these measures, the sanitation, control and vice problems associated with
city markets remained. In 1928, vendors still crowded the streets, slept in their stalls, and
engaged in unsanitary practices. City officials understood that the existing markets were
inadequate to suit the necessities of Mexico City’s burgeoning population and that the
vendors peddling their wares on the street did so due to the worsening economic situation
in the country. Competing market unions and political intrigue complicated the already
difficult situation, found health inspectors. Steep hikes in tax rates imposed by municipal
governments and lack of membership in the proper union pushed vendors out of the
markets, and into the streets.518

"In the heart of the city, the revolution has not yet arrived”
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The streets of the historic district exemplified the eclectic character of Mexico City
in the 1920s and 1930s. While barrios persisted as close-knit communities, the arrival of
migrants and the diversity of cultural, intellectual, and economic life made the area a
vibrant and dynamic place. Before students left the city center to attend the new campus of
the UNAM (National Autonomous University of Mexico) south of Coyoacán in the 1940s
and most businesses had relocated to the Zona Rosa, the area bristled with artistic energy
and daily life of many different inhabitants. Painter and muralist Roberto Montenegro
worked in a studio at the back of the former San Pablo and San Pablo church, across the
street from what was to become the market. The SEP had established an Open Air School
of Sculpture on the same grounds, where primary-school pupils studied in the afternoons.
Diego Rivera and his first wife Lupe Marín lived only a few blocks away, on Mixcalco
street, and the muralist labored long days on his murals at the National Prepatory School,
about one street south of what was to become the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez.
Photographers Lola and Manuel Álverez Bravo grew up in these barrios, and like many old
colonial mansions, their house on Guatemala street was divided into numerous apartments,
with the vecinos (neighbors) sharing the patio and rooftop. When Lola returned to the
barrio in the mid 1930s, she shared a house with painter and Rivera protegé María
Izquierdo on Venezuela street, a few blocks from the market. Both artists taught drawing
lessons to students in primary schools and at a nearby cultural center during the first few
years of the MAR’s existence, which could have easily been the Alvaro Obregón civic
center in the market.519
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During this time, the centro still represented the city’s heart. Teresa María Careaga
Soriano remembered of her childhood in the 1920s that the rich and poor equally shopped
in the center, and even if most fancy stores were on Tacuba and 16 de Septiembre, these
streets brimmed with vendors. At the stalls, housewives could buy soaps, cooking salt, and
sugar. On street corners, women who made quesadillas and tamales patiently waited for
their clientele. In markets, singing birds of every color filled the towers of stacked up
cages. The Lagunilla market afforded lower-class housewives with an economic place to
shop as Syrian and Lebanese vendors offered cloth at far cheaper prices than in the large
department stores.520 Chava Flores, a popular singer during the 1950s, immortalized his
experiences growing up in the 1930s historic district in La Esquina de mi barrio, a song
that underscores a strong sense of community:
On the corner of my neighborhood there is a store,
that is called The Illusion of the Future,
next to it is Rosenda's tavern
who makes you mole ajonjolí on Sundays.
In front is the pharmacy The Aspirin,
where my mother's prescriptions are filled,
next to the bar My Office,
where my father's aches are stilled
and following The Best, a butcher-shop
that sells Mr. Baltasar's aguayón.
This is the corner of my neighborhood, friends,
a place of unequaled movement,
busses, pedestrians, dogs
can't cross it without difficulty.
Chava Flores. La esquina de mi barrio.521
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The centro also bristled with people, which worried government officials of the
Federal District. On average, about 40 to 160 people per building lived in the blocks
adjacent to the future MAR before 1925. In the greater vicinity of the market, numbers
were as high as 220 to 250 people in the vecindades.522 After sending a commission to
investigate the housing situation in the capital, officials were alarmed about the staggering
problems that the majority of the city's inhabitants faced on a daily basis. The living
conditions in tenements perpetuated by the criminal attitude of slumlords shocked
commission members. Inspectors had no words to describe what they referred to as a
disaster, and agreed with poor inhabitants, who complained that, “in the heart of the city,
the revolution has not arrived.” Landlords exploited the poor, who had to resign
themselves living in slums worse than “rooms of death.” The commission urged to save
these people, who, they noted, lived in veritable pigsties under worse conditions than the
notorious Belém jail. The report did not outline specifically what tenements it referred to,
but the commission included photographs of vecindad Las Inditas on Rodríguez Puebla
street, directly across from the future market.523
By 1932, when President Abelardo Rodríguez took power, the situation had not
improved. While the hygiene in the city at large left much to be desired, doctors
specifically advised the new President to prohibit street vending as the poor air quality
polluted the tacos and even candies sold on the street with contaminated dust. Moreover,
they urged the construction of market buildings with perfectly straight walls to avoid the
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temptation of vendors to urinate in public. 524 Concerned citizen Alberto Olague Soria
petitioned President Rodríguez with the request to establish special police units in each
market to supervise hygiene, because –he stated—markets generally were dirty, badly
planned places that spilled into the streets, and attracted “a multitude of drunks and dirty
people laying half-naked on the sidewalks, who should attend public baths.”525 Public
health problems indeed plagued city markets. Several cases of typhus outbreaks were
linked to La Lagunilla. The Department of Public Health responded by delousing all
individuals found to be infested in the region of the market. However, head lice were
common among the lower classes and vendors frequently successfully resisted delousing
measures. 526
Problems of disease and lack of sanitation in the crowded city center formed the
primary motives in building new markets, yet planners articulated these public health
reforms in terms of the dangers of street vending and the need for social control. With the
increase of population after the Revolution and its pressures on the city's facilities,
revolutionaries started to worry about the impact of the formal and informal markets on
public order. In the early 1930s, the Department of Health surveyed the condition in the
city’s markets, concluded that drastic improvements in terms of sanitation and hygiene
were needed, and proposed the creation of a large new market within the center. Health
inspectors recommended the construction of new markets to house the thousands of
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vendors who occupied the vast majority of the center’s streets, sometimes completely
blocking traffic, which generated persistent complaints and protest in the barrios. The
protests came from more affluent residents who felt that their rights as property owners
were severely compromised by lacking free access to the streets. Furthermore, the
unhygienic conditions of provisional markets left much to be desired as garbage of
decomposing matter piled up in the city’s crucial public spaces and clogged its main
thoroughfares.527

Markets of Women

Fig. 21. Detectives October 17, 1932.

Fig. 22. Detectives December 27, 1932.

The battle over “hearts and minds,” invoked by many cultural historians in the last
twenty years, took an additional turn in the capital city. The competition over space, as
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Anne Rubenstein has pointed out, was integral to the revolution’s cultural project. What
was the “heart of the city” which, in turn, was the heart of the nation, to become? Who
would be invited to its streets, its arteries? If the city was conceptualized as a body, then
DDF leaders sought to establish a healthy, beautiful, and disciplined corporeal Urbe. The
beauty of its youthful, metropolitan body suffered, however, from the old, ugly city that
accommodated thousands of new rural migrants each year. Among these marginal groups
of indigenous people and workers, the reformers worried most about lower-class women
and their presence on the streets as the visible evidence of the Revolution's shortcomings in
dealing with gendered poverty.
During the early 1930s, market workers became the most militant of all workingclass groups in the city’s center. They complained bitterly against the blatant corruption of
DDF inspectors and market administrators who pressured the small owners into paying
large bribes, usually in an effort to stave off the closure of their market stalls.528 In
petitioning the president, booth owners in Mercado Hidalgo asked that ex-administrator Sr.
Hurtado be punished for letting his brother, a member of an advisory board to the DDF, to
buy at better prices.529 Tacuba vendors protested against their market administrator, who
assigned the vendors marginal spots in a dirty alley under pretext of traffic problems,
whereas they preferred to remain in Tacuba street. They also accused him of extortion.
Market vendors in Tacubaya faced similar harassment from another bad administrator,
who, under the guise of order, removed their stalls to a closed-off street, with the result that
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they lost much business. DDF’s Head of Markets and other groups met to address
problems, but the DDF ultimately responded to vendors that it was simply a matter of
reorganization and “proper order.”530
Above and beyond these concerns, stall owners opposed street vendors, who sold
their wares “illegally,” that is, without paying the heavy taxes that the city and federal
governments levied in the markets.531 They openly attacked ambulantes (street vendors)
suspected of being foreigners, especially Jews and Chinese. More than the ambulantes,
stall owners hated the dreaded foreign speculators, who charged market vendors between
10 to 12 percent of their daily earnings. Without access to official channels to secure
credit, ninety percent of the market vendors were forced to turn to moneylenders in order
to buy their needed wares. According to reports of the Department of the Interior, the
country counted about 5,000 speculators. The foremost demand of the Union of Small
Commerce and Market Vendors of the Federal District stipulated that the federal
government nationalize all markets.532
Small retailers and market vendor unions cleverly employed revolutionary rhetoric
to get rid of the street vendors, who – for the most part—were not money-lending
foreigners. Market workers, especially those housed in La Lagunilla, complained against
governmental negligence, corruption and poor hygiene of the market, noting this was
largely brought about by a corrupt administrator who allowed street vendors to set up shop
near or in the market. According to the locutarios (stall owners), the street vendors did not
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abide by the regulations set forth by the Health department, the DDF and Hacienda.533 The
economic crisis of 1929-132 severely impacted the rural segments of the federal district,
such as the farmers of Nativas and Itzapalapa who tried to get by selling their products in
urban markets.534 These so-called golondrinas (swallows), sold their staple foods directly
to the public of Mexico City from makeshift stalls outside of Merced and similar market
complexes, or from their small trucks driving through various neighborhoods in the city.535
The vast majority of the ambulantes were neither the golondrinas, nor foreigners,
but poor Mexican women. The enormous growth of street vending followed in the wake of
the economic crisis that lasted from 1929 until 1932, when many factory workers and
service industry employees and lower levels of government lost their jobs.536 They
furnished the poorest barrios of the city with substandard, cheap food and were most hurt
by the actions of the DDF, the federal government and organized commerce. The DDF
passed a new Commerce Code in 1928 in an attempt to restrict street vending, yet did not
enforce its regulations until 1930, when the problem reached epic proportions. The
ordinance stipulated stall size, and prohibited the vendor from owning more than one stall
as well as selling products sold in neighboring shops.537 Besides facing more stringent
restrictions, the ambulantes were more vulnerable to the relentless corruption of DDF and
Health Department representatives than the market vendors, as they had little protection
and official recourse. Female vendors especially received rough treatment and suffered
from abuse at the hands of police, inspectors, and other representatives of the State, who
533
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inspired fear by regularly detaining female vendors in jail for one to two days, and left
their children without means for survival. The ambulantes scored a victory, when in March
of 1932, new regulations allowed them to operate in the city center and sell cigarettes,
matches, fruits, candy, and “typical Mexican products.”538
Despite the ongoing intimidation by governmental officials, union-organized
female street vendors organized staged highly visible protests and petitioned presidents to
secure their livelihood and demand equal rights. The first labor organizations representing
market vendors, including women’s unions such as the Federation of Ambulantes - Union
Feminina de Comerciantes y Madres de la Familia appeared in the late 1920s and early
1930s.539 A feminist organization called Feminista de Mercados actively participated
during at least one of the three feminist congresses organized by the PNR in the early
thirties. 540 Market women also petitioned the President to serve on the board of the
Consejo Consultivo (Advisory Board) of the DDF, its premier planning commission. They
were turned down.541
Female ambulantes also constituted a significant segment of petitioners who in
1933 opposed the move of their stalls from Honduras Street, where they resided, to La
Lagunilla.542 Later that year, fifty female vendors pleaded with President Rodríguez for
guarantees against groups interested in removing their stalls from the streets adjacent to La
Merced market, stating they were the sole breadwinners for their families. Aarón Sáenz
538
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answered that the streets had been reclaimed at the request of public transportation and
firemen who needed to use the street to attend to emergencies. In response, the union
representative of the Sindicato de Commerciantes en Pequeño del Exterior e Interior del
Mercado de la Merced y Calles Adyacentes (Syndicate of Retailers of the Exterior and
Interior of the Merced Market and Adjacent Streets) maintained the President should
resolve the matter and halt inter-union conflicts.543
Market women and female ambulantes thus were not as helpless as they first
appeared. Instead, they became the most vocal group within larger the women’s movement
that proliferated during the 1930s. Many members of the middle class, however, saw,
female vendors were seen as public women and “city nomads” who could not be
accommodated within the realm of the domestic sphere and confronted the bourgeoisie as
“spectacle of filth.”544 During the Revolution, which displaced millions of people and
functioned as catalyst for rural to urban migration, Mexico City swelled with people from
the campo, particularly female migrants who greatly outnumbered men. In effect, the
capital became a “city of women” for some time. In the face of economic devastation after
10 years of civil war, two million casualties, starvation and destitution, uneducated, poor
women flooded the overburdened labor market.
At the start of the 1930s, the marías –as female street vendors were known to most
capitalinos—became an ever increasingly visible feature of the streets of the centro around
and behind market buildings. They sold fruits, chicles (chewing gum) and other cheap
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products.545 The female vendors, however, no longer inspired a longing for camposcape.
Instead, they inhabited places of poverty and moral decay. A New York Times
correspondent noted that Mexico City’s markets were sites of squalor, where old women
went from stall to stall to beg for food.546 The vendadoras provoked anxiety as they
appeared to live their private lives in public space. As public mothers, these women’s
apparent inability or unwillingness to conform to appropriate gender norms inspired both
pity and unease. Urban planners felt that merchant women, who raised their children in the
same stalls where they sold goods, made customers “uncomfortable.” Planners of the
Carmen market, as MAR was known during the development phases of the project, hoped
to house women inside the market and their children in a new day-care center and school,
where they would be instructed in proper hygiene and basic literacy. For those who were
still too young for such activities, the market would provide beds and a place of recreation
for the children. Aarón Sáenz believed that the market would thus help the most poor and
vulnerable in society: the vendadoras and their children. This was a large task, he noted,
but one that the DDF pursued so that these women who suffered much in obtaining their
daily bread would improve morally, economically, and socially.547
In conclusion, the open-air markets and vendors that lined the streets of the historic
districts had to go. Here the plans of the federal government and the DDF coincided; both
governing bodies decided it was time to clean up the city streets. As they believed that the
vast majority of street vendors were women, they maintained that the creation of a public
545
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market in the center was all the more necessary. Hence, an uneasy mix of desire for
modernity and progress, monuments and nationalism, and concern over makeshift markets
and women in public underpinned the agenda of revolutionary urban reform.

The Theater in The Market

Fig. 23. Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez. Informe del Departamento del Distrito Federal. 1934.

On July 15, 1934 a reporter for the New York Times enthusiastically announced:
“Mexico City goes modern! Not until the arrival of Cortes in 1500 [sic] have there been
initiated such radical changes and improvements.” In the article, the author detailed the
enormous public works projects under construction: sewage systems, parks and gardens,
the educational complex replacing the notorious Belem prison, the “city's first skyscraper”
(Torre Latinoamericana) and the completion of the Fine Arts Palace that would house the
new national theater. Mexico City would finally embrace a full-fledged modernity. The
reporter noted that the Mexican government had spent nearly $3,000,000 in 1933, and
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would double that amount for building projects in 1934. He praised Aarón Sáenz, the
former governor of Nuevo León, for these developments as “a leader in city up-building
and modernity.”548
Given the multiplicity of challenges city planners of the DDF faced in the early
1930s, and the vast resources committed to public works projects, the creation of new
public spaces would not appear to have been a priority. While urban planners, reformers
and architects of the DDF commissions envisioned the building of new markets as a
successful public works venture, these leaders altered the built environment of the inner
city with a specific reason. In constructing new markets, they created new public spaces,
especially for women, with the goal of forming exemplary revolutionary citizens.
Underlying this project were a number of divergent cultural assumptions about relations
between place, gender, and identity that frequently proved to be at odds with one another.
As a consequence, conceptualizing what the new markets might look like was not
easy. In late 1932, for instance, developer Antonio Chavez asked President Rodríguez for
19-year concession to construct a market on the site of the former Volador market adjacent
to the Zocalo. As land value of the lot was $ 311.40 per square meter, the DDF Public
Works commission advised the President against it, considering that Chavez would exploit
the building for profit and that the city would lose control over commerce in the market.
The commission believed that the structure would not help to beautify the city, an issue
they considered of the utmost importance, especially as the building would be close to the
National Palace. As a four-story building right on the Zócalo, the market would tower over
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the National Palace and thus would diminish the perceived power of the State. Worse, it
would spell disaster for the allure of the Zócalo, especially if Chavez would not adhere to
the neo-colonial style befitting the surrounding architecture. City officials also believed
that Chavez’s proposal would endanger the business of the big department stores such as
Palacio del Hierro and Sanborn’s. Aaron Sáenz, the new head of the DDF, convinced the
President to vote down the project.549
Inhabitants of the centro could finally look forward to a new market when
construction of the Mercado Abelardo Rogríguez began February 6, 1933. The DDF
acquired a lot on Venezuela, Carmen, and Rodríguez Puebla streets the size of a quadruple
block surrounding the old Convent of Carmel (later renamed Colegio de San Gregorio),
part of the Jesuit San Pedro and San Pablo complex dating back to 1573. The plans for the
market included two freestanding pavilions with refrigeration for the sale of fish and
poultry alongside a general building at the center containing a civic center, a civil registry,
a day care center and a theater. During the colonial period, the college of San Gregorio had
instructed indigenous people in catechism and literacy through plays and musical
performances. Conserving the sixteenth-century cloisters thus honored the area's history as
a place of educational entertainment. Antonio Muñoz García, the architect in charge of
designing and building the market, explained that in saving the convent as part of national
patrimony, his proposal for the complex was conceived in harmony with the architectural
environment of the colonial barrio.550
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Before tackling the MAR project, Muñoz García, then Head of the Office of
Buildings and Monuments of the Division of Public Works, had observed how inadequate
markets “caused disequilibrium in the organism of the city.” Instead of a public service,
markets were merely a source of tax pesos for city administrators, who granted licenses to
any vendor and thus were responsible for an eruption of street vending. Due to heavy
taxation and poor planning, stalls with luxury goods such as cloth occupied the space
inside markets while basic foodstuffs were pushed onto the streets. Impromptu markets
had sprung up in streets and parks, which –beyond the frequently enumerated health risks
and traffic jams—constituted an eyesore for the city’s tourists. In order “to prevent the
future growth of the city,” the DDF had to control market activities, advised Muñoz.
Moreover, the architect strongly argued to save the precious beauty of the historic district
by rescuing, what he called, its colonial jewels from the degradation of being put at the
service of commercial uses.551
Antonio Muñoz Garcia, who –as demonstrated in Chapter Three—was one of the
foremost proponents of aesthetic principles in setting the guidelines for urban renewal, also
hoped to empty architecture of a political message altogether. “The architect is simply the
assistant of the client,” found Muñoz. He favored simple designs that reduced time and
construction costs and produced health and beauty.552 In keeping with this philosophy, he
outfitted the MAR with a functionalist interior. The solution to the organization of the
551
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building was the differentiation between inside and outside space, with the result that the
windows and arches of the building’s façade did not correspond to its interior, but instead
recovered all of the different architectural styles that made up the complex and unified
them with an outward colonial disguise. The Mercado del Carmen, as the MAR was
known during its planning and building phase, would furnish the densely populated barrio
with a state of the art, modern market that would beautify the barrio by eliminating the
“ugly barracks of the ambulantes” and, secondly, achieve the architectural goal of
conserving colonial monuments as part of national patrimony.553
The hybrid architectural spaces of the market symbolized that revolutionary reform
served to harmonize functionalism, order, history, and beauty. During the first three
decades of the twentieth century, Mexican architects became preoccupied with the creation
of a national architecture that would reflect the new society brought about by the
Revolution. Muñoz García rejected the prevalent idea that all modern architecture should
conform to a functionalist style. He agreed with cultural engineers such as José
Vasconcelos, who were instrumental in introducing neocolonial architecture in official
buildings by advocating a colonial style as a mixture between Spanish and indigenous that
would produce a homogenous national identity. As architectural settings greatly affect
human behavior, García Muñoz’s multi-faceted design inspired alternate readings,
depending on one's position vis-à-vis the market. The DDF promotional photographs of the
MAR emphasized the traits that reformers wished to inculcate; the market's stark
neocolonial façade harkened back to a colonial desire for order, its Deco theater
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communicated the mestizo modernity of entertainment, while its sober and functional
interior design served industry and progress.554
In many ways, the DDF officials envisioned the MAR as a large educational
facility, which would inculcate proper hygiene, organization, productivity, and memory.
Reformers wanted to circumvent the inefficiency of the old markets which they believed
left customers confused in terms of spatial organization of foods stuffs and other products.
By exposing vendors to the MAR, Sáenz hoped to instill a better work ethic and a modern,
productive life philosophy in the vendors by accustoming themselves to live better, present
themselves better, and take better care of their merchandise. Sáenz maintained that the
modern and rational use of space alone would “awaken the vendor’s stimulus” to better
display her wares and sell superior merchandise, which would in turn improve not only
commercial activity but also social interactions among vendors in the area. Strict
regulations would spell out the obligations of both consumers and vendors in the market.555
Sáenz was not alone in his belief that the marketplace itself, in a literal and
figurative sense, functioned as a space of moral instruction. Planning and architectural
literature published under the auspices of the DFF propagated that markets had a long
history as sites of socialization within colonial and national projects. Architect Francisco
Bulman wrote that Spaniards deemed the creation of markets a necessity in inculcating
new customs and facilitating “the fusion of the two races.” According to Bulman, the
Spanish used the Aztec tianguis as a blueprint to accomplish the acculturation of colonized
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groups. The markets’ aesthetic qualities as places of peace and order, where fountains and
gardens served to uplift the spirits of vendors and visitors, facilitated the process of
colonialism.556 Apart from the instant nostalgia afforded by the spectacle of camposcape,
markets equally functioned as sites of knowledge in bridging the rural and the urban,
creating new desires, and serving as an “educative spectacle” of cosmopolitan values.
Neither a site of transgression and dirt, nor a museum of commodities on display, the
market was a site of performative interchanges.557
The inclusion of the Alvaro Obregón civic center provided reformers with a direct
means to instruct both vendors and inhabitants of the neighboring barrios in revolutionary
values. The center, which previously had been housed in the National Palace, formed one
out of six civic centers located in the city’s so-called centers of vice. The centers educated
thousands of workers of both sexes, who benefited from cultural education programs by
engaging in “aesthetic and cultural preparation to elevate workers' moral and intellectual
level.” In 1934, the dedication and enthusiasm of the roughly 30,000 alumni presumably
reached such high levels that they formed groups to assist teachers in public schools. The
leaders of civic centers, besides taking charge of the mission to uplift the character of the
worker through art education, books and exhibits (including student paintings), lectures
and festivals to instill patriotism and revolutionary memory, also concerned themselves
with anti-alcohol campaigns and the protection of children. Women were encouraged to
enroll in home economic courses specially designed to serve the needs of specific barrios
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to optimize practical application of the learned material. For instance, in cultural center
no. 3 in Colonia Morelos, where most of the students were domestic servants and workers,
classes focused on cooking and sewing.558
Of these cultural and civic centers, the Centro Cívico Alvaro Obregón engaged
most actively in political education through the Teatro del Pueblo, or People’s Theater. In
1933, before moving to the MAR, the civic center facilitated free lectures every night of
the week, and in 1931, the PNR used the center to hold the first of three feminist
congresses in the capital.559 The main reason that the MAR included the Teatro del Pueblo
resulted from the Alvaro Obregón center’s previous successes in drawing extremely large
crowds to its cramped facilities. Sáenz proudly reported to the President that the theater
within the market, with a 1,000 to 1,500 seating capacity outfitted with equipment required
by modern stage design, was built as a premier theater geared to contemporary needs. In
the social realm, the civic center concentrated its efforts on its special mission of orienting
workers and peasant groups towards the state by staging festivals on Sundays in the
theater, and periodically, with the Teatro del Pueblo acting ensemble, made excursions to
the different delegations of the Federal District to give lectures that centered on social
themes. 560
The Teatro del Pueblo was inaugurated in December of 1934. The reporter of the
highly popular weekly Revista de Revistas commended the DDF leadership on opening a
new theater in the city center during a time when most theaters had been converted into
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cinemas. The Teatro del Pueblo would use entertainment as a tool in intellectual formation
and provide the popular classes of the heavily populated neighborhoods of the center with
“aesthetic education” that they so needed, according to the Revista article. Unfortunately,
members of the popular classes stayed away from the People’s Theater. About 10,000
visitors milled around the stands during the Feria Nacional of the MAR’s grand opening,
but only 50 individuals found their way to the theater on the second floor to watch “Los
Amigos del señor Gobernador,” a social satire with Gloria Iturbide. In stark contrast, carpa
owners made ample profits on enthusiastic spectators that overran the festively lit tenttheaters right outside the market.561
The new revolutionary State approached theater in much the same way as colonial
administrators had: as a tool of education, acculturation and pacification. Throughout the
1920s, the cultural programs that spearheaded the institutionalization of the Revolution
aimed at molding hearts and minds to forge a truly revolutionary citizen. The creation of
theaters such as the Teatro Lindbergh in the Condesa, the Teatro del Pueblo in the MAR,
and several playhouses in the city such as Hidalgo, Orientación, and Bellas Artes were
conscious efforts on the part of the new administrators to educate capitalinos in
revolutionary objectives. In order to reach out an impoverished and suffering working
class, the PNR took to radio and theater as a means to tie entertainment closer to State
educational objectives. Theater remained popular because, compared to watching movies
that cost between from 60 centavos to 1.50 pesos, the average daily wages of a laborer,
theater was cheap. President Ortiz Rubio and his wife staged numerous benefit shows in
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the capital’s finest theaters, such as el Iris, where circus, puppet theaters and other
spectacles were staged to uplift the spirits of working-class children.562 Amalia G.C. de
Castillo started a series of theatrical activities as part of the DDF in 1929. Her Popular
Recreations, including drama contests for workers, were staged in schools, parks, prisons,
and workers’ centers. Bernardo Ortiz Mentellano created and directed a puppet theater, El
Periquello, which traveled the city’s parks and schools throughout the year. This division
within the DDF was also responsible for the construction of several temporary structures
such the Carpa Morelos at the edge of the notorious La Bolsa neighborhood. Designed by
architect Obregon Santacilia and furnished with backdrops by Diego Rivera, Morelos was
the first of these traveling theaters owned and operated by the DDF. Inaugurated by
actress Gloria Iturbide, Morelos offered plays for and by workers on Saturday nights.563 In
1931, the PNR organized “cultural Sundays” in Teatro Hidalgo where the SEP established
the Teatro Orientación. Even if educational acting companies performed infrequently, they
shared in the mainstay of revolutionary repertoire such as Emiliano Zapata (1932) that also
dominated performances in the theaters of the Teatro Lindbergh and Teatro del Pueblo.564
The inception of the theater in the market marked the convalescence of a set of
strategies to harness spectacles at the service of the new State. The DDF’s Commission of
Social Activities used the Teatro del Pueblo to educate members of labor and campesino
organizations. Beyond the “Sunday Festivals” and educational tours of the federal district,
the People’s Theater included artistic training and dance performances, which figured
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prominently in the annual performance of La Creación del Quinto Sol y el Sacrificio
Gladiatorio (The Creation of The Fifth Sun and the Gladiatorial Sacrifice), a large
indigenous play staged by over 3,000 actors on the ruins of the pre-Columbian site of
Teotihuacán. Due to its resounding success, the actors repeated the performance in the
bullring “El Toreo” in Mexico City.565
By staging these enormous historical plays at the archeological site, the People’s
Theater attempted to bring “city indians” and other working-class folk back to the campo
of the past. Rafael M. Saavedra founded the Mexican Regional Theater under sponsorship
of the SEP in 1921 after establishing the open-air theater at Teotihuacán. Supposedly
constructed by local indigenous groups, theaters such as San Juán Teotihuacán formed part
of an effort by rural schoolteachers to instruct indigenous campesinos in “moral hygiene”
and warn them against the dangers of alcohol. Plays in the open-air theaters were
performed in both Spanish and indigenous languages, and drew upon colonial traditions of
missionary theater. Contemporary dramaturge Rodolfo Usigli criticized these theaters as
separatist and argued that, as they kept indigenous people unaware of larger theatrical
trends with a nationalist message, they would never fully integrate. He equally questioned
whether this type of theater would emancipate “the Indian” and whether it could truly
incorporate the new ethnic ideal as part of the quest for the new Mexican.566
In European traditions, plays in marketplaces dated back to ancient times. In early
modern Europe, theater consisted of plays and games that were used interchangeably and
were very close in nature to the plays at marketplaces. Until well into the eighteenth
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century theater and market were closely related. Large markets such as Bartholomew Fair
came under middle-class scrutiny due to “obscene, lascivious and scandalous plays,”
because the plays of the theater followed in the footsteps of those in the market. Due to the
connection to theater, ascendant bourgeois groups sought to regulate markets and hence
European fairs moved from “license to licensed.”567
As sites of sociability, commerce and entertainment, markets historically
represented dangerous places that facilitated the transgression of class lines and the
blurring of class identities. The DDF used the Teatro del Pueblo to neutralize class tensions
by raising a political consciousness that sought to attract working-class capitalinos to their
version of revolutionary reform. Plays in the People’s Theater in the market aimed to instill
an official memory of the Revolution as a unified, nationalist effort with shared objectives
that transcended concerns of class. Civic activities in 1930s centered on patriotic
commemorations and the organization of historic celebrations. The members organized
ceremonies that paid tribute to great men who struggled for emancipation and interspersed
them with lectures and talks on the liberation brought by the Revolution.568
The presence of the Álvaro Obregón civic center and the legacy of its ties to the
National Palace, inscribed the Teatro del Pueblo as a political space dedicated to
revolutionary generals and their links to national power. The main task of the civic centers
was to inculcate patriotism by way of hero worship, as Aarón Sáenz made clear. By
publicizing biographies of great men and organizing outings to the monuments honoring
fallen heroes, the center hoped to “awaken love for the city” and educate inner-city
567
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residents about their place in the nation’s history.569 Moreover, the many political
functions and benefits staged around the memory of the nation’s leaders underscored the
importance of state-organized theater as a place of masculine power. Mexican had an
illustrious history of leaders using playhouses for political functions. Numerous
constitutions had been signed in the stately Teatro de la República in Querétaro and
theaters were used for political rallies. In 1891, legislation passed that prohibited theaters
from staging benefit functions for authorities and functionaries. The custom, however, was
revived shortly afterwards.570
State theaters such as the Teatro del Pueblo, Hidalgo, and Lindbergh glorified the
exploits of great men and tied these to both the revolution and the State. The first official
function in remembrance of Emiliano Zapata was a vigil in 1930 at the Álvaro Obregón
civic center before its integration in the MAR market.571 On July 17, 1933, Teatro Hidalgo
was the site of fifth anniversary of Obregón’s death. The commemoration included a
speech by C. Luis Araiza, which utilized the theater as a place of high drama to conjure the
spirit of the departed Caudillo to transform the stage of entertainment into the platform of
high politics. Araiza emphatically closed with the need to bring the leader back to life:
“Alvaro Obregón! We want to revive you in this moment; here are the people that are your
soul. Here is your spirit that is the Revolution.” 572 The People’s Theater equally housed
commemorations, party functions and political speeches. On January 21, 1936, Hernán
Laborde, speaking on the occasion of the 12th anniversary of Lenin’s death, invoked
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another dead male war hero to explain revolutionary objectives.573 Beyond the practical
solution of harboring a large number of people, theaters were ideal locations for political
functions in terms of ritual. Already imbued with the history of spectacle, which evoked
expectations of emotional responses, the teatro was the perfect setting for political drama.
As space dedicated to male history, the Teatro del Pueblo precluded performances
of revistas, tandas, Bataclán, or other female frivolities, which took place in carpas
directly outside the market. While women dominated the stages of the city’s palaces of
spectacles, men directed political drama. When speakers in the People’s Theater addressed
female workers, even the powerful Frente Unico Pro-Derecho de la Mujer (United Front
For Women’s Rights), they stressed that “the great role” of Mexican intellectual women
was to incorporate youth and students into the socialist movement.574 The larger world of
the theater thus comprised a gendered economy of fame. Men became famous as
revolutionary heroes and leaders of the new State. Women earned fame as theater and film
celebrities.
The planning, execution and inauguration of the market reinforced Teatro del
Pueblo’s emphasis on the Revolution as a male enterprise. By naming the civic center after
Alvaro Obregón, the "Caudillo of the Revolution," and changing the market's name from
Carmen to that of the President, city planners honored the building as masculine and
national space. The stress on the cult of heroes in the civic center's curriculum further
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served to intensify patriotic feelings, as Aarón Sáenz explained, and underscore the
importance of great men to the market as revolutionary space.575
The murals in the market formed yet another attempt at revolutionary education.
The centro enjoyed a relatively a long history of murals. Muralism as a public art made its
debut in the church of San Pedro and San Pablo (later the National Library), across the
street from the MAR, where Roberto Montenegro painted murals in a European modernist
style. By 1934, Mexican Muralism was about fourteen years old and the movement was
divided over what murals should depict and how they should be painted. José Clemente
Orozco and David Alfaro Siquiros in particular opposed the governmental agenda that
Diego Rivera glorified. Rivera increasingly resorted to a romanticized Indigenismo that
buried the contradictions within revolutionary project, especially during the 1930s when he
managed to get his hands on all the major government contracts.576 For the MAR,
however, the DDF hired a large group of young artists, some of them Rivera’s students, to
paint murals in order to teach the popular classes the value of proper nutrition. The
contract was negotiated under President Rodríguez, but painting did not start until Lázaro
Cárdenas took office in January 1935 and was completed a year later.
During the early 1920s, José Vasconcelos’ vision had entailed that art should be
aesthetically and physically accessible to workers and peasants, and the new government
thus commissioned most murals as decoration for places that technically constituted public
spaces, such as the SEP offices, the National Prepatory School, and the National Palace. In
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reality members of the popular classes rarely frequented these buildings. No markets had
ever been selected as mural sites. In this respect, the MAR murals were unique. Even
though the artists were the direct or indirect heirs of Rivera, most opted for new ways of
painting. Due to their radical content, the series of murals faced considerable opposition
during their creation. In 1936, new DDF regent Cosme Hinojosa suspended the project, but
a consortium of eighty-five painters opposed the decision. In addition, leaders of the
teachers’ unions urged President Cárdenas to show solidarity with the MAR artists because
of their eminent educational work for the masses. Members of the influential League of
Revolutionary Writers and Artists (LEAR) also protested.577 The murals differed most
from the Rivera school in content, and were far more radical and critical in addressing the
exploitation of workers and campesinos than the murals of the master. Within the ongoing
narratives of food production, struggles of miners appeared in the MAR murals that
especially criticized the contemporary crisis of cereal shortages and the detrimental
influence of capitalism. Isamu Noguchi contrasted an agricultural scene with the rise of
fascism and used innovative materials and methods such as cement relief. Unlike Rivera's
grand murals in prominent political places that depicted history as nationalist origination
mythos, these paintings were meant to educate the proletariat without converting the
images into folklore or objects for tourist consumption. They captured and reflected a
living present rather than an idealized past as desired by the DDF, yet this imagery imbued
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with renewed revolutionary fervor served the vendors in the market as much as it validated
the State that had commissioned the art.578
The construction of the MAR proved a signature project, perhaps the era’s most
important attempt at urban renovation in the capital. Its architecture, art, and educational
and cultural spaces achieved an expression of power that served to legitimize the
revolutionary government, and, by deploying powerful symbols in its murals and design,
evolved into a symbol of governmental power itself. Architecture, art, and the creation of
public space altered the city as a tool in achieving the consolidation of the Revolution. Not
only the political means of the PNR secured revolutionary continuity, but also building
projects gave form to the institutions required in the institutionalization of revolutionary
ideas.579 The MAR equally functioned as an investment opportunity and revolutionary
veneer for conservative politics. While the federal government, DDF and PNR leadership
all promoted the market as a noble attempt to deliver the gains of the Revolution to the
city’s poor, the market paid homage to a “wily capitalist.” As Governor of Baja California,
Abelardo Rodríguez had made a fortune as a bootlegger and casino investor.580
The construction of the MAR indeed involved more than molding revolutionary
citizens. A less transparent, but no less important, objective of the project called for
measures to increase the value of real estate in the vicinity, raise tax revenues for the
Office of Markets of the DDF, and widen and prolong streets to allow for greater and more
efficient circulation of cars and busses. A 1933 DDF report mentioned that construction for
578
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the MAR would extend and streamline Venezuela Street, and thus establish an important
link for motorized traffic between the eastern and western segments of the city. Urban
reform policies of clearing streets, whether of vendors, markets, or buildings obviously
were not a new strategies in dealing with congestion. By the early 1930s, however, when
car sales started to increase significantly and public transportation became a necessity to
residents and city planners alike, it gained urgency.581 The planners also hoped to increase
city revenues. The budget for 1933 showed that after property and business taxes, market
dues were the third largest source of revenue for the city, but it lost 119,956.97 pesos on
expected dues for the 1932 fiscal year, and the treasury again missed out on 84,528 pesos
in 1933. City administrators were optimistic that projected tax profits for the new markets
of the MAR and Colonia del Valle would more than make up for 1933’s shortfall.582
The market proved more lucrative for the Jefe of the DDF. FYUSA (Compañía de
Fomento y Urbanización, SA or Development and Urbanization Company) secured the
rights to build the MAR as part of large government contracts such as the Centro Escolar
Revolucionario, the Supreme Court building, and the Mercado Melchor Ocampo. FYUSA
thus executed most of the signature projects of the era, and Sáenz obviously stood to profit
from this ambitious urban overhaul. By 1935, the DDF had spent 1,554,169.55 pesos on
the market alone.583 The market, apart from revolutionary concerns with social reform,
thus also was the result of profit incentives of new political elites that used public works
for their personal gain.
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Nonetheless, the MAR addressed community needs and, unlike the majority of
functionalist architecture of its day, city planners conceptualized the construction of the
market as part of the surrounding barrio. Motorized traffic received special attention
within the designs, but Muñoz García and the members of the DDF planning commission
also considered the plight of pedestrians. As Jane Jacobs would posit decades later, the
reformers viewed the market within the neighborhood as a pedestrian on daily rounds,
something of particular importance to women. Jacobs, a staunch critic of architectural
functionalism, believed that diversity, complexity, and cross-use of public space would
make streets, neighborhoods, and public space in general more exiting and desirable.
While functionalist aesthetics favored a uniformity of single-use structures –one shopping
area, one residential zone—only the mixture of multiple-function buildings, she realized,
added to a real, lived environment in which community building became viable. Jacobs
criticized urban planners’ penchant for leveling slums, since it effectively eliminated living
spaces for migrants to the city. This controversial notion entailed that slums would
“unslum themselves” within a stable economy.584 Unable to spend billions of pesos on
new low-income housing to benefit all needy people, the DDF opted to alleviate some of
the centro’s most pressing problems by building a public market that had the potential of
functioning as an alternative homescape. Although the creation of markets reminded of illfated Porfirian strategies, the MAR integrated the barrios of the centro by furnishing the
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popular classes with a large place of social and economic interaction that strengthened
communities.585
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The Market and Its Aftermath

Fig. 24. Casasola, Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, Mexico City, 1934.

The Casasola photo of the market on its inauguration day depicts a dynamic scene.
The image shows the market’s entrance, slightly off-center, with a sizable group of people
ready to cross the threshold and the adjacent streets have filled with cars and simply
dressed, but modern looking people. Taken from a bird's-eye view, which lends some
distance in perspective, the photo's does not show the entire market, although the inclusion
of the colonial convent is visible, but rather the general atmosphere of the moment. The
emphasis rests on the neighborhood, and unlike the governmental photos of the market, the
barrio has come alive. The market no longer lingers isolated in empty space, but now has
become part of the city.586
As a multifarious public space, the Mercado Abalardo Rodríguez promoted the
peaceful coexistence of different elements within revolutionary reform efforts in Mexico
City. Its architecture, a jumble of conflicting styles, functioned as a metaphor of the
multiplicity of revolutionary spaces and corresponding projects. The theater, housed in the
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remnants of a colonial ecclesiastic complex, not only conformed to legislation to safeguard
national patrimony but also served as a place to educate workers and other lower-class
barrio residents. In this capacity, it maintained important historical links with the San
Pedro and San Pablo church and its mission to convert the indigenous population. The
theater thus signaled a continuation of the colonial project to civilize marginal groups. The
functionalist day care center and nursery school, with its emphasis on practical and
scientific education for the neighborhood’s youngest members, symbolized the investment
in the future and continuation of the Revolution. The modernist interior of the market and
pavilions aimed at instilling productivity, efficiency, and cleanliness, while the murals –
regardless of their more radical messages—both legitimized these values as revolutionary
and redeemed the market as a modern reincarnation of the tianguis with its timeless,
indígena, and near primordial quality of Mexican essence. Finally, the neocolonial façade
suggested that a harmony of these divergent spaces and objectives was possible by
respecting tradition, order, and nation.
According to the reports of the DDF, Aarón Sáenz and associates felt that the
market was a great success, and set a marvelous example to inspire future market reforms.
By 1935, the DDF had built five additional markets throughout the city, mostly in working
class neighborhoods.587 The fiesta that accompanied the inauguration of the MAR was
deemed such a sensation that the DDF granted vendors permission to organize similar,
annual festivals to coincide with national celebrations.588 The initial euphoria, particularly
on the part of DDF officials, hardly forms a sufficient indicator to assess how successful
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the urban reformers were in what they had set out to accomplish. The community reaped a
number of direct rewards from the market, as did the DDF. The increase in affordable,
quality foodstuffs supported the needs of low-income consumers, and aided city officials in
forging a “social peace” through governmental intervention into food distribution.589 The
introduction of water, electricity, and pavement resulting from the extension of Venezuela
Street constituted another welcome benefit for numerous residents. The facility’s sheer size
and diverse functions had a significant impact on the surrounding area. The MAR
drastically altered the urban landscape of the surrounding barrios, and –as a vibrant public
space—it forged and strengthened community ties, functioning as a point of gravitation for
social, economic and educational activities. During the remainder of the 1930s, the MAR
thrived and maintained its prominence as a signature project.590
The MAR, and subsequent market reform in its wake, also fell short of expectations
and even had right-out harmful consequences. The ultimate goal to rid the centro of street
vendors, which planners shared with their Porfirian predecessors, failed miserably. The
market proved unable to halt the rise of the informal economy in the area, let lone eradicate
it. As late as the 1960s, women sold tacos, beans, tortillas, and enchiladas out of their
houses or on the street.591 Furthermore, the new markets did not eliminate food shortages.
A perhaps unforeseen, but no less grave outcome was the proliferation of vecindades in the
center. Slums, necessary in housing the many manual laborers involved in market work,
persisted because of markets, and not despite them. In some cases, the creation of market
589
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buildings contributed to destitution of ambulantes. Most vendors were accommodated in
the new markets, but those who had used their stalls as living quarters were left
homeless. 592 After the Second World War, increased governmental regulations resulted in
limiting vendors’ earnings.593 Crime also remained a dire problem. In spite of retired
policemen who administered the public markets, the area continued to be a part of the
Underworld and illegal activities.594 Even today, “Mafia-like organizations” attempt to
control the MAR and the surrounding barrio.595
As a public market with private features, urban reformers had envisioned the MAR
as a particularly beneficial place for female vendors. City officials wished to keep the
unity of families strong by providing care for the small children of the female merchants,
so that mothers did not have to divide their attention between their business and their
children, a matter –the officials noted—that resulted in “a detriment to one or the other.”596
Business and childrearing did not mix, at least not to reformers with middle-class morays
who thought that proletarian mothers ran the risk of alienating customers.597 By housing
female vendors indoors, male revolutionaries believed that they had eliminated some of the
danger zones for female vendors and their children, and had saved them from making a
spectacle of themselves.
Arguments over urban space in revolutionary Mexico City were veiled fights over
legitimacy of the state, and reflected conflicting ideas over who would have access to
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public space and how they could use it.598 The reformers’ philosophy of creating a modern,
productive citizenry contradicted their decision to give women only limited spaces to
become full-fledged citizens. While the capital’s cityscape was a negotiated and,
ultimately, inclusive product,599 the creation of the MAR occurred without community
input, and instead constituted a top-down effort in forging revolutionary change. The
market afforded the inhabitants of centro, including women, significant benefits: better
food, a healthier place to work, some education, childcare, and perhaps a strengthened
sense of community. These advances, however, came at a price. Some vendors and other
barrio members lost their living space because of the construction, or were forced to join
the swelling numbers in the slums, and increased taxation and regulation of market activity
decreased vendors’ earnings and autonomy. Revolutionary rhetoric contrasted sharply with
the reality of governmental corruption and the persistence of urban poverty, yet Áaron
Sáenz and the DDF planning commission took on public works projects that the public
sector ignored.600 The market, a complex project from its inception, had mixed results.
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Fig. 25. Casasola, Cárdenas and Rodríguez in the MAR, November 1934.

Another photo from the Casasola collection, taken at the inauguration of the MAR,
showed the market as the work of revolutionary heroes. Not one but two Presidents
inaugurated the market: aptly on the right, Abelardo Rodríguez, and on the left, Lázaro
Cárdenas. The cropping of the image undoubtedly was influenced by the choice of
inclusion of important functionaries, yet left the two presidents a central position. The
background contains a large wall covering that invokes Mexico's indigenous identity,
integrating the event, the market, and the presidents with the emblems of nationhood. 601
All the markers indicated that even though Aarón Sáenz and other DDF officials proposed
the market as a safe public space for women, men ultimately controlled it.
Due to massive immigration, the start of large public works projects, and creation
of monuments and commercial buildings within the center, the transformation of Mexico
City in the 1920s and 1930s was dramatic, even though this resulted in an incomplete
modernity. Patrice Olsen, assessing the architectural chaos that marked the center, argues
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that city building remained a negotiated process that favored inclusion, especially on the
street level where contrasts -such as markets - functioned as “picturesque landscapes.”602
The emergency of photography during the 1920s and 1930s as an art form and
industry influenced both popular and elite perceptions of what the city was becoming. The
image of photography as a vehicle of truth, modernity, and masculinity mirrored the
messages of the revolution. The idea that the camera could capture reality as no other
visual medium, lent it an aura of credibility that strengthened the belief that modern
technology equaled progress. By furnishing capitalinos and Mexicans in other parts of the
country with daily visual reports of the events in the public spaces of the city, they
constructed Mexico City’s landscapes as much as they their cameras reflected them.
Photographs showed on a daily basis that the links and distinctions between city and
campo as spaces of modernity and tradition were not so clearly drawn.
News photography looked to popular types such as the Tehuana to reinvent rural
culture for mass consumption to still –or awaken—the longing for a purer, simpler, life.
The countryside gave the Tehuana her authenticity, yet the modernity and homogeneity of
urban culture threatened her identity as an icon of indigena beauty and femininity. City life
would ultimately force the Tehuana to renounce her place and learn to be modern by
changing her headdress for a bobbed haircut, her flowing skirt for a flapper dress, and her
bare feet for leather shoes. The urban discourse that had created the Tehuana as landscape
inspired a mimetic chain of representation, where the spectacle of the Tehuana was
appropriated for diverse, but not mutually exclusive strategies such as economic gain,
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entertainment, female self-empowerment, and nationalist politics. The revalorization of
rural experience thus did not entail the present realities of country life. By locating the
ideal countryside in the past rather than the present, the campo was what urban minds
imagined it to be. In this way, the search for perfect camposcape and representations of
authentic national identity, in the face of its stark realities, mirrored the tensions within the
revolutionary city.
Despite the contradictions between perceptions of rural migrants in the city and
romanticized ideas of the countryside, the camposcape of markets proved irresistible to
urban audiences and foreign tourists alike. As we will see in the next chapter, during the
remainder of the 1930s the entertainment industry increasingly solidified the idea that the
nation’s essence resided in the countryside. With the rise of the masculine State came a
change of what camposcape would look like, however. Not the Tehuana of the South, but
the charro of the North –the main protagonist of Mexico’s “Golden Age” of cinema—
would take the lead in the remasculinization of the campo, and with it, revolutionary and
national identity.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE THEATER OF THE MARKET, THE
MARKET IN THE THEATER II (1934-1939)
“Palacio de Bellas Artes, Alameda Park, Col. Júarez,1934”

Fig. 26. Cover, Universal Ilustrado, May 3, 1934.

On January 12, 1933 Antonio Gomezanda –director of the Instituto Musical—
offered the fatherland what he labeled a “purely nationalist work” in response to a media
contest to determine what spectacle should inaugurate the new National Theater.
Gomezanda, trained at the finest schools in Europe, proudly announced in his letter to
Head of the Department of Education (SEP) Narciso Bassols that his opera was inspired by
contemporary Mexican literary, musical, social and scenic depictions of the ranches of the
interior. Here, Gomezanda explained, he had encountered the nation’s “purest traditions,
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the least foreign influence, and the most splendid campo.”603 While the Palace of Fine Arts
would still take nearly two more years to complete, and his opera would not be among the
musical offerings that would inaugurate the new theater, Gomezanda’s vision of Bellas
Artes’ future as the site of a masculine campo, where ranchos and charros had wrested the
authentic countryside from Tehuanas and other female indigenas, proved prophetic.
On May 3, 1934, Mexico City daily El Universal dedicated its weekly magazine to
the immanent inauguration of the Palace of Fine Arts. Bellas Artes would not open its
doors until after the summer, but excitement in the city was building as the structure
neared the end of its thirty-year journey towards completion. On the cover of the magazine,
the enormous edifice appeared small, held by a coy, white Mexican beauty in traditional
clothing. Her hair braided in traditional indigena style and dressed in a huipil, the woman
aspired to an indigenous identity, yet her white skin, her nonsensical bow, her painted red
lips and carefully polished nails indicated that she was neither an indigenous woman from
the campo, nor did she attempt to perform Indigenismo. Somewhat reminiscent of another
regional type, the china poblana, the glamorous cover-girl was no longer a Tehuana, the
exotic other from the South. Instead, the cover demonstrates that vague indicators of an
indigenous identity now amounted to regional folklorism that were sufficient to infuse the
new National Theater with authentic Mexicanness.
At the outset of Bellas Artes in 1934, the performed campo, no matter how insipid,
was still a female realm. As the camposcape of Tehuanas gradually gave way to the land
of the charros, it soon would undergo a masculine reinterpretation. Throughout the 1930s,
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city audiences learned to embrace an idealized countryside where dashing cowboys
dominated the landscape as well as the silver screen, a trend that would culminate in the
Mexican-made feature film Alla en el Rancho Grande. The masculinization of the campo
through the Ranchero genre also served as a vehicle to instill perceptions of the Revolution
as a memorial to its fallen heroes. Bellas Artes, in search of viable forms of national
entertainment that would not offend bourgeois sensibilities, turned more and more to
Ranchero in fulfilling its promise to the Revolution by elevating nationalist sentiments that
increasingly aimed at uplifting lower-class morality.
Completed and inaugurated just months prior to the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez,
the Palacio de Bellas Artes (Fine Arts Palace) functions as a mirror to the market discussed
in the previous chapter. The first official national theater to open its doors since the 1880s,
Bellas Artes’ road to completion was an arduous one. Designed and partially built during
the late Porfiriato, it suffered from severe structural weaknesses that had to be remedied
before reconstruction could commence, which requirred enormous financial commitments
on the part of the DDF. Despite financial pressures in the midst of an economic recession
and the challenges that the structure posed in terms of engineering, city leaders never
wavered in fulfilling those commitments. The reason for this was embedded in the type of
spectacle that Bellas Artes offered. In contrast to the highly popular carpas and the
burlesque theater that faced increasing governmental censorship as the decade advanced,
the productions of Bellas Artes celebrated an acceptable Mexicanidad that políticos could
live with. As markets, and often Bellas Artes staged plays about or situated in markets,
productions hinged on the understanding of the campo as site of national identity. Like its
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Porfirian shell that hid a blatant Art Deco interior, Bellas Artes also championed Deco
bodies in its representation of Indigenismo where form took the place of color in
embodying the nation.
Nationalist market-scenes staged in Bellas Artes did not conform to the
revolutionary theater performed in the market. With the rise of sound cinema, the
persistent popularity of carpas, and governmental hesitation to truly dedicate the National
Theater to the popular classes, the brand of drama exemplified by Bellas Artes became an
elite affair that inscribed the western part of the historic district with neo-Porfirian
qualities. Under the strain of the popularity of cinema, theater increasingly became
problematic as a tool in educating the lower classes, especially as it also catered to elite
desires for upscale drama and opera. Within the larger framework of entertainment in the
1930s, Bellas Artes set the stage for the entry of a new masculinity predicated on the
glorification of the revolutionary war hero that reached its apex in Mexico’s Golden Age.
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(Re)Building a National Theater

Fig. 27. Palacio de Bellas Artes, detail. 1908.

The construction of the Palace of Fine Arts, then known as the new National
Theater, entailed an arduous and drawn-out process, even if this was largely unforeseen at
the time. The new theater was conceived as primary a showcase of Porfirian greatness and
its inauguration was planned to coincide with the centennial celebration of Independence in
1910.604 Hiring the Italian architect Adomo Boari, the Porfirian government planned on
erecting a structure that, with a seating capacity of nearly 2,000 people, would be the
largest of its kind in the world and hence surpass the Parisian Opera that served as its main
604
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inspiration. Before starting on his designs, Boari toured famous theaters in Europe to study
the latest stage designs, and consulted with retired drama experts in order to perfect a stage
suited for opera, ballet, comedies, and large history plays. While Boari designed the new
theater, federal and city officials surveyed the city for a suitable place for the venue. The
planners eventually decided on a site adjacent to Alameda Park that would function as a
point of gravity in bringing together the axes that formed the Porfirian city; the Paseo de
Reforma, Plateros Street (now Madero), and Juárez Street that connected the affluent
neighborhoods of Roma and Juárez to the political and religious heart of the nation, the
Zócalo.605
Not only was the choice of space a precipitous choice in terms of anchoring the
sociopolitical geography of the Porfiriato, it also enhanced the Art Nouveau appeal of the
theater as a site of female history. As the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, the new National
Theater would occupy the remains of a colonial church complex. While the MAR
occupied the site of the former San Pedro y Pablo monastery, the future Palace of Fine Arts
was situated on the ruins of a convent. In addition to female religiosity, the site was
inscribed in popular memory as a place of public women left out of the confines of
Porfirian respectability. After the liberal reforms of the late nineteenth century, city
officials converted the remaining cloisters of the ex-convent of Santa Isabel into public
dormitories for single mothers, while the remainder of the building housed a silk factory
that primarily employed young female workers.606 That the new National Theater would
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occupy female space in the city was strengthened in the popular imagination when
construction workers came upon the physical remains of the convent’s founder, Catalina
Peralta. Reminiscent of a scene out of a Gabriel García Márquez’s novel, the bricklayers
gazed in awe on a body mere moments away from final disintegration, dressed in clothes
made of the finest embroidery, and covered in religious silver paraphernalia. Peralta’s body
was not the only that surfaced, as it soon became clear that many nuns had been buried
under the convent.607 The future Bellas Artes, a homage to entertainment and sublimated
hedonism, thus sat on female burial ground.
Not only the site of the new theater, but also its design communicated a sense of
feminine space. Due to Boari’s strict adherence to Art Nouveau, the National Theater
exuded what contemporaries considered feminine charm. The Italian architect did not
stray far from his European sensibilities when he opted for an exotic, Oriental structure –
which some likened to a Byzantine basilica—dominated by ornamentation steeped in
organic design articulated through feminized landscapes.608 The choice of white, Italian
marble, the building’s rounded forms, and the theater’s elaborate decorations softened its
starker neoclassical design. Massive marble bas-relief on the main façade showed nude
women as allegories of harmony, inspiration, and music, as did the oversized marble
statues flanking the main entrance and occupying the building’s numerous niches.609
The feminized landscapes permeated the larger space throughout the theater and
radiated from its stage to the spaces far beyond its large marble walls. Boari’s plans
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centered on creating a large, open interior where exotic plans exemplifying the
architectural organic designs would convert the theater into a lush, indoor garden. Here,
Boari hoped, visitors could engage in contemplation, conversation, and romance. The
virtual garden would bathe in natural light streaming from the glass domes in the ceiling,
which would also permit the audience to show off their fashion sensibilities. The garden
would extend to the esplanades and terraces surrounding the building, where plants and
flowers would adorn porticos and miradores (lookout points). Boari envisioned that the
gardens would equally serve as an excellent backdrop for masked balls during Carnival.610
While the gardens did not yet aspire to the camposcape that the Revolution would link to a
revalorized Indigenismo as an expression of Mexican identity, they greatly informed the
National Theater as a place of pastoral pleasures.
The charms of verdant tranquility permeated plans for the entire structure of Bellas
Artes, but its greatest asset in articulating Mexican camposcape stood within the inner
sanctum of the theater. The Crystal Curtain, the project’s most unique Art Nouveau
feature, led European ideas of landscape to Mexican memories, and European decorum to
Mexican performance. The permanent stained-glass curtain, created by the famous Tiffany
Studio of New York, counted one million pieces of glass and weighed over 21 tons. Moved
by two electric engines, the curtain cost nearly one hundred thousand pesos.611 Installed in
1910, the glass mosaic showed the famous Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl towering over the
Valley of Mexico. The volcanoes, named after the Aztec warrior and his sleeping princess
of a pre-Cortesian legend reminiscent of Romeo and Juliet, inscribed the stage with an
610
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indigenous landscape tied to Mexico City’s former glory. Gerardo Murillo, who had
renamed himself Dr. Atl during the armed phase of the Revolution and who became
instrumental in launching the mural movement, designed the illustrious curtain.612 The
volcanoes, especially the Popo, featured prominently Dr. Atl’s murals in an attempt to
anchor Indigenismo in landscape and elevate Mexico’s pre-Columbian past.
Despite the building’s bid for glory, pomp and circumstance, the project faced
criticism from its inception. After Porfirio Díaz laid the cornerstone of new National
Theater in 1905, newspapers responded with slogans such as “destruction for construction”
that they deemed emblematic of Porfirian beautification measures in the city. The slogan
was often invoked by critics of the regime who understood that the demolition of old
National Theater was largely due to plans to widen Cinco de Mayo Avenue and sacrificed
national patrimony for the sake of capitalist development.613 To make matter worse,
construction ran into major financial and structural problems early on. The federal
government allowed for 4 million pesos for 4 years of construction, but actual costs
quickly exceeded the budget. The white marble alone cost over 200,000 pesos. The
decision to use the heavy stone also called for additional support, and a concrete base and
metal skeleton designed by New York architect W.H. Wirkimire was put in place by
Miliken Bros. company from Chicago. Despite the base, the structure starting sinking even
before its completion. At a pressure of one and half kilo per square centimeter, the base
needed repeated cement injections. Six years later at the outset of the Revolution, the
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unfinished building had already sunk between one to nearly two meters.614 Due to
revolutionary turmoil, budget constraints, and structural problems, work on the theater was
suspended in 1913.615
With the sinking, obsolete Porfirian theater, both the Revolution and the city had
inherited a seemingly worthless treasure. By 1932, when construction resumed, the
“marble monster” had cost Mexican taxpayers more than 20 million pesos. The fact that it
sat incomplete, useless, and sinking into the city’s unstable soil represented the
revolutionary leadership with a sad spectacle, so found the city’s foremost journalists.616
Engineer and Secretary of Finance Alberto Pani, by his own admission, was responsible
for blowing new life into project. Upon encountering the problematic edifice that he
would rename the Palace of Fine Arts, he decided to embark on the momentous task of
claiming the enormous structure for the Revolution.617 The executive branch of government
decided that not only the Revolution, but also the capital city should claim this Porfirian
inheritance. On October 8, 1931, President Pascual Ortiz Rubio delivered the unfinished
National Theater into the hands of DDF administrators. In lieu of control of the nation’s
theater and what would transpire in it, the DDF promised to complete the project within
two years.618 This meant that, once again, the city shouldered the financial burdens and
administrative responsibility for a cultural space that operated in service of the nation-state.
Reconstruction efforts proved difficult. Alberto Pani had little love for the actual
building, which he considered an exercise in bad taste and as “weak as the political and
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social regime in which it had its origin.”619 As an all too visible holdover of the ancien
regime, Bellas Artes presented Pani with a formidable challenge. In 1932, the country
faced a severe economic crisis that forced Pani, then serving his second term as Secretary
of Finance, to work within the confines of what he considered a severely limited budget.
Looking back in 1941, he proudly announced that under his direction the completion of
Bellas Artes had cost a mere 7 million pesos, about half of what had been spent on the
structure during its Porfirian building phase.620 Despite the financial burdens, resuming the
project also generated economic opportunity. The modifications of the building provided
the lower classes with about 5,000 construction jobs and construction contracts also led to
an influx of commercial activity in the area.621
Of the thirty years that it took to finish Bellas Artes, scholars consider the third
phase, from 1932 until 1934, the most important in the gestation of the building. Pani
changed the name of the structure from Teatro Nacional to the Palacio de Bellas Artes to
indicate the demise of the Porfirian concept of a national theater in favor of an inclusive,
multipurpose institution of Fine Arts that would showcase the accomplishments of the
Revolution through concerts, lectures, expositions and spectacles. 622 His plans envisioned
that the structure would accommodate a Museum of Plastic Arts, Conference Hall,
Exposition Hall, Museum of Books, Museum of Popular Art, and a restaurant.623 By
integrating a variety of art forms that had been isolated from each other in one place and
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connecting a range of existing schools and academies through a governmental department
housed in the structure, revolutionary art could truly fulfill its potential as a force of
nationalism. In occupying Porfirian space, the Palacio de Bellas Artes exemplified that the
Revolution made Porfirian structures productive by filling them with revolutionary
objectives.624
Like Muñoz Gracía’s design for the Mercado Abelardo Rodríguez, Alberto Pani
envisioned Bellas Artes as a monument to the Revolution as well as a means of educating
the popular classes. First, Pani hoped to democratize the structure by simplifying its
ornamentation in an effort to “suppress societal differences.” Secondly, he planned to
redesign the National Theater in favor of a multiuse space for the popular classes, which
entailed converting the vast, open interior into a constellation of halls dedicated to a
plurality of art forms. Architects Frederico Mariscal, who had also designed and built el
Iris, and Mario Pani, nephew to Alberto, were in charge of completing the structure’s
interior. Mariscal and Mario Pani had to drastically modify the interior in order to
transform the building into a multipurpose space, which was considered a radical idea and
emblematic of the Revolution itself. 625
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The Market of the Theater

Fig. 28. Deco Indigenismo. Door to Main Theater, Palacio de Bellas Artes. Design Mario Pani. 1933.

In 1908, Viennese architect Adolf Loos condemned all ornamentation as a crime in
direct response to the elaborate style of Art Nouveau. Together with Josef Hoffmann, he
developed what he called a new, rational architecture based on bare, geometric designs
expressed by simple lines that would evolve into Art Deco, an innovative style that did not
gain widespread popularity until the Paris Exposition in 1925. Deco defied both tradition
and modernism, and in some architectural circles was rejected because of its anachronisms.
In spite of staunch critics, Deco’s success –especially in the Americas—stemmed from its
adaptability. Art Deco fit many different situations, and lent itself well to commercial
incentives, luxury interiors, and public buildings alike. According to architectural
historians Manfredo Tafuri and Francisco dal Co, Art Deco’s “extenuating play of
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ascending lines, the recuperation of a large variety of ornamental solutions, and the use of
refined materials all resulted in an adequate solution of incorporating the new taste and
new quality of the chaotic flux of the masses and metropolitan consumerism.” 626 The style
expressed a quest for modernity without offending more provincial bourgeois sensibilities
of moderation and need for easy assimilation.
Due to the enormous open space within the walls of an exterior styled after
outmoded architectural traditions, Pani and Mariscal had ample to room to engage in “the
play of ascending lines.” Mario Pani, who looked to Carlos Obregón Santacilia’s work in
the Deco colonia Condesa and the equally Deco Banco México a mere two blocks from
Bellas Artes, had studied at the prestigious School of Fine Arts in Paris and was a firm
proponent of introducing Art Deco into Mexico City. Yet, he would take his love for the
style to an entirely new level in redesigning the interior of Bellas Artes. The choice of new
ornamentation and materials such as bronze, copper and onyx and pink marble (from
Hidalgo and Querétaro, respectively) indicated that Pani embraced a highly evolved,
bourgeois, consumerist style of Deco to lend the nation’s foremost center of art a palatable
indigena identity. Due to Deco’s flexibility, Pani’s use of nationalist materials and themes
wedded modernity to an Indigenismo steeped in mestizaje. Thus, depictions of Nahua raingod Tlaloc and Mayan masks in flashy bronze and copper appeared on stark vertical lines
on the theater’s main entrance, and stylized callow lilies –the national flower—informed
the illuminations reminiscent of the film Metropolis that stretched from the floor to the
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building’s high ceiling. With its indigenista Art Deco interior, the neo-classical “ Porfirian
creampuff” now bridged two contrary and oppositional political regimes.627

Fig. 29. Vea! October, 1934.

No contemporaries commented on the underlying reasons to resort to Art Deco in
the design of the MAR’s Teatro del Pueblo and Bellas Artes complex, yet the decision
reflected the strong ties between Art Deco and the world of entertainment. The Deco
bodies of the stage that had taken over the city’s theaters in the wake of Bataclanismo
naturalized the association of Deco with performance and the display of female nudity. A
photo essay in the October 1934 edition of Vea! clearly illustrated that capitalinos
conceptualized the built environment of their city in terms of feminized landscape. What
connected the construction efforts within Bellas Artes and the first landmark Art Deco high
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rise El Nacional were the Deco bodies of the stage that made the west side of the centro
feasible as a space of modernity.
As the reforms and refashioning of the building was under way, not all capitalinos
could muster enthusiasm for the new Palacio de Bellas Artes, yet the majority of criticism
came from conservatives. Editorials in La Prensa took issue with the Mariscal’s and Pani’s
concept of space. Discussing the building as they would a body, commentators stated that
what the DDF considered reforms were nothing less than “shameful amputations” and
“mutilations.” They pointed to the new staircase as a ridiculous contraption completely
contrary to the style of the building, and criticized the installation of separate halls as
“dark, badly ventilated rooms of deplorable aesthetic condition.” It was clear to La
Prensa’s editorial staff that revolutionary reform had compromised Bellas Artes’ health.
Boari’s wide vistas of uncluttered pastoral space had been usurped by Pani’s fragmented
and obscure rooms left to darkness after the domes were plastered over with reinforced
concrete, thus obstructing the flow of natural light that had been part of the original design.
The new interior shape of the building, found one journalist, was a radical attack on
national architecture.628 Contrary to its new name that communicated both art and beauty,
Bellas Artes’ altered body was neither pretty nor healthy.
In spite of the radical alteration of the interior, however, Pani’s strategy for Bellas
Artes retained Boari’s ideal of the theater as camposcape. While not explicitly commenting
on his reasons for doing so, Pani clearly understood his efforts to recreate Bellas Artes as
part of inserting an idealized countryside in the rapidly growing metropolis. Forging ties
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between the art complex and spaces of market activities, Pani placed a flower and fruit
market right outside of Belles Artes’ main entrance that connected the building to Alameda
Park. Also, the gravitational pull of the Fine Arts Palace would reach far across the spaces
of the posh West end to the tenement belt of the East, as Pani planned to outfit La Merced
with Fine Arts annex. The “Mercado de Artes Populares” (Popular Arts Market), part of
Bellas Artes’ Museum of Popular Art, not only extended the Palace of Fine Arts to the
lower-class barrio and the large market, but did so as a way to “fix national patrimony” to
the marketplace. Like the MAR, the presence of Bellas Artes in La Merced would cultivate
the practise of private enterprise among the many worker associations tied to the market.629

“Mexico de Sarape”
The new Fine Arts Palace finally opened its doors in September 29 of 1934. The
elaborate inauguration program started in the morning when Abelardo Rodríguez officially
opened the theater while the Bellas Artes Orchestra played the national anthem, after
which the president toured the many galleries, museums, and exhibits throughout the
building. The festivities suffered a marked setback, however, when the guest of honor had
to duck the many bottles and stones thrown at him by angry protesters directly outside the
main entrance. After pelting the president, the enraged crowd broke windows in an attempt
to enter the building. In response, police and firefighters resorted to heavy-handed efforts
to calm down and disperse the mob. After the disturbance had been quelled, the inaugural
program that had cost an excessive half million pesos resumed in the evening with
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illustrious guests such as Hollywood movie stars Dolores del Río, Ramón Novarro and
Douglas Fairbanks.630
Despite Gomezanda’s enthusiastic offer, no national Ranchero operas graced the
stage of the Fine Arts Palace on its opening night. Instead, Bellas Artes started its tenure as
national theater with the comedy “Suspicious Truth,” directed by Alfredo Gómez de la
Vega, the Ballet of Monte Carlo and the flamenco star “La Argentinita” from Andalusia. 631
The real star of the show, however, was the camposcape at the center of the revamped
building. The state of the art (and General Electric-created) light shows dazzled audiences
as they brought to life the grand spectacle of the Popo and Itza on the famed “Crystal
Curtain.” Due to ingeniously placed mirrors, the volcanoes of pre-Columbian fame bathed
alternately in the pink hues of sunrise or the orange tones of sunset. A voice-over narrating
the history of pre-Columbian peoples, especially the journey of the Aztecs to the Valley of
Mexico and the foundation of Tenochtitlán, accompanied the light shows.632
The dramatic overtures to nationalism Bellas Artes did little to implement Pani’s
vision to attract the popular classes or develop a truly national theatrical tradition. The
group Teatro de Orientación offered plays by Cervantes, Shakespeare, Chekov and O’Neill
for the more discriminating tastes. Formed under the auspices of literary protegés Xavier
Villaurrutia and Salvador Novo, the intellectually sophisticated theater group hoped to
elevate theater as art to counteract the negative effects of commercial productions which,
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in the opinion of director Julio Bracho, trailed fifty years behind current developments.633
Bracho –who advised the board of Bellas Artes on the selection of potential plays—was
even more critical of young Mexican authors, whose still immature work, he believed,
suffered from severe weaknesses. For instance, in assessing Victoriano Martínez Lara’s
play Sangre de Patria (Blood of the Fatherland) about the struggles of a poor campesino
family during the Revolution, Bracho condemned the play for its weak characters, illogical
plot, and bad grammar.634 Thus, apart from the occasional foreign literary play, the new
National Theater would be home to Italian operas, “Salomé,” Russian ballet, and numerous
returns of “La Argentinita.”635 In response, the press increasingly criticized Bellas Artes
for offering nothing more than operas and ballets. Comedy, the “flower of artistic
spectacle” and the spirit of national sentiments, according to one theater critic, was left
without the proper home it so needed.636
If Bellas Artes’ repertoire of opera and ballet catered exclusively to the middle- and
upper classes, it was because comedies popular with working-class audiences did not meet
the approval of revolutionary leaders. In reviewing Bellas Artes’ performance as First
Theater of the Nation for the year 1937, an anonymous columnist in El Universal
commented that even though the revistas of the comedian Soto in Bellas Artes could not
meet the scrutiny of the government’s educational objectives in cultivating good taste, they
remained popular with audiences. Soto’s humor, commented the columnist, thankfully
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made up for the less than inspiring mainstay of regional dances and other “sins of
pretense” in Bellas Artes.637
Despite Bellas Artes’ penchant for regional dances, critics believed that lower-class
entertainment expressed a more authentic Mexican national identity. Other than attracting
the popular classes, Soto’s revistas also drew tourists in search of a picturesque Mexico,
which critics found more problematic. In an effort to present a Mexico constructed for
tourists, the Department of Bellas Artes bent and twisted authentic national artistic
expressions to serve the interests of the revolutionary elite. The exploitation of this
“México de Sarape,” so deemed journalists, did not have its origin in the tastes of the
popular classes, but in the middle-class “perversions of popular artistic sentiment.” Thus,
one writer concluded, the revolutionary agenda of the State failed not by protecting
bourgeois art per sé, but bourgeois interpretations of popular art that resulted in “mediocre
affectation.”638 In short, the camposcape of Bellas Artes that fit the objectives of the
Department of Education and government officials keen on attracting tourist dollars,
alienated the city’s theater critics, social commentators, and popular-class audiences.
If Bellas Artes served bourgeois and tourist consumption of facile folklore, SEP
educators used other theatrical spaces in the building to acclimatize the popular classes to
refined drama. Bellas Artes’ camposcape was not contained merely to the stage. Even
though Pani’s plans for exhibition space focused on the edification of popular art as the
national art form, Bellas Artes permanent collection consisted largely of murals fashioned
by the movement’s principal artists. Mexican Muralism, the movement thought to best
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express revolutionary sentiments and most recognized as uniquely Mexican art, flourished
in the 1920s and 1930s and dominated –some would say, overshadowed—Mexican art
production for most of the first half of the twentieth century.639 Muralism was a largely,
and among Mexican artists an exclusive, male domain. The movement, while multifaceted
in style, content, and practitioners, became consolidated in the work of the Tres Grandes,
Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and David Alfaro Siquieros, which exacerbated the
masculine outlook of mural painting in Mexico and mirrored the gender dynamics that
underpinned the institutionalization of the Revolution. The murals were categorized as
revolutionary and public art or, at the very least, art for the masses, even if they expressed
the rise of a nationalist bourgeoisie.
The Department of Bellas Artes started to acquire murals for its permanent
collection in 1934, a period that reflected a more conservative stage in the development of
the movement, after its bid for didactic impact and political radicalism had already reached
its apex. Moreover, the consolidation of Muralism occurred within the context of a
masculine discourse that informed much of the mural production as well as the ongoing
institutionalization of the Revolution. With the institutionalization of the Revolution,
Muralism –at least as expressed by the Tres Grandes—similarly became part of the state
apparatus. Even if for different reasons, the three spent much time in the United States
during the late 1920s and early 1930s. By the time they returned, the political landscape of
the Mexican nation had become increasingly centralized. Against the backdrop of the
problem of nationhood and modernity, the three turned to definitions of Mexican identity
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and history, appropriating and consolidating the past into epic narratives that told
Mexicans who they were.640
Muralism’s depictions of history drew on rich traditions that preceded it that had
their roots in Porfirian interest in the indigenous past. As Rivera’s work progressed, his
representations of peasants’ lives made place for a glorification of indigenous traditions
and idealization of revolutionary inclusion of indigenous groups. This shift was expressed
not only in his adoption of pre-Columbian arrangements of space, but also in choice of
subject matter focused on fiestas and markets.641 Rivera then positioned the camposcape of
markets and fiestas against his growing infatuation with modernism and modernization.
Their various stays in the United States influenced the three muralists most
profoundly in their visual dialectics with modernity. Women, however, increasingly were
left out of the murals of modernity, even more so than they had been barred from history
murals, that –while focusing on the great male heroes of Mexican myth and history—still
left some room for the quintessential indigena or allegorical figures symbolizing the Earth.
In modernity, perhaps more than ever, Man (or men) triumphed. Rivera’s infamous Man
at the Crossroads (1934), recreated for the Palace of Fine Arts after the original in
Rockefeller Center had been destroyed on order of Nelson Rockefeller after Rivera refused
to remove the figure of Lenin from the mural, literally places a man at the center of the
world, at the controls of a machine that orders the universe.
Rivera’s initial design of mothers and teachers for the destroyed Man at the
Crossroads in the Rockefeller Center was replaced with a scene from a nightclub to show
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the debauchery of the rich.642 The reincarnation of the mural in Belles Artes entails a series
of interesting juxtapositions where gender serves to structure class differences. The right
half of the mural depicts a utopian and revolutionary society that is starkly contrasted with
the misery of the capitalist world. Radiating outward from the man/machine in the center,
a series of scenes posit depictions life in the industrialized North on the left against the
socialist utopia on the right, in which women and men alternate in embodying capitalist or
socialist values. Directly to the right of the man/machine is a panel in which Lenin unites
colored male workers juxtaposed with older gambling white women. In the next panel,
young white female athletes are contrasted with a workers’ strike of white men. The top
panels show socialist women of all racial backgrounds against an army gas mask-wearing
men. Harkening back to the Rivera’s earlier work at the SEP building, such as Night of the
Rich, bad women incite capitalist vice while good communist women are healthy, strong
and devoted mothers and workers. José Clemente Orozco’s Catharsis (1934) also
fashioned for Bellas Artes permanent mural collection echoes a similar message.
Highlighting a white and nude prostitute amidst death and destruction, the mural indicates
that overt female sexuality is at the core of corruption. Middle-aged and heavily
bejeweled, her face contorted in sarcastic laughter and legs spread wide, a public woman
inspires terror rather than the productive fertility of Ororzo’s early works such as
Maternidad (1923-24).
Like theater productions staged in the Palace of Fine Arts, its murals were intended
as public art for the enjoyment and education of the popular classes. Like the regional
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dances and Ranchero Operas, most murals reduced popular imagery into folklore or
objects for tourist consumption. Rivera’s visions of an idealized pre-Columbian past wove
history, fantasy and memory into a golden tapestry of nostalgia and myth that increasingly
formed the visualization of national identity. Rather than capturing and reflecting a living
present, they staged idealized past as desired by the federal and city governments. In this,
Mexican Muralism formed an integral part of the contemporary modernist fascination in
Europe and United States with the exotic and primitive. Moreover, the institutionalization
of the three Grandes –and their male-centered visual histories and views of modernity—
also meant that the revolutionary legacy was one in which women had little to no place.

“Allá en el Rancho Grande” and the Reentry of Virtual Masculinity
During the 1920s, cinema started its rapid ascent as the city’s preferred form of
entertainment. Not until the early 1930s with the start of sound cinema, however, did film
overtake theater. Many playhouses, such as Salon Rojo, had shown movies as part of their
theatrical offerings from the 1910s onward, yet by the mid thirties many of these venues
showed films exclusively. After the completion of Bellas Artes as the nation’s official
theater, el Iris lost its place of prominence and succumbed to financial pressures. Iris
entered into a contract with the United States’ media company RCA to show four movies a
week. Not only El Iris, but also La Iris moved from the stage to the screen. Like many
stage actresses of her time, Esperanza Iris embarked on a movie career by the early 1930s,
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and played maternal roles in fairly successful features such as Mater Noster (Our Mother,
1936) and Noches de Gloria (Nights of Glory, 1938), often to critical acclaim.643
If theaters symbolized outdated traditions, movies signaled the start of the modern
era, an idea frequently supported by the deteriorating state of the actual physical structures
that hosted stage shows. The poor conditions under which theaters operated became
painfully clear after February 29, 1931, when a fire destroyed the famous El Principal, the
theater that had once seen the performances of La Conesa and had functioned as the city’s
gravitational space of drama since colonial times. The fire started during a well-attended
show, surprised an unsuspecting audience, and took the lives of twelve women, children,
and most of the acting ensemble. After the fire, El Principal too became a cinema.644 At the
end of the decade, the state of the city’s theaters was deplorable, so found journalists.
Apart from Bellas Artes, the few theaters that remained in existence after the onslaught of
cinema, were “old, dirty, uncomfortable structures that reeked of latrines.” Theater could
not prosper under these conditions, wrote commentators. It looked like theater was
finished.645
If decrepit and unsightly playhouses alienated theater audiences, unions did little to
restore public confidence in theater. Critics found that theater syndicates choked
opportunities for new theater companies, because leaders enriched themselves under the
pretext of defending the rights of theater workers rather than promoting successful shows.
Even powerful theater unions, however, could do little to stop the onslaught of moving
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pictures. Armed with slogan “even if they kill us,” the Federation of Theaters vehemently
opposed the sale of the Lírico Theater to Rex Cinema in 1938. In 1931, the federal district
counted 14 theaters and 70 cinemas.646 By 1938, even famed theaters such as Iris, Colon,
Principal, Regis, María Guerrero and Politeama all had succumbed to the lure and
popularity of the movies. 647 Fearing the loss of their livelihood, the federation –made up
thousands of members—was able to convince the owner to hold off on the sale.648 In spite
of this small victory, Lírico eventually was condemned and torn down.
If dwindling interest in theater could be easily blamed on the popularity of the
movies, the state of Mexican drama did little to endear capitalinos to return to the theater.
The decline was particularly pronounced in revista theater, which had become dying genre
by the late 1930s. In 1935, the nation counted 3,903 performed dramas and comedies, a
number that carefully grew to 4,160 in 1937, when theater productions grossed a total of
nearly 8 million pesos nationwide. 649 Revistas, on the other hand, shrank from over 4,000
shows in 1935 to 2,850 in 1937.650 According to the stage’s most fervent supporters, poor
quality of theater productions and censorship accounted for the dwindling numbers.
Salvador Novo stated laconically: “today when talkies have conquered our city and sound
cinema is a fact, Mexican comedy has decided to become mute theater. Success
guaranteed.”651
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By 1942, journalists commented that theaters were virtually empty. Only women
who indulged in chocolate and appeared to worry little about “saving their lines”
frequented theaters now that theater had become a bore and no longer attracted the city’s
youth. Young capitalinos instead flocked to the silver screen to behold close-ups of their
idols kissing each other without restraint or modesty. The screen, not the stage, made even
the worst films palatable, in the same way “poor food is dressed up by salsas piquantes and
intoxicating wines,” commented the press. Raised on cinema, the young person did not
understand or love theater, complained theater critics, and thus ignored it all together.652
Despite the lure of Hollywood, the fledgling Mexican film industry would look
closer to the stage than many of film aficionados realized. While still in its infancy when
Bellas Artes opened, Mexican film would come into its own by the late 1930s, not only as
a successful industry, but even more so as a cultural product that would attract a large
audience, especially after the release of Fernando de Fuentes’ blockbuster hit Allá en el
Rancho Grande. The film picked up on one of the principal themes within the construct of
“Mexico de Sarape” that informed the remaining revistas popular with working-class
audiences and tourists. Leaving the China Poblanas and Tehuanas to the Tapatio Jarabe
and Zandugas of the future Bellas Artes’ Ballet Folklórico, “Mexico de Sarape”
concentrated more and more on the charros on the frontier ranchos of the vast Northern
landscapes.
Interestingly, before making Allá en el Rancho Grande, Fernando de Fuentes had
been responsible for the era’s most soul-searching films about the Revolution. His famous
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triptych Prisionero trece, (Prisoner Number Thirteen, 1933), El Compadre Mendoza
(Godfather Mendoza, 1933), and Vamonos con Pancho Villa (Let’s Go with Pancho Villa,
1935) echoed the classic novel Los de Abajo (The Underdogs) by Mariano Azuela and
presented the viewer with a dark vision of the Revolution, where shifting loyalties,
unscrupulous quests for personal gain and needless violence lay bare the loss of idealism
and ideological principles of the revolutionary process. In spite of these more critical
depictions of the forces that had structured the revolutionary nation-building process, de
Fuentes earned fame and fortune with the light and upbeat Allá en el Rancho Grande (Out
on the Big Ranch, 1935) produced by the government-owened CLASA studios that broke
all box-office records and generated a long line of sequels of increasingly inferior
quality.653
Allá en el Rancho Grande placed the Hollywood cowboy in an easily recognizable
setting for Mexican audiences, the rancho, and married song to film in such a successful
way that it launched an entire new musical genre; the canción ranchera. The film also put
CLASA on the map as Latin America’s main studio and paved the way to the advent of
Mexican cinema, which in the 1940s –the much touted “Golden Age”–reached its apex.
The film introduced the singing charro who embodied all the qualities of desirable, virile
Mexican masculinity. As an honest, hardworking hacienda-owner, the charro –unlike the
double-crossing lower-class urban pelado immortalized by comedians such as Cantínflas—
revalorized the campo not only as a simpler, purer place but also tied this place to
masculine honor. In many ways, Allá en el Rancho Grande harkened back to the
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paternalistic past of the Porfiriato, where benevolent but strict fathers were in control and
everyone knew their proper place. This entailed that women, who generally had not fared
well as successfully independent protagonists in Mexican film, receded even further into
the background.
A popular theme that dominated the character outline of most female protagonists
in Mexican film of the revolutionary period was that of the “fallen woman.” In the 1930s,
well over fifteen movies centered on initially independent women who, due to a stroke of
bad luck or the general cruelty of the world, fell into the shameful trap of prostitution.
Frequently, these fallen women were saved by a life of virtuous submission through the
redemption of a bourgeois marriage. The most controversial film of this genre was Mujer
del Puerto (Woman of the Port, 1933) by Russian director Arcady Boytler, which openly
dealt with incest. Its most popular example was Santa (1930), based on the popular novel
by Frederico Gamboa. Mexican audiences’ fascination with the prostitute as the
embodiment of the fallen woman centered on the plot to save her and claim her for
motherhood.654 The sheer popularity of roles depicting either humble mothers or prostitutes
in 1930s cinema underscores the severely limited and highly contradictory and
oppositional spaces women were deemed to inhabit on the screen.
Popular depictions of women remained firmly anchored in the theme of
subservience. Although more than fifty films about the Revolution showed soldaderas, the
prevalent depiction of the revolutionary female soldier in these films centered on
obedience to the new, but still patriarchal, revolutionary state. Of all the cinematic
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soldadera portraits, Adelita –the self-abnegating type—proved the most popular over time.
Even if somewhat resistant of normative female sexuality, the soldadera safely remained
and nationalistic patriot who served as a reminder that women’s heroic sacrifices on the
battlefield were those she made on behalf of husband, father or brother. 655
Film scholars such as John King maintain that the Cárdenas administration
tolerated the neo-porfirian tendencies of films like Allá en el Rancho Grande due to the
immense success of CLASA –which, after the oil industry—was the largest economic
export engine in the nation.656 Cárdenista “tolerance” seemed to stem more from the
gendered dynamics in the conceptualization of the Revolution and its memory than a
simple outgrowth of economic structuralism. The popularity of the charro was
emblematic of the advent of middle-class administrators to national power who had not
fought in the armed struggle, like future President Miguel Aléman, and who stood in need
of an image that would lend them revolutionary appeal. Ranchero films followed on the
heels of cinematic, theatrical and other visual representation enshrining popular heroes
such as Villa, Zapata, Obregón and Carranza as the revolutionary family, even if they had
little in common other than the fact that they had been soldiers. The revolutionary allure of
the charro allowed junior men of national politics to identify with a signifier, now emptied
of particular connotation, of strength and virility. In the circles of national politics, the term
charrismo quickly came to indicate the top-down structure of labor unions tied to the State,
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where unscrupulous labor leaders entered into bossist manipulation of the rank-and-file
under the guise of patriotic loyalty and national development.
By 1934, the movies had taken over most of the city’s theaters. El Iris, Politeama,
the long string of theaters that had become cinemas, and the plans to demolish el Lírico
demonstrated that the stage had made way for the screen. Movies marked the advent of an
unstoppable modernity that visibly connected the change in mentalities with the dramatic
shifts in the city’s landscape. Theater critics wrote that as capitalinos were left behind
without their theatrical shows, they faced the “rapid appearance of brand-new
constructions in all cardinal points of the great Urbe that will house Greta and Marlene.”
Theater was too pedantic for modern life, found others who were desirous of a world of
beautiful cityscapes.657
The placid landscapes of “Mexico de Sarape” celebrated in the Ranchero genre that
propelled Mexican cinema to its “Golden Age,” increasingly became a construct of insipid
nationalist theater that reflected little else than a conservative political desire to maintain
Mexico’s image as a virtual, unspoiled campo. Meanwhile, the presence of the campo in
the city was policed ever more stringently. While Bellas Artes relied more and more on the
fame of its folkloric ballet, and movies showed Pedro Negrete in charro films, city markets
faced tightening restrictions. Aarón Sáenz’s well-publicized blitz-krieg against poverty,
disease, and unsightly women on the street had done much to inspire hope for a healthier,
and certainly prettier Mexico City, yet problems remained. Officials of the Department of
Health, never a real fan of the DDF or its gerente, noted with dismay that the proliferation
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of barracks without electricity or sanitary services that occupied empty lots in the centro
continued unabated. Fortified by a presidential decree, they held residents responsible for
cleanup of the area or fined them 10 pesos. Owners of the open terrains, on the other hand,
were forced to destroy the barracks or pay a fine of 50 pesos upon first offense. 658

“Everything in its Right Place”
Following an incident involving vandalism and theft, President Lázaro Cárdenas
ordered on February 8, 1938 that no more union meetings or other political gatherings
were to take place in the Palace of Fine Arts. Workers had extinguished their cigarettes on
the plush carpets during an union gathering, after which they supposedly made off with
some crystal and bronze decorations that they had dislodged from the upscale boxes. In
response, Cárdenas decreed that political meetings be moved to the Hidalgo theater that,
judged journalists reporting on the new ordinance, had a longer tradition of hosting union
functions, and was old and devoid of luxury furnishing. The incident raised pertinent
questions. Should only the bourgeois have access to the National Theater? Had the
revolutionary leadership not mentioned that Bellas Artes was a space for the use of the
popular classes? 659 Debates raged in the press about the validity of the executive decision
and the nature of Bellas Artes as a public institution that symbolized the larger contest over
urban space in the center of the capital, the legacy of camposcape, and the discourse of
health, beauty and female bodies that connected these themes.
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By the end of the 1930s, Bellas Artes appeared no longer a proper place for the
popular classes. 660 One side of the debate held that the Palace of Fine Arts was not the
place to host workers’ festivals and other celebrations that had nothing to do with art.
Opening up “the First Theater of the Nation” to these type of activities, proponents of this
position argued, was as preposterous as “proposing to have trapeze and flying swings
around the Column of Independence, an exhibit of livestock in Chapultepec Park, and a
fair in the National Palace.” As one journalist commented, “everything in its right place.”
The incident showed, found others, that Bellas Artes had not followed its designated
course. Instead of maturing, Bellas Artes had become “denaturalized” and small. 661
Opponents believed that authorities prioritized property over people. Bellas Artes, so
commented Gráfico columnist Jubilo, suffered from two types of harmful elements; those
who ruined carpets, and those who had elevated objects to the level of obsession and
adhered to the belief that everything should be in its right place.662
Regardless of the vandalism in the late 1930s, Alberto Pani’s objective of
dedicating the Bellas Artes to the popular classes met with opposition early on. Before the
new theater opened its doors, pundits in the press questioned whether Bellas Artes would
fulfill its role in furnishing the popular classes with upstanding entertainment. Joking that
the new National Theater only had 2,000 seats, they proposed to repeat shows often, admit
spectators on a first-come, first-served basis, and refrain from charging admission.663
Letting the working class in the upscale theater, however, was something that equally
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worried middle-class administrators. As the incident involving vandalism and theft of
some of the bronze decorations and crystal of its luxury boxes bore out, Bellas Artes was
not the proper place for the popular classes.664
Theater aficionados blamed the not the workers but DFF administrators for the
general state of malaise in Bellas Artes. Playwrights and cronistas, among them illustrious
names such as Armando de María y Campos and Xavier Villaurrutia, wrote an open letter
of complaint to President Cárdenas to state their dismay at the lack of efficiency at Fine
Arts Palace that was published in the city’s foremost newspapers. They cited lack of proper
management for the disarray of the Department of Bellas Artes, which had not been able to
implement its program for 1937. Due to the absence of centralized authority, Bellas Artes
offerings were arbitrary and smacked of favoritism, they argued. Moreover, the shows it
did offer were at the whim of private enterprise without regard to the quality befitting a
National Theater. Bellas Artes neither fulfilled its obligation in terms of education, nor
served as a model for the nation’s youth. They advised the President to form an honorary
committee drawn from prominent artists, who together with the director would select the
shows in accordance with the tourist season. In addition, government funds would help to
limit the detrimental role of private business.665
Following the incidents of vandalism, public scandals and protests, the Department
of Fine Arts saw a drastic reorganization. Cárdenas responded by suspending the
independence of the department and returning it to the leadership of the SEP.666 Among the
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new staff was Rudolfo Usigli as Head of Theater, Nellie Campobello as Director of the
School of Dance, and Bellas Artes’ new jefe, Celestino Gorostiza, who was put in charge
of an investigation into the “nation’s folkloric traditions,” especially with respect to preCortesian, indigenous music.667 Gorostiza also consulted with private enterprise to combat
the general state of decadence of theaters and restore theater to its former glory. Next to the
evident progress that the Revolution had made in the other arts, theater had been a failure.
In order to remedy the situation, Gorostiza hoped to make Bellas Artes a central force in
the production of theater by Mexican art workers.668
The overhaul of Bellas Artes as a functional space of revolutionary objectives in
educating its citizens in the art of refined culture ran into trouble early on. In the summer
of 1938, the SEP caused an uproar by refusing to host the farewell concert of icon
Augustín Lara. Lara, a bolero singer who rose to fame by working in cabarets and
composing songs that the SEP deemed of low moral qualities, vigorously protested the
decision, but the director of the SEP remained firm in his opinion that “negative elements”
such as Lara would undermine his efforts at elevating the tastes of Mexico’s citizenry.669
Editorials opposed the renewed focus on politicization of theater, especially theater in
service of the State. In order to clear the “miasma of pestilence” that was political theater,
whether saturated with communist, socialist, even just revolutionary messages, theater
should just be art for art’s sake.670
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Bellas Artes remained a problematic space in many respects. In 1938, reports
indicated that the structure itself was weak, and that in case of an earthquake it would not
only suffer irreparable damage, but also collapse altogether or sink further into the ground.
Little recourse existed to prevent the noticeable decline of the building into the unstable
soil of Mexico City’s ancient lakebed. Engineers advised that a solid cement base would be
the only remedy to save the building.671 Bellas Artes structural weaknesses again caused
public concern in 1941, when due to the seemingly unstoppable downward tilt of the
building, a block of marble fell in the orchestra in the middle of a performance. Worse,
authorities appeared largely indifferent to the issue of public safety. The SEP had not spent
any of its 6 million pesos budget set aside for repairs to remedy the problem. Bellas Artes
needed to close its doors, proposed the daily Excelsiór, or face the possibility of operating
as an underground theater.672 A series of the cement injections, hailed in Mexico as the
most modern building material, could not defy gravity or fortify the unstable soil; Bellas
Artes was sinking.673
The physical condition of the building was articulated through issues of class. A
concerned Mexican tourist, who in 1941 encountered the former source of national pride in
“ruins,” reiterated that if the popular classes held meetings and other gatherings in the
theater and mediocre theater companies could rent it to stage plays for the masses, the once
sumptuous building would further deteriorate. He blamed the poor condition of the
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building, including its nauseating restrooms without running water, not on poor
administration, but on lower-class audiences.674
The credibility of Bellas Artes as a people’s theater was clearly sinking as well.
The tales of fraud and disorder involving the highest administrators of the Department
Bellas Artes reached a fever pitch in 1941, when reports of a wave of theft by Bellas Artes
personnel served to illustrate the incompetence of its director Fermín Cuéllar. Besides theft
of costumes, including women’s lingerie, beauty products, and even the chairs of the
presidential box, Bellas Artes seemed to be a site of decadence and decay, where
employees engaged in after-hours parties to drink, engage in orgies, and wreak other havoc
in the theater.675 Even respected dancer Nellie Campobello was implicated in fraud,
discovered entertainment inspectors. Earning a full salary from the SEP, she informally
charged her students additional tuition.676
A group of actors also came forward who accused the Department of Fine Arts of
fraud and deception. The Cuadro Drámatico Popular, part of the Department’s theater
groups geared towards educating the city’s workers, maintained that from the group’s
inception in 1936, they had acted on numerous occasions for the SEP, yet had not been
paid nearly the wages stipulated by their contracts. Instead, the small and sporadic cash
payments they did receive, had forced them to lead a hand-to-mouth existence.677 Even
more scandalous, Bellas Artes shelled out exorbitant sums to foreign groups to perform in
the National Theater. Humble Mexican actors of the Cuadro Drámatico Popular were
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starving, but the Russian Ballet company Daniel grossed 150,000 pesos for its
performances in the theater, even if Bellas Artes charged the company a pittance of 3,600
pesos for which the company received rent, electricity, and service personnel.678
In the end, the State’s efforts at theatrical renewal did not seem to bear much fruit.
A committee formed by the PRM largely from the directors of various governmental
departments, such as the SEP, Bellas Artes, and DAPP (Department of Press and
Propaganda) sought once again to blow new life into national theater by developing a true
popular theater at the service of the “most humble masses of the nation.”679 The committee
hoped to form a new theater group, construct a new theater to house the group, and start a
School for Dramatic Arts to instruct new actors. The school would also serve to rejuvenate
Bellas Artes as a National Theater by using material from Mexico’s popular imagination,
“so rich, delectable and picturesque.”680 The school, however, was not completed until
1946, when SEP director Jaime Torres Bodet inaugurated the School for Theater Arts.
Contrary to previous governmental experiences in uplifting the morals of lower-class
audiences, Torres Bodet again hailed theater as a “living school for adults,” especially for
members of the popular classes.681
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The State of Mexican Theater
Due to its visibility as the nation’s official theater, the issue of proper management
of Bellas Artes epitomized the desire on the part of governmental officials to keep
everything, and everyone, in its right place. The artistic, moral and physical deterioration
of Palace of Fine Arts was indicative of larger concerns exceeding policing lower-class
audiences and disciplining disinterested bureaucrats. If theater’s destiny spelled a certain
death at the ever-growing popularity of movie-going, its integrity suffered notably from the
tendency to compromise artistic freedom in favor of folklore to garner tourist dollars as
well as adhere to a tightening political climate leaning towards censorship. As theater
productions in Bellas Artes grew into show-manlike entertainment of Ranchero musicals
and folkloric ballets, smaller theaters and carpas specializing in political satire disappeared
under the strain of stricter regulations, even if these focused on health and safety issues.
City ordinances stipulating order, hygiene and security of theaters equally targeted the
small venues and carpas that retained any semblance of free speech. As we saw in Chapter
Two, political commentary was often interwoven with female nudity. Hence, political
censorship was often articulated through the imposition of “public decency” and antipornography measures.
By the early 1930s, DDF officials noted their dismay with the deteriorating state of
theaters in the capital city. In 1931 representatives of the Office of Architecture, the
Sección de Espectaculos (Entertainment Department), firefighters, theater and cinema
owners and other small businesses formed a committee to augment the situation, even if
they were slow to come to any meaningful decisions. Architects made some
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recommendations, but much remained to be done, concluded DDF Head Aaron Sáenz in
his annual report, especially in terms of security of the “halls of spectacles.”682 Public
safety, according to the gerente, meant more than health concerns even if these were
articulated –as we saw in Chapter Three—largely in terms of bodily purity, physical
beauty and female sexuality.
After numerous attempts to gain greater control over the city’s theatrical
landscapes, the DDF finally promulgated a new ordinance on public spectacles in 1937.
The new ordinance that the newspaper published in increments of three articles per day
over the course of the month of December 1937, stipulated the DDF Office of Diversions’
understanding of espectáculos as cultural forms and commercial ventures that uplifted the
morality of the larger public in some way. If these cultural events were Mexican in any
way, they enjoyed absolute preference.683 Article Ten of the ordinance also ensured that the
DDF reserved the right to gain access to any theater at least once a week to stage cultural
productions for the benefit of el pueblo. La Prensa’s desk of cultural affairs applauded this
measure in particular. Better to stage plays in proper theaters than in sports centers.684
DDF regulations also contained measures aimed at policing undesirable sexual
behavior as part of a larger understanding of deviancy and transgression. In the early
1930s, Aáron Sáenz created special commissions to police suspicious cabarets. Little
Hungary, Parisiense, and Montparnasse, among other dangerous locales were under close
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surveillance.685 One way to drive the cabarets out of business was to revoke their liquor
licenses. In 1938, the DDF gave owners of café cantantes and cabarets ten days to
discontinue cantina services in their establishments or face being shut down.686 The
Department of Health frequently closed adult theaters such as El Lírico on grounds of poor
sanitation, especially of bathrooms, even if residential complaints cited fear of sexual
license and rampant vice.687 Article Twelve of the 1937 ordinance stated that centers of
entertainment should have sex-segregated restroom attendees so that men would not enter
women’s bathrooms or vice-versa. Not only would this measure avoid “bad use of the
restrooms,” but also would ensure that the “public would behave itself in a decent
fashion.”688
Cabarets and other venues of burlesque theater were dangerous places not only due
to adult entertainment, but also because of transgressive behavior of its patrons, especially
dancing. The DDF sought to regulate dance halls in 1937, when it provided stricter
guidelines in order to obtain licenses to organize dances and demand that participants pay
an entrance fee. Any dance event that defied the regulations would be shut down, so
warned the DDF.689 Salon México, a renowned dancehall that had been in operation for
over twenty years, suffered notably from the new restrictions. Under attack from the
Comité de Damas de Acción Social Antialcohólica (Committee of Ladies for Social Action
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against Alcoholism) the DDF investigated Salon México on charges of prostitution. As a
place for “workers and domestic servants,” the damas held the dancehall accountable in
exercising a bad influence on the nearby girl reform school Corregidora de Querétaro.
Student attendance had dropped significantly, lamented the damas, because the girls slept
through most of the morning after dancing all night at the Salon. The author of the article
was convinced that the Salon was merely a place to facilitate the innocent pastimes of the
working class, not a brothel.690
The city’s 1937 guidelines for places of entertainment targeted the carpas in
particular, which could now exist only as temporary venues at fairs and other holiday
celebrations, but not as permanent theaters. Moreover, they were no longer allowed to set
up shop in small plazas and streets as the public had grown accustomed to, but on private
lots only.691 Two years later, the tent theaters still caused problems. Carpa managers and
owners misled the officials of the Department of Health as well as representatives of their
unions with incorrect information about the state of their establishments. Even if some
reporters referred to carpas as “nauseating dens,” they realized that the tent theaters
employed about 4,000 workers who stood to lose their daily bread if the city would close
the carpas. Journalists applauded the city’s plan to construct and operate “transportable”
little theaters, which would only set the city back 125,000 pesos and would lend a great
service to the clean up efforts in the city as well as the carperos. 692
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Cleaning up the city often entailed censorship, even if that censorship came in
through the backdoor. Apart from persistent hygiene problems in the itinerant shacks,
carpas celebrated a theatrical repertoire that city inspectors believed bordered on the
obscene. In 1939, the DFF started to close down several carpas and theaters in Santa María
de la Ribera and other places in the city on grounds of immoral conduct and shameful
shows. 693 By stipulating more stringent hygiene and safety rules, city ordinances targeted
the last remaining stronghold of free theatrical expression. By the late 1930s, journalists
commented that theater had so been affected by censorship, that only in the “picturesque
and run-down carpas” real popular and political theater survived.694
Despite the idea that the Cárdenas administration represents the highpoint in
fulfilling revolutionary ideals and the strongest expression of reform in favor of the
popular classes, censorship was clearly on the rise in the late 1930s, even if this censorship
faced considerable protest. Theater workers, playwrights, and journalists demanded the
right to freedom of speech. Stating that they had been denied their constitutional rights
ever since the new constitution had been promulgated in 1917, they accused the “petty
bureaucrats,” the theater inspectors of the DDF’s Office of Spectacles in particular, of
derailing productions on the most of trivial grounds for the personal satisfaction of flexing
their power muscle. As in the early 1920s, entertainment inspectors poured over the
content of plays week after week, cutting and “mutilating” the artistic expressions of
writers who should have been protected and nurtured by the Revolution, as union leaders
pointed out. As Revista Theater relied heavily on political satire, it especially suffered
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from the stringent and what appeared arbitrary incursions of the State in artistic
production. As a prolific Revistas author, Carlos Ortega complained bitterly in the press
that his plays did little to upset the social peace or affect matters of morality, yet were
subject to continual criticism on the part of the inspectors. The city inspectors apparently
took offence at Revista writers’ implicit commentary on the state of the city. In the Follies
Theater, inspectors dramatically halted one such revista that equated the potholes of
Bolivar Street in the centro with an ocean navigated by trucks, and silenced the outraged
author by stating that these matters “were none of his business.”695
The Office of Spectacles enjoyed little respect in the capitalino press. Most
journalists commenting on the censorship crisis found the office highly inadequate, poorly
administered and staffed by personnel with little if any understanding of art and theater. Its
director, explaining that the office censored plays that poked fun at presidential candidates
because they caused harm to their political careers, clearly did not understand the concept
of satire, one columnist remarked.696 Following an incident involving El Ideal, Mexico City
theaters threatened to close their doors altogether. Upon having heard President Cárdenas’
defense of freedom of speech, the theater’s management decided to dust off and perform
the banned play “La Sobrina del Cura” (The Niece of the Priest). Despite repeated threats
by DDF personnel, El Ideal stood firm in its decision.697
The opposition press such as El Universal and Excelsiór, along with labor leaders,
questioned the State’s objectives in maintaining a double standard that censored theater yet
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allowed freedom of speech in the film industry.698 DDF inspectors resorted to the idea of
“previa censura,” i.e. censoring plays before they had been performed, to judge the
political viability of plays. The Cárdenas-founded Department of Press and Propaganda
(DAPP) warned theater unions not to oppose the State in its objectives to implement the
Revolution. DAPP director Agustín Arroyo also accused union leaders of using the issue
of censorship as a smokescreen to hide their bid for financial gain.699
The Office of Spectacles did not only censor political satire. Productions with a
feminist edge also invoked the wrath of the commission, even if this form of censorship
did not greatly upset the capitalino press. Revistas with titles such as “Las Faldas” (The
Skirts) and “La Deliosa Polémia” (The Delicious Polemic) directly addressed the topic of
feminism, yet –as they treated women’s liberation as fodder for comic relief—they seemed
to escape heavy censure. Its main protagonists were women engaged in their quest for
equal rights through daily life situations, yet the revistas neutralized any tensions between
modern women and the men in their lives through humor.700 In contrast, María Luisa
Ocampo’s feminist comedy “La Vida de Mujer” (Life of Women) was banned on grounds
of its “profoundly immoral and dangerous” content.701 Condemning plays as immoral often
put them in the same league with pornography. Instead of censoring theater on grounds of
political messages contrary to the Revolution, found the city press, the State should enforce
the law to curtail immoral and pornographic shows.702
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Not surprisingly, women were linked to the preservation of order and tradition,
qualities thought to have great importance in stemming the onslaught of modernity. With
Mexico City teetering on the edge of a full-fledged modern metropolis in the late 1930s,
female commentators such as Teresa de Cepeda regarded the big city as a magnifying glass
of human behavior. Where the small pueblo championed homogeneity and equality, vice
and degradation flourished in the modern city with its contrasts and anonymity. As women
were the great moral agents of mankind, women, especially poor women, should inspire
order. Mexican women, perhaps primitive but humble, argued de Cepeda, saved Mexico
from the corruption that has befallen other modern nations.703 The discourse of women as
moral gatekeepers of the nation-state was as old as the nation-state, but such sentiments
were not openly published in Mexico’s daily newspapers during the 1920s and early
1930s, yet appeared standard fare in the early 1940s.
In light of the concerns of theater and carpa inspectors such as Hipólite Amor and
Carlos Samper in Chapter Two, it is evident that censorship had been an issue that had
faced Mexican theater from the early twenties onwards. As in the late 1930s, the
censorship of the early revolutionary State had focused on political issues, especially when
it involved political satire and jokes directed at local politícos. By the late 1930s, however,
censorship had changed in significant ways. City officials were ready to shut down
theaters on grounds of transgressing boundaries of sexual morality. Moreover, they drew
on a well-rehearsed revolutionary discourse of health and safety precautions to condemn
adult entertainment as pornography. As bataclanesque revistas had ingrained the idea that
703
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political satire went hand-in-glove with female nudity, city inspectors faced less opposition
censoring shows on basis of immoral content than policing plays for political messages. In
the late 1930s, bataclanesque entertainment was not contained to cabarets. In February of
1938, a vaudeville show even appeared in Bellas Artes, which theater critics considered
funny but undignified spectacle in the nation’s first theater.704

Conclusion
Bellas Artes’ thirty year journey to completion, its structural weakness, and its
sinking foundations symbolized the national’s theater problematic track record in fulfilling
its revolutionary objectives of educating the popular classes. Under the strain of the advent
of cinema, theater itself increasingly lost much of its allure as an educational tool.
Moreover, its infatuation with camposcape that catered to elite desires for upscale drama
and opera and tourists in search of “México de Sarape” undermined much of its credibility
with theater critics and lower-class audiences alike. In contrast to staying power of the
carpas and socially transgressive burlesque theater that faced increasing governmental
censorship as the decade advanced, the productions of Bellas Artes staged a Mexicanidad
that the political leadership could live with. Like the decorations of its interior, Bellas
Artes’ display of Deco indigenismo communicated a mediated modernity that looked more
to consumer tastes than to the realities of race and class. Similarly, the murals of the
Grandes that filled the halls of Bellas Artes permanent exhibits had moved to a
glorification of modernization at the expense of campesino struggles of the Revolution.
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Bellas Artes’ drama became an elite affair, one that relegated the feminized world of típos
mexicanos to folklore and allowed for the entry a new masculinity symbolized by the
charro.
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CONCLUSION
There will be few mortals who love the city so objectively, so pure, as I do.
Salvador Novo. Nuestra ciudad mía
We declare our hatred to you, magnificent city. To you, and your sad and vulgar bourgeoisie, your trapeze
girls, your caramel candies and American movies, to your ice cream filled with garbage, to your outofcontrol fags who ruin schools, the Plaza Garibaldi, and the poisonous street of San Juan de Letrán.
Efraín Huerta. Declaración de odio

“Zocalo, Col. Centro, 2003”
Looking back to the early 1930s, Salvador Novo professed a great love for his
hometown, Mexico City. As its one of its principal cronistas, an elitist, and a homosexual,
Novo believed that no one would be able to understand the city –so often depicted as a
woman—as objectively, purely even, as he could. By the mid 1940s, a much less
enthusiastic Efrain Huerta not merely professed, but made a very public declaration of his
hatred for the city that to him bore the imprint of bourgeois mediocrity, imports from the
United States, and debased sexuality. What had changed the city of spectacles, other than
mere perceptions?
In the 1920s and 1930s, gender performance functioned as a marker of modernity
and stood at the intersection of revolutionary reform and the formation of Mexico City.
Acceptable roles for women, and different women’s contestation and negotiation of these
ideas, influenced the creation of public spaces. The grand spectacle of women in public,
the Tehuana of the market, the Deco girl of the theater and their interaction with each other
and the street, enhanced the visibility and mobility of women in public space who the
politically empowered middle-class rather consigned to invisible and contained spaces.
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Considering the elite preoccupations to remake themselves in the image of the
supposedly superior European, the quest for an European or United States-style modernity
would have entailed an acceptance of changing gender roles. Instead, nationalist
revolutionary leaders proved suspicious of the chica moderna, even though she made her
entry anyway. Middle-class male Mexicans that made up the majority of the revolutionary
leadership who had become politicians, turned to the traditional, female roles they had so
come to associate with indigenous women: humility, servility, and abnegation.
Indigenismo and discourses of nationalism ensured that the humble female Indian, whom
most middle-class urbanites knew mostly in city settings as servant girl, market vendor,
beggar or third-class prostitute, neutralized racial tensions within the revolutionary project.
Due to the persistence of types in revolutionary art, commercial imagery, film and
theatrical productions, glorified indigenous women performed Mexico as camposcape that
wedded Indigenismo to the past.

Campo and City
The oppositional relationship between the campo and the city, or periphery and
metropolis, structured discourses of modernity. Recent developments in Europe illustrate
that even in our postmodern age, the legacies of modernist thinking still exercise
considerable power. Dutch historian and social critic Geert Mak agrees that the modernist
split of two these separate and diametrically positioned spaces eclipses Habermas’
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emphasis on the importance of public and privates spheres.705 The current immigration
flows into northern Europe do not rupture the mystique of Western modernity due to their
composition of Muslim, Mediterranean, and brown peoples. More important, argues Mak,
is these people’s rural origin. The new immigrants to the large European metropoles arrive
from the underdeveloped countryside, itself a marginalized area in the country of origin.
The guest workers’ worldview not only stems from their identity as citizens of poorer
countries who share a different religious tradition, but that they a rural people, finds Mak.
The countryside, so effectively eliminated as a mindset in The Netherlands, invades the
modern cities of northern Europe as the return of the haunting specter of colonialism. The
task of the twenty-first century, Mak indicates, will be to resolve the tension between a
rural and metropolitan consciousness that now characterizes the cultural clashes that have
given rise to considerable violence in a country that took pride in its pragmatic humanism
and rational tolerance. Not religion, not race –even if these weigh in as complicating
factors and are used as means of articulation—but the ideological tensions between the city
and the countryside will constitute the fight of the new century.706
In Mexico, this fight started much earlier than in Europe. The positioning of the
city against the campo created a colonial legacy that erupted as a full-blown social
revolution a long hundred years after the start of Mexican Independence and, compared to
the social revolutions around the globe, a very short way into the twentieth century. In the
aftermath of the Revolution, Mexico –as a country, a new State, a people, and a city—had
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to come to terms with the class, race and gender dimensions of this tension well before
relatively homogenous northern Europe faced its struggle with “the return of the Native.”
What historians and social commentators like Geert Mak do not take into account,
however, is that this is a gendered process. In today’s European Union, the initial
immigration from northern Africa and the Middle East to the northern metropolitan cities
is largely male. Only after men establish themselves in the host countries do they send for
their wives or female relatives, or so we think. If not completely male, the “threat of
tradition” is most definitely construed as a problem of male violence. Most Dutch people
seem to agree that among second generation Moroccans, for instance, girls form the group
well adjusted to Dutch society while young Moroccan men are perceived as the
troublemakers.
This dissertation adds to preexisting scholarship of women and gender by positing
that he quest for modernity was a search informed by gender politics, not merely one that
affected gender norms. In Mexico, the first large wave of rural to urban migration of the
twentieth century was female. Predating, or alongside, this migration pattern, a feminized
countryside—at least in its romanticized incarnation of artistic productions—invaded the
city. As victims of internal colonialism, poor, indigenous women on the streets, now
constituted the painful spectacle of Mexico’s most visible colonial legacy.
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Sex and the City
In August 2003, Mexicana Airways’ magazine Vuelo published a story on the
current renovation of Mexico City’s historic district. In the article, the author noted the
importance of beautiful women to the 500 million pesos project financed by multimillionaire Carlos Slim. The renewal of the area, according to the commission in charge,
would be greatly enhanced by the visibility of “curvaceous brunettes and blondes” in
attracting a bohemian population that would infuse the area with a touch of chic and a
sense of metropolitan modernity. Attractive women would turn the dilapidated and, what
the author considered, dangerous area of the centro into the rival of the thriving colonia
Condesa, known for its haute-cuisine restaurants, hip bars, and largely white and affluent
clientele.
The rhetoric of Vuelo’s report on the beautification of the city center echoes
discourses postulated in the aftermath of the Revolution, when the new state sought to
reinvigorate and civilize Mexico City through a series of urban reforms and public works,
partly in response to their concern over women in public as a social problem.
Revolutionary reform and visions of modernity based on changing gender norms appeared
frequently at odds with one another. This tension formed part of the ideological
underpinnings of the city’s uneven urban development that found its expression in
segregated social geographies based on class. Influenced by the idea that feminine beauty
was tied to the appearance of the city, revolutionary leaders built Art Deco neighborhoods
such as colonia Condesa for the new bourgeoisie, while constructing market buildings in
the dilapidated colonial center for the use of the popular classes.
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During a crucial time in Mexico’s social and political development, the change
from a nineteenth-century dictatorship to an institutionalized Revolution, preoccupation
with changing gender roles became more pervasive because of modernity projects inherent
in state formation, and not in spite of them. It is not that the Revolution did not upset
gender norms or that ideological and practical aspects of those gender roles continued
unabated from its nineteenth-century Porfirian predecessor. Instead, the revolutionary
leaders made a conscious effort to return to traditional gender norms by way of a
“modernization of patriarchy,” which structured much revolutionary reform and ensured
that women’s rights would take a backseat to the fortification of the middle-class family as
the platform for national development. 707
From the late Porfiriato until the end of the armed phase of the Revolution, the
capital city experienced drastic changes in its social structure. Mexico City’s shifting
social and cultural geography was the result of both structural and ideological forces.
Violence in the countryside generated a large-scale migration pattern that brought many
rural women to the capital city at a time when elite urbanites enjoyed entertainment that
linked place to gender. Through the on- and offstage popularity of divas such as Esperanza
Iris and María Conesa, public performance influenced feminine beauty and behavioral
ideals that were articulated through discourses of the city. Revista Theater informed the
inhabitants of Mexico City of current events and mirrored as well as defined metropolitan
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life. In acting out the city, Mexicans turned to European conventions of feminine
refinement. Hence, Porfirian beautification programs in cleaning up city streets, market
reforms, and policing street performers followed the world of appearance modeled through
theater and photography. The performance of class, race and specifically gender influenced
the creation of the East-West split that still marks the centro to this day. The urban
renewal of 2003 discussed in Vuelo cleaned up the West part of the historic district by
widening streets, sandblasting buildings and removing vendors, but left the East
untouched.
As space of sociability and challenge to normative discourses, Revista Theater
facilitated in the transition from divas to Deco bodies. Bataclanismo heralded the arrival of
the Deco girl as the creation of a distinct urban modernity. In Mexico, Deco bodies paved
the way for a new mestizo modernity. Bataclanismo not only drastically altered daily
performances of gender and race, but it also changed the way the city was imagined. In this
barrage of visual materials that propagated a new beauty ideal for women, Deco bodies and
the city were often intertwined and illustrated that metropolitan modernity depended on the
physical and behavioral aspects of a new femininity. In adapting European discourses of
modernity, however, Mexican elites developed a distinctive form of internal exoticism,
camposcape, that equated exotic landscapes of the countryside with indigenas, the past,
and Mexicanidad. Indigenous female landscapes represented a national, “authentic”
essence that needed to be surpassed in order to arrive at a full modernity.
Despite the nationalist –and masculine—nature of the institutionalized Revolution,
modern ideas of how men and particularly women could behave pervaded Revista Theater,
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films, and advertising in magazines. Many urban women admired or made attempts to
transform themselves into chicas modernas, who cut their breads, danced to new music,
and defied the role model of abnegating wife and mother championed by the new State
programs. While idealized indigenas –linked to the countryside—served to symbolize
Mexico’s unique and rich past, the Deco body of the modern metropolis reminded both
Indian and Mestizo that race was no longer so much about color as it was about form.
The mestizo modernity propagated by Deco bodies exemplified an accommodation
of Western affluence and Mexicanidad as it offered a solution to neutralize the tension
between Indigenismo and Mestizaje. Through Art Deco, capitalinos learned to
conceptualize the appearance of their city not merely beautification projects loosely
associated with femininity as they had during Porfirian times, but as a particular feminine
form of the future. Deco bodies personalized and eroticized new architectural aesthetics
associated with global modernity, even if the behavior that went along with these beauty
ideals provoked concerns.
The early 1930s saw sweeping urban reform informed by fears of undesirable
female activities. The overhaul of the center through the broadening of streets to
accommodate motorized traffic, the construction of markets, and the re-designation of
areas set aside for prostitution aimed at containment of women in public. Beyond their
practical functions in facilitating urban growth, markets were treated as theaters because of
their performative quality as markers of national identity due to their celebration of
camposcape. The continued emphasis on the city and the campo as distinctive spheres that
characterized discourses of the entertainment world, sharpened perceived tensions between
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the rural and the urbane, tradition and modernity, and Indigenismo and Mestizaje. Nascent
mass media such as cinema and photojournalism offered new ways of seeing place and
time that added to the conflict between tradition and modernity. In the well-ingrained
binary of past-campo and future-city, city markets represented the place where
camposcape faltered.
The idealized notions of rural life clashed with the realities of the campo that
invaded the city, which had important consequences for urban reform. The large and long
process of rural to urban migration that accelerated during the Revolution brought rural
culture to the heart of the city as a shared and lived reality. Migrants brought saints to
protect their vecindades, curanderos to heal their bodies and minds, their tianguís to
procure daily necessities, and a set of behaviors and morals that the revolutionary state
viewed as unhealthy and unproductive. The vendadoras in particular provoked unease as
they appeared to life their private lives in public space. Similar to the Porfiriato, the market
woman’s visibility as a public woman echoed middle class anxieties over prostitution,
single mothers, and the appearance of the chica moderna. The market represented a
liminal space that harbored tensions between a longing for authenticity and a fear of
changing gender norms when translated to the modern city.
The main market complex built during the flurry of urban reform, the Mercado
Abelardo Rodríguez, was to represent a microcosm of revolutionary reform. Urban
planners envisioned the MAR as a particularly beneficial place for female vendors: a
public market with private features. Revolutionary leaders, while concerned over public
health issues, feared that public women would undermine their efforts to strengthen
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nuclear families where women would fulfill their patriotic duty to the state as mothers and
wives. City officials wished to keep the unity of families strong by providing care for the
small children of the female merchants. Safely indoors, female vendors no longer
constituted spectacle. The MAR, however, did not rid the centro of street vendors. Market
reforms did little to halt the rise of the informal economy in the eastern part of the historic
district or diminish the promiscuity associated with market activity. In the early 1980s,
about 4,000 women worked the streets around La Merced market as prostitutes.708
The urban reform efforts spanning the period from 1929 to 1934 spoke to a new
perception of the city as a set of zones of containment and areas of mobility that were
predicated on gendered understanding of public space, that –in turn—were tied to class and
ethnicity. Seeking to establish control over a populace in flux in the aftermath of a violent
revolution that still sputtered in the countryside, urban reformers enacted measures to
control urban space. In addition to the prostitution zones and designated areas of market
activity, urban reformers in Mexico City inadvertently created another zone of containment
in an effort to safeguard national patrimony by creating a historic district. This “male
museum” of national patrimony in honor of revolutionary heroes and colonial architecture
inadvertently linked the new State with Mexico’s colonial past in an effort to control what
transpired in the capital’s center and clear its streets of undesirable activities associated
with female spectacle; carpas, prostitution, and street vending.
The camposcape of markets, however, proved irresistible to urban audiences and
foreign tourists alike and by the mid 1930s, the National Theater in newly completed
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Palace of Fine Arts excelled at staging folkloric productions that celebrated the campo as
site of national essence. In contrast to the highly popular and politicized entertainment of
the carpas and burlesque theaters that faced increasing governmental censorship as the
decade advanced, the productions of Bellas Artes celebrated a Mexicanidad acceptable to
government officials. Similar to Revista Theater, Bellas Artes championed Deco bodies in
its representation of Indigenismo where form took the place of color in embodying the
nation. In the National Theater, however, Deco Indigenismo set the stage for the entry of a
new masculinity predicated on glorification of the revolutionary war hero. In the mid to
late 1930s, the Tehuana of the South had been relegated to folkloric dance, yet the charro
of the North –the main protagonist of Mexico’s “Golden Age” of cinema—took charge of
the campo, and with it, revolutionary and national identity.
I am certainly not the first or the last scholar to suggest that the remasculinization
of Mexican society was a predominant legacy of the Revolution. Ilene O’Malley
effectively argued in the mid 1980s that the Revolution was clearly a male enterprise that
had large-scale political ramifications. The focus on hero cults within the creation of an
official national history lent the leadership an aura of revolutionary credibility, obscured
the political differences between the factions, and led to a masculinization of the
Revolution. In this context, the women’s movement that looked to North America and
Western Europe was easily labeled un-Mexican and discredited, O’Malley found.709
Anthropologist Matthew Gutmann certainly did not mince words when he concluded:
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“Mexican masculinity has been at the heart of defining a Mexican nation, its past and its
future.”710
The strength of the Mexican State was predicated upon the understanding of the
centrality of the bourgeois, nuclear family. Not only did the revolutionaries unite the
pantheon of revolutionary heroes as “the revolutionary family,” tellingly all male, but
reforms privileged the strengthening of the bourgeois family as platform for national
development. This meant that a comprehensive and cross-class understanding of women’s
rights would take a back seat as middle-class women would reap the greatest benefit from
the revolutionary “family paradigm.” In order to serve this paradigm, both women and
men not in tune with the bourgeois mindset stood in need of reform.
In a burgeoning and rapidly changing city, this meant that every thing and every
body be kept in its right place. Peter Stallybras and Allon White argued, as did Freud, that
the “low domains,” the disgust for one’s and others’ bodily functions and sexuality, the
repressed, always bear the imprint of desire. They return, Stallybras and White wrote
eloquently, “as the object of nostalgia, longing and fascination.” 711 In other words, that
which is out of place, can only emerge as spectacle. In treating the world as a theater, the
ascendant revolutionary middle class facilitated the political repression of people that
became celebrated as exotic costumes.
While the United States entered the roaring twenties and a time of great economic
booms, Mexico struggled to rebuild. The process of rebuilding the nation in Mexico, where
710
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revolutionaries embarked on a project of unprecedented social engineering with the aim of
forging New Men and New Women, required an overhaul of the private sphere. The stress
on domesticity as nationalist discourse were integral in envisioning a hierarchy of spaces
that privileged nation building as public male domain while sanctioning the bourgeois
home as a private platform for national development. The gender dynamics tied to family
formation deemed so integral within nation building entrenched the domestic labor as
female, and modernized patriarchy as a neo-colonial process.
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